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Whereas, on 28 November 2005, the GNSO (Generic Names Supporting Organization) Council voted unanimously to
initiate a policy development process on the introduction of new gTLDs.
Whereas, the GNSO (Generic Names Supporting Organization) Committee on the Introduction of New gTLDs
addressed a range of difficult technical, operational, legal, economic, and policy questions, and facilitated widespread
participation and public comment throughout the policy development process.
Whereas, on 6 September 2007, the GNSO (Generic Names Supporting Organization) Council approved by a
supermajority vote a motion supporting the 19 recommendations, as a whole, as set out in the Final Report of the ICANN
(Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) Generic Names Supporting Organisation on the Introduction of
New Generic Top-Level Domains going forward to the ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers)
Board <http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new-gtlds/pdp-dec05-fr-parta-08aug07.htm (http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new-gtlds
/pdp-dec05-fr-parta-08aug07.htm)>.
Whereas, the Board instructed staff to review the GNSO (Generic Names Supporting Organization) recommendations
and determine whether they were capable of implementation, and staff engaged international technical, operational and
legal expertise to support the implementation of the policy recommendations and developed implementation plans for the
GNSO (Generic Names Supporting Organization)'s policy recommendations.
Whereas, on 26 June 2008, the Board adopted the GNSO (Generic Names Supporting Organization) policy
recommendations for the introduction of new gTLDs and directed staff to further develop and complete its detailed
implementation plan, continue communication with the community on such work, and provide the Board with a final version
of the implementation proposals for the board and community to approve before the launching the new gTLD (generic Top
Level Domain) application process <http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions-26jun08.htm#_Toc76113171
(/en/minutes/resolutions-26jun08.htm#_Toc76113171)>.
Whereas, staff has made implementation details publicly available in the form of drafts of the gTLD (generic Top Level
Domain) Applicant Guidebook and supporting materials for public discussion and comment.
Whereas, the first draft of the Applicant Guidebook was published on 23 October 2008 <http://www.icann.org/en/topics
/new-gtlds/comments-en.htm (/en/topics/new-gtlds/comments-en.htm)>, and the Guidebook has undergone continued
substantial revisions based on stakeholder input on multiple drafts.
Whereas, the Board has conducted intensive consultations with the Governmental Advisory Committee (including in
Brussels in February 2011, in San Francisco in March 2011, by telephone in May 2011, and in Singapore on 19 June
2011), resulting in substantial agreement on a wide range of issues noted by the GAC (Governmental Advisory
Committee), and the Board has directed revisions to the Applicant Guidebook to reflect such agreement.
Whereas, ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) received letters from the United States
Department of Commerce and the European Commission addressing the issue of registry-registrar cross-ownership,
and the Board considered the concerns expressed therein. The Board agrees that the potential abuse of significant
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market power is a serious concern, and discussions with competition authorities will continue.
Whereas, ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) has consulted with the GAC (Governmental
Advisory Committee) to find mutually acceptable solutions on areas where the implementation of policy is not consistent
with GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee) advice, and where necessary has identified its reasons for not
incorporating the advice in particular areas, as required by the Bylaws; see <http://www.icann.ord/en/minutes/rationalegac-response-new-gtld-20jun11-en.pdf (/en/minutes/rationale-gac-response-new-gtld-20jun11-en.pdf)> [PDF, 103 KB].
Whereas, the ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) community has dedicated countless
hours to the review and consideration of numerous implementation issues, by the submission of public comments,
participation in working groups, and other consultations.
Whereas, the Board has listened to the input that has been provided by the community, including the supporting
organizations and advisory committees, throughout the implementation process.
Whereas, careful analysis of the obligations under the Affirmation of Commitments and the steps taken throughout the
implementation process indicates that ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) has fulfilled the
commitments detailed in the Affirmation <http://www.icann.org/en/documents/affirmation-of-commitments-30sep09-en.htm
(/en/documents/affirmation-of-commitments-30sep09-en.htm)>.
Whereas, the Applicant Guidebook posted on 30 May 2011 <http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/comments7-en.htm (/en/topics/new-gtlds/comments-7-en.htm)> includes updates resulting from public comment and from recent
GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee) advice.
Whereas, the draft New gTLDs Communications Plan <http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/new-gtldscommunications-plan-30may11-en.pdf (/en/topics/new-gtlds/new-gtlds-communications-plan-30may11-en.pdf)> [PDF,
486 KB] forms the basis of the global outreach and education activities that will be conducted leading up to and during the
execution of the program in each of the ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) geographic
regions.
Whereas, the Draft FY12 Operating Plan and Budget <http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement-17may11en.htm (/en/announcements/announcement-17may11-en.htm)> includes a New gTLD (generic Top Level Domain)
Program Launch Scenario, and the Board is prepared to approve the expenditures included in Section 7 of the Draft
FY12 Operating Plan and Budget.
Whereas, the Board considers an applicant support program important to ensuring an inclusive and diverse program, and
will direct work to implement a model for providing support to potential applicants from developing countries.
Whereas, the Board's Risk Committee has reviewed a comprehensive risk assessment associated with implementing the
New gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) Program, has reviewed the defined strategies for mitigating the identified risks,
and will review contingencies as the program moves toward launch.
Whereas, the Board has reviewed the current status and plans for operational readiness and program management
within ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers).
Resolved (2011.06.20.01), the Board authorizes the President and CEO to implement the new gTLD (generic Top Level
Domain) program which includes the following elements:
1. the 30 May 2011 version of the Applicant Guidebook <http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/comments-7-en.htm
(/en/topics/new-gtlds/comments-7-en.htm)>, subject to the revisions agreed to with the GAC (Governmental Advisory
Committee) on 19 June 2011, including: (a) deletion of text in Module 3 concerning GAC (Governmental Advisory
Committee) advice to remove references indicating that future Early Warnings or Advice must contain particular
information or take specified forms; (b) incorporation of text concerning protection for specific requested Red Cross
and IOC names for the top level only during the initial application round, until the GNSO (Generic Names Supporting
Organization) and GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee) develop policy advice based on the global public
interest, and (c) modification of the "loser pays" provision in the URS to apply to complaints involving 15 (instead of
26) or more domain names with the same registrant; the Board authorizes staff to make further updates and
changes to the Applicant Guidebook as necessary and appropriate, including as the possible result of new technical
standards, reference documents, or policies that might be adopted during the course of the application process, and
to prominently publish notice of such changes;
2. the Draft New gTLDs Communications Plan as posted at <http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/new-gtldscommunications-plan-30may11-en.pdf (/en/topics/new-gtlds/new-gtlds-communications-plan-30may11-en.pdf)>
[PDF, 486 KB], as may be revised and elaborated as necessary and appropriate;
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3. operational readiness activities to enable the opening of the application process;
4. a program to ensure support for applicants from developing countries, with a form, structure and processes to be
determined by the Board in consultation with stakeholders including: (a) consideration of the GAC (Governmental
Advisory Committee) recommendation for a fee waiver corresponding to 76 percent of the $185,000 USD
evaluation fee, (b) consideration of recommendations of the ALAC (At-Large Advisory Committee) and GNSO
(Generic Names Supporting Organization) as chartering organizations of the Joint Applicant Support (JAS) Working
Group, (c) designation of a budget of up to $2 million USD for seed funding, and creating opportunities for other
parties to provide matching funds, and (d) the review of additional community feedback, advice from ALAC (At-Large
Advisory Committee), and recommendations from the GNSO (Generic Names Supporting Organization) following
their receipt of a Final Report from the JAS Working Group (requested in time to allow staff to develop an
implementation plan for the Board's consideration at its October 2011 meeting in Dakar, Senegal), with the goal of
having a sustainable applicant support system in place before the opening of the application window;
5. a process for handling requests for removal of cross-ownership restrictions on operators of existing gTLDs who
want to participate in the new gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) program, based on the "Process for Handling
Requests for Removal of Cross-Ownership Restrictions for Existing gTLDs" <http://www.icann.org
/en/announcements/announcement-02may11-en.htm (/en/announcements/announcement-02may11-en.htm)>, as
modified in response to comments <http://www.icann.org/en/tlds/process-cross-ownership-gtlds-en.htm (/en/tlds
/process-cross-ownership-gtlds-en.htm)> (a redline of the Process to the earlier proposal is provided at
<http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/process-cross-ownership-restrictions-gtlds-20jun11-en.pdf (/en/minutes/processcross-ownership-restrictions-gtlds-20jun11-en.pdf)> [PDF, 97 KB]); consideration of modification of existing
agreements to allow cross-ownership with respect to the operation of existing gTLDs is deferred pending further
discussions including with competition authorities;
6. the expenditures related to the New gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) Program as detailed in section 7 of the Draft
FY12 Operating Plan and Budget <http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement-17may11-en.htm
(/en/announcements/announcement-17may11-en.htm)>; and
7. the timetable as set forth in the attached graphic <http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/timeline-new-gtld-program20jun11.pdf (/en/minutes/timeline-new-gtld-program-20jun11.pdf)> [PDF, 167 KB], elements of which include the New
gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) application window opening on 12 January 2012 and closing on 12 April 2012, with
the New gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) Communications Plan beginning immediately.
Resolved (2011.06.20.02), the Board and the GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee) have completed good faith
consultations in a timely and efficient manner under the ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers)
Bylaws, Article XI, Section 2.j. As the Board and the GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee) were not able to reach a
mutually acceptable solution on a few remaining issues, pursuant to ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers) Bylaws, Article XI, Section 2.k, the Board incorporates and adopts as set forth in the document describing
the remaining areas of difference between ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers)'s Board and
the GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee) <http://www.icann.ord/en/minutes/rationale-gac-response-new-gtld20jun11-en.pdf (/en/minutes/rationale-gac-response-new-gtld-20jun11-en.pdf)> [PDF, 103 KB] the reasons why the GAC
(Governmental Advisory Committee) advice was not followed. The Board's statement is without prejudice to the rights or
obligations of GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee) members with regard to public policy issues falling within their
responsibilities.
Resolved (2011.06.20.03), the Board wishes to express its deep appreciation to the ICANN (Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers) community, including the members of the GAC (Governmental Advisory Committee), for
the extraordinary work it has invested in crafting the New gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) Program in furtherance of
ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers)'s mission and core values, and counts on the
community's ongoing support in executing and reviewing the program.

Rationale for Resolutions 2011.06.20.01-2011.06.20.03
* Note: The Rationale is not final until approved with the minutes of the Board meeting.
Rationale for Approval of the Launch of the New gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) Program (/en/minutes/rationale-boardapproval-new-gtld-program-launch-20jun11-en.pdf) [PDF, 624 KB]
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1. ICANN Board Rationale for the Approval of the
Launch of the New gTLD Program
I. WHY NEW gTLDs ARE BEING INTRODUCED
New gTLDs are being introduced because the community has asked for them. The
launch of the new generic top level domain (gTLD) program will allow for more
innovation, choice and change to the Internet’s addressing system, now constrained by
only 22 gTLDs. In a world with over 2 billion Internet users – and growing – diversity,
choice and competition are key to the continued success and reach of the global
network. New gTLDs will bring new protections to consumers (as well as brand holders
and others) that do not exist today in the Domain Name System (DNS). Within this safer
environment, community and cultural groups are already anticipating how they can
bring their groups together in new and innovative ways. Companies and consumers
that do not use the Latin alphabet will be brought online in their own scripts and
languages. Industries and companies will have the opportunity to explore new ways to
reach customers. The years of community work in planning have produced a robust
implementation plan, and it is time to see that plan through to fruition.
II. FOLLOWING ICANN’S MISSION AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPED PROCESSES
A.
Introduction of new TLDs is a core part of ICANN’s Mission
When ICANN was formed in 1998 as a not for profit, multi stakeholder organization
dedicated to coordinating the Internet’s addressing system, a purpose was to promote
competition in the DNS marketplace, including by developing a process for the
introduction of new generic top level domains while ensuring internet security and
stability. The introduction of new top level domains into the DNS has thus been a
fundamental part of ICANN’s mission from its inception, and was specified in ICANN’s
Memorandum of Understanding and Joint Project Agreement with the U.S. Department
of Commerce.1
ICANN initially created significant competition at the registrar level, which has resulted
in enormous benefits for consumers. ICANN’s community and Board has now turned its
attention to fostering competition in the registry market. ICANN began this process
with the “proof of concept” round for the addition of a limited number of new generic
Top Level Domains (“gTLDs”) in 2000, and then permitted a limited number of additional
“sponsored” TLDs in 2004 2005. These additions to the root demonstrated that TLDs
could be added without adversely affecting the security and stability of the domain
name system. Follow on economic studies indicated that, while benefits accruing from
innovation are difficult to predict, that the introduction of new gTLDs will bring benefits
in the form of increased competition, choice and new services to Internet users. The
1

ICANN’s Bylaws articulate that the promotion of competition in the registration of domain names is
one of ICANN’s core missions. See ICANN Bylaws, Article 1, Section 2.6.
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studies also stated that taking steps to mitigate the possibility of rights infringement and
other forms of malicious conduct would result in maximum net social benefits.
The Community Created a Policy Relating to the Introduction of new
gTLDs
After an intensive policy development process, in August 2007, the Generic Names
Supporting Organization issued a lengthy report in which it recommended that ICANN
expand the number of gTLDs. See http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr
parta 08aug07.htm. Contributing to this policy work were ICANN’s Governmental
Advisory Committee (“GAC”), At Large Advisory Committee (“ALAC”), County Code
Names Supporting Organization (“ccNSO”) and Security and Stability Advisory
Committee (“SSAC”). The policy development process culminated with Board approval
in June 2008. See http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
26jun08.htm#_Toc76113171.
B.

III. COMMUNITY INVOLEMENT WAS KEY IN IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
Since the June 2008 decision, the community has been hard at work creating,
commenting on, and refining the implementation of this policy.
Seven versions of the Applicant Guidebook have been published. Fifty eight explanatory
memoranda have been produced. There have been nearly 50 new gTLD related public
comment sessions, over these documents as well as a variety of excerpts and working
group reports. Over 2,400 comments were received through those public comment
fora, which have been summarized and analyzed, and considered in revisions to the new
gTLD program. Over 1,350 pages of summary and analysis have been produced. The
community has also participated in numerous workshops and sessions and open
microphone public forums at ICANN meetings, providing additional suggestions for the
improvement of the new gTLD program. ICANN has listened to all of these community
comments in refining the program that is being approved today.
Nearly every ICANN Supporting Organization and Advisory Committee was represented
in targeted community based working groups or expert teams formed to address
implementation issues. The GNSO and its component stakeholder groups and
constituencies participated in all aspects of the implementation work arising out of its
policy recommendations. The ccNSO was particularly active on issues relating to
internationalized domain names (IDNs) and the treatment of geographical names in the
new gTLD program.
ICANN’s technical Advisory Committees provided direct input into the implementation
work. For example, RSSAC and SSAC provided expert analysis that there is no expected
significant impact of new gTLDs on the stability and scalability of the root server system.
ALAC members served on nearly every working group and team, and actively
participated in all public comment fora, giving the world’s Internet users a voice in
implementation discussions.
ICANN Board Rationales for the Approval
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IV. CONSULTATION WITH THE GAC LEAD TO IMPROVEMENTS
Under the ICANN Bylaws, the GAC has an assurance that the Board will take GAC advice
into account. The Board, through an extensive and productive consultation process
with the GAC, has considered the GAC’s advice on the new gTLD program and resolved
nearly all of the areas where there were likely differences between the GAC advice and
the Board’s positions.
The ICANN Board and the GAC held a landmark face to face consultation on 28 February
– 1 March 2011 and subsequently exchanged written comments on various aspects of
the new gTLD Program. On 15 April 2011, ICANN published a revised Applicant
Guidebook, taking into account many compromises with the GAC as well as additional
community comment. On 20 May 2011, the GAC and the ICANN Board convened
another meeting by telephone, and continued working through the remaining
differences between the Board and GAC positions. See
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 22may11 en.htm. On 26
May 2011, the GAC provided its comments on the 15 April 2011 Applicant Guidebook,
and the GAC comments were taken into consideration in the production of the 30 May
2011 Applicant Guidebook.
On 19 June 2011, the ICANN Board and GAC engaged in a further consultation over the
remaining areas where the Board’s approval of the launch of the new gTLD program
may not be consistent with GAC advice. At the beginning of the GAC consultation
process, there were 12 issues under review by the GAC and the Board, with 80 separate
sub issues. The GAC and the Board have identified mutually acceptable solutions for
nearly all of these sub issues. Despite this great progress and the good faith
participation of the GAC and the Board in the consultation process, a few areas remain
where the GAC and the Board were not able to reach full agreement. The reasons why
these items of GAC advice were not followed are set forth in responses to the GAC such
as Board responses to item of GAC Advice.
V. MAJOR IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES HAVE BEEN THOROUGHLY CONSIDERED
The launch of the new gTLDs has involved the careful consideration of many complex
issues. Four overarching issues, along with several other major substantive topics have
been addressed through the new gTLD implementation work. Detailed rationale papers
discussing the approval of the launch of the program as it relates to nine of those topics
are included here. These nine topics are:
 Evaluation Process
 Fees
 Geographic Names
 Mitigating Malicious Conduct
 Objection Process
 Root Zone Scaling
 String Similarity and String Contention
 Trademark Protection.
ICANN Board Rationales for the Approval
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Detailed rationales have already been produced and approved by the Board in support
of its decisions relating to two other topics, Cross Ownership, at
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/rationale cross ownership 21mar11 en.pdf and
Economic Studies, at http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/rationale economic studies
21mar11 en.pdf, each approved on 25 January 2011.
VI. CONCLUSION
The launch of the new gTLD program is in fulfillment of a core part of ICANN’s Bylaws:
the introduction of competition and consumer choice in the DNS. After the ICANN
community created a policy recommendation on the expansion of the number of gTLDs,
the community and ICANN have worked tirelessly to form an implementation plan. The
program approved for launch today is robust and will provide new protections and
opportunities within the DNS.
The launch of the new gTLD program does not signal the end of ICANN’s or the
community’s work. Rather, the launch represents the beginning of new opportunities to
better shape the further introduction of new gTLDs, based upon experience. After the
launch of the first round of new gTLDs, a second application window will only be opened
after ICANN completes a series of assessments and refinements – again with the input
of the community. The Board looks forward to the continual community input on the
further evolution of this program.
The Board relied on all members of the ICANN community for the years of competent
and thorough work leading up to the launch of the new gTLD program. Within the
implementation phase alone, the community has devoted tens of thousands of hours to
this process, and has created a program that reflects the best thought of the
community. This decision represents ICANN’s continued adherence to its mandate to
introduce competition in the DNS, and also represents the culmination of an ICANN
community policy recommendation of how this can be achieved.
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2. ICANN Board Rationale on the Evaluation Process
Associated with the gTLD Program
I.

Introduction

Through the development of the new gTLD program, one of the areas that
required significant focus is a process that allows for the evaluation of
applications for new gTLDs. The Board determined that the evaluation and
selection procedure for new gTLD registries should respect the principles of
fairness, transparency and non discrimination.
Following the policy advice of the GNSO, the key goal for the evaluation
process was to establish criteria that are as objective and measurable as possible.
ICANN worked through the challenge of creating criteria that are measurable,
meaningful (i.e., indicative of the applicant’s capability and not easily
manipulated), and also flexible enough to facilitate a diverse applicant pool. In
the end, ICANN has implemented a global, robust, consistent and efficient
process that will allow any public or private sector organization to apply to create
and operate a new gTLD.
II.
Brief History of ICANN’s Analysis of the Evaluation Process Associated
with the gTLD Program
This section sets forth a brief history of the significant actions on the subject of
the evaluation process associated with the gTLD program.
• In December 2005, the GNSO commenced a policy development
process to determine whether (and the circumstances under which)
new gTLDs would be added. A broad consensus was achieved that new
gTLDs should be added to the root in order to stimulate competition
further and for numerous other reasons.
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• In August of 2007, the GNSO issued its final report regarding the
introduction of new gTLDs.
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm
• At the 2 November 2007 ICANN Board Meeting, the Board considered
the GNSO’s policy recommendation and passed a resolution requesting
that ICANN staff continue working on the implementation analysis for
the introduction of the new gTLD program and report back to the
Board with a report on implementation issues.
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm; http://www.icann.org/minutes/resolutions
02nov06.htm# Toc89933880
• Starting with the November 2007 Board meeting, the Board began to
consider issues related to the selection procedure for new gTLDs,
including the need for the process to respect the principles of fairness,
transparency and non discrimination.
• On 20 November 2007, the Board discussed the need for a detailed
and robust evaluation process, to allow applicants to understand what
is expected of them in the process and to provide a roadmap. The
process should include discussion of technical criteria, business and
financial criteria, and other specifications. ICANN proceeded to work
on the first draft of the anticipated request for proposals.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 18dec07.htm

• On 23 October 2008, ICANN posted the Draft Applicant Guidebook,
including an outline of the evaluation procedures (incorporating both
reviews of the applied for gTLD string and of the applicant), as well as
the intended application questions and scoring criteria. These were
continually revised, updated, and posted for comment through
successive drafts of the Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments en.htm
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• Between June and September 2009, KPMG conducted a benchmarking
study on ICANN’s behalf, with the objective of identifying benchmarks
based on registry financial and operational data. The KPMG report on
Benchmarking of Registry Operations (“KPMG Benchmarking Report”)
was designed to be used as a reference point during the review of new
gTLD applications.
• In February 2010, ICANN published an overview of the KPMG
Benchmarking Report. This overview stated that ICANN commissioned
the study to gather industry data on registry operations as part of the
ongoing implementation of the evaluation criteria and procedures for
the new gTLD program.
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/benchmarking report 15feb10
en.pdf Rationale-‐all -‐final-‐20110609.doc
• On 30 May 2011, ICANN posted the Applicant Guidebook for
consideration by the Board. This lays out in full the proposed approach
to the evaluation of gTLD applications.
III.

Analysis and Consideration of the Evaluation Process
A. Policy Development Guidance
The GNSO’s advice included the following:
• The evaluation and selection procedure for new gTLD registries should
respect the principles of fairness, transparency and non discrimination.
• All applicants for a new gTLD registry should therefore be evaluated
against transparent and predictable criteria, fully available to the
applicants prior to the initiation of the process. Normally, therefore, no
subsequent additional selection criteria should be used in the selection
process.
• Applicants must be able to demonstrate their technical capability to
run a registry operation for the purpose that the applicant sets out.
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• Applicants must be able to demonstrate their financial and
organisational operational capability.
• There must be a clear and pre published application process using
objective and measurable criteria.
B. Implementation of Policy Principles
Publication of the Applicant Guidebook has included a process flowchart
which maps out the different phases an application must go through, or may
encounter, during the evaluation process. There are six major components to the
process: (1) Application Submission/Background Screening; (2) Initial Evaluation;
(3) Extended Evaluation; (4) Dispute Resolution; (5) String Contention and (6)
Transition to Delegation. All applications must pass the Initial Evaluation to be
eligible for approval.
The criteria and evaluation processes used in Initial Evaluation are
designed to be as objective as possible. With that goal in mind, an important
objective of the new TLD process is to diversify the namespace, with different
registry business models and target audiences. In some cases, criteria that are
objective, but that ignore the differences in business models and target
audiences of new registries, will tend to make the process exclusionary. The
Board determined that the process must provide for an objective evaluation
framework, but also allow for adaptation according to the differing models
applicants will present.
The Board set out to create an evaluation process that strikes a correct
balance between establishing the business and technical competence of the
applicant to operate a registry, while not asking for the detailed sort of
information that a venture capitalist may request. ICANN is not seeking to certify
business success but instead seeks to encourage innovation while providing
certain safeguards for registrants.
Furthermore, new registries must be added in a way that maintains DNS
stability and security. Therefore, ICANN has created an evaluation process that
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asks several questions so that the applicant can demonstrate an understanding of
the technical requirements to operate a registry.
After a gTLD application passes the financial and technical evaluations, the
applicant will then be required to successfully complete a series of pre delegation
tests. These pre delegation tests must be completed successfully within a
specified period as a prerequisite for delegation into the root zone.
C. Public Comment
Comments from the community on successive drafts of the evaluation
procedures, application questions, and scoring criteria were also considered by
the Board. In particular, changes were made to provide greater clarity on the
information being sought, and to more clearly distinguish between the minimum
requirements and additional scoring levels.
There was feedback from some that the evaluation questions were more
complicated or cumbersome than necessary, while others proposed that ICANN
should set a higher bar and perform more stringent evaluation, particularly in
certain areas such as security. ICANN has sought to consider and incorporate
these comments in establishing a balanced approach that results in a rigorous
evaluation process in line with ICANN’s mission for what is to be the initial gTLD
evaluation round. See http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
analysis en.htm.

IV.

The Board’s Analysis of the Evaluation Process Associated with the gTLD
Program
A.

Who the Board Consulted Regarding the Evaluation Process
• Legal Counsel
• The GNSO stakeholder groups
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• ICANN’s Governmental Advisory Committee
• The At Large Advisory Committee
• Various consultants were engaged throughout the process to
assist in developing a methodology that would meet the above
goals. These included InterIsle, Deloitte, KPMG, Gilbert and
Tobin, and others.
• All other Stakeholders and Community members through public
comment forums and other methods of participation.
B.

What Significant Non-‐Privileged Materials the Board Reviewed
• Public Comments;
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments analysis
en.htm
• Benchmarking of Registry Operations;
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/benchmarking report
15feb10 en.pdf

C.

What Factors the Board Found to Be Significant

The Board considered a number of factors in its analysis of the evaluation
process for the new gTLD program. The Board found the following factors to be
significant:
• the principle that the Board should base its decision on solid
factual investigation and expert consultation and study;
• the addition of new gTLDs to the root in order to stimulate
competition at the registry level;
• the responsibility of ensuring that new gTLDs do not jeopardize
the security or stability of the DNS;
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• an established set of criteria that are as objective and
measurable as possible;
• the selection of independent evaluation panels with sufficient
expertise, resources and geographic diversity to review
applications for the new gTLD program; and
• an evaluation and selection procedure for new gTLD registries
that respects the principles of fairness, transparency and non
discrimination.
V.
The Board’s Reasons for Concluding the Evaluation Process was
Appropriate for the gTLD Program
• The evaluation process allows for any public or private sector
organization to apply to create and operate a new gTLD. However,
the process is not like simply registering or buying a second level
domain. ICANN has developed an application process designed to
evaluate and select candidates capable of running a registry. Any
successful applicant will need to meet the published operational
and technical criteria in order to ensure a preservation of internet
stability and interoperability.
• ICANN’s main goal for the evaluation process was to establish
criteria that are as objective and measurable as possible while
providing flexibility to address a wide range of business models.
Following the policy advice, evaluating the public comments, and
addressing concerns raised in discussions with the community, the
Board decided on the proposed structure and procedures of the
evaluation process to meet the goals established for the program.
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3. ICANN Board Rationale on Fees Associated With
the gTLD Program
I.

Introduction
The launch of the new gTLD program is anticipated to result in
improvements to consumer choice and competition in the DNS. However, there
are important cost implications, both to ICANN as a corporate entity and to gTLD
applicants who participate in the program. It is ICANN’s policy, developed
through its bottom up, multi stakeholder process, that the application fees
associated with new gTLD applications should be designed to ensure that
adequate resources exist to cover the total cost of administering the new gTLD
process. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/cost considerations
23oct08 en.pdf.
On 2 October 2009, the Board defined the directive approving the
community’s policy recommendations for the implementation of the new gTLD
policy. That policy included that the implementation program should be fully
self funding. The Board has taken great care to estimate the costs with an eye
toward ICANN’s previous experience in TLD rounds, the best professional advice,
and a detailed and thorough review of expected program costs. The new gTLD
program requires a robust evaluation process to achieve its goals. This process
has identifiable costs. The new gTLD implementation should be revenue neutral
and existing ICANN activities regarding technical coordination of names, numbers
and other identifiers should not cross subsidize the new program. See
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/cost considerations 04oct09 en.pdf
II.

Brief History of ICANN’s Analysis of Fees Associated with the gTLD
Program

This section sets forth a brief history of the significant Board consideration
on the subject of fees associated with the gTLD program.
• In December 2005 – September 2007, the GNSO conducted a rigorous
policy development process to determine whether (and the
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circumstances under which) new gTLDs would be added. A broad
consensus was achieved that new gTLDs should be added to the root in
order to stimulate competition further and for numerous other reasons
and that evaluation fees should remain cost neutral to ICANN. The
GNSO’s Implementation Guideline B stated: “Application fees will be
designed to ensure that adequate resources exist to cover the total
cost to administer the new gTLD process.”
• At the 2 November 2007 ICANN Board Meeting, the Board considered
the GNSO’s policy recommendation and passed a resolution requesting
that ICANN staff continue working on the implementation analysis for
the introduction of the new gTLD program and report back to the
Board with a report on implementation issues.
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm; http://www.icann.org/minutes/resolutions
02nov06.htm# Toc89933880
• On 2 November 2007, the Board reviewed the ICANN Board or
Committee Submission No. 2007 54 entitled Policy Development
Process for the Delegation of New gTLDs. The submission discussed
application fees and stated, “[a]pplication fees will be designed to
ensure that adequate resources exist to cover the total cost to
administer the new gTLD process. Application fees may differ for
applicants.”
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 18dec07.htm.
• On 23 October 2008, ICANN published the initial draft version of the
gTLD Applicant Guidebook, including an evaluation fee of USD 185,000
and an annual registry fee of USD 75,000.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments en.htm
• At the 12 February 2009 Board Meeting, the ICANN Board discussed
the new version of the Applicant Guidebook (“AGB”). The Board
determined that the application fee should remain at the proposed fee
of USD 185,000 but the annual minimum registry fee should be
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reduced to USD 25,000, with a transaction fee at 25 cents per
transaction. Analysis was conducted and budgets were provided to
support the USD 185,000 fee. The decrease in of the registry fee to
USD 25,000 was based on a level of effort to support registries.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 12feb09.htm
• On 6 March 2009, the Board reviewed ICANN Board Submission No.
2009 03 06 05 entitled Update on new gTLDs. The submission
analyzed recent public comments and detailed how ICANN
incorporated those comments and changes into the fee structure. It
also pointed out that the annual registry fee was reduced to a baseline
of USD 25,000 plus a per transaction fee of 25 cents once the registry
has registered 50,000 names. Also, the submission highlighted a
refund structure for the USD 185,000 evaluation fee, with a minimum
20% refund to all unsuccessful applicants, and higher percentages to
applicants who withdraw earlier in the process.
• On 25 June, ICANN Published the New gTLD Program Explanatory
Memorandum – New gTLD Budget which broke down the cost
components of the USD 185,000 application fee.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/new gtld budget
28may10 en.pdf
• On 30 May 2011, ICANN posted a new version of the Applicant
Guidebook, taking into account public comment and additional
comments from the GAC.
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 7 en.htm
III.

Major Principles Considered by the Board
A.

Important Financial Considerations

The ICANN Board identified several financial considerations it deemed to
be important in evaluating and deciding on a fee structure for the new gTLD
program. On 23 October 2008, ICANN published an explanatory memorandum
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describing its cost considerations and identified three themes which shaped the
fee structure: (1) care and conservatism; (2) up front payment/incremental
consideration; and (3) fee levels and accessibility. See
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/cost considerations 23oct08 en.pdf.
1.

Care and Conservatism

ICANN coordinates unique identifiers for the Internet, and particularly
important for this context, directly contracts with generic top level domain
registries, and cooperates with country code registries around the world in the
interest of security, resiliency and stability of the DNS. There are more than
170,000,000 second level domain registrations that provide for a richness of
communication, education and commerce, and this web is reaching ever more
people around the world. ICANN’s system of contracts, enforcement and fees
that supports this system, particularly for the 105,000,000 registrations in gTLDs,
must not be put at risk. Therefore, the new gTLD must be fully self funding.
The principle of care and conservatism means that each element of the
application process must stand up to scrutiny indicating that it will yield a result
consistent with the community developed policy. A robust evaluation process,
including detailed reviews of the applied for TLD string, the applying entity, the
technical and financial plans, and the proposed registry services, is in place so
that the security and stability of the DNS are not jeopardized. While the Board
thoughtfully considered process and cost throughout the process design, cost
minimization is not the overriding objective. Rather, process fidelity is given
priority.
2.

Up-‐Front Payment/Incremental Consideration

ICANN will collect the entire application fee at the time an application is
submitted. This avoids a situation where the applicant gets part way through the
application process, then may not have the resources to continue. It also assures
that all costs are covered. However, if the applicant elects to withdraw its
application during the process, ICANN will refund a prorated amount of the fees
to the applicant.
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A uniform evaluation fee for all applicants provides cost certainty with
respect to ICANN fees for all applicants. Further, it ensures there is no direct cost
penalty to the applicant for going through a more complex application (except,
when necessary, fees paid directly to a provider). A single fee, with graduated
refunds, and with provider payments (e.g. dispute resolution providers) made
directly to the provider where these costs are incurred seems to offer the right
balance of certainty and fairness to all applicants.
3.

Fee Levels and Accessibility

Members of the GNSO community recognized that new gTLD registry
applicants would likely come forward with a variety of business plans and models
appropriate to their own specific communities, and there was a commitment that
the evaluation and selection procedure for new gTLD registries should respect
the principles of fairness, transparency, and non discrimination.
Some community members expressed concern that financial requirements
and fees might discourage applications from developing nations, or indigenous
and minority peoples, who may have different sets of financial opportunities or
capabilities relative to more highly developed regions of the world. The Board
addressed these concerns with their “Application Support” program (which is
discussed more in depth below).
B.

Important Assumptions

In the explanatory memorandum on cost considerations published on 23
October 2008, ICANN identified the three assumptions on which it would rely in
determining the fee structure for the program: (1) estimating methodology; (2)
expected quantity of applications; and (3) the new gTLD program will be ongoing.
1.

Estimating Methodology

Estimators for the various costs associated with the application evaluation
strove to use a maximum likelihood basis to estimate the costs. A detailed
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approach was taken to get the best possible estimates. The evaluation process
was divided into 6 phases, 24 major steps and 75 separate tasks. Twenty seven
separate possible outcomes were identified in the application process,
probabilities were identified for reaching each of these states, and cost estimates
were applied for each state. Estimates at this detailed level are likely to yield
more accurate estimates than overview summary estimates.
Further, whenever possible, sensitivity analysis was applied to cost
estimates. This means asking questions such as “How much would the total
processing cost be if all applications went through the most complex path? Or
“How much would the total processing cost be if all applications went through
the simplest path?” Sensitivity analysis also helps to explore and understand the
range of outcomes, and key decision points in the cost estimation mode.
2.

Expected Quantity of Applications

While ICANN has asked constituents and experts, there is no sure way to
estimate with certainty the number of new TLD applications that will be received.
ICANN has based its estimates on an assumption of 500 applications in the first
round. This volume assumption is based on several sources, including a report
from a consulting economist, public estimates on the web, oral comments at
public meetings and off the record comments by industry participants. While the
volume assumption of 500 applications is consistent with many data points, there
is no feasible way to make a certain prediction.
If there are substantially fewer than 500 applications, the financial risk is
that ICANN would not recoup historical program development costs or fixed costs
in the first round, and that higher fixed costs would drive the per unit application
costs to be higher than forecast. Still, the total risk of a much smaller than
anticipated round would be relatively low, since the number of applications
would be low.
If there are substantially more than 500 applications, the risk is that
application processing costs would again be higher than anticipated, as ICANN
would need to bring in more outside resources to process applications in a timely
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fashion, driving the variable processing costs higher. In this case, ICANN would
be able to pay for these higher expected costs with greater than expected
recovery of fixed cost components (historical program development and other
fixed costs), thus at least ameliorating this element of risk.
3.

The New gTLD Program Will Be Ongoing

ICANN’s goal is to launch subsequent gTLD application rounds as quickly as
possible. The exact timing will be based on experiences gained and changes
required after this round is completed. The goal is for the next application round
to begin within one year of the close of the application submission period for the
initial round.
It is reasonable to expect that various fees may be lower in subsequent
application rounds, as ICANN processes are honed, and uncertainty is reduced.
C.

Cost Elements Determined by the Board
1.

Application Fee

The Board determined the application fee to be in the amount of USD
185,000. The application fee has been segregated into three main components:
(a) Development Costs, (b) Risk Costs, and (c) Application Processing (see
www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/cost considerations 04oct09 en.pdf). The
breakdown of each component is as follows (rounded):
Development Costs:
Risk Costs:
Application Processing:
Application Fee:

USD 27,000
USD 60,000
USD 98,000
USD 185,000

The application fee was also extrapolated and further analyzed under several
assumptions including receiving 500 applications (see
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www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/explanatory memo new gtld program
budget 22oct10 en.pdf).
a.

Development Costs

These costs have two components:
i) Development costs which are the activities necessary to progress the
implementation of the gTLD policy recommendations. This includes resolving
open concerns, developing and completing the AGB, managing communication
with the Internet community, designing and developing the processes and
systems necessary to process applications in accordance with the final
Guidebook, and undertaking the activities that have been deemed high risk or
would require additional time to complete.
The costs associated with the Development Phase have been funded through
normal ICANN budgetary process and the associated costs have been highlighted
in ICANN’s annual Operating Plan and Budget Documents
ii) Deployment costs which are the incremental steps necessary to complete the
implementation of the application evaluation processes and system. Such costs
require timing certainty and include the global communication campaign, on
boarding of evaluation panels, hiring of additional staff, payment of certain
software licenses, and so on.
b.

Risk Costs

These represent harder to predict costs and cover a number of risks that
could occur during the program. Examples of such costs include variations
between estimates and actual costs incurred or receiving a significantly low or
high number of applications. ICANN engaged outside experts to assist with
developing a risk framework and determining a quantifiable figure for the
program.
c.
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Application Processing represents those costs necessary to accept and process
new gTLD applications, conduct contract execution activities, and conduct pre
delegation checks of approved applicants prior to delegation into the root zone.
Application processing costs consist of a variable and fixed costs.
Variable costs are those that vary depending on the number of applications that
require a given task to be completed. Whereas fixed costs are necessary to
manage the program and are not associated with an individual application.
The application fee is payable in the form of a USD 5,000 deposit submitted at
the time the user requests application slots within the TLD Application System
(“TAS”), and a payment of USD 180,000 submitted with the full application. See
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/intro clean 12nov10 en.pdf.

2.

Annual Registry Fee

ICANN’s Board has determined to place the Annual Registry Fee at a
baseline of USD 25,000 plus a variable fee based on transaction volume where
the TLD exceeds a defined transaction volume.
3.

Refunds

In certain cases, refunds of a portion of the evaluation fee may be
available for applications that are withdrawn before the evaluation process is
complete. An applicant may request a refund at any time until it has executed a
registry agreement with ICANN. The amount of the refund will depend on the
point in the process at which the withdrawal is requested. Any applicant that has
not been successful is eligible for, at a minimum, a 20% refund of the evaluation
fee if it withdraws its application.

According to the AGB, the breakdown of possible refund scenarios is as follows:
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Refund Available to Applicant
Within 21 calendar days of a GAC Early
Warning
After posting of applications until posting of
Initial Evaluations results
After posting Initial Evaluation Results
After the applicant has completed Dispute
Resolution, Extended Evaluation, or String
Contention Resolution(s)
After the applicant has registered into a
registry agreement with ICANN

4.

Percentage of
Evaluation Fee
80%

Amount of Refund

70%

USD 130,000

35%
20%

USD 65,000
USD 37,000

USD 148,000

None

Application Support (JAS WG Charter)

As mentioned above, some community members expressed concerned
that the financial requirements and fees might discourage applications from
developing nations, or indigenous or minority peoples, who may have different
financial opportunities. The Board addressed these concerns with their
“Application Support” program, and recognized the importance of an inclusion in
the new gTLD program by resolving that stakeholders work to “develop a
sustainable approach to providing support to applicants requiring assistance in
applying for and operating new gTLDs.” See
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 12mar10 en.htm#20.
In direct response to this Board resolution, the GNSO Council proposed a
Joint SO/AC Working Group (“JAS WG”), composed by members of ICANN’s
Supporting Organizations (“SOs”) and Advisory Committees (“ACs”), to look into
applicant support for new gTLDs. See https://st.icann.org/so ac new gtld
wg/index.cgi.
IV.

The Board’s Analysis of Fees
A.

Why the Board Addressed Fees
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• ICANN’s mission statement and one of its founding principles is
to promote user choice and competition. ICANN has created
significant competition at the registrar level that has resulted in
enormous benefits for consumers. To date, ICANN has not
created meaningful competition at the registry level. Based
upon the report and recommendation from the GNSO to
introduce new gTLDs, the Board decided to proceed with the
new gTLD program.
• While the primary implications of the new gTLD program relate
to possible improvements in choice and competition as a result
of new domain names, there are also important cost
implications, both to the ICANN corporate entity and to gTLD
applicants. The Board initially determined that the application
fees associated with new gTLD applications should be designed
to ensure that adequate resources exist to cover the total cost
to administer the new gTLD process.
• Both the Board and members of the community have
commented on the application fee structure for the new gTLD
program. From those comments the Board has determined that
the new gTLD implementation should be fully self funding and
revenue neutral, and that existing ICANN activities regarding
technical coordination of names, numbers, and other identifiers
should not cross subsidize the new program.
B.

Who the Board Consulted Regarding Fees
• Legal Counsel
• The GNSO
•

ICANN’s Supporting Organizations
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• The ALAC
• The GAC
• Other ICANN Advisory Committees
• All other Stakeholders and Community members through public
comment forums and other methods of participation.
C.

Public Comments Considered by the Board

Over 1200 pages of feedback, from more than 300 entities, have
been received since the first Draft AGB was published. The Board has
analyzed and considered these comments in the context of the GNSO
policy recommendations.. The Board received many comments on the fee
structure, both the annual registry fee and application evaluation fee.
Regarding the annual registry fee, the Board received comments stating
that the annual minimum and percentage fee for registries was perceived
by some to be too high.
Furthermore, the Board incorporated many suggestions from public
comments pursuant to its JAS WG Application Support Program.
http://forum.icann.org/lists/soac newgtldapsup wg.
D.

What Factors the Board Found to Be Significant

The Board considered numerous factors in its analysis of fees. The
Board found the following factors to be significant:
• The principle that the Board should base its decision on solid
factual investigation and expert consultation and study;
• The addition of new gTLDs to the root in order to stimulate
competition at the registry level;
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• That the new gTLD implementation should be fully self funding
and revenue neutral; and
• That existing ICANN activities regarding technical coordination
of names, numbers, and other identifiers should not cross
subsidize the new program.
• That any revenue received in excess of costs be used in a
manner consistent with community input.
• Evaluation fees will be re evaluated after the first round and
adjusted.
V.
The Board’s Reasons for Deciding the Proposed Fee Structure is
Appropriate
While the primary implications of this new policy relate to possible
improvements in choice and competition as a result of new domain names, there
are also important cost implications, both to ICANN as a corporate entity and to
gTLD applicants with regard to the implementation of the policy through the
acceptance and processing of applications as set out in the policy adopted by the
community and accepted by the Board.
After evaluating public comments, addressing initial concerns and carefully
evaluating the twenty seven separate possible outcomes that were identified in
the application process, the Board decided on the proposed fee structure to
ensure that the new gTLD implementation would be fully self funding and
revenue neutral.
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4. ICANN Board Rationale on Geographic Names
Associated with the gTLD Program
I.

Introduction

Through the development of the new gTLD program, one of the areas of
interest to governments and other parties was the treatment of country/territory
names and other geographic names. This area has been the subject of
stakeholder input and discussion throughout the implementation process.
This memorandum focuses on the Board’s consideration of the provisions
for geographic names in the new gTLD program. The memorandum summarizes
the Board’s consideration of the issue, and the Board’s rationale for
implementing the new gTLD program containing the adopted measures on
geographic names.
II.

Brief History of ICANN’s Consideration of Geographic Names Associated
with The New gTLD Program

This section sets forth a brief history of significant actions on the subject of
geographic names associated with the new gTLD program.
• In December 2005, the GNSO commenced a rigorous policy
development process to determine whether (and the circumstances
under which) new gTLDs would be added. A broad consensus was
achieved that new gTLDs should be added to the root in order to
further stimulate competition and for other reasons.
• On 28 March 2007, the GAC adopted principles to govern the
introduction of new gTLDs (the “GAC Principles”). Sections 2.2 and
2.7 of the GAC Principles address geographic names issues at the
top and second level.
o 2.2 ICANN should avoid country, territory, or place names,
and country, territory, or regional language or people
descriptions, unless in agreement with the relevant
governments or public authorities.
o 2.7 Applicant registries for new gTLDs should pledge to: a)
adopt, before the new gTLD is introduced, appropriate
procedures for blocking, at no cost and upon demand of
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governments, public authorities or IGOs, names with
national or geographic significance at the second level of any
new gTLD, and b) ensure procedures to allow governments,
public authorities or IGOs to challenge abuses of names with
national or geographic significance at the second level of any
new gTLD.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/gTLD principles 0.pdf

• On 23 May 2007, the GNSO Reserved Names Working Group issued
its final report. Recommendation 20 of the report stated that: (1)
there should be no geographical reserved names; and (2)
governments should protect their interests in certain names by
raising objections on community grounds.
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/final report rn wg
23may07.htm
• On 8 August 2007, the GNSO issued its final report regarding the
introduction of new gTLDs. Recommendation 20 of the report
intended to provide protections for geographical names, stating
that an application for a new gTLD should be rejected if an expert
panel determines that there is substantial opposition to it from a
significant portion of the community to which the string may be
targeted.
http://GNSO.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm
• On 26 June 2008, the Board approved the GNSO’s
Recommendations for the introduction of new gTLDs and directed
staff to develop an implementation plan.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 26jun08.htm
• On 24 October 2008, ICANN published Version 1 of the new gTLD
Applicant Guidebook (“Version 1”), which incorporated various
concepts set forth in the GAC Principles. Version 1 required
applications involving geographic names to be accompanied by
documents of support or non objection from the relevant
government authority. Geographic names included country and
territory names, sub national names on the ISO 3166 2 list, city
names (if the applicant was intending to leverage the city name),
and names of continents and regions included on a UN maintained
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list. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp 24oct08
en.pdf
• The 24 October 2008 posting also included an explanatory
memorandum on the topic of geographical names, describing the
various considerations used in arriving at the proposed approach.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/geographic names
22oct08 en.pdf
• On 28 December 2008, the ccNSO commented on Version 1. The
ccNSO stated that (1) the restriction of protections for
country/territory names to the 6 official United Nations languages
needed to be amended to translation in any language; and (2) All
country names and territory names should be ccTLDs – not gTLDs
and should not be allowed until the IDN ccPDP process concluded.
http://forum.icann.org/lists/gtld evaluation/msg00015.html
• On 12 February 2009, the Board met to discuss: (1) proposed
changes to Version 1; and (2) the implementation of policy
recommendations given by the GAC and GNSO.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 12feb09.htm
• On 18 February 2009, ICANN published an analysis of public
comments received
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/agv1 analysis public
comments 18feb09 en.pdf
• Also on 18 February 2009, ICANN published Version 2 of the new
gTLD Applicant Guidebook (“Version 2”), which clarified the
definition of geographic names set forth in Version 1. In addition,
Version 2 expanded protection for country and territory names
involving meaningful representations in any language, and
augmented requirements for documentation of support or non
objection from relevant governments and public authorities.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp clean
18feb09 en.pdf; http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 2 en.htm
• On 6 March 2009, the Board resolved that it was generally in
agreement with Version 2 as it related to geographic names, but
directed staff to revise the relevant portions of Version 2 to provide
greater specificity on the scope of protection at the top level for the
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names of countries and territories listed in the ISO 3166 1 standard.
The Board also directed ICANN staff to send a letter to the GAC by
17 March 2009 identifying implementation issues that have been
identified in association with the GAC’s advice, in order to continue
communications with the GAC to find a mutually acceptable
solution.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 06mar09.htm
• On 17 March 2009, Paul Twomey delivered a letter to Janis Karklins
that: (1) outlined the Board’s 6 March 2009 resolution; (2) stated
that ICANN’s treatment of geographic names provided a workable
compromise between the GAC Principles and GNSO policy
recommendations; and (3) sought advice to resolve implementation
issues regarding the protection of geographic names at the second
level. http://www.icann.org/correspondence/twomey to karklins
17mar09 en.pdf
• On 9 April 2009, the ccNSO commented on Version 2. The ccNSO
reiterated that all country and territory names are ccTLDs – not
gTLDs.
http://forum.icann.org/lists/2gtld guide/pdfc3uGsuV7CG.pdf
• On 24 April 2009, Janis Karklins delivered a letter to Paul Twomey
stating that: (1) countries should not have to use objection process
and should instead wait for the IDN ccTLD PDP to delegate country
names; (2) the names contained on three lists be reserved at the
second level at no cost for the government; and (3) ICANN should
notify registries and request the suspension of any name if the
government notifies ICANN that there was a misuse of a second
level domain name.
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/karklins to twomey
24apr09.pdf
• On 29 May 2009, Janis Karklins delivered a letter to Paul Twomey.
The letter that stated that: (1) the proposed changes to Version 2 in
relation to geographic names at the second level were acceptable
to the GNSO; and (2) the GNSO and the GAC were not in agreement
with regard to other issues relating to Geographic names at the top
level. http://www.icann.org/correspondence/karklins to twomey
29may09 en.pdf
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• On 31 May, 2009, ICANN published an analysis of the public
comments received concerning draft version 2 of the Applicant
Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/agv2 analysis public
comments 31may09 en.pdf
• On 26 June 2009, the Board discussed proposed changes to the
geographic names section of the Applicant Guidebook. These
proposed changes were intended to provide greater specificity on
the scope of protection at the top level for the names of countries
and territories and greater specificity in the support requirements
for continent or region names. The changes also provided
additional guidance to applicants for determining the relevant
government or public authority for the purpose of obtaining the
required documentation.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 26jun09.htm
• On 18 August 2009, Janis Karklins delivered a letter to Peter
Dengate Thrush that stated that (1) strings that were a meaningful
representation or abbreviation of a country name or territory name
should not be allowed in the gTLD space; and (2) government or
public authority should be able to initiate the redelegation process
in limited circumstances.
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/karklins to dengate thrush
18aug09 en.pdf
• On 22 September 2009, Peter Dengate Thrush delivered a letter to
Janis Karklins, responding to GAC comments on draft version 2 of
the Applicant Guidebook and describing the rationale for the
proposed treatment of country names, as well as the Board’s
general intention to provide clear rules for applicants where
possible with reference to lists.
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/dengate thrush to karklins
22sep09 en.pdf
• On 04 October 2009, ICANN published Version 3 of the new gTLD
Applicant Guidebook (“Version 3”).
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp clean
04oct09 en.pdf
• On 21 November 2009, ccNSO delivered a letter to the Board,
raising concerns about the treatment of country and territory
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names. ccNSO also submitted these comments via public
comments. http://www.icann.org/correspondence/disspain to
dengate thrush 21nov09 en.pdf
• On 15 February 2010, ICANN published an analysis of the public
comments received.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/summary analysis
agv3 15feb10 en.pdf
• On 12 March 2010, the Board resolved that ICANN should consider
whether the Registry Restrictions Dispute Resolution Procedure or a
similar post delegation dispute resolution procedure could be
implemented for use by government supported TLD operators
where the government withdraws its support of the TLD.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 12mar10 en.htm
• On 31 May 2010, ICANN published Version 4 of the new gTLD
Applicant Guidebook (“Version 4”). Version 4 excluded country and
territory names from the first gTLD application round, continuing
with the existing definition of country and territory names in
Version 3. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
4 en.htm
• On 23 September 2010, Heather Dryden delivered a letter to Peter
Dengate Thrush that stated that that Version 4 still did not take
fully into consideration GAC’s concerns regarding the definition of
country/territory names.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/dryden to dengate
thrush 23sep10 en.pdf
• On 25 September 2010, the Board met in Trondheim, Norway and
decided: (1) not to include translations of the ISO 3166 1 sub
national place names in the Applicant Guidebook, and (2) to
augment the definition of Continent or UN Regions in the Applicant
Guidebook to include UNESCO’s regional classification list. At the
same meeting, the Board resolved that ICANN staff should
determine if the directions indicated by the Board regarding
geographical names and other issues are consistent with GAC
comments, and recommend any appropriate further action in light
of GAC’s comments.
http://icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 25sep10 en.htm
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• On 28 October, 2010, the Board discussed the scope, timing and
logistics of a consultation needed with GAC regarding remaining
geographic names issues in the new gTLD program. The Board
agreed that staff should provide a paper on geographic names to
GAC. http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/prelim report 28oct10
en.htm
• On 12 November 2010, ICANN posted the proposed final version of
the Applicant Guidebook (the “Proposed Final Guidebook”).
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp clean
12nov10 en.pdf
• On 23 February 2011, the GAC released its Indicative Scorecard on
New gTLD Outstanding Issues. This scorecard included advice from
the GAC on the topics of Post Delegation Disputes and Use of
Geographic Names.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/20110223 Scorecard GAC outst
anding issues 20110223.pdf
• On 28 February – 1 March 2011, the Board met with GAC
representatives at a meeting in Brussels to discuss the issues raised
by the GAC.
• On 4 March 2011, the Board published its notes on the GAC
Indicative Scorecard. The Board provided an indication of whether
each component of the GAC’s advice was consistent (fully or
partially) or inconsistent with the Board’s position on each of the
issues. http://gac.icann.org/system/files/2011 03 04 ICANN Board
Notes Actionable GAC Scorecard.pdf
• On 12 April 2011, the GAC published comments on the Board’s
response to the GAC Scorecard.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/20110412_GAC_comments_on_t
he_Board_response_to_the_GAC_scorecard_0.pdf
• On 15 April 2011, ICANN posted a discussion draft of the Applicant
Guidebook (the “Discussion Draft Guidebook”). This version
expanded the definition of country names to include “a name by
which a country is commonly known, as demonstrated by evidence
that the country is recognized by that name by an
intergovernmental or treaty organization” as well as providing
clarification to applicants that in the event of a dispute between a
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government (or public authority) and a registry operator that submitted
documentation of support from that government or public authority,
ICANN will comply with a legally binding order from a court in the
jurisdiction of the government or public authority that has given support
to an application.

http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp redline
15apr11 en.pdf

• On 26 May 2011, the GAC provided comments on the 15 April 2011
Discussion Draft.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/GAC%20Comments%20on%20the
%20new%20gTLDs%20 %2026%20May%202011.pdf
• On 30 May 2011, ICANN posted another version of the Applicant
Guidebook, taking into account public comment and the additional
comment from the GAC. This version includes some clarifications
but no significant changes from the 15 April 2011 Discussion Draft.
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 7 en.htm

III.

The Board’s Analysis of Geographic Names Associated with the gTLD
Program
A.

Brief Introduction to Geographic Names

This section sets forth an overview of the treatment of geographic names
in the Applicant Guidebook.
• Section 2.2.1.4 provides the following guidance for applications
involving geographic names.
o Applications for gTLD strings must ensure that
appropriate consideration is given to the interests of
governments or public authorities in geographic names.
o Certain types of applied for strings are considered
geographical names and must be accompanied by
documentation of support or non objection from the
relevant governments or public authorities. These
include:
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 An application for any string that is a
representation, in any language, of the capital city
name of any country or territory listed in the ISO
3166 1 standard;
 An application for a city name, where the applicant
declares that it intends to use the gTLD for
purposes associated with the city name;
 An application for any string that is an exact match
of a sub national place name, such as a county,
province, or state, listed in the ISO 3166 2
standard; and
 An application for a string which represents a
continent or UN region appearing on the
“Composition of macro geographical (continental)
regions, geographical sub regions, and selected
economic and other groupings” list.
o Applications for strings that are country or territory
names will not be approved, as they are not available
under the new gTLD program in this application round.
o The requirement to include documentation of support for
certain applications does not preclude or exempt
applications from being the subject of objections on
community grounds, under which applications may be
rejected based on objections showing substantial
opposition from the targeted community.
• Section 2.3.1 of the Draft Discussion Guidebook provides
additional guidance:
o If an application has been identified as a geographic
name requiring government support, but the applicant
has not provided sufficient evidence of support or non
objection from all relevant governments or public
authorities by the end of the initial evaluation period, the
applicant will have additional time to obtain and submit
this information in the extended evaluation period.
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B.

Why the Board Addressed Geographic Names
• The treatment of geographic names in the new gTLD space was
an area of significant concern to many stakeholders.
• The Board received extensive advice from the GAC regarding the
protection of geographic names.
• The GNSO, in its policy development work, balanced a number
of stakeholder considerations in the formation of advice on the
treatment of geographic names.
• The Board recognized that government stakeholders have
important interests in protecting certain geographic names.
• The Board wished to create an appropriate balance between the
interests of governments in protecting certain geographic
names, and the multiple uses possible for various types of
names in the namespace.

C.

Who the Board Consulted
• Legal Counsel
• The GNSO
• The GAC
• The ALAC
• The ccNSO
• The SSAC
• All other Stakeholders and Community members through public
comment forum and other methods of participation.

D.

What Significant Non Privileged Materials the Board Reviewed
• Communications from GAC
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o On 28 March 2007, GAC adopted the GAC Principles
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/gTLD principles 0.pdf
o On 31 October 2007, GAC issued a communiqué
http://gac.icann.org/communiques/gac 2007
communique 30
o On 26 June 2008, GAC expressed concern to Board and
GNSO that the GNSO proposals do not include provisions
reflecting GAC Principles regarding new gTLDs
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
26jun08.htm
o On 8 September 2008, Paul Twomey participated in a
conference call with the GAC to discuss treatment of GAC
Principles
o On 2 October 2008, Paul Twomey delivered a letter to
Janis Karklins
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/twomey to
karklins 02oct08.pdf
o On 8 November 2008: GAC issued a communiqué
http://gac.icann.org/communiques/gac 2008
communique 33
o On 4 March 2009, GAC issued a communiqué
http://gac.icann.org/communiques/gac 2009
communique 34
o On 17 March 2009, Paul Twomey delivered a letter to
Janis Karklins
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/twomey to
karklins 17mar09 en.pdf
o On 24 April 2009, Janis Karklins delivered a letter to Paul
Twomey
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/karklins to
twomey 24apr09.pdf
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o On 29 May 2009, Janis Karklins delivered a letter to Paul
Twomey
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/karklins to
twomey 29may09 en.pdf
o On 24 June 2009, GAC issued a communiqué
http://gac.icann.org/communiques/gac 2010
communique 38
o

On 18 August 2009, Janis Karklins delivered a letter to
Peter Dengate
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/karklins to
dengate thrush 18aug09 en.pdf

o On 22 September 2009, Peter Dengate Thrush delivered
a letter to Janis Karklins
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/dengate thrush
to karklins 22sep09 en.pdf
o On 10 March 2010, Janis Karklins delivered a letter to
Peter Dengate Thrush
http://www.icann.org/correspondence/karklins to
dengate thrush 10mar10 en.pdf
o On 23 September 2010, Heather Dryden delivered a
letter to Peter Dengate Thrush
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/dryden to
dengate thrush 23sep10 en.pdf
On 23 February 2011, the GAC delivered its Indicative
Scorecard on New gTLD Outstanding Issues
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/20110223 Scorecard
GAC outstanding issues 20110223.pdf
• GNSO Policy Recommendations
o On 23 May 2007, GNSO Reserved Names Working Group
issued its final report
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http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/final report rn
wg 23may07.htm
o On 8 August 2007, GNSO issued its final report regarding
the introduction of new gTLDs
http://GNSO.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr
parta 08aug07.htm
• ccNSO Comments
o On 28 December 2008, ccNSO commented on Version 1
http://forum.icann.org/lists/gtld
evaluation/msg00015.html
o On 9 April 2009, ccNSO commented on Version 2
http://forum.icann.org/lists/2gtld
guide/pdfc3uGsuV7CG.pdf
o On 6 July 2009, ccNSO commented on an excerpt from
Version 3
http://forum.icann.org/lists/e gtld
evaluation/msg00006.html
o On 21 November 2009, ccNSO commented on Version 3
again http://www.icann.org/correspondence/disspain to
dengate thrush 21nov09 en.pdf
• Public Comments
o Comments from the community
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
analysis en.htm
E.

What Concerns the Community Raised
• There is a need for clarification of the geographic names process
in the Application Guidebook.
• The new gTLDs should respect the sensitivity regarding terms
with national, cultural, geographic and religious significance.
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• The enumerated grounds for objection might not provide
sufficient grounds to safeguard the interest of national, local
and municipal governments in the preservation of geographic
names that apply to them.
• Delegation and registration of country and territory names is a
matter of national sovereignty.
• There is concern over the fees involved in the dispute resolution
process, particularly for governments.
• There is concern over perceived inconsistencies with the GNSO
policy recommendations.
F.

What Factors the Board Found to Be Significant
• The balance of retaining certainty for applicants and
demonstrating flexibility in finding solutions;
• The goals of providing greater clarity for applicants and
appropriate safeguards for governments and the broad
community;
• The goal of providing greater protections for country and
territory names, and greater specificity in the support
requirements for the other geographic names;
• The goal of respecting the relevant government or public
authority’s sovereign rights and interests;
• The risk of causing confusion for potential applicants and others
in the user community; and
• The risk of possible misuse of a country or territory name or the
misappropriation of a community label.

G.

The Board’s Reasons For the Proposed Approach to Geographic
Names
• ICANN’s Core Values include introducing and promoting
competition in the registration of domain names where
practicable and beneficial in the public interest.
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• The Board has accepted GAC advice to require government
approval in the case of applications for certain geographic
names.
• The Board intended to create a predictable, repeatable process
for the evaluation of gTLD applications. Thus, to the extent
possible, geographic names are defined with respect to pre
existing lists.
• The Board recognized that the community objection process
recommended by the GNSO to address misappropriation of a
community label would be an additional avenue available to
governments to pursue a case where a name was not protected
by reference to a list.The Board discussed this topic extensively
with the GAC. As a result of the consultation on this and other
topics, the Applicant Guidebook was revised to incorporate an
Early Warning process which governments could use to flag
concerns about a gTLD application at an early stage of the
process. These procedures could also help address any concerns
from governments about geographic names not already
protected in the process.
• The Board also confirmed that the GAC has the ability to provide
GAC Advice on New gTLDs concerning any application. Thus,
governments would not be required to file objections and
participate in the dispute resolution process, but rather, may
raise their concerns via the GAC. This process could be used, for
example, for governments to object to an application for a string
considered by a government to be a geographic name.
• The formal objection and dispute resolution process does
remain available to governments as an additional form of
protection. Limited funding support from ICANN for objection
filing fees and dispute resolution costs is available to
governments.
• The Board adopted GAC recommendations for protections of
geographic names in second level registrations.
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5. ICANN Board Rationale on the Risk of Increased
Malicious Conduct Associated with the New gTLD
Program
I.

Introduction

Through the development of the new gTLD program and the numerous
opportunities for public comment and receipt of community input on the new
gTLD program, one of the issues that emerged as a commonly raised concern was
the potential for an increased risk of instances of malicious conduct associated
with the introduction of New gTLDs. ICANN committed to (and remains
committed to) addressing this issue. The Affirmation of Commitments of the
United States Department of Commerce and ICANN includes the following
provision:
ICANN will ensure that as it contemplates expanding
the top level domain space, the various issues that are
involved (including competition, consumer protection,
security, stability and resiliency, malicious abuse
issues, sovereignty concerns, and rights protection)
will be adequately addressed prior to implementation.
http://www.icann.org/en/documents/affirmation of commitments 30sep09
en.htm. These issues were not newly identified in the Affirmation of
Commitments. From the outset, ICANN has sought to address these issues as it
has prepared to implement the new gTLD program, and has mechanisms and
processes designed to address this concern.
This memorandum focuses on the Board’s consideration of the risk of a
potential increase in malicious conduct associated with the introduction of new
gTLDs. The memorandum summarizes: the Board’s consideration of the issue,
measures approved to mitigate instances of malicious conduct, and the Board’s
rationale for implementing the new gTLD program while adopting and
implementing measures to mitigate that risk.
II.

History of the Board's Consideration of Malicious Conduct

This section contains a brief history of significant actions taken by the
ICANN Board to mitigate the potential for malicious conduct associated with the
new gTLD program.
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• On 26 June 2008, the Board adopted the Generic Names Supporting
Organization’s (“GNSO”) policy recommendations for the
introduction of new gTLDs, and directed ICANN staff to continue to
develop a detailed implementation plan.
See Board Resolution at
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
26jun08.htm# Toc76113171; see Board Meeting Transcript at
https://par.icann.org/files/paris/ParisBoardMeeting 26June08.txt
• On 16 May 2009, the Board participated in a workshop on issues
related to the new gTLD program, including the security and
stability of the Internet generally and the potential risk of malicious
conduct in particular.Rationale-‐all -‐final-‐20110609.doc
• On 20 June 2009, the Board participated in another workshop on
issues related to the new gTLD program, including the risk of
malicious conduct on the Internet.
• On 26 June 2009, the Board resolved that new gTLDs be prohibited
from using Domain Name System (“DNS”) redirection and
synthesized DNS responses; directed ICANN staff to amend the
draft Applicant Guidebook accordingly; and further directed ICANN
staff to educate the community about the harms associated with
DNS redirection and synthesized DNS responses and how to stop
them.
See Board Resolution at https://icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
26jun09.htm; see Board Meeting Transcript at
http://syd.icann.org/files/meetings/sydney2009/transcript board
meeting 26jun09 en.txt
• During its study of malicious conduct, ICANN staff solicited and
received comments from multiple outside sources, including the
Anti Phishing Working Group (APWG), Registry Internet Safety
Group (RISG), the Security and Stability Advisory Committee (SSAC),
Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) and members of the
banking/financial and Internet security communities. These parties
described several potential malicious conduct issues and
encouraged ICANN to consider ways these might be addressed or
mitigated in new gTLD registry agreements.
• On 1 October 2009, ICANN announced the launch of the Expedited
Registry Security Request (“ERSR”) process. ICANN intends that
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gTLD registries will use the ERSR process for security incidents that
require immediate action by the registry in order to avoid adverse
effects upon DNS stability or security. The ERSR, a web based
submission procedure, reflects the result of a collaborative effort
between ICANN and existing gTLD registries to develop a process
for quick action in cases where gTLD registries: (1) inform ICANN of
a present or imminent security threat to their TLD and/or the DNS;
and (2) request a contractual waiver for actions they may take or
already have taken to mitigate or eliminate the threat.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
01oct09 en.htm
• On 3 October 2009, ICANN published an Explanatory Memorandum
on Mitigating Malicious Conduct, part of a series of documents
published by ICANN to assist the global Internet community in
understanding the development of the new gTLD program and the
requirements and processes presented in the Applicant Guidebook.
https://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/mitigating malicious
conduct 04oct09 en.pdf
• On 24 November 2009, ICANN announced that it was soliciting
members for two new temporary expert advisory groups to study
issues related to the risk of malicious conduct: (1) the
establishment of a high security TLD designation; and (2)
centralized zone access.
https://icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 03dec09
en.htm
• On 3 December 2009, ICANN announced that it had formed the
High Security Zone Advisory Group and the Centralized Zone File
Access Advisory Group.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
03dec09 en.htm
• On 22 February 2010, ICANN published papers by the High Security
Zone Advisory Committee and the Central File Access Advisory
Committee and solicited public comments. As the result of the
latter paper, a uniform method of accessing registry data is now
incorporated into the Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
22feb10 en.htm
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• On 28 May 2010, ICANN published an Updated Explanatory
Memorandum of Mitigating Malicious Conduct. The paper
described specific malicious conduct mitigation measures that were
recommended by recognized experts in this area that were
subsequently incorporated into the Applicant Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/mitigating malicious
conduct memo update 28may10 en.pdf
• On 16 June 2010, ICANN solicited comments on the High Security
Zone Advisory Committee’s Policy Development Snapshot #2.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/hstld program
snapshot 2 16jun10 en.pdf
• On 22 September 2010, ICANN published a Request for Information
on the proposed High Security Zone program and requested that all
submissions be made by 23 November 2010.
• On 23 September 2010, the GAC outlined to the Board its concerns
and recommendations for the new gTLD program and its comments
on version 4 of the Draft Applicant Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/dryden to dengate
thrush 23sep10 en.pdf
• On 24 25 September 2010, the Board participated in another
workshop on issues related to the new gTLD program, including
discussions on background screening, orphan glue records, and the
High Security Top Level Domain (HSTLD) concept.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 25sep10
en.htm#2.8
• On 12 November 2010, ICANN published a second Updated
Explanatory Memorandum of Mitigating Malicious Conduct.
https://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/explanatory memo
mitigating malicious conduct 12nov10 en.pdf. This memo noted
ICANN’s adoption of the Zone File Access Advisory Group’s Strategy
Proposal for a recommendation to create a mechanism to support
the centralization of access to zone file records. This centralized
approach is intended to streamline the access and approval process
and standardize the format methodology for zone file consumers
(e.g. anti abuse and trademark protection organizations,
researchers, academia, etc.). The Centralized Zone Data Access
Provider pilot program was deployed for testing in June 2011 and a
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production version program is anticipated to be deployed before
any new gTLDs are delegated in the root. Rationale-‐all -‐final-‐
20110609.doc

• On 9 December 2010, the GAC provided ICANN with a list of issues
it considered to be “outstanding” and requiring further
consideration, including consumer protection/the risk of malicious
conduct.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/Cartagena Communique.pdf
• On 10 December 2010, the Board resolved that ICANN had
addressed the issue of the risk of increased malicious conduct in
new gTLDs by adopting and implementing various measures,
including centralized zone file access. The Board further stated that
these solutions reflected the negotiated position of the ICANN
community, but that ICANN would continue to take into account
public comment and the advice of the GAC.
See Board Resolution at https://icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
10dec10 en.htm; see Board Meeting Minutes at
https://icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 10dec10 en.htm
• On 21 February 2011, ICANN published a briefing paper on issues
the GAC had identified as “outstanding” in September 2010,
including certain issues related to the risk of increased malicious
conduct.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 6
21feb11 en.htm
• On 28 February 2011 and 1 March 2011, the GAC and the Board
conferred about remaining outstanding issues related to the new
gTLD program, including certain issues related to the risk of
increased malicious conduct.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
23feb11 en.htm
• On 4 March 2011, the Board published its comments on the GAC
Scorecard.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/board notes gac
scorecard 04mar11 en.pdf
• On 15 April 2011, ICANN posted a discussion draft of the Applicant
Guidebook (the “Discussion Draft Guidebook”).
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http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp redline
15apr11 en.pdf
• On 26 May 2011, the GAC provided comments on the 15 April 2011
Discussion Draft.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/GAC%20Comments%20on%20the
%20new%20gTLDs%20 %2026%20May%202011.pdf
• The GAC Board discussions resulted in additional forms of
background checks and requirements for new registries to
cooperate with law enforcement.
• On 30 May 2011, ICANN posted another version of the Applicant
Guidebook, taking into account public comment and the additional
comment from the GAC.
http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 7 en.htm
III.

The Board’s Analysis of the Risk of Increased Malicious Conduct
Associated with the New gTLD Program
A.

Why the Board is Addressing This Issue Now
• ICANN’s mission statement and one of its founding principles is to
promote competition. The expansion of TLDs will allow for more
innovation and choice in the Internet’s addressing system. The
ICANN Board seeks to implement the new gTLD program together
with measures designed to mitigate the risk of increased malicious
conduct on the Internet.
• ICANN committed to the U.S. Department of Commerce that it
would address the risk of malicious conduct in new gTLDs prior to
implementing the program.
• The ICANN Board is committed to making decisions based on solid
factual investigation and expert analysis.

B.

Who the Board Consulted
• The GNSO
• The GAC
• The At Large Community and ALAC
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• The ICANN Implementation Recommendation Team (“IRT”)
• The Anti Phishing Working Group
http://www.antiphishing.org/
• The Registry Internet Safety Group
http://registrysafety.org/website/
• The ICANN Security and Stability Advisory Committee
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/security/
• Computer Emergency Response Teams (“CERTs”)
See, e.g., http://www.us cert.gov/
• The ICANN Zone File Access Advisory Group
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/zone file access en.htm
• The ICANN High Security Zone TLD Advisory Group
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/hstld program en.htm
• The Registration Abuse Policies Working Group
https://st.icann.org/reg abuse wg/
• The Registrar Stakeholder Group
http://www.icannregistrars.org/
• The Registries Stakeholder Group
http://www.gtldregistries.org/
• Members of the banking and financial community, including the
BITS Fraud Reduction Program, the American Bankers Association,
the Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (“FS
ISAC”), and the Financial Services Technology Consortium (“FSTC”)
See, e.g., www.icann.org/en/correspondence/bell to beckstrom
11aug09 en.pdf; and
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/evanoff to beckstrom
13nov09 en.pdf
• Members of the Internet security community, including the
Worldwide Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams
(“FIRST”), which consists of computer and network emergency
response teams from 180 corporations, government bodies,
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universities and other institutions spread across the Americas, Asia,
Europe, and Oceania; as well as various law enforcement agencies
• Other stakeholders and members of the community
• Legal counsel
C.

What Significant Non-‐Privileged Materials the Board Reviewed
• Reports and Comments from Committees and Stakeholders
o Centralized Zone File Access:
 18 February 2010 gTLD Zone File Access in the
Presence of Large Numbers of TLDs: Concept Paper
https://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/zfa concept
paper 18feb10 en.pdf
 12 May 2010 gTLD Zone File Access For the Future:
Strategy Proposal
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/zfa
strategy paper 12may10 en.pdf
o Wild Card Resource Records:
 10 November 2006 ICANN Security and Stability
Advisory Committee Paper: Why TLDs Should Not Use
Wild Card Resource Records
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/security/sac01
5.htm
o Phishing Attacks:
 26 May 2008 ICANN Security and Stability Advisory
Committee Paper: Registrar Impersonation Phishing
Attacks
http://www.atlarge.icann.org/files/atlarge/ssac
registrar impersonation 24jun08.pdf
 17 June 2009 Anti Phishing Working Group Paper
https://st.icann.org/data/workspaces/new gtld
overarching
issues/attachments/potential for malicious conduct:
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20090619162304 0
3550/original/DRAFT%20Potential%20malicious%20us
e%20issues%2020090617.pdf
o DNS Response Modification:
 20 June 2008 ICANN Security and Stability Advisory
Committee Paper: DNS Response Modification
https://par.icann.org/files/paris/PiscitelloNXDOMAIN.
pdf
o Centralized Malicious Conduct Point of Contact:
 25 February 2009 ICANN Security and Stability
Advisory Committee Paper: Registrar Abuse Point of
Contact
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/security/sac03
8.pdf
o High Security Zone:
 18 November 2009 A Model for High Security Zone
Verification Program: Draft Concept Paper
https://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/high security
zone verification 04oct09 en.pdf
 17 February 2010 High Security Zone TLD: Draft
Program Development Snapshot
https://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/hstld program
snapshot 18feb10 en.pdf
 13 April 2010 High Security TLD: Draft Program
Development Snapshot
https://st.icann.org/hstld
advisory/index.cgi?hstld program development sna
pshot 1
 16 June 2010 High Security Zone TLD: Draft Program
Development Snapshot
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/hstld
program snapshot 2 16jun10 en.pdf
o Redirection and Synthesized Responses:
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 10 June 2001 ICANN Security and Stability Advisory
Committee Paper: Recommendation to Prohibit Use
of Redirection and Synthesized Responses (i.e.,
Wildcarding) by New TLDs
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/security/sac04
1.pdf
o Thick vs. Thin WHOIS:
 30 May 2009 ICANN Explanatory Memorandum on
Thick vs. Thin WHOIS for New gTLDs
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/thick thin
whois 30may09 en.pdf
o Trademark Protection:
 29 May 2009 Implementation Recommendation Team
Final Draft Report to ICANN Board
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/irt final
report trademark protection 29may09 en.pdf
 See the Board Rationale Memorandum on Trademark
Protection for a more detailed summary of non
privileged materials the Board reviewed on this topic.
o Malicious Conduct Generally:
 15 April 2009 ICANN Plan for Enhancing Internet
Security, Stability and Resiliency
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/ssr/ssr draft plan
16may09 en.pdf
 19 May 2009 Registry Internet Safety Group’s Paper:
Potential for Malicious Conduct in New TLDs
https://st.icann.org/data/workspaces/new gtld
overarching
issues/attachments/potential for malicious conduct:
20090519220555 0
2071/original/RISG Statement on New TLDs
20090519.pdf
 19 August 2009 ICANN Security and Stability Advisory
Committee Paper: Measures to Protect Domain
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Registration Services Against Exploitation or Misuse
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/security/sac04
0.pdf
 3 October 2009 ICANN’s Explanatory Memorandum
on Mitigating Malicious Conduct
https://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/mitigating
malicious conduct 04oct09 en.pdf
 30 November 2009 Online Trust Alliance’s Comments
on the New gTLD Program
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/spiezle to
pritz 30nov09 en.pdf
 28 May 2010 ICANN’s Updated Memorandum on
Mitigating Malicious Conduct
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/mitigating malicious conduct memo update
28may10 en.pdf
 29 May 2010 Registration Abuse Policies Working
Group Final Report
http://www.gnso.icann.org/issues/rap/rap wg final
report 29may10 en.pdf
 13 September 2010 ICANN’s Updated Plan for
Enhancing Internet Security, Stability and Resiliency
http://icann.org/en/topics/ssr/ssr draft plan fy11
13sep10 en.pdf
 12 November 2010 ICANN’s Second Updated
Memorandum on Mitigating Malicious Conduct
https://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/explanatory
memo mitigating malicious conduct 12nov10 en.pdf
 21 February 2011 ICANN briefing paper on issues the
GAC had identified as “outstanding” in September
2010, including certain issues related to the risk of
increased malicious conduct
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announce
ment 6 21feb11 en.htm
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• Comments from the Community
D.

What Concerns the Community Raised
• There was concern expressed that the new gTLD program will lead
to an expansion of crime on the Internet, including look alike
domains, drop catching, domain tasting, domain hijacking,
malware distribution, identity theft and miscellaneous deceptive
practices.
• Wrongdoers may apply to operate registries.
• Wrongdoers may exploit technical weaknesses in the Internet,
including automated registration services.
• End user confusion about new gTLDs may lead to increased fraud.
For example, end users may be confused about TLDs whose mere
names raise expectations of security.
• Certain new gTLDs may not comply with some national laws.
• There is a need for an enhanced control framework for TLDs with
intrinsic potential for abuse, including those involving e service
transactions requiring a high confidence infrastructure (such as
electronic financial services or electronic voting) and those
involving critical assets (such as energy infrastructures or medical
services).
• There is a need for better and more efficient identification of
domain name resellers.
• There is a need to ensure the integrity and utility of registry
information.
• The new gTLD program should safeguard the privacy of personal
and confidential information.
• New gTLDs may adversely affect trademark owners.
• ICANN and others should better enforce provisions in agreements
with registries and registrars.
• ICANN should impose new requirements on TLD operators.
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• There is a need for systemic processes to combat abuse on the
Internet.
E.

What Steps the Board Resolved to Take to Mitigate Malicious
Conduct

The Board believes the following measures will greatly help to mitigate the
risk of increasing malicious conduct arising from new gTLDs. ICANN has
incorporated the majority of these measures in the current version of the
Applicant Guidebook and/or the registry agreement, and its efforts to
implement the remaining measures are ongoing.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/dag en.htm
• Required vetting of registry operators: The application process
includes standardized, thorough background and reference checks
for companies and individuals (key officers) to mitigate the risk that
known felons, members of criminal organizations or those with
histories of bad business operations (including cybersquatting) will
become involved in registry operations or gain ownership or proxy
control of registries.
• Required demonstrations of plans for Domain Name System
Security Extensions (“DNSSEC”) deployment: DNSSEC is designed to
protect the Internet from most attacks, including DNS cache
poisoning. It is a set of extensions to the DNS which provide: (1)
origin authentication of DNS data; (2) data integrity; and (3)
authenticated denial of existence.
• Prohibition on wildcarding: The prohibition on wildcarding bans
DNS redirection and synthesized DNS responses to reduce the risk
of DNS redirection to a malicious site.
• Required removal of orphan glue records: Removal of orphan glue
records destroys potential name server “safe havens” that abusers
can use to support criminal domain registrations. Registry operators
will be required to remove orphan glue records when presented
with evidence in written form that such records are present in
connection with malicious conduct.
• Mandatory thick WHOIS records: Registry Operators must maintain
and provide public access to registration data using a thick WHOIS
data model. Thick WHOIS will help mitigate malicious conduct and
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trademark abuse by ensuring greater accessibility and improved
stability of records.
• Centralization of zone file access: Central coordination of zone file
data will allow the anti abuse community to efficiently obtain
updates on new domains as they are created within each zone, and
to reduce the time necessary to take corrective action within TLDs
experiencing malicious activity. The program is designed to reduce
differences in and complexities of contractual agreements,
standardize approaches and improve security and access methods.
• Mandatory documentation of registry level abuse contacts and
procedures: Registry operators will provide a single abuse point of
contact for all domains within the TLD who is responsible for
addressing and providing timely responses to abuse complaints
received from recognized parties, such as registries, registrars, law
enforcement organizations and recognized members of the anti
abuse community. Registries also must provide a description of
their policies to combat abuse.
• Required participation in the Expedited Registry Security Request
(“ERSR”) process: ICANN developed the ERSR process in
consultation with registries, registrars and security experts, based
on lessons learned in responding to the Conficker worm, to provide
a process for registries to inform ICANN of a present or imminent
“security situation” involving a gTLD and to request a contractual
waiver for actions the registry might take or has taken to mitigate
or eliminate the security concerns. “Security situation” means: (1)
malicious activity involving the DNS of a scale and severity that
threatens the systematic security, stability and resiliency of the
DNS; (2) potential or actual unauthorized disclosure, alteration,
insertion or destruction of registry data, or the unauthorized access
to or disclosure of information or resources on the Internet by
systems operating in accordance with all applicable standards; or
(3) potential or actual undesired consequences that may cause or
threaten to cause a temporary or long term failure of one or more
of the critical functions of a gTLD registry as defined in ICANN’s
gTLD Registry Continuity Plan.
• Framework for High Security Zones Verification: The concept of a
voluntary verification program is a mechanism for TLDs that desire
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to distinguish themselves as secure and trusted, by meeting
additional requirements for establishing the accuracy of controls for
the registry, registrar and registrant processing, as well as periodic
independent audits. A draft framework was created by the HSTLD
working group.. The working group’s Final Report may be used to
inform further work. ICANN will support independent efforts
toward developing voluntary high security TLD designations, which
may be available to gTLD applicants wishing to pursue such
designations.
F.

What Factors the Board Found to Be Significant

The Board considered numerous factors in its analysis of the potential for
malicious conduct associated with the new gTLD program. The Board
found the following factors to be significant:
• the principle that the Board should base Policy on solid factual
investigation and expert analysis;
• whether new gTLDs would promote consumer welfare;
• certain measures intended to mitigate the risk of malicious conduct
may raise implementation costs for new gTLD registries;
• the creation of new TLDs may provide an opportunity for ICANN to
improve the quality of domain name registration and domain
resolution services in a manner that limits opportunities for
malicious conduct;
• most abuse takes place in larger registries because that is where
abusive behavior “pays back,”; a more diverse gTLD landscape
makes attacks less lucrative and effective;
• the risk of increasing exposure to litigation; and
• the lack of reported problems concerning increased criminal activity
associated with ICANN’s previous introductions of new TLDs.
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IV.

The Board’s Reasons for Proceeding with the New gTLD Program While
Implementing Measures to Mitigate the Risk of Malicious Conduct
• Modest additions to the root have demonstrated that additional
TLDs can be added without adversely affecting the security and
stability of the domain name system.
• ICANN’s “default” position should be for creating more competition
as opposed to having rules that restrict the ability of Internet
stakeholders to innovate. New gTLDs offer new and innovative
opportunities to Internet stakeholders.
• Most abuse takes place in larger registries. A more diverse gTLD
landscape makes attacks less lucrative and effective.
• New gTLD users might rely on search functions rather than typing a
URL in an environment with many TLDs, lessening the effectiveness
of forms of cyber squatting.
• Brand owners might more easily create consumer awareness
around their brands as a top level name, reducing the effectiveness
of phishing and other abuses.
• ICANN has worked with the community to address concerns
relating to potential malicious conduct in the new gTLD space. New
and ongoing work on these issues in the policy development arena
may provide additional safeguards recommended as a result of the
bottom up process, and ICANN will continue to support these
efforts.
• Data protection is best accomplished by data protection tools,
including audits, contractual penalties such as contract
termination, punitive damages, and costs of enforcement, as well
as strong enforcement of rules.
• The measures adopted by ICANN, including centralized zone file
access, and other mechanisms, address the principal concerns
raised by stakeholders about the potential for proliferation of
malicious conduct in the new gTLD space. A combination of
verified security measures and the implementation of DNSSEC will
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allow users to find and use more trusted DNS environments within
the TLD market.
• Revised applicant procedures and agreements reflecting the
measures to mitigate the risk of malicious conduct will permit
ICANN to address certain risks of abuse contractually and also will
permit ICANN to refer abuses to appropriate authorities. ICANN
can amend contracts and the applicant guidebook to address
harms that may arise as a direct or indirect result of the new gTLD
program.
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6. ICANN Board Rationale on Objection Process
Associated with the New gTLD Program
I.

Introduction

Recommendation 12 of the Generic Names Supporting Organization
(GNSO) Final Report on the Introduction of New gTLDs
(http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta 08aug07.htm), and
approved by the Board in June 2008
(http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 26jun08.htm#_Toc76113171)
states that, “[D]ispute resolution and challenge processes must be established
prior to the start of the process.” Further, Implementation Guideline H, also set
forth by the GNSO, states “External dispute providers will give decisions on
objections.”
Based on the GNSO Policy and implementation planning, it was
determined that four of the GNSO recommendations should serve as a basis for
an objection process managed by external providers. Those include the
following:
(i)

Recommendation 2 “Strings must not be confusingly similar to an
existing top level domain or a Reserved Name” (String Confusion
Objection);

(ii)

Recommendation 3 ”Strings must not infringe the existing legal
rights of others that are recognized or enforceable under generally
accepted and internationally recognized principles of law” (Legal
Rights Objection);

(iii)

Recommendation 6 “Strings must not be contrary to generally
accepted legal norms relating to morality and public order that are
recognized under international principles of law” (Limited Public
Interest Objection); and

(iv)

Recommendation 20 “An application will be rejected if an expert
panel determines that there is substantial opposition to it from a
significant portion of the community to which the string may be
explicitly or implicitly targeted” (Community Objection).
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Thus, a process allowing third parties to object to applications for new
gTLDs on each the four grounds stated above was developed.2
Subsequent to the development and refinement of the original Objection
Procedures based on the GNSO recommendations and set out in Module 3 of the
Applicant Guidebook (see http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/objection
procedures clean 30may11 en.pdf) a separate process has been established for
the GAC. That process is also set out in Module 3 of the Applicant Guidebook. In
short, there is now a formal process for the GAC to provide advice in relation to
the approval of an application.
II.

History of the Development of the Objection Processes and Procedures
Associated with the New gTLD Program

This section sets forth a history of significant actions taken on the subject
of the objection process associated with the new gTLD program.
• In December 2005, the GNSO commenced a rigorous policy
development process to determine whether (and the circumstances
under which) new gTLDs would be added. A broad consensus was
achieved that new gTLDs should be added to the root in order to
further stimulate competition and for numerous other reasons.
•

In August 2007, the GNSO issued its final report regarding the
introduction of new gTLDs. Recommendation 12 of the report
(“Recommendation 12”) states that “[d]ispute resolution and challenge
processes . . . must be established prior to the start of the process” and
Implementation Guideline H states that “External dispute providers will
give decisions on objections.” http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new
gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta 08aug07.htm

•

In December 2007, ICANN posted a call for expressions of Interest from
potential Dispute Resolution Service Providers (DSRP) for the new gTLD
Program. http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
21dec07.htm

The International Centre for Dispute Resolution (ICDR) has agreed to administer
disputes brought pursuant to String Confusion Objections. The Arbitration and
Mediation Center of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has
agreed to administer disputes brought pursuant to Legal Rights Objections. The
International Center of Expertise of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
has agreed to administer disputes brought pursuant to Limited Public Interest and
Community Objections.

2
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• Throughout 2008, external dispute resolution service providers were
evaluated and selected. As noted above in footnote 1, the ICDR will
administer disputes brought pursuant to String Confusion Objections,
WIPO will administer disputes brought pursuant to Legal Rights
Objections and the ICC will administer disputes brought pursuant to
Limited Public Interest and Community Objections.
•

Also throughout 2008, ICANN conducted public consultations, as well
as thorough and global research to help define the standing
requirements and standards to be used by dispute resolution panels to
resolve the disputes on the various Objection grounds.

•

In October 2008, ICANN published draft version 1 of the Applicant
Guidebook, including Module 3, which laid out the Dispute Resolution
Procedures. At that same time, ICANN posted a paper for community
discussion entitled “Morality and Public Order Objection
Considerations in New gTLDs,” which summarized the implementation
work that had been accomplished in response to Recommendation 6
(now called Limited Public Interest Objection).
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/morality public order
draft 29oct08 en.pdf

• In February 2009, the Board discussed who would have standing to
object to an applied for string on the basis of morality and public order.
There was a sense that an objection based dispute resolution process
was the appropriate method for addressing possible disputes. There
was also a sense that any injured party would have standing to object.
Limiting standing to governments or other official bodies might not
address the potential harm.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 12feb09.htm
• Also in February 2009, with the second draft version of the Applicant
Guidebook, ICANN posted the separate “New gTLD Dispute Resolution
Procedure”. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft dispute
resolution procedure 18feb09 en.pdf
•

Also in February 2009, ICANN posted a paper for community discussion
entitled “Description of Independent Objector for the New gTLD
Dispute Resolution Process,” which explored the potential benefits of
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allowing an “Independent Objector” to object within the dispute
resolution process.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/independent objector
18feb09 en.pdf
•

In May 2009, along with revised excerpts of the Applicant Guidebook,
ICANN posted a paper for community discussion entitled “Standards
for Morality and Public Order Research,” which summarized the
research relating to the development of standards for morality and
public order (now Limited Public Interest) objections.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/morality public order
30may09 en.pdf

•

In May 2010, ICANN posted a paper entitled “‘Quick Look’ Procedure
for Morality and Public Order Objections,” which summarized a
procedure requested by community members by which morality and
public order objections could be dismissed if they are determined to be
“manifestly unfounded and/or an abuse of the right to object.”
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/morality public order
quick look 28may10 en.pdf

• In August 2010, Heather Dryden, Chair of the GAC, delivered a letter to
Peter Dengate Thrush, Chairman of the Board, requesting that the
proposed procedure for morality and public order objections be
replaced with an alternative mechanism.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/gac to dengate thrush
04aug10 en.pdf
• Also in August 2010, the Board considered Submission No. 2010 08 05
15, which discussed the feedback received by the GAC with regard to
the proposed procedure for morality and public order objections.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/board briefing materials 2
05aug10 en.pdf
•

In September 2010, the cross stakeholder group known as the New
gTLD Recommendation 6 Cross Community Working Group (“Rec6
CWG”) published a report on the Implementation of the
Recommendation (the “Rec6 CWG report”). The report provided
guidance to the Board with regard to procedures for addressing
culturally objectionable and/or sensitive strings, while protecting
internationally recognized freedom of expression rights. This report
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was posted for public comment. See link at
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 2 22sep10
en.htm
• Also in September 2010, the Board met in Trondheim, Norway and
stated that they would “accept the [Rec6 CWG] recommendations that
are not inconsistent with the existing process, as this can be achieved
before the opening of the first gTLD application round, and [would]
work to resolve any inconsistencies.” At the same meeting, the Board
agreed that it had “ultimate responsibility for the new gTLD program …
however, [that it wished] to rely on the determination of experts on
these issues.”
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 25sep10 en.htm
•

In October 2010, the Board again discussed the Rec6 CWG report,
indicating that several of the working group recommendations could
be included in the Guidebook for public discussion and that the
working group recommendations should be discussed publicly at
ICANN’s upcoming meeting in Cartagena.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 28oct10 en.htm

•

In November 2010, ICANN posted the proposed final version of the
Applicant Guidebook (the “Proposed Final Guidebook”), which adopted
several of the recommendations set forth in the Rec6 CWG report.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp clean 12nov10
en.pdf

•

Also in November 2010, ICANN posted an explanatory memorandum
entitled “‘Limited Public Interest Objection,” which described the
recommendations set forth in the Rec6 CWG report, ICANN’s
responses to those recommendations and ICANN’s rationale for its
responses.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/explanatory memo
morality public order 12nov10 en.pdf

•

In December 2010 in Cartagena, Columbia, the Board had two separate
sessions with the Rec6 CWG to help achieve further understanding of
the working group’s positions.

•

On 23 February the GAC issued the “GAC indicative scorecard on new
gTLD issues listed in the GAC Cartagena Communique” (“Scorecard”)
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identifying the Objection Process as one of twelve areas for discussion.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gac scorecard 23feb11
en.pdf
•

On 28 February and 1 March 2011, the Board and the GAC had a two
day consultation in Brussels, Belgium to discuss the issued raised in the
Scorecard, including the suggestion that the GAC should not be subject
to the Objection Procedures for Limited Public Interest Objections.
Instead, a process was discussed by which the GAC could provide
public policy advice on individual gTLD applications directly to the
Board

•

On 12 April 2011, the GAC issued “GAC comments on the ICANN’s
Board’s response to the GAC Scorecard” that also addressed the
Objection Procedures. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gac
comments board response gac scorecard 12apr11 en.pdf

•

On April 15 2011, ICANN posted the April 2011 Discussion Draft of the
Applicant Guidebook, containing a new “GAC Advice” section detailing
the procedure by which the GAC could provide advice to the Board
concerning gTLD applications. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/draft dispute resolution procedures redline 15apr11 en.pdf

• Also on 15 April 2011, ICANN posted an Explanatory Memorandum
entitled ‘GAC and Government Objections; Handling of Sensitive
Strings; Early Warning” to describe details of the new procedures.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gac objections sensitive
strings 15apr11 en.pdf
• Also on 15 April 2011, ICANN posted “Revised ICANN Notes on: the
GAC New gTLDs Scorecard, and GAC Comments to Board Response”
discussing its response to the GAC’s concerns on the Objection Process.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/board notes gac
scorecard clean 15apr11 en.pdf
• On 20 May the Board and GAC had further consultations that included
discussion on the Objection Process.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/transcript board gac
20may11 en.pdf
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III.

•

On 30 May, ICANN posted the current version of the Applicant
Guidebook with additional refinements to the Objection Process as it
relates to the GAC. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 7 en.htm

•

On 19 June 2011, the Board and the GAC had additional consultations.

The Board’s Analysis of the Objection Process Associated with the New
gTLD Program
A.

Brief Introduction to the Objection Process

1.

Brief Overview of the Objection Process for all except the GAC.
• The new gTLD process is an objection based process, in which
parties with standing may file with an identified independent
dispute resolution provider a formal objection to an application on
certain enumerated grounds (see footnote 1 for list of providers).
The grounds for filing a formal objection to an application are:
o the gTLD string is confusingly similar to an existing TLD or
another applied for gTLD string in the same round of
applications (“String Confusion Objection”)
o the gTLD string infringes the existing legal rights of the
objector (“Legal Rights Objection”)
o the gTLD string is contrary to generally accepted legal norms
of morality and public order that are recognized under
international principles of law (“Limited Public Interest
Objection”)
o there is substantial opposition to the application from a
significant portion of the community to which the gTLD
string may be explicitly or implicitly targeted (“Community
Objection”).
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp redline
15apr11 en.pdf
• If the objectors have standing, their objections will be considered
by a panel of qualified experts, that will issue a Determination.
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• Specific standards under which each of the four types of objections
will be evaluated are set forth in detail in Module 3 of the current
Applicant Guidebook.
• There will be objection fees (fixed for String Confusion and
Community Objections and hourly for Limited Public Interest and
Community Objections) that will be refundable to the prevailing
party.
2.

Brief Overview of the GAC Advice Process.
• The process for GAC Advice on New gTLDs is intended to address
applications that are identified by governments to be problematic,
e.g., that potentially violate national law or raise sensitivities.
• For the Board to be able to consider the GAC advice during the
evaluation process, the GAC advice would have to be submitted by
the close of the Objection Filing Period
• Where GAC Advice on New gTLDs is received by the Board
concerning an application, ICANN will publish the Advice and
endeavor to notify the relevant applicant(s) promptly. The
applicant will have a period of 21 calendar days from the
publication date in which to submit a response to the ICANN Board.
• ICANN will consider the GAC Advice on New gTLDs as soon as
practicable. The Board may consult with independent experts, such
as those designated to hear objections in the New gTLD Dispute
Resolution Procedure, in cases where the issues raised in the GAC
advice are pertinent to one of the subject matter areas of the
objection procedures.
• The receipt of GAC advice will not toll the processing of any
application (i.e., an application will not be suspended but will
continue through the stages of the application process).

B.

Why the Board Addressed the Objection Process as it has
• The GNSO Policy Recommendations called for the creation of a
dispute resolution or objection process in the new gTLD program.
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• The GNSO also provided implementation guidelines suggesting that
external dispute resolution providers should be utilized.
• A fully established objection process, with uniform standing
requirements and standards available to the dispute resolution
service providers, ensures that a reasonably objective process is in
place. It further ensures that experts in dispute resolution make
any determinations on the disputes after considering all of the
evidence.
• A fully established dispute resolution process provides parties with
a cost effective alternative to initiating action in court, if there is a
valid objection.
• The GAC advised the Board that it was not amendable to utilizing
the standard Objection Process established for the new gTLD
program. Accordingly, the Board worked closely with the GAC to
develop a mutually acceptable “objection” mechanism, in the form
of GAC Advice.
C.

Who the Board Consulted
• Legal Counsel
• International arbitration experts
• Judges from various international tribunals such as the
International Court of Justice
• Attorneys who practice in front of international tribunals such as
the International Court of Justice
• The GNSO
• The GAC
• The ALAC
• The ccNSO
• The SSAC
• All other Stakeholders and Community Members
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D.

Significant Non-‐Privileged Materials the Board Reviewed
• GAC Principles Regarding New gTLDs.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/gTLD principles 0.pdf
• GNSO “Final Report – Introduction of new generic top level
domains.” http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr
parta 08aug07.htm
•

Report on Implementation of GNSO New GTLD Recommendation
#6. See link to Report from
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 2
22sep10 en.htm

• All materials related to the Board/GAC consultation. See
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/related en.htm
• All relevant GAC letters and Communiques. See
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/ and
http://gac.icann.org/communiques.
• Applicant Guidebook, related explanatory memoranda, other
related documents and related comment summaries and analyses:
o Each version of the Applicant Guidebook, including all ICANN
created explanatory memoranda and the specific proposals
for trademark protections, along with numerous pages of
public comment summaries and analysis related to the
Objection Procedures. See (i)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
en.htm; (ii) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 2 en.htm#expmem; (iii)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments e
en.htm; (iv) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 3 en.htm; (v)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gnso
consultations reports en.htm; (vi)
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
4 15feb10 en.htm; (vii)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/summaries 4
en.htm; (viii) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 5 en.htm; (ix)
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http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
analysis en.htm; (x) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/dag en.htm; (xi) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 6 en.htm; and (xii)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 7
en.htm
E.

Significant Concerns the Community Raised
• What will be done if there is an application for a highly
objectionable name, but there are no objectors within the process?
• There is a need for clarification on what type of string would be
considered to be “contrary to generally accepted legal norms
relating to morality and public order . . . recognized under
international principles of law.”
• Are the standards set out for each objection appropriate?
• How will fees be determined?
• Will ICANN fund certain stakeholders’ objections?
• Should it be a dispute process rather than a mere objection
process?
• Are the independent dispute resolution providers the rights ones to
handle the specific objections?
• Neither Governments nor the GAC should be required to utilize the
Objection Procedures.

F.

Factors the Board Found to Be Significant
• The Dispute Resolution Process is designed to protect certain
interests and rights, those interests identified by the GNSO in their
policy recommendations that were approved by the ICANN Board.
• The Dispute Resolution Process will be more cost effective and
efficient than judicial proceedings. Fees will be paid directly to the
dispute resolution providers.
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• The Dispute Resolution Process should be independent as possible
so that the applicants, the community and ICANN have the benefit
of neutral expert opinion.
• It is critical to address risk to the established processes and to
ICANN by providing a path for considering controversial
applications that might otherwise result in litigation or attacks to
the process or to the ICANN model.
• Governments have a particular interest in having an unencumbered
process to provide advice to the Board without having to utilize the
formal independent objection process.
G.

The Board’s Reasons for Supporting the Two-‐pronged Objection
Process Established for the New gTLD Program
• The Dispute Resolution Process complies with the policy guidance
provided by the GNSO.
• The Dispute Resolution Process provides a clear, predictable path
for objections and objectors.
• The Dispute Resolution Process provides clear standards that will
lead to predictable, consistent results.
• The Dispute Resolution Process provides for an independent
analysis of a dispute.
• The Dispute Resolution Process provides a bright line between
public comment and a formal objection process so parties
understand the manner in which a challenge to a particular
application should be brought (a lesson learned from previous
rounds).
• The Dispute Resolution Process appropriately limits the role for the
Board.
• The Dispute Resolution Process limits involvement to those who
truly have a valid objection.
• The Dispute Resolution Process provides for a more efficient and
cost effective approach to dispute resolution than judicial
proceedings.
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• The Dispute Resolution Process, which provide for an “Independent
Objector” to object is an important step to achieving the goal of
independence and ensuring the objectionable strings are
challenged.
• The GAC Advice process provides an avenue for the GAC to provide
public policy advice to the Board on individual applications in a
relatively timely fashion and consistent manner.
• The GAC Advice process was developed after close consultations
with the GAC and provides a prescribed manner and time frame in
which the Board will be able to consider GAC advice with respect to
a particular string or applicant.
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7. ICANN Board Rationale on Root Zone Scaling in
the New gTLD Program
I.

Introduction
When ICANN was formed in 1998 as a not for profit, multi stakeholder
organization dedicated to coordinating the Internet’s addressing system, its
primary purpose was to promote competition in the domain name system
(“DNS”) marketplace while ensuring internet security and stability. ICANN’s
Bylaws and other foundational documents articulate that the promotion of
competition in the registration of domain names is one of ICANN’s core missions.
See ICANN Bylaws, Article 1, Section 2.6.
One part of this mission is fostering competition by allowing additional
Top Level Domains (“TLDs”) to be created. ICANN began this process with the
“proof of concept” round for a limited number of new gTLDs in 2000, and then
permitted a limited number of additional “sponsored” TLDs in 2004 2005. These
additions to the root demonstrated that TLDs could be added without adversely
affecting the security and stability of the domain name system.
After an extensive policy development process, in August 2007, the GNSO
issued a lengthy report in which it recommended that ICANN permit a significant
expansion in the number of new gTLDs. The report recognized that the
introduction of new gTLDs would require the expansion of the top level DNS zone
in the DNS hierarchy known as the DNS root zone (“root zone”). This expansion
of the root zone, along with ICANN’s recent and concurrent implementation of
other changes to the root of the DNS, caused some members of the community
to ask ICANN to review how the expansion of the root zone could impact root
zone stability. http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm.
Between 2004 and 2010, the root of the DNS underwent significant
changes, both in content as well as support infrastructure. These changes
included the addition of Internationalized Domain Names (“IDNs”) to the root,
the deployment of IPv6 and implementation of Domain Name System Security
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Extensions (“DNSSEC”). The broad scope of these changes was unprecedented.
Now with new gTLDs on the horizon, further substantive changes in the root of
the DNS are expected.
In response to comments from members of the community, ICANN
commissioned a number of studies to address the capacity and scaling of the root
server system with the goal of ensuring the stable and secure addition of new
gTLDs. The studies improved ICANN’s understanding of the scalability of the root
zone as it pertains to new gTLDs, and they reinforced confidence in the technical
capability and stability of the root zone at the projected expansion rates. The
studies also helped to inform and improve ICANN’s approach to monitoring the
scalability and stability of the root zone.
II.

Brief History of ICANN’s Consideration of Root Zone Scaling Associated
with the New gTLD Program

This section sets forth a brief history of significant Board actions on the
subject of root zone scaling associated with the new gTLD program.
• In December 2005, the GNSO commenced a rigorous policy
development process to determine whether (and the circumstances
under which) new gTLDs would be added. A broad consensus was
achieved that new gTLDs should be added to the root in order to
further stimulate competition and for numerous other reasons.
• At the 2 November 2007 ICANN Board Meeting, the Board considered
the GNSO’s policy recommendation and passed a resolution requesting
that ICANN staff continue working on the implementation analysis for
the introduction of the new gTLD program and report back to the
Board with a report on implementation issues.
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm; http://www.icann.org/minutes/resolutions
02nov06.htm# Toc89933880
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• On 6 February 2008, ICANN published a paper entitled DNS Stability:
The Effect of New Generic Top Level Domains on the Internet Domain
Name System which addressed TLD Strings, technical stability and the
capacity of the root zone.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/dns stability draft paper 06feb08.pdf
• On 6 February 2008, in response to ICANN’s publication of the paper
entitled DNS Stability: The Effect of New Generic Top Level Domains in
the Internet Domain System, the Board requested public comments
and community feedback regarding technical issues relevant to the
addition of new gTLDs. The Board also requested guidance on how
best to facilitate transparency in implementing the recommendations
of the paper.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
06feb08.htm
• In February 2009, the Board resolved that the Security and Stability
Advisory Committee (“SSAC”) and the DNS Root Server System
Advisory Committee (“RSSAC”) should jointly conduct a study analyzing
the aggregate impact of the proposed implementation of various
changes to the root zone and any potential effects on the security and
stability within the DNS root server system. These changes include the
still recent addition of IPv6 access to the root servers, the planned
addition of IDNs at the root level, signing the root zone with DNSSEC,
and the provisioning of new country code IDN TLDs and new gTLDs.
• On 7 September 2009, the Root Zone Scaling Team (“RSST”) released
its study entitled Scaling the Root.
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/dns root/root scaling study
report 31aug09 en.pdf
• On 17 September 2009, the DNS Operations Analysis and Research
Center (“DNS OARC”) released the “L” Root Study entitled Root Zone
Augmentation and Impact Analysis.
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http://www.icann.org/en/topics/ssr/root zone augementation
analysis 17sep09 en.pdf
• On 29 September 2009, the Netherlands Organization for Applied
Scientific Research (“TNO”) released a report directed by the RSST to
develop a quantitative model of the DNS Root Server System to analyze
the impact of the addition of new gTLDs, IDN TLDs, IPv6 and DNSSEC.
That study is entitled Root Scaling Study: Description of the DNS Root
Scaling Model. http://www.icann.org/en/committees/dns root/root
scaling model description 29sep09 en.pdf
• On 14 October 2009, the Chair of the Internet Architecture Board
(“IAB”), Olaf Kolkman, sent a letter to ICANN’s Board in response to the
publication of the RSST Study. He stated that the report’s
recommendations were accurate and that security, stability and
resiliency are the most important properties of the system and they
need to continue to be monitored and safeguarded by ICANN.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/kolkman to ceo board
14oct09 en.pdf
• On 3 March 2010, ICANN released its Draft Delegation Rate Scenarios
for New gTLDs, laying out the plan for limiting delegation rates and
outlining expected demand for new gTLDs based on: (1) current
participation in the new gTLD process; (2) brand and famous mark
holders; and (3) regional, national and other geographic regions that
are not currently participating.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 03mar10
en.htm
• On 25 September 2010, the Board adopted a resolution approving a
model and a rationale for the maximum rate of applications. It set the
number at 1,000 applications per year. The Board noted that the initial
survey of the root server operator’s ability to support growth was
successful and directed ICANN staff to revisit that estimate on a regular
basis. The Board directed ICANN to consult with root zone operators
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to define, monitor and publish data on root zone stability.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 25sep10 en.htm#2.3
• On 6 October 2010, ICANN released its Delegation Rate Scenarios for
New gTLDs, laying out in final form the plan for limiting delegation
rates for new gTLDs.
• On 5 November 2010, the ICANN Board received a letter from the Chair
of ICANN’s Board Risk Committee, Bruce Tonkin, stating that the Risk
Committee is seeking advice from RSSAC on the capability of the root
server system to support the planned introduction of new gTLDs in
2011/2012.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/tonkin to murai 05nov10
en.pdf
• On 25 November 2010, the ICANN Board received a letter from the
Chair of RSSAC, Jun Murai, stating that the recent successful
implementation of DNSSEC in the root zone was a good example of
how to proceed with new capabilities. He further stated that in the
case of the proposed gradual expansion of no more than 1,000 new
gTLD entries per year for the next several years, the RSSAC expected
the system to remain stable and robust.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/murai to board 25nov10
en.pdf
• On 10 December 2010, the Board indicated that the overarching issue
of root zone scaling had been addressed through expert consultation
and study. The studies indicate that rate limited addition of TLDs can
be implemented without any expected impact on the stability of the
root zone system. The Board also agreed to implement
communications and monitoring systems to oversee the new gTLD
program.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 10dec10 en.htm
III.

Major Root Zone Scaling Studies Commissioned by the Board
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On 3 February 2009, the ICANN Board unanimously directed the RSSAC
and SSAC to jointly study “the impact to security and stability within the DNS root
server system of [the IPv6, IDN TLDs, DNSSEC and new gTLDs] proposed
implementations.” The Board resolution stated that the joint studies should: (1)
address the implications of the initial implementation of these changes occurring
during a compressed time period; (2) address the capacity and scaling of the root
server system to address a wide range of technical challenges and operational
demands that might emerge as part of the implementation of proposed changes;
and (3) ensure that the process for establishing the study terms, design and
implementation will address technical and operational concerns regarding
expanding the DNS root zone. http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/minutes
03feb09.htm.
In response to the Board’s 3 February 2009 Resolution, ICANN
commissioned two studies. The “L” Root Study focused on the impact of the
scaling of the root on one server. The RSST Study modeled the processes in the
root management system and analyzed the results of scaling the system.
The studies made important observations about possible limits to the root
system, including limits to the pace of scaling and limitations other than purely
technical, e.g. in processing TLD applications through ICANN, NTIA and VeriSign.
Neither study found meaningful technical limitations in system scaling. The RSST
Study recommended ongoing system modeling and monitoring, and encouraged
improved communication with ICANN staff on gTLD forecasts and plans. To
follow up on the RSST Study, the TNO put together a modeling contribution in
conjunction with the RSST Study to transform the information and findings in the
RSST Study into a quantitative model and simulation software.
A.

The “L” Root Study

The DNS OARC released the “L” Root Study on 17 September 2009. The
DNS OARC conducted the study pursuant to a contract with ICANN. The study
focused specifically on the impact of adding IPv6, DNSSEC and new TLDs to a
laboratory simulation of the “L” Root Server. See
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http://www.icann.org/en/topics/ssr/root zone augementation analysis 17sep09
en.pdf.
The DNS OARC performed a number of simulations and measurements
with BIND and NSD server software and varying zone sizes to better understand
how the new gTLD program changes may affect the performance of, and
resource requirements for, the root DNS server infrastructure. The analysis
looked at five key areas that would have an impact on operations: (1) zone size;
(2) name server reload and restart times; (3) DNS response latency; (4) inter
nameserver bandwidth utilization; and (5) potential increases in Transmission
Control Protocol usage.
The “L” Root Study concluded that at least that one root server could
easily handle both the deployment of the new technologies as well as the new
gTLD program.
B.

The RSST Study

The RSST released their study on 7 September 2009. It undertook to
determine if, how, and to what extent “scaling the root” will affect the
management and operation of the root system. The RSST Study considered the
“L” Root Study as part of its input and outsourced the development of a
simulation of root management processes and conducted interviews with root
server operators, IANA staff, VeriSign, NTIA and others. The RSST Study reviewed
the impact on the root servers, and on the provisioning systems that lead up to
the root zone being propagated to the root servers. See
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/ssr/root zone augementation analysis 17sep09
en.pdf.
The study provided qualitative and quantitative models of the root system
that show how the root zone’s different parts are related and how the root zone
responds to changes in the parameters that define its environment. The RSST
Study’s conclusions assume that the estimate of less than 1,000 new gTLDs being
added to the root zone per year is accurate. The study also assumes that other
parameters relating to the management of the DNS root will not be substantively
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altered. With these assumptions in mind, the RSST Study concluded that normal
operational upgrade cycles and resource allocations will be sufficient to ensure
that scaling the root, both in terms of new technologies as well as new content,
will have no significant impact on the stability of the root system.
The principal results of the study are qualitative and quantitative models.
These models enable the static simulation of popular “what if” scenarios—e.g.,
“what would happen if the size of the root zone increased by three orders of
magnitude (assuming that everything in the system remained as it is today)?”—
but also a far more useful dynamic analysis of the way in which the system
responds and adapts to changes in the DNS environment over time. The analysis
allows the community to anticipate the consequences of scaling the root, identify
and recognize “early warning signs” of system stress, and plan ahead for any
mitigating steps that may be necessary to keep the system running smoothly if
and when signs of stress appear. The RSST Study also recommended that the
Board call on ICANN’s staff to take on a monitoring role in collaboration with
other system partners as an element of the new gTLD program rollout.
C.

The TNO Report

To follow up on the RSST Study, the TNO put together a modeling
contribution in conjunction with the RSST Study to transform the information and
findings in the RSST Study into a quantitative model and simulation software.
The TNO Report was able to simulate several cases for the purpose of model
validation and to illustrate typical use of the simulation model. More specifically,
this study was directed by the RSST to apply quantitative modeling expertise to
develop a quantitative model of the DNS Root Server System to analyze ways it
responds to the addition of new gTLDs, IDN TLDs, IPv6 and DNSSEC. The TNO
suggested that the model be fine tuned as the new gTLD program is
implemented, and that the model be used as a tool by ICANN in order to give
ICANN more accurate boundaries for the scalability of the root. See
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/dns root/root scaling model description
29sep09 en.pdf.
IV.

The Board’s Analysis of Root Zone Scaling
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A.

Why the Board Commissioned Studies on Root Zone Scaling
• ICANN’s mission statement and one of its founding principles is
to promote user choice and competition. ICANN has created
significant competition at the registrar level that has resulted in
enormous benefits for consumers. To date, ICANN has not
created meaningful competition at the registry level. Based
upon the report and recommendation from the GNSO to
introduce new gTLDs, the Board decided to proceed with the
new gTLD program.
• Both the Board and members of the community have
commented that the introduction of new gTLDs would require
the expansion of the root zone and could impact root zone
stability. To address these comments, on 3 February 2009, the
Board adopted a resolution approving the SSAC/RSSAC Stability
Studies which led to the commissioning of the “L” Root Study
and RSST Study.

B.

Who the Board Consult Regarding Root Zone Scaling
• Legal Counsel
• The GNSO
• The GAC
• DNS OARC
• The SSAC
• The RSSAC
• The TNO
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• All other Stakeholders and Community members through public
comment forum and other methods of participation.
C.

What Significant Non-‐Privileged Materials the Board Reviewed

In evaluating the issue of root zone scaling, the ICANN Board reviewed
various materials to determine the stability of the root zone: (1) Deployment
Experience; (2) Studies and Models; and (3) Public Comments.
1.

Deployment Experience

In order to determine the stability of the root zone with the
implementation of the new gTLD program, the Board closely evaluated the
impact of the significant changes that had already been implemented or were in
the process of being implemented into the root zone. Since February 2008, there
have been significant additions to the root zone with the adoption and
implementation of IDNs, IPv6 and DNSSEC. In fact, during the period between
July 2004 when the first IPv6 addresses were added to the root zone for TLD
name servers, until July 2010 when the root was DNSSEC signed and Delegation
Signer Records were inserted, the root DNS service continued with no reported
or publicly visible degradation of service. The Board evaluated the impact of
each individual addition to the root zone to date, and determined that the
addition of IPv6 to the root system, IDN TLDs and the deployment of DNSSEC had
no significant harmful effects that were observed by or reported to ICANN’s
Board. Below is a timeline of the various additions to the root zone since July
2004:
Date

Technology

Event

July 2004

IPv6

First IPv6 addresses added to the root zone
for top level domains (KR and JP).

November 2005

DNSSEC

First top level domain (.SE) signed.

June 2007

DNSSEC

IANA DNSSEC signed root test bed made
available.
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August 2007

IDNs

Test IDN top level domains added to the root.

February 2008

IPv6, gTLDs

First IPv6 addresses added for root servers (A,
F, J, K, L and M). A limit of a maximum of less
than 1,000 new gTLDs per year is derived
from estimates of gTLD processing times.

January 2010

DNSSEC

Deliberately Unvalidatable Root Zone (DURZ)
published on first root server (“L”).

May 2010

IDNs, DNSSEC

First production IDNs added to the root (for
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and United Arab
Emirates). DURZ deployed on all 13 root
servers.

June 2010

DNSSEC

First DS records are published in the root
zone (for .UK and .BR).

July 2010

DNSSEC

Root is DNSSEC signed and the root trust
anchor is published.

http://icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/summary of impact root zone scaling
06oct10 en.pdf
The deployment of new technologies continues without any significant
impact to root zone stability. Deployment of IPv6 in the root, which began in
2004, caused no significant harmful effects. Insertion of IDNs into the root in
2007 similarly was a non event from the perspective of stability of the DNS, and
deployment of DNSSEC in the root starting in January 2010 resulted in no
observable or reported negative consequences. The empirical data drawn from
the deployment of these new technologies can be used to validate the
observations. Furthermore, the Board looked at this data, and the continued
stability of the root zone throughout the implementation of these programs, as a
demonstration that the introduction of the new gTLD program at the proposed
max rate of 1,000 applications per year would similarly not impact the stability of
the root zone.
2.

Studies and Models
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As previously mentioned, the ICANN Board commissioned two studies in
order to analyze any impact the new gTLD program might have on the root zone.
Both of these studies took a different approach to evaluate the possible impact
the new gTLD program might have on root zone stability. Along with the TNO
Report, the studies concluded that if the proposed new gTLD program is
implemented pursuant to the adopted model of a maximum of 1,000 applications
per year, the program will have no significant impact on the stability of the root
system.
3.

Public Comments and the Board’s Response

Throughout the Board’s analysis of the new gTLD program, in particular
with respect to its possible impact to root zone stability, the Board considered
public comments made by individuals both in public comment forums and in
direct response to the release of the two root zone stability studies. The universe
of comments pertaining to root zone scaling is still available. See
http://forum.icann.org/lists/scaling/index.html.
The ICANN Board’s responses to those comments made in response to the
RSST Study were published for the public. See
http://icann.org/en/committees/dns root/summary analysis root scaling study
tor 04oct09 en.pdf.
D.

What Factors the Board Found to Be Significant

The Board considered numerous factors in its analysis of root zone scaling.
The Board found the following factors to be significant:
• the principle that the Board should base its decision on solid
factual investigation and expert consultation and study;
• the addition of new gTLDs to the root in order to stimulate
competition at the registry level;
• the stable and secure addition of addition of new gTLDs to the
DNS;
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• the continued security, stability and resiliency of the root zone;
and
• the continued monitoring of the root zone system.
V.

The Board’s Reasons for Concluding the Introduction of New gTLDs Will
Not Harm the Root Zone

The overarching issue of root zone scaling has been addressed through
conversations with the public, expert consultation and expert analysis of the
impact of the new gTLD program. These studies, consultations and interactions
with the community facilitated the Board’s study of the possible impacts the
introduction of new gTLDs may have on root zone stability. The Board concluded
that the additional gTLDs may be delegated without any significant impact on the
stability of the root zone system.
The Board will continue to closely monitor the stability of the root zone
and will call on its staff to take on a monitoring regime along with other system
partners as an element of the new gTLD program roll out. Furthermore, the
Board will ensure that ICANN staff and system partners establish effective
communication channels with root zone operators and RSSAC to ensure a timely
response to any changes in the root zone environment.
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8. ICANN Board Rationale on String Similarity and
String Contention Associated with the gTLD Program
I.

Introduction

Through the development of the new gTLD program, the Board has given
consideration to issues of potential user confusion resulting from the delegation
of many similar TLD strings, as well as to creating procedures for resolving
contention cases (i.e., where there is more than one qualified applicant for a
TLD).
The foundational policy guidance for the program contains the principle
that strings likely to cause user confusion should be avoided. Additionally, policy
guidance recommended that there should be a preference for community
applications in contention situations.
This memorandum focuses on the Board’s review of these issues in
implementing these principles in the new gTLD program. The memorandum
summarizes the Board’s consideration of these issues, and the Board’s rationale
for implementing the new gTLD program with the provisions on string contention
and string similarity.
II.

Brief History of ICANN’s Analysis of String Similarity and String
Contention Associated With the gTLD Program

This section sets forth a brief history of significant actions on the subject of
string contention associated with the new gTLD program.
• In December 2005, the GNSO commenced a rigorous policy
development process to determine whether (and the circumstances
under which) new gTLDs would be added. A broad consensus was
achieved that new gTLDs should be added to the root in order to
further stimulate competition and for other reasons.
• In February 2007, Bruce Tonkin sent an email to the GNSO Council,
describing the type of contention resolution methods under
discussion for the gTLD process, including self resolution, among
the parties, third party mediation, a bidding process, auctions, and
testing for community affiliations.
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http://forum.icann.org/lists/gtld council/msg00358.html;
http://forum.icann.org/lists/gtld council/msg00359.html
• In March 2007, the Governmental Advisory Committee issued its
GAC Principles regarding New gTLDs. This included: 2.4: In the
interests of consumer confidence and security, new gTLDs should
not be confusingly similar to existing TLDs. To avoid confusion with
country code Top Level Domains, no two letter gTLDs should be
introduced.
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/gTLD principles 0.pdf
• In August 2007, the GNSO issued its final report regarding the
introduction of new gTLDs, including Recommendation 2, which
stated that “strings must not be confusingly similar to an existing
top level domain or a Reserved Name.”
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm
• The GNSO’s Final Report also included Implementation Guideline F,
which stated: If there is contention for strings, applicants may: i)
resolve contention between them within a pre established
timeframe; ii) if there is no mutual agreement, a claim to support a
community by one party will be a reason to award priority to that
application. If there is no such claim, and no mutual agreement a
process will be put in place to enable efficient resolution of
contention and; iii) the ICANN Board may be used to make a final
decision, using advice from staff and expert panels.
• In March 2008, ICANN reported on preliminary work with SWORD
to develop a potential algorithm that could help to automate the
process for assessing similarity among proposed and existing TLD
strings. http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/prelim report
27mar08.htm
• On 26 June 2008, the Board adopted the Generic Names Supporting
Organization’s (“GNSO”) policy recommendations for the
introduction of new gTLDs, and directed ICANN staff to continue to
develop a detailed implementation plan.
See Board Resolution at
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
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26jun08.htm# Toc76113171; see Board Meeting Transcript at
https://par.icann.org/files/paris/ParisBoardMeeting 26June08.txt
• In August 2008, ICANN considered the use of auctions as a tie
breaking mechanism within the new gTLD process.
https://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/program updates
2008.htm
• Also in August 2008, ICANN posted a paper for community
discussion, entitled “The Economic Case for Auctions,” which
explores the potential benefits of auctions as a tie breaking
mechanism. https://www.icann.org/en/topics/economic case
auctions 08aug08 en.pdf
• Also in August 2008, ICANN considered the use of a string similarity
algorithm to help automate the process for assessing similarity
among the proposed and existing TLD strings. SWORD completed a
beta algorithm and reviewed several test cases with ICANN staff to
refine the parameters and discuss how the algorithm could be
successfully integrated as a tool to help implement the GNSO's
recommendation that new gTLD strings should not result in user
confusion.
https://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/program updates
2008.htm;
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
08aug08 en.htm
• In October 2008, the Board passed a resolution, authorizing the
CEO, COO and/or General Counsel of ICANN to enter into an
agreement for algorithm related services with SWORD.
https://www.icann.org/en/minutes/prelim report 01oct08.htm
• On 24 October 2008, ICANN published Version 1 of the new gTLD
Applicant Guidebook (“Version 1”), as well as an explanatory
memorandum, “Resolving String Contention,”,
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/string contention
22oct08 en.pdf, describing the reasons for the contention
procedures found in the draft Guidebook. The Guidebook included
a preliminary establishment of contention sets based on similarity
between strings, opportunities for applicants to self resolve such
contention, a comparative evaluation process, and an objective
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mechanism as a last resort.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp 24oct08
en.pdf
• These procedures have been continually revised, updated, and
posted for comment through successive drafts of the Guidebook. In
February 2009, auctions were identified as an objective mechanism
of last resort for resolving string contention, included in an updated
memorandum, http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/string
contention 18feb09 en.pdf, and beginning in draft version 2 of the
Guidebook. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft
string contention clean 18feb09 en.pdf
• Comments on successive drafts of the Guidebook expressed a
desire for greater clarity around the standards to be used for
comparative evaluation, including requests for examples of
applications that would and would not meet the threshold. In
response to these comments, ICANN developed detailed
explanatory notes for each of the scoring criteria to give additional
guidance to applicants. These were included beginning in draft
version 3 of the Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft string contention
clean 04oct09 en.pdf
• In May 2010, ICANN issued draft version 4 of the Guidebook. The
comparative evaluation was renamed the Community Priority
Evaluation, to more accurately convey the purpose and nature of
the evaluation (i.e., not comparing applicants to one another but
comparing each against a common set of criteria). Version 4 also
included definitions for terms used in the explanatory notes as well
as clarifications and expanded guidance in several areas.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 4 en.htm
• In June 2010, the GNSO Council and the Registries Stakeholder
Group requested that exceptions be granted from findings of
confusing similarity. The reason for granting an exception would be
that a string pair that was found to be confusingly similar
constituted a case of "non detrimental confusion."
http://gnso.icann.org/mailing
lists/archives/council/msg09379.html;
http://forum.icann.org/lists/string similarity
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amendment/msg00002.html;
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/board briefing materials 1
25sep10 en.pdf
• In September 2010, the Board discussed the subject of string
similarity and resolved to encourage policy development as needed
to consider any exceptions from findings of confusing similarity.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 25sep10
en.htm#2.4
• On 30 May 2011, ICANN posted the Applicant Guidebook for
consideration by the Board.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 7 en.htm
III.

The Board’s Analysis of String Similarity and String Contention
A.

Brief Introduction to String Similarity and String Contention

1. String Similarity
This section sets forth an overview of the string similarity determination:
• What is the Concern over String Similarity?
o The Board determined that delegating highly similar TLDs in the
new gTLD program created the threat of detrimental user
confusion.
• How Is It Determined that String Similarity Exists?
o The preliminary similarity review will be conducted by a panel of
String Similarity Examiners, who will use the following standard
to test for whether string confusion exists:
String confusion exists where a string so nearly resembles
another visually that it is likely to deceive or cause
confusion. For the likelihood of confusion to exist, it must
be probable, not merely possible that confusion will arise
in the mind of the average, reasonable Internet user.
Mere association, in the sense that the string brings
another string to mind, is insufficient to find a likelihood
of confusion.
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o The examination will be informed by human judgment assisted
by criteria and an algorithmic score for the visual similarity
between each applied for string and each of other existing and
applied for TLDs. http://icann.sword group.com/algorithm/
• What Happens Once the Determination is Made that String
Similarity Exists?
o In the simple case in which an applied for TLD string is identical
to an existing TLD, the application system will not allow the
application to be submitted.
o An application that fails the string confusion review and is found
too similar to an existing TLD string will not pass the Initial
Evaluation stage of the evaluation process, and no further
reviews will be available.
o An application that passes the string similarity review in the
Initial Evaluation is still subject to challenge regarding string
similarity in the current application round. That process
requires that a specific string similarity objection be filed by an
objector having the standing to make such an objection. Such
category of objection is not limited to visual similarity. Rather,
confusion based on any type of similarity may be claimed by an
objector, visual, phonetic, and semantic similarity.
o An application that passes the string similarity review and is not
subject to a string confusion objection would proceed to the
next relevant stage of the process.
2. String Contention
This section sets forth an overview of the string contention process:
• What is String Contention?
o String contention is said to occur when the strings of two or
more applications are identical or found to be so similar that
delegation of both will create a threat of user confusion.
• What Components Are Involved in the String Contention Process?
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o Identifying gTLD strings that are likely to deceive or cause
user confusion in relation to either existing TLDs or reserved
names or applied for gTLDs; and
o Resolving the string contention.
• How is a Contention Set Identified?
o In the initial evaluation of an applied for gTLD, a string
similarity panel, using the procedures described above, will
determine whether two or more applications for gTLDs are in
direct string contention. The applications that are
determined to be in direct string contention will be marked
for later resolution of the contention and proceed to the
subsequent process steps. Applications that are not part of a
contention set can proceed to the next stage of the
evaluation process without further action.
 Applications are in direct string contention if their
proposed strings are identical or so similar that
string confusion would occur if both were to be
delegated as TLDs. The determination is based on
human judgment assisted by an algorithmic test
performed on applications.
 Two applications are in indirect string contention if
they are both in direct string contention with a
third application, but not with each other.
o During the objection process, an applicant may file a string
confusion objection to assert string confusion. If the
objection is upheld by the panel adjudicating the objection,
the applications will be deemed to be in a direct string
contention and the relevant contention sets will be modified
accordingly.
o The final contention sets are established once the extended
evaluation and objection process have been concluded,
because some applications may be excluded in those steps.
• How is a Contention Set Resolved?
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o Voluntary settlements or agreements can occur between
applications that result in the withdrawal of one or more
applications. These can occur at any stage of the process,
once ICANN has posted the applications received. However,
material changes to an application may require a re
evaluation.
o Community priority evaluation can be used only if at least
one of the applications involved is community based and has
expressed a preference for community priority evaluation. A
panel will receive and score the community based
applications against the established criteria for: (1)
community establishment; (2) nexus between the proposed
string and community; (3) dedicated registration policies;
and (4) community endorsement. If one application is a
“clear winner” (i.e., meets the community priority criteria),
the application proceeds to the next step and its direct
contenders are eliminated. If there is no “clear winner,” the
contention set will be resolved through negotiation between
the parties or auction. It may occur that more than one
application meets the community priority criteria, in which
case time will be allowed for resolving the remaining
contention by either applicant withdrawing, otherwise an
auction between those applicants will resolve the
contention.
o A community application that prevails in a community
priority evaluation eliminates all directly contending
standard applications, regardless of how well qualified the
latter may be. This is a fundamental reason for very stringent
requirements for qualification of a community based
application, as embodied in the criteria. Arriving at the best
outcome in a contention situation requires careful balancing
of several variables, and this is the reason that a number of
factors are included in the analysis.
o Auction is available as a last resort mechanism for resolving
string contention when (1) contending applicants
successfully complete all evaluations; (2) contending
applicants elect not to use community priority evaluation,
were not eligible for community priority evaluation, or
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community priority evaluation did not provide a “clear
winner”; and (3) contending applications have not resolved
the contention among themselves.
B.

Why The Board Addressed String Similarity and String Contention
• The new gTLD program will increase the number of domain names
available, implying a risk that “confusingly” similar strings will
appear.
• It is in the interests of consumer confidence and security to protect
against the threat of user confusion and to avoid increasing
opportunities for bad faith entities who wish to defraud users.
• Measures should be in place to protect internet users from the
potential harm in delegating confusingly similar strings in the new
gTLD program.
• The Board wants to create greater certainty in the domain name
marketplace by crafting a fair and practical approach on how to
identify and how best to resolve contention sets.
• The Board adopted the GNSO policy recommendations, including
the implementation guideline implying that a community based TLD
application could be given a priority in cases of contention.

C.

Who the Board Consulted
• Legal Counsel
• The GNSO
• The GAC
• The ALAC
• The ccNSO
• The SSAC
• All other Stakeholders and Community members through public
comment forum and other methods of participation.

D.

What Significant Non-‐Privileged Materials the Board Reviewed
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•

GNSO Policy Recommendations
o Recommendation 2: Strings must not be confusingly similar to
an existing top level domain or a Reserved Name
http://GNSO.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm
o Implementation Guideline F: If there is contention for strings,
applicants may:
i) resolve contention between them within a pre established
timeframe
ii) if there is no mutual agreement, a claim to support a community
by one party will be a reason to award priority to that application. If
there is no such claim, and no mutual agreement a process will be
put in place to enable efficient resolution of contention and
iii) the ICANN Board may be used to make a final decision, using
advice from staff and expert panels.

• GAC Principles
o Recommendation 2.4: In the interests of consumer confidence
and security, new gTLDs should not be confusingly similar to
existing TLDs. To avoid confusion with country code Top Level
Domains, no two letter gTLDs should be introduced
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/gTLD principles 0.pdf
• Comments from the Community
o http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
analysis en.htm
E.

What Concerns the Community Raised
• There is a need for clarification on the definition of “confusing
similarity.”
• There are questions about the definitions for “standard” vs.
“community based” TLD types.
• There is a need for objective procedures and criteria for the
community priority evaluation.
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• A special form of resolution should be considered for a contention
set involving two community based applicants of equal strength, so
that such a contention set is not required to go to auction.
• There is concern over using the auction process (and the receipt of
auction proceeds) as a means to resolve contention for TLDs.
• There is concern that the string similarity algorithm only accounts
for visual similarity, and does not accurately gauge the human
reaction of confusion.
• Proceeds from auctions may be used for the benefit of the DNS and
be spent through creation of a foundation that includes oversight
by the community.

F.

What Factors the Board Found to Be Significant
• There should be a consistent and predictable model for the
resolution of contention among applicants for gTLD strings;
• The process should be kept as straightforward as possible to avoid
unnecessary risks;
• There is potential harm in confusingly similar TLD strings that
extends not only to the interests of existing TLD operators, but also
to Internet users; and
• The protections set forth in the current string similarity process will
safeguard both user and operator interests;

IV.

The Board’s Reasons for Supporting the String Contention Process
Contemplated in the new gTLD Program
•

The Algorithm is a tool to aid the string similarity analysis.
o The algorithm will be a consistent and predicable tool to inform the string
confusion element of the new gTLD program. The algorithm will provide
guidance to applicants and evaluators;
o The role of the algorithm is primarily indicative; it is intended to provide
informational data to the panel of examiners and expedite their review.
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o The algorithm, user guidelines, and additional background information are
available to applicants for testing and informational purposes
•

Human judgment will be the determining factor in the final decisions
regarding confusing similarity for all proposed strings.

•

Contending applicants should be given the opportunity to settle
contention among themselves – this will result in innovative and
economic solutions.

•

The community priority evaluation stage of the string contention
process features sufficient criteria to: (a) validate the designation
given to community based applications; and (b) assess a preference
for community based applications in a contention set. Both the
GNSO Final Report and GAC Principles encourage the special
consideration of applications that are supported by communities.
http://GNSO.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm;
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/gTLD principles 0.pdf
• The GAC Principle that two letter TLDs should not be delegated to
avoid confusion with ccTLDs was adopted.
• There are advantages to an auction as a resolution mechanism of
last resort.
o It is an objective test; other means are subjective and might
give unfair results, are unpredictable, and might be subject
to abuses.
o It assures the round will finish in a timely way.
o It is thought than few auctions will actually occur. A
negotiated settlement will be a lower cost solution for the
parties than an auction. The availability of auctions will
encourage parties to settle. Even if there are proceeds from
auctions, these will be expended in a process that includes
independent oversight.
o Ascending clock auctions typically employ an “activity rule,”
where a bidder needs to have been “in” at early prices in the
auction in order to continue to stay “in” at later prices. This
is useful because in an ascending clock auction, bidders are
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informed of the number of contending applications that have
remained “in” after each round, but not their identities. With
the specified activity rule, this demand information has real
significance, as a competitor who has exited the auction
cannot later re enter.
o The auctioneer in ascending clock auctions has the ability to
pace the speed at which prices increase. This facet has
greatest importance if related items are auctioned
simultaneously, as their prices can then be paced to increase
together in relation to the level of demand. This has the
advantage of providing bidders with information about the
level of demand for other new gTLDs—and hence the value
of a new gTLD—while the auction is still in progress.
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9. ICANN Board Rationale On Trademark Protection
in the New gTLD Program
I.

Introduction

One of ICANN’s core values is “[i]ntroducing and promoting competition in
the registration of domain names where practicable and beneficial in the public
interest.” http://www.icann.org/en/general/bylaws.htm. In furtherance of this
core value, ICANN is committed to ensuring that the concerns of all community
members, including trademark holders, are considered and addressed to the
extent practicable before launching the new generic top level domain (“gTLD”)
program.
ICANN has long recognized the importance of ensuring that the
introduction of new gTLDs is conducted consistently with the protection of the
rights of trademark holders, communities and other rights holders from abusive
registration and infringement. In each previous expansion to the domain name
system (“DNS”), the protection of legal rights of third parties was a feature of the
application and evaluation process. For the new gTLD Program, ICANN has
sought input from numerous stakeholders, including trademark holders,
trademark lawyers, businesses, other constituencies and governments, to devise
a multi layered approach to protecting the rights of third parties. The approach
includes a pre delegation dispute resolution process for protecting existing legal
rights at the top level. Also included in this approach are numerous rights
protection mechanisms at the second level such as: (i) the establishment of a
trademark clearinghouse to support both sunrise and trademark claims
processes, a trademark post delegation dispute resolution procedure (PDDRP),
the Uniform Rapid Suspension System (URS) and the requirement for registries to
maintain a thick Whois database. Of course, also available to all is the existing,
long standing and tested Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy
(UDRP).
II.

History of the Board's Consideration of Trademark Protection

This section contains a brief history of significant actions taken to address
trademark protection in the new gTLD program.
• On 1 February 2007, the Generic Names Supporting Organization
(“GNSO”) Council approved a request to form a Working Group on
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Protecting the Rights of Others.
http://gnso.icann.org/meetings/minutes gnso 01feb07.html
• On 15 March 2007, the GNSO Council ratified a Statement of Work
for the newly formed GNSO Working Group on Protecting the
Rights of Others. http://gnso.icann.org/meetings/minutes gnso
15mar07.html
• On 26 June 2007, the GNSO Working Group on Protecting the
Rights of Others published its Final Report.
gnso.icann.org/drafts/pro wg final report 26jun07.pdf
• On 8 August 2008, the GNSO issues its “Final Report – Introduction
of New Generic Top Level Domains,” including a recommendation
that “Strings must not infringe the existing legal rights of others”.
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm
• On 21 December 2007, ICANN requested “expressions of interest
from potential dispute resolution service providers for the new
gTLD program.” http://www.icann.org/en/topics/drsp call for
expressions of interest.pdf
• On 26 June 2008, the Board adopted the GNSO’s Policy
recommendations for the introduction of new gTLDs.
See Board Resolution at
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
26jun08.htm# Toc76113171; see Board Meeting Transcript at
https://par.icann.org/files/paris/ParisBoardMeeting 26June08.txt
• On 22 October 2008, ICANN published an Explanatory
Memorandum on Protection of Rights of Others in New gTLDs and
solicited comments. http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/protection rights 22oct08 en.pdf
• After receiving significant community input, on 6 March 2009, the
Board recognized trademark protection in the new gTLD program
as an issue requiring additional input and analysis, the resolution of
which would benefit the new gTLD program. The Board requested
that the GNSO’s Intellectual Property Constituency convene an
Implementation Recommendation Team (“IRT”) to solicit input,
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analyze the issue, and prepare draft and final reports.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 06mar09.htm#07
• On 24 April 2009, the IRT published its Preliminary Report for public
comment.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/irt draft report
trademark protection 24apr09 en.pdf; see public comments at
http://forum.icann.org/lists/irt draft report/
• On 16 May 2009, the Board participated in a workshop on issues
related to the new gTLD program, including trademark protections
in particular.
• On 29 May 2009, the IRT published its Final Report and an “Open
Letter from the IRT Introducing our Work.” ICANN and the IRT
recognized that a significant intersection exists in between
strategies to facilitate trademark protection and strategies to
mitigate the risk of increased malicious conduct on the Internet.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/irt final report
trademark protection 29may09 en.pdf
• On 20 June 2009, the Board participated in another workshop on
issues related to the new gTLD program, including trademark
protection.
• On 21 June 2009, the IRT presented its Final Report to the ICANN
Board at the ICANN Sydney Open Meeting and provided briefings
to the GNSO, interested constituencies and others.
http://syd.icann.org/full sched
• On 26 June 2009, the Board acknowledged and thanked the IRT for
its “intensive engagement” and its “detailed and articulate
proposals.”
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 26jun09.htm
• Also on 26 June 2009, the Board acknowledged that ICANN staff
had posted material on the new Draft Applicant Guidebook for
public comment; thanked the community; and requested that all
further comments be submitted by the close of the comment
period on 20 July 2009. The Board also requested that the ICANN
staff prepare a comprehensive set of implementation documents
before the Board’s meeting on 30 October 2009. See Board
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Resolution at https://icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
26jun09.htm; see Board Meeting Transcript at
http://syd.icann.org/files/meetings/sydney2009/transcript board
meeting 26jun09 en.txt
• On 12 September 2009, the Board continued its discussion about
trademark protection in new gTLDs at a Board Retreat.
• On 12 October 2009, the Board sent a letter to the GNSO,
requesting that it review trademark protection policy for the new
gTLD program as described in the Draft Applicant Guidebook and
accompanying memoranda, including the proposals for a
Trademark Clearinghouse and a Uniform Rapid Suspension System.
http://www.gnso.icann.org/correspondence/beckstrom to gnso
council 12oct09 en.pdf
• On 28 October 2009, the GNSO adopted a resolution creating the
Special Trademarks Issues review team (“STI”), which included
representatives from each stakeholder group, the At Large
community, nominating committee appointees, and the
Governmental Advisory Committee (“GAC”).
http://gnso.icann.org/resolutions/#200910
• On 30 October 2009, the Board issued a resolution encouraging
additional comments on the Draft Applicant Guidebook and new
gTLD program.
See Board Resolution at https://icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
30oct09 en.htm; see Board Meeting Transcript at
https://icann.org/en/minutes/index 2009.htm
• On 11 December 2009, the STI published its Report.
See link to Report in http://gnso.icann.org/resolutions/#200912
• On 18 December 2009, the GNSO unanimously approved the
recommendations contained in the STI’s report.
http://gnso.icann.org/resolutions/#200912
• On 15 February 2010, ICANN published for public comment
proposals for trademark protection in the new gTLD program,
including the Trademark Clearinghouse, a Uniform Rapid
Suspension System, and a post delegation dispute resolution
procedure.
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http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 4
15feb10 en.htm
• On 10 March 2010, the GAC outlined to the Board some concerns
and recommendations for the new gTLD program and its
comments on version 3 of the Draft Applicant Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/karklins to dengate
thrush 10mar10 en.pdf
• On 12 March 2010, the Board acknowledged the community
recommendations for trademark protections in the new gTLD
program, including the development of a Trademark Clearinghouse
and a Uniform Rapid Suspension System; resolved that the
proposals for both be incorporated into version 4 of the Draft
Applicant Guidebook; and directed ICANN staff to review any
additional comments and develop final versions of the proposals
for inclusion in the Draft Applicant Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 12mar10 en.htm
• Also on 12 March 2010, the Board approved the concept of a post
delegation dispute resolution procedure; and directed ICANN staff
to review any additional comments and synthesize them, as
appropriate, into a final draft procedure, and include the procedure
in version 4 of the Draft Applicant Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 12mar10 en.htm
• On 28 May 2010, in response to further comments from the
community, ICANN published for public comment revised proposals
for the Trademark Clearinghouse, Uniform Rapid Suspension
System, and a post delegation dispute resolution procedure.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 4 en.htm
• On 5 August 2010, the Board responded to the GAC’s comments on
version 3 of the Draft Applicant Guidebook and described the steps
it took to protect trademarks in version 4 of the Draft Applicant
Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/dengate thrush to
dryden 05aug10 en.pdf
• On 23 September 2010, the GAC outlined to the Board its concerns
and recommendations for the new gTLD program and its
comments on version 4 of the Draft Applicant Guidebook.
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http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/dryden to dengate
thrush 23sep10 en.pdf
• On 24 25 September 2010, the Board participated in another
workshop on issues related to the new gTLD program, including
trademark protections and passed some resolutions specifically
addressing trademark protections.
http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions 25sep10
en.htm#2.6
• On 12 November 2010, ICANN posted for public comment version 5
of the Draft Applicant Guidebook, incorporating a number of
protections for the rights of others, and a series of papers
explaining certain aspects of the current proposals for the
Trademark Clearinghouse, the Uniform Rapid Suspension System
and related comments and analysis.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/draft rfp clean
12nov10 en.pdf
• On 10 December 2010, the Board resolved that ICANN had
addressed the issue of trademark protection in new gTLDs by
adopting and implementing various measures, including the
establishment of a Trademark Clearinghouse, the Uniform Rapid
Suspension System and the Post Delegation Dispute Resolution
Procedure. The Board further stated that these solutions reflected
the negotiated position of the ICANN community, but that ICANN
would continue to take into account public comment and the
advice of the GAC.
See Board Resolution at https://icann.org/en/minutes/resolutions
10dec10 en.htm; see Board Meeting Minutes at
https://icann.org/en/minutes/minutes 10dec10 en.htm
• On 21 February 2011, ICANN published numerous briefing papers
on the trademark issues the GAC had identified as “outstanding” in
September 2010.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement 6
21feb11 en.htm
• On 23 February 2011, the GAC issued it “Indicative Scorecard”
which included 30 specific recommendations relating to trademark
protections on which it intended to consult with the.
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http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gac scorecard
23feb11 en.pdf
• On 28 February 2011 and 1 March 2011, the GAC and the Board
participated in a special two day consultation to address the
remaining outstanding issues related to the new gTLD program,
including certain issues related to trademark protection.
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
23feb11 en.htm
• On 4 March 2011, the Board published its comments on the GAC
Scorecard.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/board notes gac
scorecard 04mar11 en.pdf
• On 15 April 2011, ICANN published an Explanatory Memorandum on
Trademark Protection in the new gTLD program.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/trademark protection
claims use 15apr11 en.pdf
• Also on 15 April 2011, ICANN posted for comment version 6 of the
Draft Applicant Guidebook, incorporating additional protections for
the rights of others.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 6 en.htm
• Also on 15 April 2011, ICANN issued “Revised ICANN Notes on: the
GAC New gTLDs Scorecard, and GAC Comments to Board
Response”
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/board notes gac
scorecard clean 15apr11 en.pdf
• On 19 April 2011, the GAC issued “Remaining points of difference
between the ICANN Board and the Governmental Advisory
Committee on New gTLD Rights Protection Mechanisms”
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/20110419
GAC comments on NewgTLD Rights Protection.pdf
• On 26 May 2011, the GAC issued “GAC comments on the

Applicant Guidebook (April 15th, 2011 version)”

http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gac comments new
gtlds 26may11 en.pdf
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• On 30 May 2011, ICANN posted the current version of the Applicant
Guidebook.
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 7 en.htm
III.

The Board’s Analysis of Trademark Protection in the New gTLD Program
A.

Why the Board is Addressing This Issue Now
• ICANN’s mission statement and one of its founding principles is to
promote competition. The expansion of gTLDs will allow for more
innovation and choice in the Internet’s addressing system. The
ICANN Board seeks to implement the new gTLD program together
with measures designed to protect the rights of others on the
Internet.
http://www.icann.org/en/documents/affirmation of commitments
30sep09 en.htm
• The Board endorsed GNSO policy recommendation states that gTLD
strings should not infringe the rights of others. The Board took that
recommendation as an emphasis on the need to protect intellectual
property rights.
• ICANN committed to the Internet community and governments,
including the U.S. Department of Commerce that it would address
trademark protection in new gTLDs prior to implementing the
program.
• The ICANN Board is committed to making decisions based on solid
factual investigation and expert analysis.

B.

Who the Board Consulted
• The GNSO
http://gnso.icann.org/
• The GAC
http://gac.icann.org/
• The ICANN Implementation Recommendation Team (“IRT”)
https://st.icann.org/data/workspaces/new gtld overarching
issues/attachments/trademark protection:20090407232008 0
9336/original/IRT Directory.pdf
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• The GNSO’s Special Trademark Issues Working Team (“STI”)
• The At Large Advisory Committee (“ALAC”)
http://www.icann.org/en/committees/alac/
• All other stakeholders and members of the community
• Legal counsel
C.

What Significant Non-‐Privileged Materials the Board Reviewed
• In addition to all public comments received on all versions of the
Applicant Guidebook, as well as all relevant GAC Communiqués (see
http://gac.icann.org/communiques), the ICANN Board reviewed the
following reports from Stakeholders:
o 1 June 2007 GNSO Working Group on Protecting the Rights
of Others’ Final Report
http://www.gnso.icann.org/drafts/GNSO PRO WG final
01Jun07.pdf
o 8 August 2007 GNSO Final Report – Introduction of New
Generic Top Level Domains.
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new gtlds/pdp dec05 fr parta
08aug07.htm
o 24 April 2009 IRT Draft Report and Public Comment
Summary
http://forum.icann.org/lists/irt draft
report/pdfuyqR57X82f.pdf
o 24 April 2009 IRT Preliminary Report, and public comment
thereon
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/irt draft report
trademark protection 24apr09 en.pdf; see public comments
at http://forum.icann.org/lists/irt draft report/
o 29 May 2009 IRT Final Report
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/irt final report
trademark protection 29may09 en.pdf
o 29 May 2009 Implementation Recommendation Team Final
Draft Report to ICANN Board
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http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/irt final report
trademark protection 29may09 en.pdf
o 4 October 2009 ICANN Comment and Analysis on IRT Report:
Post Delegation Dispute Mechanism and Other Topics
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/summary
analysis irt final report 04oct09 en.pdf
o 11 December 2009, STI Report
See link to Report in
http://gnso.icann.org/resolutions/#200912
o 12 December 2009 letter from the members of the former
IRT to ICANN unanimously supporting the work of the STI
process and recommendations concerning a trademark
clearinghouse and a mandatory Uniform Rapid Suspension
system http://www.icann.org/en/correspondence/irt group
to dengate thrush 15dec09 en.pdf
o 23 February 2011 GAC “Indicative Scorecard”
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gac scorecard
23feb11 en.pdf
o 19 April 2011 GAC issued “Remaining points of difference
between the ICANN Board and the Governmental Advisory
Committee on New gTLD Rights Protection Mechanisms”
http://gac.icann.org/system/files/20110419
GAC comments on NewgTLD Rights Protection.pdf
o

26 May 2011, the GAC issued “GAC comments on the

Applicant Guidebook (April 15th, 2011 version)”

http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gac comments
new gtlds 26may11 en.pdf

• ICANN prepared materials
o Each version of the Applicant Guidebook, including all ICANN
created explanatory memoranda and the specific proposals
for trademark protections, along with hundreds of pages of
public comment summaries and analysis related to
trademark protections.
(i) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
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en.htm; (ii) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 2 en.htm#expmem; (iii)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments e
en.htm; (iv) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 3 en.htm; (v)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/gnso
consultations reports en.htm; (vi)
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement
4 15feb10 en.htm; (vii)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/summaries 4
en.htm; (viii) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 5 en.htm; (ix)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments
analysis en.htm; (x) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/dag en.htm; (xi) http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new
gtlds/comments 6 en.htm; and (xii)
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new gtlds/comments 7
en.htm
D.

What Concerns the Community Raised
• There is a need for adequate protection of intellectual property
rights in new and existing gTLDs.
• If the introduction of new gTLDs leads to increased malicious
conduct on the Internet, then trademark owners may pay a
disproportionate percentage of costs associated with enforcing
standards of behavior.
• Defensive domain name registrations in new gTLDs generate
substantial costs for trademark owners.
• Registry behavior may cause or materially contribute to trademark
abuse, whether through a TLD or through domain name
registrations in the TLD.
• Legal rights that a party seeks to protect through Rights Protection
Mechanisms should be capable of being authenticated, at least if
the authenticity of such rights is challenged.
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• Administrative dispute resolution procedures provide trademark
owners with relatively swift and inexpensive alternatives to
arbitration and litigation.
• Recurring sanctions may not be a sufficient remedy for wrongful
conduct; suspension and termination may be necessary remedies.
• Policies developed to prevent and remedy trademark abuses in the
DNS are expected to build upon the framework of existing
intellectual property laws to minimize burdens on trademark
owners and contribute to the orderly functioning of the DNS.
• The introduction of new gTLDs may lead to consumer confusion if
one trademark owner registers its mark in one gTLD while another
registers an identical or similar mark in another gTLD. To the
extent that Internet users are unable (or become unaccustomed)
to associate one mark with a specific business origin, the
distinctive character of the mark will be diluted.
E.

What Steps ICANN Has Taken or Is Taking to Protect the Rights of
Others in New gTLDs

The Board believes the following measures will significantly help to protect
the rights of others on the Internet. ICANN has incorporated the majority of
these measures into the current version of the Applicant Guidebook and the
registry agreement, and its efforts to implement the remaining measures are
ongoing:
• Pre delegation objection procedures.
• Mandatory publication by new gTLDs of policy statements on rights
protection mechanisms, including measures that discourage
registration of domain names that infringe intellectual property
rights, reservation of specific names to prevent inappropriate name
registrations, minimization of abusive registrations, compliance
with applicable trademark and anti cyber squatting legislation,
protections for famous name and trademark owners and other
measures.
• Mandatory maintenance of thick Whois records to ensure greater
accessibility and improved stability of records.
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• The establishment of a Trademark Clearinghouse as a central
repository for rights information, creating efficiencies for trademark
holders, registries, and registrars
• The requirement for all new registries to offer both a Trademarks
Claims service and a Sunrise period.
• Post delegation dispute resolution procedures that allow rights
holders to address infringing activity by a registry operator that may
be taking place after delegation.
• Implementation of the Uniform Rapid Suspension System that
provides a streamline, lower cost mechanism to suspend infringing
names
• The continued application of the Uniform Domain Name Dispute
Resolution Policy on all new gTLDs.
F.

What Factors the Board Found to Be Significant

The Board considered numerous factors in its analysis of trademark
protection in the new gTLD program. The Board found the following factors to be
significant:
• The GNSO’s Working Group on Protecting the Rights of Others was
not able to reach consensus on “best practices” for Rights
Protection Mechanisms;
• While economic studies revealed that there will be both benefits
and cost to trademark holders associated with new gTLDs, no
determination could be made that the costs outweigh the benefits.
• New gTLDs would promote consumer welfare.
• The availability and efficacy of dispute resolution mechanisms and
appropriately designed modifications of ICANN procedures for
protecting intellectual property.
• The need for dispute resolution mechanisms to be comprehensive
enough to expand with the addition of new gTLDs.
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• The need to balance the protection of trademark rights with the
practical interests of compliant registry operators to minimize
operational burdens and the legitimate expectations of good faith
domain name registrants.
• The risk of increasing exposure of participants to litigation.
• The lack of reported problems with ICANN’s previous introductions
of new TLDs.
IV.

The Board’s Reasons for Proceeding to Launch the New gTLD Program
While Implementing Measures to Protect Trademarks and Other Rights
• ICANN’s “default” position should be for creating more competition
as opposed to having rules that restrict the ability of Internet
stakeholders to innovate.
• New gTLDs offer new and innovative opportunities to Internet
stakeholders.
• Brand owners might more easily create consumer awareness
around their brands as a top level name, reducing the effectiveness
of phishing and other abuses.
• Revised applicant procedures and agreements reflecting the
measures to mitigate the risk of malicious conduct will permit
ICANN to address certain risks of abuse contractually and also will
permit ICANN to refer abuses to appropriate authorities. ICANN
can amend contracts and the applicant guidebook to address
harms that may arise as a direct or indirect result of the new gTLD
program.
• ICANN has addressed the principal concerns raised by stakeholders
about the potential for proliferation of malicious conduct in the
new gTLD space by implementing measures to mitigate that risk,
including centralized zone file access, a high security TLD
designation and other mechanisms. A combination of verified
security measures and the implementation of DNSSEC will allow
users to find and use more trusted DNS environments within the
TLD market.
• ICANN has addressed the principal concerns raised by stakeholders
about the protection of trademarks in the new gTLD space by
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implementing other measures to enhance protections for
trademarks and other rights, including pre delegation dispute
resolution procedures, a trademark clearinghouse, and post
delegation dispute resolution procedures.
• To the extent that there are costs to trademark owners or others,

ICANN has worked with the community to address those concerns,
and ICANN pledges to continue that effort.
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Karla Valente:

Good morning everybody. My name is Karla Valente. I'm with ICANN. I'm
Director of Communication Product Services. I joined ICANN in 2007 as
Director of the New gTLD Program. I saw the program up to the launch of
the first Applicant Guidebook, and now I'm concentrating my time more on
outreach and communication activities around the program.
When you joined us at the reception, you probably received a package, and
in this package, besides the agenda, you have a fact sheet about the new
gTLD program. And this is the program that I'm going to be talking about.
You also have a fact sheet about IDMs that speaks very generically about
IDMs. And you have a fact sheet about Fast Track process, which is a
different program, different from new gTLDs. And, Baher is going to give a
presentation a little bit later today and talk about IDMs.
Also, you should have received a feedback form, and we would appreciate if
you could fill out the form and tell us what you think about the different
programs that we are running at ICANN, and also about this event.
So for now, we are going to go over ICANN's mission and new gTLDs. Why
is ICANN doing new gTLDs? How is that tied to ICANN's mission; a brief
historical background about gTLDs, the development of the policy, and also,
some aspects of the gTLDs or generic top-level domains before, and, the
policy development overview, and the program overview.
ICANN's mission and new gTLDs: So, new gTLDs are part of ICANN's
mission or part of the founding documents. One of them is the 1998 ICANN
Agreement with the USG and you can see there that define and implement
the predictable strategy for selecting new generic top-level domains. In
addition to that, we have a white paper in 1998 that also talks about new
gTLDs.
Ultimately, the goal that ICANN has is to foster choice and competition in the
domain name registry services around the world.
Historical background: So, as you know, we have in the top-level domain
space, we have the ccTLDs, over 250, like .ae. And we have the generic
top-level domains. The expansion is on the generic side, and if you look
back in history, you have now 21 generic top-level domains in the root, and
ICANN has an agreement with 16. There were eight that predate ICANN,
and one of them is a well-known one which is the .com. And you see others.
We had round that happened in 2000, and you see the list of the names that
were introduced in 2000. And, the most recent round happened in 2004. so,
I think it's not maybe an accurate thing to say that these are new generic top-
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level domains, because top-level domains were introduced previously. So
now we are expanding the top-level.
And the difference between what happened before and what happens now is
that the program nowadays is much more complex. We learned a lot of
lesson from the previous rounds. The previous rounds were very small in
scale, very few applicants, and the new round is expected to receive
eventually much more application, and is a much more open process and
complex process.
So, all of the experiences from the previous rounds helped in developing
part of the process, and also helps the policy process, and helps us to
develop the program itself.
Some of the key benefits of new gTLDs: And probably this is one of the
challenging things to say, because we're talking about the future and we're
talking about a future that, to a certain extend, was going to be shaped by
the market, because we don't know what generic top-level domains are going
to be applied for, how many we are going to see. Are we going to see many
community-based, are we going to see many geographical-based, are we
going to see many brand-type of TLDs? Are we going to see more of
geographic generic? So, we don't know exactly.
So, predicting the future is a bit challenging because it will really be shaped
by the market and by the applicants and by the way these TLDs expand and
are used in the marketplace. But, one of the main goals that ICANN has is to
encourage and foster the creativity and the innovation, the consumer choice
in the marketplace, the competition in the domain name space. Also, very
important is the introduction of internationalized domain names.
So as I mentioned to you in the beginning, you received three brochures.
One of the brochures is going to talk about the Fast Track program. This
Fast Track program introduced IDMs into the marketplace, but has very
specific rules, and I encourage you to read that. And the new gTLDs are
also a way to introduce internationalized domain names and has different
requirements.
Nowadays, you see IDMs in the marketplace. You see them on the second
level, you see them on the third level.
Sometimes you see the
internationalized domain names being introduced in the marketplace by the
generic top-level domains like .com, or sometimes you see them introduced
by the country code top-level domains, for instance .pierre in Poland.
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When they introduce IDMs, what kind of languages are chosen, how the
introduction is made, whether or not they choose to introduce in the second
or the third level, all of those things are really up to the registry to decide. So
if you look at the marketplace in the past year, there has been an increase in
the introduction of IDMs, but it has been quite inconsistent. It's very difficult
to predict what registry is going to introduce and why and how. And what
you're going to see in the near future is the IDM on the top level, which is
quite different from what we have seen up to now.
The policy development: So as Lisa explained in the beginning, at ICANN,
you can really divide in two pieces, if you will. One is the policy development
side, and the other one is the implementation side. So, the policy
development for the new gTLDs started in 2005 and ended in 2007. So as
you can see, the GNSO, which is the Generic Names Supporting
Organization of ICANN – this is one of the organizations that is the bottomup process – took two years to develop a policy that is quite complex.
If you look, we have 19 recommendations. Actually, there are 20, but one of
them doesn't really count. We have 19 recommendations and those
recommendations really serve as a foundation for the ICANN staff to build on
the criteria and the processed that you see on the new gTLD program. The
policy was approved by the ICANN Board in June 2008, and this was during
the ICANN Paris meeting.
The policy conclusions: So, if you look at all of the 19 policies that were
developed, what kind of main things could you draw from this policy? One is
that new gTLDs will benefit the registrant choice and competition, so a
registrant is the one that registers the domain name, which is different than
the user that simply searches. Implementation plans should be created and
this is what we're doing now. When we say new gTLD program, this is the
implementation plan that we're working on.
Implementation plans should also allow for IDMs and ideally, implemented at
the same time as the new ASCII TLDs. New gTLDs should not cause
security or stability issues, and this is one of the main concern ICANN has in
everything it does. For us, it's extremely important that no matter now the
Internet grows on the top level, no matter how many TLDs we have out
there, we have an Internet that is secure and we have an Internet that is
stable and operable around the world.
And then we have also, in the policy, the protection of various interests that
require some specific mechanisms, and I'm going to talk about them a little
bit later.
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Internationalized domain names: I'm not going to expand too much on that,
because we have Baher giving an in-depth information about IDMs. But this
is just a very quick way to take a look at what happened. They have existed
on second level since 2003, and now, we had technical development and we
have policy development around IDMs to make sure that they work when
they are introduced. And we have two programs within ICANN right now that
will enable the introduction of IDMs into the marketplace. And here, it's
probably a very dark PowerPoint, but here is what is the availability today,
and you see that on the second level here. And, this is the future, which is
the TLD on the top level.
Program development and community participation: So we have the policy
development aspect, which took two years, and the GNSO group is formed
by actually, quite diverse members including intellectual property
representation, we had registry, registrars and so forth. So this quite diverse
group took two years to develop the policy.
Now, when ICANN implements the criterion, the processes around new
gTLDs, one of the important things for us is to make sure that the community
is involved in this process. And the way we do that is by sharing, ongoing,
sharing the information and getting the input from the community about the
different aspects of the program.
There are two ways that we get input. One is when we have public
comments, and public comments is really, we say, it starts on a certain date
and ends on a certain date. This is the proposal that we have at the table.
And what you need to do is just register, and in writing, provide your
feedback on what we are proposing.
The other way to give feedback is in meetings or sessions like that. What we
will do after this session is just summarized the outcome, and we get back to
management and the Board and say, "This is what happened in the
sessions. Those were the issues raised. Are they the same or not as the
ones we received in writing," and so forth.
So what we have done in the new gTLD program so far? We have published
a draft Applicant Guidebook, so the Applicant Guidebook is a document that
should explain to the future applicant, from A to Z, what to expect during the
application process, what you are going to be required to provide in terms of
information, in terms of documentation, some rules around the extension that
you're going to select. There are some things that you can or cannot do. So
for instance, if you choose and extension that after the dot is composed only
by numbers, this is not allowed. There is a technical issue for that.
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So, the Applicant Guidebook is a very important document if you are
contemplating on applying for a TLD, because it explains to you from A to Z
what to do and what to expect during the evaluation process. And we so far
have published two drafts. So we published the first draft in November last
year. Then we went through a public comment round. We gathered all the
comments and then, based on the comments and based on internal, we work
a lot with consultants too in different areas of expertise, so we gather the
comments and also, continuing input from the consultants. And then, we
created the second Applicant Guidebook, which is an advanced version or a
modified version of the first Applicant Guidebook. And this sometimes is
confusing to people, because "what is the document that I actually have to
read in and what is the information that I actually need in order to understand
the new gTLD program?" And if you go to the new gTLD page right now, we
have over 30 documents and links there, and one can get lost quite easily.
But what I recommend you to do is to read the draft Applicant Guidebook,
very badly named DAG, because of this bad habit that ICANN has with
acronyms, Version 2. The Version 2 is the most up to date version. In
addition to that, there are some excerpts that were posted recently and we
expect to post a Version 3 before the ICANN meeting that takes place in
Seoul.
So, this is an important document for you to read and for you to understand if
you're planning on applying; the Applicant Guidebook.
Now, in addition to that, people are very interested in understanding why
certain decisions were made and what is the criteria or the thinking that we
had behind, for instance, establishing a $185,000 fee, why it's a fee like that.
How did you come up with this number? So, we would have some papers.
For instance, explanatory memoranda that are going to explain a little bit
more in depth why certain choices were made for the criteria or for a process
within the program. And there's a series of explanatory memoranda, and
what they do actually, is they compliment the Applicant Guidebook explaining
the thinking behind the choices that were made.
So, we continue gathering the feedback, and we continue engaging the
community as we develop the program. We have a long way to go still. Our
goal is to launch the program, and by launch, I say open the application
process to the world. We expect to do that in 2010, but we still have a long
way to go. And, it's very important that at this point, you take on the few
additional opportunities there will be for public comments. So when the
Applicant Guidebook Version 3 is posted for public comments, please look
into it and give the feedback to ICANN, because this really helps us to inform
the process. This really helps us to understand what people care, especially
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around the world. We have posted the previous versions in six languages,
and we are going to post the Version 3 also in six languages, and the way
we choose the language is just by using this six United Nations languages so
far.
However, the program itself is in English, at least for this first round, at least
for now. So, when you see the Applicant Guidebook, even though you will
read that the Applicant Guidebook in six different languages – you can do
that – when you apply for a TLD in the future, the system is in English, the
application process is in English, the evaluation and so forth is in English, the
contract that a future registry signs with ICANN is also in English. So, it's an
English-based program with materials that are provided in other languages,
at least for now. We do have a goal to, in the future, expand the program
and make it truly multilingual.
Where are we in the process? So, we continue to balance the desire to
move forward with also exercising some caution about the issues that were
raised and how to resolve that to this other section of the community. So,
one of the metaphors used is that we have one foot on the accelerator and
another one on the brake all the time balancing out what needs to be done.
We're working on the Version 3 that we plan on posting. And, we're seeking
comments to the participation overarching issues. I'm not going to expand
too much on the overarching issues, because that is going to take probably
half of the day to explain how they were identified, what kind of actions were
taken, and what comes next. It's quite a complex thing to explain in a oneday session that we need to cover a lot.
But what happened is that when we posted the Applicant Guidebook Version
1, and even the Version 2, the number of comments that we received from
the community, if we classified the comments in a certain way, they fell into
four very distinct categories of four overarching issues.
One of the main comments we got from the public was economic analysis.
What is the market impact? What is the demand for new gTLDs? And what
ICANN did for that is really to work with economists to post economic studies
around the issue, and share the economic study with the community, and
again, posting it for public comment.
The second issue that was raised by the community was trademark
protection on the top level and on the second level. So, several special
intellectual property practitioners came back to us and said, "You know
what…this is good; however, you're not doing enough to protect the
intellectual property protected trademarks in your program, and there's some
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things that we would like to see happening. We would like you to be a little
bit more rigorous in your criteria. We'd like you to amend some processes in
a different way."
Now, I'd like to remind you that when we had the policy development
process, we did have the input from the intellectual property community
during the policy development. And now we had again, feedback from the
intellectual property community in the process development. Of course,
when you see things in the process, they look different, and then you can, in
a more tangible way, offer some solutions.
The Board came back to the intellectual property community and said, "Work
with us, form a group."
The group is the IRT, Implementation
Recommendation Team. "Work with us. Provide us with proposals. Tell us
exactly what the issues are and what do you propose to resolve this issue
from a practical standpoint, and we will evaluate that." And they did a
remarkable job in a very short period of time. A group of intellectual property
experts was assembled with some geographical diversity and they put forth a
proposal that is now on the table. It was also submitted for public comments
and is now on the table for the Board to see. And this is the second
overarching issue.
The third overarching issue is consumer protection or malicious behavior.
So, there's a lot of malicious behavior that happens nowadays on the Internet
and the concern or the fear from the community is that when we have an
expanded number of TLDs, does it mean that the malicious behavior is going
to increase and we are going to see X number of security issues in the near
future? What is it that we can do in terms of curbing or in terms of somehow
controlling the malicious behavior?
Now also, we have to keep in mind that a lot of the things that happen from
the malicious behavior at some point nowadays is for the Internet that we
know today, but what it's going to be in the future and what kind of malicious
behaviors are going to happen in the future is something that we cannot
know. So, we need to keep some flexibility in the program.
We have groups like Anti-Phishing Groups and all kinds of consumer
protection groups that are now working with ICANN to look into the malicious
conduct issues and see what kind of recommendations can we put forth to
really help to address those issues in the future with the new TLDs.
And the fourth overarching issue, which is very important for ICANN, it is the
root scaling. So, you have the root, and now we're adding generic top-level
domains to the root. But we're also adding IDMs, we're also adding DNS
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Sec, we're also adding IPV 6, etc. So, a year and a half ago, maybe a little
bit more, when we looked at expansion of the root in terms of new gTLDs,
there was nothing that was identified in the preliminary assessment. Nothing
was identified that said by adding an expanded number of gTLDs we are
going to have an issue with the root. So preliminary findings are so far okay.
Now what we're doing is we engaged the SSAC and RSSAC, which are two
technical groups from ICANN, and those groups are looking into, more in
depth, on the root scaling, not only taking into account the introducing of an
unlimited number of gTLDs, but also looking at the root impact as we add
IDMs, DNS Sec, IPV 6, and all of the other changes that are taking place.
So what's going to happen to the root and how is the root impacted moving
forward, again, keeping in mind the security and stability concerns that
ICANN always has?
I'm going to – yes, please.
Male:

Do you want to take questions now or at the end?

Karla Valente:

Whatever works for you. Now is fine.

Male:

You don't mind? So, maybe I can ask a quick question. I was in London a
month – sorry, my name is (23:01 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

On the 15 h.

Male:

And there was some discussion in London about what is going to happen
after the draft 3 of the Guidebook. So, do you think you can move directly to
the final version, or would there be a Version 4 of the Guidebook? What's
the current (23:23 unintelligible) because there was some discussion in
London (23:26 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

Yes. So, we're discussing that internally, because ideally, we would like to
see the Applicant Guidebook Version 3 to be as close as possible to the
final, right? And we have these overarching issues pending. So if you look
at the four overarching issues, two of them have some advanced work done,
which was the economic demand and the trademark protection has very
tangible proposals on the table to be evaluated.
The malicious conduct is still on the way. And the root scaling is the study
that RSSAC and SSAC is going to provide us with. This is – I would say end
of Q3, beginning of Q4. So, we really need to see how we are going to move
forward. We're resolving those issues and there's a separate aspect to that,
which is ICANN's operational readiness. We want to make sure that the
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system is in place, we have the employees in place, we have everything
ready to accept the applications. So, all this work is being done, is being
constantly evaluated to see what's going to happen for the Applicant
Guidebook Version 3, and can we realistically have a Version 3 and then
jump to the final, and launch. Or, as Kurt, I think, raised in London, we might
even have an Applicant Guidebook Version 4, depending on how much work
we can do from now to Seoul.
So, to give you a long answer, just to say I don't know.
Male:

So it's still an open issue.

Karla Valente:

It's still an open issue whether or not we're going to need a Version 4.
New gTLD program: So what is the program? The program is just the
development of the criteria process and the tools that organizations around
the world will be able to use in order to apply for the future new gTLDs. The
Applicant Guidebook is the main document that actually describes this
process and again, every time we developed different pieces of the program
or the process, we always kept in mind that we have to continue preserving
the DNS stability and security.
Some of the principles of the program: Again, what kind of criteria, how did
we go about developing some of the criteria or some of the process used?
We looked at doing something that is conservative. This is the first time that
we're launching at that scale. Even though we had two rounds before, at that
scale, is the first time that we launch. We don't know the number of
applications we are going to receive. We hear different numbers from
anything that would say from 50 to 500 or thousands. So, we don't really
realistically know how many effectively we're going to receive.
So, we tried to develop a program that is with care and conservatisms. We
tried to do it in a very efficient manner, but we always look at implementation
process in a way that it protects registrants, that is protects the DNS stability
and security. This is very important for us.
The evaluation fees are planned to cover costs. So, there was a lot of
comments and speculations about the evaluation fee and why ICANN has an
evaluation fee being a not-for-profit organization. All of the fees associated
with the program, and the evaluation fee is only one of them, it's not for us to
have profit. ICANN is a not-for-profit organization, and one of the principles
and one of the things about the development of the program, policy wise, is
that we recover the costs.
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Adrian…
Adrian Kinderis:

The floodgates are open now (27:30 Unintelligible) question. Evaluation fee,
is that the – well, I would understand as the application fee.

Karla Valente:

That's right.

Adrian Kinderis:

Because there are fees specifically further on in the process that you must
pay should you be (27:45 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

That's right. Yes.

Adrian Kinderis:

So, you're talking there about the $185,000 application.

Karla Valente:

That's right. Yes.

Adrian Kinderis:

So, (27:55 unintelligible) how far is ICANN going back to cover costs? The
new gTLD process has been going for, as you pointed out earlier, since the
closing of the last round actually, and has been going. Has ICANN taken a
conscious decision to go back and try to cover all of those costs or is it more
recent? Where was the line in the sand (28:17 unintelligible)?

Karla Valente:

Yes. So if you look at the cost documents, I think we're still looking into the
model itself, but the model has the historical costs and at a certain point, we
looked at the historical costs that dated from the policy development, then
from the finalization of the policy. So, I need to check where we are now,
because what is historical, right? I don't think historical dates back to the
previous 2004, 2000 rounds if I recall.

Adrian Kinderis:

(28:28 Unintelligible) importantly, it's good for people to understand that
although $185,000 is a lot, there is actually some history there that ICANN is
trying to recover costs on. It's not just the cost from when the applications
start going forward, it's actually there's quite a significant history there of
ICANN (29:01 unintelligible) policy development to get to where they are, but
you are seeking to recoup those costs.

Karla Valente:

Yes. And I think that we are not going very deep into historical costs. We're
really focusing a lot on the development and actually how much would we
need really to process the evaluation cost. And we did have some
explanatory memoranda that was around costing models and we're looking
at the costing models now to see is this the costing model that we're going to
have moving forward.
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For most applications, we expect that the Applicant Guidebook or the
processes that we offer are clear, predictable, and timely, a timely roadmap.
So you, as an applicant, would know what happens on each step of the
process and how long it's going to take for each step of the process. We
also have objection and dispute resolution in some cases where strings - and
there's four cases.
One is when the strings infringe someone's existing rights. So for instance,
somebody has a trademark and there's a third party applying for the
trademark. We have a mechanism for this party to object to this applicant.
We have somebody misappropriates a community label, somebody applies
saying, "I represent Community X" and then Community X can go back and
say, "Wait a minute. This applicant does not represent our community as it
stated."
Cause user confusion – and again, by user here, we mean any of us/all of
us. When we look at the string after the dot and we put two or more strings
together, are we likely to get confused by the string itself? And you can
imagine what kind of complexity this means as we add IDMs in different
languages.
Then we also have potentially go against morality and public order, which
was probably one of the most challenging pieces of the program, because
what does it really mean from a global perspective with different value sets
and different laws, etc.
And we have, right now, independent parties that are experts in dispute
resolution, and these organization are going to be the ones that handle
dispute resolution. So, ICANN is going to process applications for new
gTLDs, and we are going to use evaluators from outside ICANN, so different
companies that we are going to contract with are going to be evaluating
pieces of the application. In addition to that, aside, you have organizations
or tree organizations that are in charge of managing this objection, the
dispute resolution process. If you are going to object to some application,
what you're going to do is to lodge an objection with those third parties, not
with ICANN.
The application process: So, we are going to have an open predetermined
application period. So ideally, the policy wants the new gTLDs to be
introduced into the marketplace on an ongoing basis, so basically it's open
and you can apply at any time, like nowadays apply for a domain name at
any time. But, because we need to understand demand and we need to
understand the complexity of the applications that we get, what we are going
to be doing from now on is rounds.
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So, the first round is envisioned to take place in 2010. It's going to have a
very clear starting date for the application period and a closing date for the
application period. And then, we're going to go over the evaluation process
and at the same time, we plan on announcing when the next round is going
to be. Next round again is going to have an application period, and so forth.
It will be web based, which means that you're going to go to the ICANN site
and you're going to see a system that is called "TAS." TAS is the TOD
Application System. You register, you create a user account, and then you
are going to see questions that pertain to the program, for instance about the
string you're going to apply, about the company that is applying for the TLD,
the technical and financial capability of this company, etc. And you're also
going to be asked to provide supporting documents to prove that this
company is legitimate and it exists, to prove that it's financially capable of
managing a TLD, and so forth.
So, TAS lodges all of these questions and all of the documents from the
applicant, but TAS also serves the evaluator so the evaluators can log in and
see the applications, and get the specific part that they are going to evaluate.
And they can post the evaluation and reports. TAS works as a workflow for
us internally too, so staff can see at which stage of the application or
evaluation we have each of the applicants. And as I mentioned before,
there's the Applicant Guidebook.
Now, who's the applicant? The applicant is any public or privately
established organization from anywhere in the world. We're not receiving
applications from individuals, so Karla Valente could not apply for a domain
name. It must follow all of the application steps and rules that are preestablished and published. So, we are not going to receive incomplete
application. Must demonstrate organizational, operational, technical and
financial capability.
And probably, this is one of the parts that I consider being quite critical,
because when you apply for a top-level domain name, it's not like buying a
domain name from a registry or a registrar nowadays. You buy a domain
name and your responsibility's only for the content of the site. This is not
what is being proposed here. What is being proposed here is a business.
So, if you are applying for the top-level domain, you are committing to
establishing a business. You are committing to standards of an existing
industry.
You are committing to having to understand the kind of
infrastructure that is going to be required. And, what kind of commitments
you're making, not only towards ICANN but towards the community, towards
the registrants, towards the registrars and so forth. It's quite a complex
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industry and it's quite a complex business, so it's not only to prove your
capability, but also to understand what you're getting yourself into. You're
not buying a domain name. You're expected to run a business.
And, there's $185,000 application fees. There's other application fees that
apply depending on the application path, and I'm going to explain that a little
bit later.
So, those fees have to do with the application and the evaluation process.
Now, let's say that your top-level domain is accepted and you sign a contract
with ICANN, which is – we call it Base Agreement or Registry Agreement,
different names, but there's a contract and you find that in the Applicant
Guidebook. In this contract, you're going to see that this business or the
registry is going to have an ongoing financial commitment with ICANN as
well. So, you need to understand from a financial standpoint, it's not only
how much is the application fee, it's also other fees that you have to be
prepared to pay. It's an ongoing financial commitment if you become a
registry. And also, all the investments that one needs to do in order to put
together a business like that.
Open application: So, we never really had the intention to develop types of
application, even though in the industry, depending who's presenting this
program to you is going to talk about geographic top-level domains or dot
brand – I hear that a lot – the brand domain names or the community TLDs
or the open TLDs. The truth is we never had the intention to do types and
we don't refer to the proposals that we have on the table as types of TLDs.
But what we have is certain requirements apply to certain applicant,
depending on how they really identify the TLD that they're applying for.
So, let me explain that a little bit better. One of the things or the terms that
we have used is an open application, which is one that I personally don't like.
But an open application has not been designated as a community based, can
be used for any purpose consistent with the requirements of the application
evaluation criteria. So, I'm going just to throw something like that - .love, not
community based, open.
I think a lot of confusion happens with the word or the term "open" when we
see this. May or may not have a formal relationship with an exclusive
registrant or user population. This is quite confusing and I think what we
really mean is that when you have a gTLD or even a ccTLD, there's certain
rules that apply. So just because it's a generic top-level domain, it doesn't
mean that it's open to anyone everywhere. Sometimes a generic top-level
domain has strict rules of who can apply.
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So for instance, one of the generic top-level domains that we have in the
marketplace is .museum. Well, guess what…Karla Valente cannot apply for
.museum unless I am a museum. So this is a generic top-level domain that
has restricted rules, so it's not quite open as the terms we use sometimes in
the marketplace. Dot Asia is another example. Anyone can apply, yes, but
you need to have an address in Asia and Asia has been defined as an X
number of countries, and you have to have an address within these X
number of countries. Is this open? Well, we say that this is open, but as you
can see, there's some restrictions for the registrant in the future that apply.
It may or may not employ eligibility to use or use restrictions. And again,
how this TLD is going to be used.
Community-based applications:
So again, we have the open-base
application, now the community-based application, and this is one that
causes also a lot of questions. Community-based gTLDs is a gTLD that is
operated for the benefit of a defined community consisting of a restricted
population. So, during the application process, the applicant, when they go
through the test system, they're going to be asked are you applying for a
community-based type of application and if they say yes, they are then
committed to answering a number of questions. And they have to be very
careful when they designate community based.
When you look at the policy development, the GNSO that designed this
community based application, what they had in mind and what they had at
heart is really to protect communities like the Navaho community, the
communities that really didn't have any other kind of protection, and they
wanted to protect these communities in a certain way. And this is why we
have this community-based application. If somebody's claiming to represent
a certain community, then we need to prove that they indeed represent this
community.
So what is the applicant of a community-based application expected to do?
They have to demonstrate that they have an ongoing relationship with the
defined community that consist of a restricted population. And what does
that mean? A restricted population is a population that you can really define
and if you have, for instance, somebody apply for .redshoes, people that like
red shoes around the world are not quite a restricted population. It's too
vague. So, we need this community to be more concise or we need to have
a better understanding on how it works.
The term "community" – and that was an interesting aspect when we were
developing the application process, because we looked in sociology, we
looked in many different academic areas to find the definition of a community
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that could be well applied to the application process. And, it was very
difficult. Community is defined in different ways by – there was not really a
way that was practical to be transformed into a process. It's almost the same
as when you try to define culture. What is culture? Is it the language, is it
some activities that a specific population does? What is culture? Culture
also is one of those terms that has many different definitions.
So, community was quite challenging. So what we did is to define some kind
of criteria for people that apply for community based. The gTLD string – the
term string is actually what goes after the characters, the set of character or
what goes after the dot. Saying top-level domain or TLD string is exactly the
same. Strongly and specifically related to the community named in the
application.
So, if I'm applying for the .navaho representing the Navaho community, I
have the nexus between my TLD string and the community that I'm claiming
to represent.
Have proposed dedicated registration and use policies for registrants, and it's
proposed gTLD: So, once the registry's established and the TLD is
available, what are the rules for the registration for the gTLD? How is this
tied to the community that this applicant claims to represent?
Have it's application endorsed in writing by one or more established
institutions: And this was also a very challenging one, because when we
were developing the process, there came a question about something that is
legitimate versus established. So, I originally come from Brazil and we have
a lot of indigenous communities in Brazil that are legitimate but they are not
established legally. Formally, there's no really piece of paper that might say
this tribe is registered. So also, that was quite a challenging balance about
what is established versus legitimate.
There's another – go ahead, of course…
Male:

So, what I'm understanding in what you're saying there is that if you had
(44:32 unintelligible) if you had a (unintelligible) it would be open and truly
open so that anyone (unintelligible) have the name, or I could have it to a
restricted community that may be…

Karla Valente:

Distributors of, yes.

Male:

Distributors, for example, of (44:50 unintelligible) products or I go for a
community TLD (unintelligible) have to have strict rules around how you
become eligible for that namespace.
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Karla Valente:

Yes.

Male:

Why would I want to be a community? What's the benefit of applying for a
TLD in community versus an open (45:06 unintelligible)?

Karla Valente:

I don't know if it's a benefit, but if one applies for a community-based TLD
and let's say that this applicant has a string that is identical or is similar to
another applicant, the community-based applicants can go through what we
called a comparative evaluation process, and other open applications have
to resort to auction. I think this is one of the main differences.

Male:

So, where I was heading is there is a - as an applicant, an inherent
advantage to applying as a community if you (45:43 unintelligible) or have
enough of a community backing to do so, you would have an advantage,
would you not, over someone who is doing an open application?

Karla Valente:

Yes. The one advantage – I'm looking from a business standpoint, I just
don't know if I understand the word "advantage," because if you apply for a
community based, you also might have some restriction rules, which might
limit your number of applications and if you have an open, you might not.
So, it…

Male:

(46:06 Unintelligible) actually getting the TLD.

Karla Valente:

So, there is a step in the evaluation process that there is advantage to the
community-based applicant, because there is an additional string resolution
mechanism there. There's the comparative evaluation.

Male:

That was where I was heading looking from the slides, is there an (46:28
unintelligible) but there is an advantage to an applicant if you do have a
community doing so (unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

Yes, if you also have your string identified in a string contention set, right,
which is really a leap of faith, right? You don't know. It really depends on
what's applied for or what not.
The important thing is really remember what the GNSO had in mind, what
the policy had in mind, and the policy – and Adrian is from the Council, he
can tell better than I can – which was to protect the communities. The
community-based application was nothing more but to protect small
communities. That was the intent of the GNSO.

Adrian Kinderis:

If I may elaborate.
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Karla Valente:

Sure, please.

Adrian Kinderis:

Adrian Kinderis and I am a member of the GNSO Council. I think that it's the
underlying theme was exactly that, was to ensure that the Internet was being
represented in a – well, the TLDs were being represented (47:28
unintelligible) community if they choose to participate, and therefore, to give
them preference - which is I guess what Tony's picking up on – preference
within the process. So that if I'm the Boy Scouts of America and I'm going to
go for .scout, I am in a defined community and therefore, I have a preference
to that over somebody. If Tony decides to go for .scouts just using it as an
open generic TLD, the Boy Scouts of America being a defined community
would have preference over Tony.
That's the advantage of (47:59
unintelligible).
It's merely an advantage in securing the TLD. Now, it may be that to make
(48:03 unintelligible) Tony's idea, you might make him more money or might
sell more domains. It's not about that. I think it's important that everyone
understands ICANN's not evaluating on that premise. ICANN stays well out
of that. Your business model is up to you. If I only ever registered five
domains for being the Boy Scouts of America, ICANN stays well out of that.
They asked (48:25 unintelligible) representative of the Boy Scouts
community and therefore, am more eligible for the .scouts domain in this
particular (unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

Yes. And it's also important to remember that all of the applications will be
evaluated the same way for the business, financial, operational, technical
capability. So, this preference or advantage that you see, it's really down the
road in a very specific type of path that an application can take. But, all of
the applications pay the same fee and they are evaluated. The string of the
applicant itself is evaluated on the same kind of requirements.

Male:

The only reason I was bringing that up is that whilst that's true, it is very
possible that there is an IDN, whether it's a geographic (49:11 unintelligible)
geographic network, a corporate namespace, it's very possible that more
than one person may be applying for the same string.

Karla Valente:

That's right.

Male:

And having a community is an advantage from that perspective to help
(49:27 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

That's right. And I saw another hand on the back.
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Male:

(49:31 Unintelligible) means that would be given to you because you are a
community?

Male:

Absolutely.

Karla Valente:

So…

Male:

(49:47 Unintelligible) understand the word preference. Preference means
(unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

So, there's still the comparative evaluation. There's still a point system. So,
it's not just because somebody designated an application is community
based and in case there's somebody else that applies for this identical or
similar string, it doesn't mean that just because one is community based,
they're automatically going to be looked favorably and get the TLD. They still
need to prove, from an application and string standpoint, the same as other
applicants. And in the comparative evaluation, there is a point system. They
still need to go through this point system.

Male:

(50:29 Unintelligible) all of the community criteria, so I can't just call myself a
community.

(50:36 Crosstalk)
Male:

(50:41 Unintelligible) ten people are applying from Scouts, but (50:45
unintelligible) would be given to you.

Male:

If I fulfill all of the criteria of a community and I have enough points, I've got
the maximum amount of points I can possibly get, therefore, in ICANN's
eyes, I'm 100% representative of the community that I was going for. For
example, I'm pre-existing, I'm (51:10 unintelligible) domain that I'm going for
is reflective of the community I'm representing, yadda, yadda, yadda,
therefore, I get the – I am first preference in the line.
Now if there's two communities that go for it, (51:22 unintelligible) different
set of circumstances. But, that puts me ahead of any open application, and
ICANN's – and you can look on the records to see this - was all about who
was going to bring value to the DNS. That was the term that (51:41
unintelligible) number of pages. That is saying that communities will be seen
to be bringing more value to the DNS than an open, and to protect them,
they give them preference.

Male:

So preference means would be given to you if we score evenly. But if I'm
better than you and I'm open, I can get it.
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Male:

You don’t get a point score if you're open. (52:03 unintelligible). So, if a
community's going for (52:06 unintelligible) you have to get a point score…

Male:

So, if I'm open, how can I do better than you if you are a community? There
is no way.

Male:

You cannot, and that's (52:15 unintelligible) find a community that you are
representative of; however, in doing so, you restrict your options. You may
not be able to sell as many names. You might not be able to reach as many
people. This is the real fundamental understanding here of this whole
process is about understanding the difference between community and the
difference between open, because they have very different impacts to in the
process.

Karla Valente:

And depending what you say in your application about the way you're going
to serve or represent your community or be contractually obliged to fulfill that
promise to this community in the base agreement.

Male:

(52:51 unintelligible) change your mind afterwards. If ICANN gives you this
as a community, you can't then turn around and say, "Oh, you know
what…(52:56 unintelligible). ICANN are going to police this very strictly.

Karla Valente:

Exactly. This was one of the concerns we had. Somebody applies as a
community based to game the system, and then a few years down the road,
they said, "You know what…I'm going to copy this other business plan over
there because it's more money." We tried to create a system that avoids the
gaming as much as is possible.
So, there's another category or another saddle of TLDs that we believe we
are going to see, actually a quite considerable number, because a lot of the
potential applicants have actually mentioned that, is the geographic names.
Is this about the community?

Male:

Yes.

Karla Valente:

Okay.

Male:

(53:35 Unintelligible) I do understand that during the evaluation process,
there is a time where people that can or parties that can object to certain
TLDs from being given to certain party. Would it be possible for a party to
dispute, at the same time apply for that TLD?
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Karla Valente:

Yes. An applicant can be an objector at the same time, yes, at least as the
current proposal is on the table, yes. I saw another hand. Yes.

Male:

What (54:11 unintelligible) someone applies for a .scout and (unintelligible)
they might get it, right?

Karla Valente:

Yes.

Male:

And then (54:27 unintelligible) over there (unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

Yes. So, we were looking at we call post delegation. So let me see if I
understand the case. So, the gentleman applied for .scout or .navaho. Let
me use the big one, Navaho, .navaho. But he applied as an open
application, right, and later on after this registry was granted the TLD, signed
an agreement with ICANN, and everything. Finally, somebody from the
Navaho community understands what went on and says, "Wait a minute, this
is not a TLD that his registry should have. This is my TLD. This is my
community."
So, we're looking at what we call the post delegation objections. We don't
have as much advanced work on that yet, but we're looking at some
possibilities for people to later on take a look and maybe take an action,
which is not very easy. Because, once the registry becomes operational, it's
not only about this registry. Now there are registrants, there are registrars.
There's a lot of parties involved and a lot of parties that are going to be
impacted should any change take place. So we are kind of waiting what we
can do there.

Male:

(55:57 Unintelligible) talk about it, becomes very important (56:10
unintelligible) everybody knows this process is happening and be well aware
of those who are applying, so that you can object during the process and not
likely after. The unfortunate part is (56:20 Unintelligible) and it's good that
ICANN – it's a great question – and it's good that ICANN is actually looking
into well what happens if it does fall through the system and somehow
someone does get the name (56:31 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

So in another way or another type of TLD that people talk a lot about is
geographic names. We have heard geographic names as full spell of the
name like .paris. We also have heard from applicants that want to do
abbreviations like .nyc for New York City and things like that. But, it seems
to me doing these kind of events and talking to communities and potential
applicants, there's quite an interest from governments and business people
in what we call the geographic names TLD. And this was also another area
that we quite complex for us to develop, because when you look at
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geographic names and the different languages that names of countries and
cities can be spelled and different ways that they can be represented, how
can we develop a process or a criteria that is going to be fair and apply well
to all of these different variables that we see around the world around those
names.
So, one of the things that we are doing is that if an applicant applies for a
TLD that is a geographic kind of name, and by that you see that it's going to
have sub-regional names on the ISO3166-2 list, capital cities of countries,
territories, etc., city names only if the application self-identifies city
representation. So, we're using some lists for the geographic domain
names, but we are asking that the applicant has an approval or a nonobjection of the relevant government. And this is still something that we are
working on and it's quite complex, because who is the relevant government
and the list of countries.
When we first looked at what list of countries or territories or cities to use, it
was a challenge, because the United Nations has one list, ISO has a
different list. If you put side by side all the different lists by international
organizations that we could maybe use as an authoritative list, they're not
standardized. So, this is why the complex area, and we got a lot of advice or
we got input from the GAC, which is the Government Advisory Committee of
ICANN. And, they come to the board with some advice on what to do with
situations like that. In some instances, it has been very good. In some
instances, the advice was still too vague to really establish a very firm and
transform things into a process, a coherent and very tangible process,
because there's still a lot of vagueness around those things.
So, there is going to be, for regional names, there's going to require
substantial approval of relevant governments, and the Board asked for a
greater specification of the terms "meaningful representation" and
"substantial number," of course, right. If we have a region like for instance,
the European Union, how many countries of the European Union should a
.europe applicant get and from what governments, and so forth. So this is
one of the parts of the program that we're still working on to have a better
definition, better processes that are clear to the general applicant.
Of course, in terms of government representation, we go over all kinds of
discussions. For instance, if you get an approval from one government and
it's just between transition of governments in a specific region or country,
what does it mean? If by the time of application you have a different
government taking on the office, and all kinds of things like that. So, a lot of
things are still being discussed.
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Country territory, name definition: So, how are we going to define, what lists
are we going to use moving forward. For instance, how are we going to
separate names. Countries usually have several components to their
names. How are we going to do that and how are we going to work around
the permutations of the names that are listed above.
Regional names: So we have here the United Nations list of 49 regions.
This is one of the lists we are using. We still need to do some development
work around that.
Here's a very high-level way of looking into the application process.
So…sorry.
Male:

Going back to geography, how about natural features, like (1:01:31
unintelligible) .himalaya, how do you deal with that?

Karla Valente:

I don't think this is one that we have really pinpointed well what to do. That
was in the GAC communiqué actually when they had territories and then
cultural. I'm trying to remember the exact words, but they had some
identifiers and cultural identifiers that were beyond cities and countries, and
this was also very complex too to develop. This is still something we're
working on.

Male:

(1:02:09 Unintelligible) I'm returning to geographic name. If you have two
applications for the same name, (1:02:17 unintelligible) evaluation, would be
resolved through an auction if I have two (unintelligible) applications for
(unintelligible)?

Karla Valente:

We have in the evaluation process a panel that is geographic names. So
this panel is going to look whether or not the application is legitimate and
they're going to look…

Male:

(1:02:55 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

Then we have one mechanism for the string resolution, which is the auction.

Male:

So, through the auction at the end of the day.

Karla Valente:

The evaluation process, this is very high level and I'm ten minutes from you
and lunch, so I'm going to try to be efficient.
So, application period again, is going to be a certain application date and a
closing date. During this time, you are going to be expected to use the
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online system and answer all of the questions, submit all of the documents,
pay for the application evaluation fee.
Then we have an initial evaluation period. During this initial evaluation, we
have different panels of experts, like the Geographic Names Panel of
experts. We also have somebody that is going to evaluate the applicant from
the technical standpoint, from the business and financial standpoint, and so
forth. So during this initial evaluation, applications would pass or fail, and
extended evaluation is something that an applicant can request in the case
of failure. Or, depending on if the application actually is proposing registry
services that are more complex than what is originally part of the base
agreement or what we're used to, we are going to have an additional panel
looking at the services that are proposed by this TLD to ensure that we can
offer the services in the future and still keep the stability of the Internet.
Again, at the same time here, we have this objection dispute resolution. The
objection and dispute resolution, you have to be very careful here, because
the objection period is going to be set. So, there is a beginning and an end
for the objection period, so we need to be very careful.
When the applications take place, we are going to see on our Website the list
of applicants and the TLDs that are applied for. And when this kind of
information is made public, this is where third parties would be able to know
whether or not they are entitled to object. So again, the objection and
dispute resolution is going to be handled by different organizations.
Then we have what we called here "string contention" and string contention
is quite an important part of the program, because if we have several
applicants for a TLD string that is either identical or similar, we need to have
mechanisms that would allow us to resolve the dispute. Which one of these
applicants gets the TLD assuming that all of them have passed the
evaluation process and have proven to be capable of managing a TLD? So,
the string contention happens. Again, we're going to have a panel. There's
an algorithm, but most importantly, there is a panel that is going to look at the
strings and identify these groups of strings that are either identical or similar.
And, I don't have much time to expand on this specific topic, but I encourage
you to read explanatory memoranda about that, because this is quite
complex. If you think about the fact that for instance A can be similar to B or
B to C, but A to C not necessarily, so you have all kinds of configurations that
we need to look at how this is going to play.
And also, the discussion about when you identify something as being similar,
when you are grouping those TLDs, are you looking at that only from a visual
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perspective and we're looking at visual similarity? Are we looking at meaning
similarity, like happens with trademark? Are we looking also at sound
similarity? So what do we mean by similarity. So far, we are dealing with
visual similarity, but that has been proposed and there has been feedback
from the community saying, "We think this is not quite enough," that is, only
the visual similarity. So, I encourage you to read some of this document.
But, if we have a situation in string contention, there are two mechanisms
that are going to be used in order to resolve the contention. One is auction,
and the second one is comparative evaluation, and this is what was
discussed a little bit later. The comparative evaluation is a slightly different
process from the auction, but the comparative evaluation only applies to the
community-based applicant applications.
Here we talk a little bit about the evaluation process, the fact that the
applicant has to demonstrate organizational, operation, technical and
financial capability. And the proposed string, again, there's some rules about
what you can or you cannot do with a TLD that you're proposing. There is a
limit of number of characters for instance or how the characters are
composed, etc. So, you need to understand what those limitations are
before you apply for your TLD.
We are going to have several evaluation panels and examiners. By the way,
right now, we have re-opened expressions of interests for evaluators. So,
evaluators are going to be selected based on their level of expertise and right
now, if you have companies or there are companies that would like to be a
panel of examiners, take a look at what you have – take a look at
expressions of interest, take a look at the requirements and apply, because
this evaluation or the selection of the evaluators, the panel, has been reopened.
Objection and dispute resolution: Again, the foregrounds for objections are
here, and the intent of each of them, why the GNSO (1:09:04 unintelligible)
so string confusion, why did we have that? To avoid user confusion. The
infringement of rights, why do we have that? To protect intellectual property
and other pre-existing rights. Moral and public order, this was something
that was asked to provide additional safeguard and protect interest of
governments. Community objection to protect community interest, more
specifically, the geographically based, indigenous and religious
organizations. String contention, I explained that briefly, so have two or
more strings. And here are the dispute resolution mechanisms, and it's quite
a lot of material to read on the Applicant Guidebook and explanatory
memoranda on those.
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Then assuming everything goes through, so the evaluation process, there's
no objection or this has been resolved, there's no string contention, or this
has been resolved, then the applicant is going to go through what we call the
delegation phase.
In this delegation phase, the applicant is expected to sign a base agreement.
You find that in the Applicant Guidebook. The staff will recommend to the
Board the approval of the application and then there's some technical
checks. And IANA has also steps that they need to do in order to add this
TLD to the root.
So once your TLD passes the evaluation process, you have to take into
account some time for all of these delegation steps to take place.
So what is next for ICANN? We will continue to do outreach and education
events. The next ICANN meeting is taking place in Seoul in October. We're
looking at having events like that in Latin America, Africa. We just had one in
Hong Kong. We had two consultation sessions, one in New York and in
London. We're looking at doing more webinars, introducing webinars to
ICANN actually. We're going to publish a summary of the consultation
events that we had, analysis of the IRT proposal that has to do with the
trademark protection issues, the Version 3 of the Applicant Guidebook, the
Root Scaling Study. And then, if we don't have a Version 4, the final
Applicant Guidebook more towards the end of the year.
And that's about it.
Male:

(1:11:21 Unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

I don't know how much in delays, but if you have – every time you have a
new version, if you're counting the public comments period, if you're counting
all of that, you're looking at 0 to 90 days increase in the timeline at least,
right, if you have a new version.
You're going to do the speech about the timeline aren't you? Yes, go ahead.

Male:

Sorry. I'm not going to sit here and tell ICANN to hurry up. I should but I
won't. We've all been wanting new TLDs for some time. However, if you are
talking about delaying the launch of the application process any length of
time, can you please, on this occasion rather than as you have done at every
ICANN meeting since – and I've been going to them since 2000 – since
we've talked about new gTLDs (1:12:21 unintelligible). I would prefer, as a
business owner and CEO, that you pick a date in the future and you stuck to
it.
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Reason being, I can then plan for it, and I'm sure that there are expected
gTLD applicants in this audience that would like to be able to plan for that.
And I'm not saying rush it and hurry it, or any (1:12:40 unintelligible) but if
you decide that that's five years from now, then so be it, because what I'll do
is Tony here will be out of a job and I'll sack him, and I'll sack all the other
guys, and I'll go play golf for five years. And then I'll (1:12:52 unintelligible)
Tony to come back, and we'll start the process again. But that gives me
some certainty to the process.
So, I am implore ICANN that if they are looking at delaying the process to
please pick a date that you are comfortable is going to give you another
round of the Guidebook if that's required, five more rounds, I don’t care. But
give us some certainty as to the time so that we can support our clients that
are going for new gTLDs and ensure that they can provide – get together
their business plans and importantly, the funding. We're burning $100,000 a
month on this process at the moment, my organization, in supporting gTLD
applicants. And they're burning money, because we're all waiting for this
application process to start. We can stop that and pause that if we have
some certainty.
Karla Valente:

It's point well taken.

Male:

(1:13:38 Unintelligible) into a number of applicants and there is a lot of
frustration, because it's moving target. You are asking, and quite right, a lot
of (1:13:49 unintelligible).
We don't know when we can (1:13:57
unintelligible) so there is really a lot of frustration. I understand all the
problem over (unintelligible). What I very much (1:14:06 unintelligible) is a
date and so people can stop worrying (unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

Point well taken.

Male:

(1:14:14 Unintelligible). There is a lot of frustration.

Karla Valente:

No, and I think this is a very valid point and is being stressed to the Board
and to management, and yes, it's being stressed internally.

Male:

Does anyone have a job if that (1:14:33 unintelligible) happen?

Male:

I have a comment (1:14:36 unintelligible) and then a question. The first one
is just a general comment for those that may be new to this process is that all
of this about an IDN, International Domain Name, is that correct? So I could
have a new gTLD in Arabic if I wish.
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Karla Valente:

Yes.

Male:

Right. I don't think that was made clear, at least to me. (1:14:54
Unintelligible). I know you're going to talk about IDNs later on today, but…

Karla Valente:

Yes. So, IDNs, there are two ways that IDNs are being introduced into the
marketplace. One is Fast Track, which has very specific rules that apply and
you can read the Fast Track brochure and Behar is going to expand on IDNs
after lunch and the new gTLD process. So there are two ways that IDNs are
being introduced into the marketplace. You have to understand both
programs to see what applies to you.

Male:

Thank you. The second one is a question. ICANN receives $185,000 for
each of these new applicants. This money goes into a pool and part of that
pool, to my understanding, is to be used for public awareness of the gTLD
program. Is that correct?

Karla Valente:

So, we're looking at – I don't think there is a final word on how this money is
going to be allocated. It's cost recover and if there's excess, is that what
you're taking about, excess?

Male:

(1:15:49 unintelligible) talking about the communications campaign and
where the funding (unintelligible). So there is being referred to commonly in
the Application Guidebook that there is a four-month education (1:16:01
unintelligible) on the process.

Karla Valente:

Yes, education notification, because communication is happening throughout
the whole process. It's happening today. So during these four months is
where we know the final rules of the game, we know the exact application
dates, opening and closing, and we will go around the world and hopefully
notify governments and trade associations, and posting in main
communication venues. We didn't finalize the specifics of what this is, but
the idea is that during the four months, we are going to intensively let
organizations and governments around the world know this is taking place
and is happening now for sure.

Male:

Right. So my question then is have (1:16:41 unintelligible) ICANN formalized
the process on how this will occur? Is it another RFP on notifying people
globally and you're doing it outsourced? Is it more and more of these
meetings where we need to (1:16:52 unintelligible) our friends in the
community (unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

There is no RFP. We are going to be doing that ourselves. We have a
database of governments and we have a database of registries and
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registrars around the world, and trade associations. We're going to be
working through the databases that we have. We're going to be working
through the main media outlets that we know to try to do the best possible to
notify people that this is happening.
What we are doing now is to make people aware that this is taking place in
the future. This four-month window is really concrete information about when
the application happens and who applied. It's not only when the application
is going to happen. We also later need to let the world know what was
applied for and by whom and things like that. Right.
Male:

(1:17:38 Unintelligible) once these TLDs go live that the end user knows that
when I see .tree, I don't think the Internet broke, because in the past, they
always assume that they have a com and .ae, and now I see .tree, and I
think (1:17:53 unintelligible) and that can't be a domain name.

Karla Valente:

And probably, that is going to be the most challenging part, which is the user
education and the user education I think is more effective, and that's a
personal option. It's going to be more effective when we actually know what
the TLDs are that are going to be applied for. There are several levels of
education and communication that we need to do now.
For instance, one of them has to do with the TLD acceptance. We need to
make sure that applications around the world understand and when you, in
the future, use your Tony@.tree, they accept your email as a valid email or
something.idm, they accept. So, there are several levels of awareness that
we need to do beyond just saying, "Hey, new gTLDs launch on that date."

Male:

(1:18:41 Unintelligible) from you earlier comments about the four overarching
issues, the ones dealing with the policy. (Unintelligible) do you expect
(unintelligible) finished by Version 3? And the ones you were worried about
were things like the implications of having so many IDN ccTLDs, maybe
gTLDs (unintelligible) so many gTLDs in the root. Now, I would have
expected that these things should have been handled before the call came
out (1:19:11 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

We did preliminary studies on – I think you're talking about root scaling, right,
the impact of all of those things on the root. We did some preliminary studies
or some preliminary assessment to see whether or not any increased
number of gTLDs would impact the root, and the preliminary assessment
said it doesn't look like it. Now, what RSSAC and SSAC is doing is
expanding that preliminary assessment to incorporate not only IDNs and
gTLDs, but also DNS Sec and IPV 6. So it's a little bit more complex. And
so far, I haven't heard anything that is an adverse impact on the root system.
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But when you say all of the four issues be resolved by Applicant Guidebook
Version 3, this is one that I don't think we're going to have the study before
the Applicant Guidebook Version 3. I could be happily surprised by RSSAC
and SSAC, but I don't think it's going to happen before hand.
Male:

Just on the back of what Tony was talking about, while I'm imploring ICANN
to do a number of things, could you please make it transparent that
communications campaign to the industry, because I think it's important for
us to run our activities. So whether that's to pass on to applicants that are
applying for TLDs and supporting them, or just for ourselves to be able to
position ourselves in line with that kind of communications campaign. Rather
than ICANN going and do it independently, it would great if all of us, and the
greater ICANN community understood where that was going to go…

Karla Valente:

And were involved in that.

Male:

Exactly. And, when you were going to forward. So, if we want to put an
advertisement in a newspaper ourselves, it can be at the same time as your
putting advertisements in the newspaper or whatever. So, the campaigns
can be done in conjunction. If ICANN (1:21:01 unintelligible) and all of the
sudden, I pick up the newspaper at home, that doesn't really help me in my
business or the penetration of new gTLDs (1:21:12 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

And it's not the intent of ICANN. We want to work with the community to do
that. We just need to be specific and outline this plan.

Male:

Visibility and transparency in that process would be (1:21:22 unintelligible).

Karla Valente:

Okay.

Male:

Sorry, my last one. Sorry. The question about these gTLD (1:21:29
unintelligible) today is fantastic and great, particularly (1:21:31 unintelligible)
new to the process. The meetings in New York and London were more
detailed, talked about things like the IRT report, overarching issues, these
sorts of things.

Karla Valente:

They were different meetings. We have two kinds of meetings that are going
on. One were the consultation meetings, and the consultation meetings took
place in Sidney, New York, and London, and they were very specific to the
overarching issues, actually more specific to trademark protection and
malicious behavior discussions. Not as much on the demand and the root
scaling, because we didn't have as much of the technical work really done to
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discuss a concrete proposal or something with the community at this point.
So, those three were really intentionally designed as consultation events.
What we have done in Hong Kong, here, and Latin America and Africa and
so forth, they are more outreach and education events, because the goal is
to not only expand the know how of people about the new gTLDs, but also to
engage new people, new industries in understanding what is coming and
how they are going to be directly or indirectly impacted by that. So you're
going to see, in the future, more of the outreach/education sessions. The
consultations are closed, for now at least.
What we're doing with those consultation sessions is we're looking at all of
the verbal feedback, we're looking at transcripts, and we're looking at the
feedback forms. And we're going to summarize that for the community and
say, "This is the outcome of this consultation event. More importantly, this is
what we're going to do with the proposals from the IRT moving forward."
So thank you very much for your time and your attention. This was a very
long presentation and I'm going to be available here all afternoon if you need
anything. If you have any question, I'll be happy to address your question.
Thank you for your time.
And, I think we have lunch now, and lunch is next door.
END TRANSCRIPT
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COMMUNITY PRIORITY EVALUATION PANEL AND ITS
PROCESSES
Overview
At the time of submitting the new gTLD application, applicants had the opportunity to designate
themselves as a community-based application, as prescribed in the section 1.2.3 of the Applicant
Guidebook (AGB).
Community Priority Evaluation (CPE) is defined in section 4.2 of the AGB, and allows a
community based-application to undergo an evaluation against the criteria as defined in section
4.2.3 of the AGB, to determine if the application warrants the minimum score of 14 points (out
of a maximum of 16 points) to earn priority and thus win the contention set.
Only community-based applicants are eligible to participate in a community priority evaluation. A
determination by a community priority panel, appointed by ICANN, must be made before a
community name is awarded to an applicant. This determination will be based on the string and
the completeness and validity of supporting documentation.
There are two possible outcomes to a Community Priority Evaluation:
 Determination that the application met the CPE requirements specified in the Applicant
Guidebook (Section 4.2.2) to receive priority over other applications for the same or
confusingly similar string = Prevailed.
 Determination that the application did not meet the CPE requirements specified in the
Applicant Guidebook (Section 4.2.2) to receive priority over other applications for the
same or confusingly similar string = Did not prevail.
Section 4.2.2 of the AGB prescribes that the Community Priority Evaluations will be conducted
by an independent panel. ICANN selected the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) as the panel
firm for Community Priority Evaluations.
The Economist Intelligence Unit
The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) was selected as a Panel Firm for the gTLD evaluation
process. The EIU is the business information arm of The Economist Group, publisher of The
Economist. Through a global network of more than 500 analysts and contributors, the EIU
continuously assesses political, economic, and business conditions in more than 200 countries.
As the world’s leading provider of country intelligence, the EIU helps executives, governments,
and institutions by providing timely, reliable, and impartial analysis.
The evaluation process respects the principles of fairness, transparency, avoidance of potential
conflicts of interest, and non-discrimination. Consistency of approach in scoring applications is
of particular importance. In this regard, the Economist Intelligence Unit has more than six
decades of experience building evaluative frameworks and benchmarking models for its clients,
including governments, corporations, academic institutions and NGOs. Applying scoring
systems to complex questions is a core competence.
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EIU evaluators and core team
The Community Priority Evaluation panel comprises a core team, in addition to several
independent 1 evaluators. The core team comprises a Project Manager, who oversees the
Community Priority Evaluation project, a Project Coordinator, who is in charge of the day-today management of the project and provides guidance to the independent evaluators, and other
senior staff members, including The Economist Intelligence Unit’s Executive Editor and Global
Director of Public Policy. Together, this team assesses the evaluation results. Each application is
assessed by seven individuals: two independent evaluators, and the core team, which comprises
five people.
The following principles characterize the EIU evaluation process for gTLD applications:
• All EIU evaluators, including the core team, have ensured that no conflicts of interest
exist.
• All EIU evaluators undergo regular training to ensure full understanding of all CPE
requirements as listed in the Applicant Guidebook, as well as to ensure consistent
judgment. This process included a pilot training process, which has been followed by
regular training sessions to ensure that all evaluators have the same understanding of the
evaluation process and procedures.
• EIU evaluators are highly qualified, they speak several languages and have expertise in
applying criteria and standardized methodologies across a broad variety of issues in a
consistent and systematic manner.
• Language skills and knowledge of specific regions are also considered in the selection of
evaluators and the assignment of specific applications.
CPE Evaluation Process
The EIU evaluates applications for gTLDs once they become eligible for review under CPE.
The evaluation process as described in section 4.2.3 of the Applicant Guidebook and discussed
in the CPE Guidelines document is described below:
•

•

•

•

The Panel Firm’s Project Manager is notified by ICANN that an application for a gTLD
is ready for CPE, and the application ID and public comments are delivered to the EIU.
The EIU is responsible for gathering the application materials and other documentation,
including letter(s) of support and relevant correspondence, from the public ICANN
website. The EIU Project Manager reviews the application and associated materials, in
conjunction with the EIU Project Coordinator. The Project Coordinator assigns the
application to each of two evaluators, who work independently to assess and score the
application.
Each evaluator reviews the application and accompanying documentation, such as
letter(s) of support and opposition. Based on this information and additional
independent research, the evaluators assign scores to the four CPE criteria as defined in
the Applicant Guidebook.
As part of this process, one of the two evaluators assigned to assess the same string is
asked to verify the letters of support and opposition. (Please see “Verification of letter(s)
of support and opposition” section for further details.)
When evaluating an application the CPE Panel also considers the public application
comments. The public comments are provided to EIU by ICANN following the close
of the 14-day window associated with the CPE invitation. For every comment of
support/opposition received, the designated evaluator assesses the relevance of the
organization of the poster along with the content of the comment. A separate
verification of the comment author is not performed as the Application Comments

1

The term “independent” means that the evaluators do not have any conflict of interest with CPE applicants. It also means that
the evaluators sit outside the core EIU team; they provide individual evaluation results based on their assessment of the AGB
criteria, application materials, and secondary research without any influence from core team members.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

system requires that users register themselves with an active email account before they
are allowed to post any comments. However, the evaluator will check the affiliated
website to ascertain if the person sending the comment(s) is at that entity/organization
named, unless the comment has been sent in an individual capacity.
Once the two evaluators have completed this process, the evaluation results are reviewed
by the Project Coordinator, who checks them for completeness and consistency with the
procedures of the Applicant Guidebook.
If the two evaluators disagree on one or more of the scores, the Project Coordinator
mediates and works to achieve consensus, where possible.
The Project Director and Project Coordinator, along with other members of the core
team, meet to discuss the evaluators’ results and to verify compliance with the Applicant
Guidebook. Justifications for the scores are further refined and articulated in this phase.
If the core team so decides, additional research may be carried out to answer questions
that arise during the review, especially as they pertain to the qualitative aspects of the
Applicant Guidebook scoring procedures.
If the core team so decides, the EIU may provide a clarifying question (CQ) to be
issued via ICANN to the applicant to clarify statements in the application materials
and/or to inform the applicant that letter(s) of support could not be verified.
When the core team achieves consensus on the scores for each application, an
explanation, or justification, for each score is prepared. A final document with all scores
and justifications for a given application, including a determination of whether the
application earned the requisite 14 points for prevailing, is presented to ICANN.
The Economist Intelligence Unit works with ICANN when questions arise or when
additional process information may be required to evaluate an application.
The Panel Firm exercises consistent judgment in making its evaluations in order to reach
conclusions that are compelling and defensible, and documents the way in which it has
done so in each case.
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Verification of letter(s) of support and opposition
As part of this CPE evaluation process, one of the two evaluators assigned to assess the same
string verifies the letters of support and opposition. This process is outlined below:
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

On a regular basis, the EIU reviews ICANN’s public correspondence page
(http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/program-status/correspondence) for recently received
correspondence to assess whether it is relevant to an ongoing evaluation. If it is relevant,
the public correspondence is provided to the evaluators assigned to the evaluation for
review.
For every letter of support/opposition received, the designated evaluator assesses both
the relevance of the organization and the validity of the documentation. Only one of the
two evaluators is responsible for the letter verification process.
With few exceptions, verification emails are sent to every entity that has sent a letter(s)
of support or opposition to validate their identity and authority.
The exceptions noted above regarding sending verification letter(s) include but may not
be limited to:
o If there are no contact details included in the letter(s). However, the evaluator
will attempt to obtain this information through independent research.
o If the person sending the letters(s) does not represent an organization.
However, if the content of the letter(s) suggests that the individual sending a
letter has sent this letter(s) on behalf of an organization/entity the evaluator will
attempt to validate this affiliation.
The verification email for letter(s) of support/opposition requests the following
information from the author of the letter:
o Confirmation of the authenticity of the organization(s) letter.
o Confirmation that the sender of the letter has the authority to indicate the
organization(s) support/opposition for the application.
o In instances where the letter(s) of support do not clearly and explicitly endorse
the applicant, the verification email asks for confirmation as to whether or not
the organization(s) explicitly supports the community based application.
To provide every opportunity for a response, the evaluator regularly contacts the
organization for a response by email and phone for a period of at least a month.
A verbal acknowledgement is not sufficient. The contacted individual must send an
email to the EIU acknowledging that the letter is authentic.
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ICANN CALL FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST (EOIs)
for a New gTLD Comparative Evaluation Panel
25 February 2009
1

Introduction

Generic top-level domains (gTLDs) are an important part of the structure of the DNS. Examples
of existing gTLDs include .BIZ, .COM, .INFO and .JOBS. A complete listing of all gTLDs is
available at http://www.iana.org/gtld/gtld.htm. The responsibility for operating each gTLD
(including maintaining the authoritative registry of all domain names registered within that gTLD)
is delegated to a particular organization. These organizations are referred to as "registry
operators" or "sponsors," depending upon the type of agreement they have with ICANN.
Following years of community-driven policy development that recommended the introduction of
new gTLDs, ICANN is preparing a process to receive applications to operate new generic toplevel domain (gTLD) registries. This new program is described in detail at
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtld-program.htm. ICANN has published a draft Applicant
Guidebook at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/comments-2-en.htm that provides
detailed information about the process for applying to operate a new gTLD. The Applicant
Guidebook will constitute the request for proposals (RFP) for new gTLDs.
The development of the Applicant Guidebook is an iterative process, which includes seeking
public comment on draft versions. The comment resulting from the publication of the first draft
Applicant Guidebook led to the identification of several overarching issues that will require
additional examination and discussion to resolve. Although ICANN has prepared a revised
Applicant Guidebook, the information in the Guidebook is not yet fixed and the new gTLD
process is not yet launched. While that work goes forward, steps will also be taken to assure
there will be a robust, effective and timely evaluation process in place to review applications
once the round is launched. Retaining competent evaluation panels with sufficient expertise,
resources and geographic diversity is expected to take many months. Some preliminary steps,
such as the publication of this call for expressions of interest, are being taken now, even as
important decisions regarding the overall implementation process are still being considered.
ICANN is now seeking expertise to enable the formation of panels to evaluate applications
against the criteria published in the Applicant Guidebook. Expressions of Interest (EOIs) in
providing management and evaluation services are sought in the following five areas of
assessment:
1. Has the applicant demonstrated their technical capability to run a registry for the purpose
specified in the application, as measured against the criteria in the Applicant Guidebook?
2. Has the applicant demonstrated their financial and organizational capability, as measured
against the criteria in the Applicant Guidebook?
3. In the context of the criteria specified in the Applicant Guidebook, does the gTLD represent
a geographical name, and if so, have authenticated support from the relevant government?
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4. Will the introduction of the proposed gTLD string likely result in user confusion with (i.e., due
to similarity with) (i) a reserved name; (ii) an existing TLD; or (iii) other proposed gTLDs?
5. In the context of resolving contention among two or more applicants for the same or similar
gTLD string, does an applicant claim to represent a community and if so, satisfy the criteria
for prevailing in a comparative evaluation?
ICANN also seeks information from potential providers regarding estimation of reasonable
timeframes for each type of evaluation (e.g., per string or per application) and anticipated costs
associated with conducting the evaluation. The cost and time to process an application are
critical factors that must be carefully considered in the information provided by the interested
parties.
This EOI refers to question 5 above and describes the criteria and requirements for providers
that seeking to perform the comparative evaluation of applications for identical (or very similar)
strings. The comparative evaluation seeks to award a priority to applications representing
communities. Providers should respond by 13 April 2009 23:59 UTC with the required
information that is described below. From the information provided, ICANN will invite
respondents to exchange additional information.
Contracts will not be awarded from this EOI, but ICANN expects to use the responses to identify
entities capable of providing the various evaluation roles and better refine the costs and time
frames for conducting evaluation as part of the new gTLD process.

2

Background

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is a not-for-profit, multistakeholder, international organization that has responsibility for Internet Protocol (IP) address
space allocation, protocol identifier assignment, generic (gTLD) and country code (ccTLD) toplevel domain name system management, and root server system management functions.
ICANN’s mission is to coordinate, at the overall level, the global Internet's systems of unique
identifiers, and in particular to ensure the stable and secure operation of theseI systems. It
coordinates policy development reasonably and appropriately related to these technical
functions, consistent with ICANN’s core values. Among these values are:
•

Preserving and enhancing the operational stability, reliability, security, and global
interoperability of the Internet;

•

Where feasible and appropriate, depending on market mechanisms to promote and
sustain a competitive environment;

•

Introducing and promoting competition in the registration of domain names where
practicable and beneficial in the public interest; and

•

Seeking and supporting broad, informed participation reflecting the functional,
geographic, and cultural diversity of the Internet at all levels of policy development and
decision-making.
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New gTLDs have previously been established based on proposals that were submitted to
ICANN during two specific application periods. Materials from the 2000 application round, which
led to the delegation of .AERO, .BIZ, .COOP, .INFO, .MUSEUM, .NAME and .PRO, are
available at http://www.icann.org/tlds/app-index.htm. Materials from the 2003 round, which led
to the delegation of .ASIA, .CAT, .JOBS, .MOBI, .TEL and .TRAVEL, are available at
http://www.icann.org/tlds/stld-apps-19mar04. Applications received during both of these rounds
were evaluated on the basis of instructions and criteria contained in the respective RFPs
published by ICANN. Applicants that were successful went on to negotiate and enter gTLD
agreements with ICANN.
ICANN is now seeking a provider to supply and enable comparative evaluation of applications in
cases of contention involving two or more applications for the same or similar strings, when one
of the applicants indicates that it represents a community. (Note: A separate EOI is being
issued for experts to assist with the Applicant Evaluation, i.e., assessment of technical and
financial criteria; geographic names; and string similarity. It is recommended that potential
providers review all drafts of the Applicant Guidebook and other resources on the new gTLD
program available at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtld-program.htm).
The number of applications that will be received is unknown; however it is estimated to be
several hundred or more. It is therefore vital that the provider be able to convene – or have the
capacity to convene - as many panels of evaluators as is necessary to evaluate all the
applications, in a timely and complete manner. For example, the provider may wish to consider
the process it will use to evaluate applications, and how that process will scale if 100, 250, 500,
700, 900 or more applications are received. There should be a statement describing how 2000
applications would be processed (even though this is thought to be highly unlikely). The
provider should also consider how the number of applications may impact evaluation
timeframes and costs of evaluations.
It is expected that there will be more than one application round. Therefore, there may be an
opportunity for cyclical work in evaluating applications. In the longer term, the work may become
continuous with new gTLD applications being submitted and evaluated at any time.
In addition, given the international nature of the ICANN community and the likelihood that
applications will be received for both ASCII and non-ASCII new gTLDs, it will be important that
the provider can convene – or have the capacity to convene - globally diverse panels familiar
with internationalized domain names (IDNs). A non-ASCII domain name, also called an IDN, is
one that utilizes characters from the full Unicode set rather than just the “letter-digit-hyphen”
characters specified in the original DNS standards. Using IDNs, for example, make it possible
to add TLDs in Arabic, Hebrew, Cyrillic and other scripts. For more information on IDNs, please
visit http://www.icann.org/en/topics/idn/.
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Comparative evaluation

If multiple Applicants request the same string, or strings that are determined to be unacceptably
similar1 to one another, a “string contention” process is invoked to determine which Applicant(s)
should be permitted to proceed. The new gTLD policy states a claim to support a community by
1

String similarity is determined through a separate process that takes place prior to comparative
evaluation.
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one party will be a reason to award priority to that application. “Comparative evaluation” refers
to the process whereby the claims of one or more Applicants to represent defined communities2
are compared with respect to a set of evaluation criteria to determine if such a priority should be
given. The process and the evaluation criteria are specified in Module 4 of the Applicant
Guidebook and in the new gTLD program explanatory memorandum “Resolving String
Contention.” See appendix A, “Applicant Guidebook section describing Comparative Evaluation
Process.”
Comparative evaluation is used only when a contention set3 identified during the string
contention process contains one or more self-declared community Applicant(s) and at least one
of those community Applicants declared a preference for comparative evaluation. When these
conditions are met, comparative evaluation applies to all of the community Applicants in a
contention set, including those that did not declare a preference for comparative evaluation
during the Application Phase.
Community Applicants will be asked to respond to a set of questions during the Application
Phase to provide information should a comparative evaluation be necessary. Before a
comparative evaluation begins, an Applicant may be asked by the evaluation service provider
sought here to furnish additional information to substantiate its claim to represent the
designated community.
String contention is resolved only after Applications have been subjected to and passed other
evaluations, however, comparative evaluation is an independent analysis which does not
consider any other results.4
When comparative evaluation is invoked during the string contention resolution process, a
comparative evaluation panel will review and score the community Applicants according to four
criteria:
•
•
•
•

Nexus between proposed string and community
Dedicated registration policies
Community establishment
Community endorsement

These criteria are defined in Module 4 of the Applicant Guidebook, which also defines the way
in which the string contention process incorporates the various possible outcomes of
comparative evaluation. The scoring process requires that the evaluators exercise considerable
subjective judgment concerning the extent to which each community Applicant meets or fails to
meet the standards defined for each of the four criteria. (A section of the Guidebook describing
the criteria and scoring is attached in Appendix A.)
4

Criteria

ICANN anticipates expressions of interest (i.e., answers to questions posed in section 5 below)
from providers to conduct the comparative evaluation of applications in contention must meet
the following criteria:

2

Comparative evaluation applies only to Applicants claiming to represent different defined communities.
Applicants competing to represent the same defined community must resolve their differences outside of
the new gTLD program.
3
The term “contention set” is defined in Module 4 of the Applicant Guidebook.
4
An Application that fails at any point during IE or EE will, of course, never be involved in string
contention.
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1. The provider will be an internationally recognized firm or organization with significant
demonstrated expertise in the evaluation and assessment of proposals in which the
relationship of the proposal to a defined public or private community plays an important role.
2. The provider must be able to convene (either in advance or rapidly on-demand) a
linguistically and culturally diverse panel capable (even though the applications will be
submitted in English), in the aggregate, of evaluating Applications from a wide variety of
different communities, which may:
• be local or global in scope;
• be based on geography, political affiliation, common interests, or other factors;
• involve either commercial or non-commercial interests (or both); and
• be either objectively defined or self-defining.5
3. The provider must propose a structure and plan for the comparative evaluation panel that is
viable for a range in number of Applications, as the number of Applications, and the
percentage of those that will invoke the comparative evaluation process, will not be known in
advance. It is anticipated that the percentage of applications requiring comparative
evaluation will be relatively small compared to the total number. Applications requiring
comparative evaluation must: be a self-declared community-based TLD; be in contention
with other applicants; and elect comparative evaluation.
4. Considering the comparative evaluation criteria defined in Module 4 of the Applicant
Guidebook and described in Section 3 of this document, the provider must propose a panel
that is capable of:
• exercising consistent and somewhat subjective judgment in making its evaluations, (the
Guidebook criteria seeks to make the judgment as objective as possible)
• reaching conclusions that are compelling and defensible, and
• documenting the way in which it has done so in each case.
5. The provider must convene and operate the comparative evaluation panel so as to prevent
communication between the panel (or any of its members) and any party with an interest in
the Applications being evaluated, except as may be explicitly permitted by the process as
defined in the Applicant Guidebook, and to avoid conflicts of interest.
6. The provider should be comfortable that the Applicant Guidebook is comprehensive and
satisfactorily expresses all selection criteria, but understand that it is not finalized. It is
possible, that the provider will be selected before the Applicant Guidebook is finalized, it will
have the opportunity to review the text to ensure that the basis for the evaluation is clear.
The criteria must be objective, measurable, publicly available at the outset of the evaluation
process, and described fully in the Applicant Guidebook. All applications will be evaluated
against these criteria.
7. The evaluation process for selection of new gTLDs will respect the principles of fairness,
transparency, avoiding potential conflicts of interest, and non-discrimination.

5 Response to EOI Requirements
Interested parties should respond to each of the eight subject areas below. Responses will be
gauged on the basis of the criteria defined in this document and Applicant Guidebook.
Candidates desiring to express their interest to ICANN in the comparative evaluation role in the
new gTLD program should provide the following:
5

An example of an objectively defined community is “the registered voters in the city of Perth, Australia”;
an example of a self-defining community is “people who are interested in dogs.”
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1. A Statement of Suitability that includes a detailed description of the candidate’s ability to
perform the work described in the previous section which demonstrates knowledge,
experience and expertise, including but not limited to projects, consulting work, research,
publications and other relevant information.
2. Evidence of the candidate’s knowledge of and familiarity with ICANN, its role, structure and
processes, including the Internet’s Domain Name System (DNS) and past gTLD application
and evaluation rounds.
3. The curriculum vitae for each person proposed by the candidate to manage or lead work on
this project, the candidate’s selection process for persons being proposed to ICANN, and
explanation of the role that each named person would play. Also indicate the experience
and availability of proposed panelists. The submission should identify any potential conflicts
that would prevent them from making an objective evaluation of any application and how the
conflict can be addressed.
4. A warrant that the candidate, if selected, will operate under ICANN’s non-disclosure
agreement and standard consulting agreement, and that neither the candidate nor any
individual who might be engaged to work on this project (whether or not declared pursuant
to (4) above) has a known conflict of interest.
5. A statement of the candidate’s plan for ensuring fairness, nondiscrimination and
transparency.
6. Considering the nature of the expertise necessary for evaluating applications for financial
and technical criteria at a global scale, a statement of the candidate’s plan for ensuring that
the evaluation teams will consist of qualified individuals and that the candidate will make
every effort to ensure a consistently diverse and international panel.
7. Project and operational timelines.
a. A proposed work schedule for planning and starting panel operations including
key milestone dates, consistent with but more detailed than those specified in
this document.
b. Projected targets for the time frame necessary for it to complete a thorough and
careful evaluation of all applications. Identification of volumes of applications that
can be processed in those timeframes.
8. Costs. The candidate should provide a detailed statement of the proposed fee structure,
including any variable provisions that may be based on the number of comparative
evaluations conducted, the number of comparative evaluations that involve IDNs, or other
factors.
6 Deadline
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Interested providers must submit expressions of interest by email to compara-evaleoi@icann.org by 13 April 2009, 23:59 UTC. A confirmation email will be sent for each
submission received within one business day.
Also send queries regarding this request to compara-eval-eoi@icann.org. Questions will be
accepted until 3 April 2009, 23:59 UTC. Queries and answers will be posted to a page on the
ICANN website dedicated to this purpose.
If selected, the successful candidate is expected to be ready to assist ICANN with the
finalization of the Applicant Guidebook, prepare for the evaluation phase, and be ready to begin
work within four months after release of the final Applicant Guidebook.
Thanks you for your interest.
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ICANN CALL FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST (EOIs)
for a New gTLD Community Priority Evaluation Panel – formerly Comparative Evaluation
Panel
31 July, 2009
1

Introduction

Generic top-level domains (gTLDs) are an important part of the structure of the DNS. Examples
of existing gTLDs include .BIZ, .COM, .INFO and .JOBS. A complete listing of all gTLDs is
available at http://www.iana.org/gtld/gtld.htm. The responsibility for operating each gTLD
(including maintaining the authoritative registry of all domain names registered within that gTLD)
is delegated to a particular organization. These organizations are referred to as "registry
operators" or "sponsors," depending upon the type of agreement they have with ICANN.
Following years of community-driven policy development that recommended the introduction of
new gTLDs, ICANN is preparing a process to receive applications to operate new generic toplevel domain (gTLD) registries. This new program is described in detail at
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtld-program.htm. ICANN has published a draft Applicant
Guidebook at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/comments-2-en.htm that provides
detailed information about the process for applying to operate a new gTLD. The Applicant
Guidebook will constitute the request for proposals (RFP) for new gTLDs.
The Applicant Guidebook is still in development and ICANN is seeking public comment on draft
versions. Although ICANN has prepared a revised Applicant Guidebook, the information in the
Guidebook is not yet settled. While that work goes forward, steps are being taken to assure
there will be a robust, effective and timely evaluation process in place to review applications
once the round is launched. Retaining competent evaluation panels with sufficient expertise,
resources and geographic diversity is key to an effective launch. Therefore, steps such as the
publication of this call for expressions of interest are being taken now, even as final decisions
regarding the application and evaluation process are still being considered.
ICANN is now seeking expertise to enable the formation of panels to evaluate applications
against the criteria published in the Applicant Guidebook. Expressions of Interest (EOIs) in
providing management and evaluation services are sought in the following five areas of
assessment:
1. Has the applicant demonstrated their technical capability to run a registry for the purpose
specified in the application, as measured against the criteria in the Applicant Guidebook?
2. Has the applicant demonstrated their financial and organizational capability, as measured
against the criteria in the Applicant Guidebook?
3. In the context of the criteria specified in the Applicant Guidebook, does the gTLD represent
a geographical name, and if so, have authenticated support from the relevant government?
4. Will the introduction of the proposed gTLD string likely result in user confusion with (i.e., due
to similarity with) (i) a reserved name; (ii) an existing TLD; or (iii) other proposed gTLDs?
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5. In the context of resolving contention among two or more applicants for the same or similar
gTLD string, does an applicant claim to represent a community and if so, satisfy the criteria
for prevailing in a comparative evaluation?
ICANN also seeks information from potential providers regarding estimation of reasonable
timeframes for each type of evaluation (e.g., per string or per application) and anticipated costs
associated with conducting the evaluation. The cost and time to process an application are
critical factors that must be carefully considered in the information provided by the interested
parties.
This EOI refers to question 5 above and describes the criteria and requirements for providers
that seeking to perform the comparative evaluation of applications for identical (or very similar)
strings. The comparative evaluation seeks to award a priority to applications representing
communities. Providers should respond by 15 September, 2009 23:59 UTC with the required
information that is described below. From the information provided, ICANN will invite
respondents to exchange additional information.
Contracts will not be awarded from this EOI, but ICANN expects to use the responses to identify
entities capable of providing the various evaluation roles and better refine the costs and time
frames for conducting evaluation as part of the new gTLD process.
2

Background

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is a not-for-profit, multistakeholder, international organization that has responsibility for Internet Protocol (IP) address
space allocation, protocol identifier assignment, generic (gTLD) and country code (ccTLD) toplevel domain name system management, and root server system management functions.
ICANN’s mission is to coordinate, at the overall level, the global Internet's systems of unique
identifiers, and in particular to ensure the stable and secure operation of these systems. It
coordinates policy development reasonably and appropriately related to these technical
functions, consistent with ICANN’s core values. Among these values are:
•

Preserving and enhancing the operational stability, reliability, security, and global
interoperability of the Internet;

•

Where feasible and appropriate, depending on market mechanisms to promote and
sustain a competitive environment;

•

Introducing and promoting competition in the registration of domain names where
practicable and beneficial in the public interest; and

•

Seeking and supporting broad, informed participation reflecting the functional,
geographic, and cultural diversity of the Internet at all levels of policy development and
decision-making.

New gTLDs have previously been established based on proposals that were submitted to
ICANN during two specific application periods. Materials from the 2000 application round, which
led to the delegation of .AERO, .BIZ, .COOP, .INFO, .MUSEUM, .NAME and .PRO, are
available at http://www.icann.org/tlds/app-index.htm. Materials from the 2003 round, which led
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to the delegation of .ASIA, .CAT, .JOBS, .MOBI, .TEL and .TRAVEL, are available at
http://www.icann.org/tlds/stld-apps-19mar04. Applications received during both of these rounds
were evaluated on the basis of instructions and criteria contained in the respective RFPs
published by ICANN. Applicants that were successful went on to negotiate and enter gTLD
agreements with ICANN.
ICANN is now seeking a provider to supply and enable comparative evaluation of applications in
cases of contention involving two or more applications for the same or similar strings, when one
of the applicants indicates that it represents a community. (Note: A separate EOI is being
issued for experts to assist with the Applicant Evaluation, i.e., assessment of technical and
financial criteria; geographic names; and string similarity. It is recommended that potential
providers review all drafts of the Applicant Guidebook and other resources on the new gTLD
program available at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtld-program.htm).
The number of applications that will be received is unknown; however it is estimated that there
will be several hundred applications (and ICANN is planning for the unlikely circumstance of up
to 2000 applications). Comparative evaluations will occur only when:
• there are applications for identical (or very similar) strings, and
• one or more of those contending applications are a self-declared community based
applicant, and
• the community based applicant(s) opt for comparative evaluation as a method for
resolving the contention.
Therefore, it is anticipated that the number of comparative evaluations is a relatively small
fraction of the total number of applications.
It is important that the provider be able to convene – or have the capacity to convene - as many
panels of evaluators as is necessary to evaluate the comparative evaluation cases as they
come up in a flexible, timely and complete manner. For example, the provider may wish to
consider the process it will use to evaluate applications, and how that process will scale
depending on the number of applications involved. The provider should also consider how the
number of applications may impact evaluation timeframes and costs of evaluations.
It is expected that there will be more than one application round. Therefore, there may be an
opportunity for cyclical work in evaluating applications. In the longer term, the work may become
continuous with new gTLD applications being submitted and evaluated at any time.
In addition, given the international nature of the ICANN community and the likelihood that
applications will be received for both ASCII and non-ASCII new gTLDs, it will be important that
the provider can convene – or have the capacity to convene - globally diverse panels familiar
with internationalized domain names (IDNs). A non-ASCII domain name, also called an IDN, is
one that utilizes characters from the full Unicode set rather than just the “letter-digit-hyphen”
characters specified in the original DNS standards. Using IDNs, for example, make it possible
to add TLDs in Arabic, Hebrew, Cyrillic and other scripts. For more information on IDNs, please
visit http://www.icann.org/en/topics/idn/.
3

Comparative evaluation
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If multiple Applicants request the same string, or strings that are determined to be unacceptably
similar 1 to one another, a “string contention” process is invoked to determine which Applicant(s)
should be permitted to proceed. The new gTLD policy states a claim to support a community by
one party will be a reason to award priority to that application. “Comparative evaluation” refers
to the process whereby the claims of one or more Applicants to represent defined communities 2
are compared with respect to a set of evaluation criteria to determine if such a priority should be
given. The process and the evaluation criteria are specified in Module 4 of the Applicant
Guidebook and in the new gTLD program explanatory memorandum “Resolving String
Contention.” See appendix A, “Applicant Guidebook section describing Comparative Evaluation
Process.”
Comparative evaluation is used only when a contention set 3 identified during the string
contention process contains one or more self-declared community Applicant(s) and at least one
of those community Applicants declared a preference for comparative evaluation. When these
conditions are met, comparative evaluation applies to all of the community Applicants in a
contention set, including those that did not declare a preference for comparative evaluation
during the Application Phase.
Community Applicants will be asked to respond to a set of questions during the Application
Phase to provide information should a comparative evaluation be necessary. Before a
comparative evaluation begins, an Applicant may be asked by the evaluation service provider
sought here to furnish additional information to substantiate its claim to represent the
designated community.
String contention is resolved only after Applications have been subjected to and passed other
evaluations, however, comparative evaluation is an independent analysis which does not
consider any other results. 4
When comparative evaluation is invoked during the string contention resolution process, a
comparative evaluation panel will review and score the community Applicants according to four
criteria:
•
•
•
•

Nexus between proposed string and community
Dedicated registration policies
Community establishment
Community endorsement

These criteria are defined in Module 4 of the Applicant Guidebook, which also defines the way
in which the string contention process incorporates the various possible outcomes of
comparative evaluation. The scoring process requires that the evaluators exercise considerable
subjective judgment concerning the extent to which each community Applicant meets or fails to
meet the standards defined for each of the four criteria. (A section of the Guidebook describing
the criteria and scoring is attached in Appendix A.)

1

String similarity is determined through a separate process that takes place prior to comparative
evaluation.
2
Comparative evaluation applies only to Applicants claiming to represent different defined communities.
Applicants competing to represent the same defined community must resolve their differences outside of
the new gTLD program.
3
The term “contention set” is defined in Module 4 of the Applicant Guidebook.
4
An Application that fails at any point during IE or EE will, of course, never be involved in string
contention.
4

4

Criteria

ICANN anticipates expressions of interest (i.e., answers to questions posed in section 5 below)
from providers to conduct the comparative evaluation of applications in contention must meet
the following criteria:
1. The provider will be an internationally recognized firm or organization with significant
demonstrated expertise in the evaluation and assessment of proposals in which the
relationship of the proposal to a defined public or private community plays an important role.
2. The provider must be able to convene (either in advance or rapidly on-demand) a
linguistically and culturally diverse panel capable (even though the applications will be
submitted in English), in the aggregate, of evaluating Applications from a wide variety of
different communities, which may:
• be local or global in scope;
• be based on geography, political affiliation, common interests, or other factors;
• involve either commercial or non-commercial interests (or both); and
• be either objectively defined or self-defining. 5
3. The provider must propose a structure and plan for the comparative evaluation panel that is
viable for a range in number of Applications, as the number of Applications, and the
percentage of those that will invoke the comparative evaluation process, will not be known in
advance. It is anticipated that the percentage of applications requiring comparative
evaluation will be relatively small compared to the total number. Applications requiring
comparative evaluation must: be a self-declared community-based TLD; be in contention
with other applicants; and elect comparative evaluation.
4. Considering the comparative evaluation criteria defined in Module 4 of the Applicant
Guidebook and described in Section 3 of this document, the provider must propose a panel
that is capable of:
• exercising consistent and somewhat subjective judgment in making its evaluations, (the
Guidebook criteria seeks to make the judgment as objective as possible)
• reaching conclusions that are compelling and defensible, and
• documenting the way in which it has done so in each case.
5. The provider must convene and operate the comparative evaluation panel so as to prevent
communication between the panel (or any of its members) and any party with an interest in
the Applications being evaluated, except as may be explicitly permitted by the process as
defined in the Applicant Guidebook, and to avoid conflicts of interest.
6. The provider should be comfortable that the Applicant Guidebook is comprehensive and
satisfactorily expresses all selection criteria, but understand that it is not finalized. It is
possible, that the provider will be selected before the Applicant Guidebook is finalized, it will
have the opportunity to review the text to ensure that the basis for the evaluation is clear.
The criteria must be objective, measurable, publicly available at the outset of the evaluation
process, and described fully in the Applicant Guidebook. All applications will be evaluated
against these criteria.
7. The evaluation process for selection of new gTLDs will respect the principles of fairness,
transparency, avoiding potential conflicts of interest, and non-discrimination.
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An example of an objectively defined community is “the registered voters in the city of Perth, Australia”;
an example of a self-defining community is “people who are interested in dogs.”
5

5 Response to EOI Requirements
Interested parties should respond to each of the eight subject areas below. Responses will be
gauged on the basis of the criteria defined in this document and Applicant Guidebook.
Candidates desiring to express their interest to ICANN in the comparative evaluation role in the
new gTLD program should provide the following:
1. A Statement of Suitability that includes a detailed description of the candidate’s ability to
perform the work described in the previous section which demonstrates knowledge,
experience and expertise, including but not limited to projects, consulting work, research,
publications and other relevant information.
2. Evidence of the candidate’s knowledge of and familiarity with ICANN, its role, structure and
processes, including the Internet’s Domain Name System (DNS) and past gTLD application
and evaluation rounds.
3. The curriculum vitae for each person proposed by the candidate to manage or lead work on
this project, the candidate’s selection process for persons being proposed to ICANN, and
explanation of the role that each named person would play. Also indicate the experience
and availability of proposed panelists. The submission should identify any potential conflicts
that would prevent them from making an objective evaluation of any application and how the
conflict can be addressed.
4. A warrant that the candidate, if selected, will operate under ICANN’s non-disclosure
agreement and standard consulting agreement, and that neither the candidate nor any
individual who might be engaged to work on this project (whether or not declared pursuant
to (4) above) has a known conflict of interest.
5. A statement of the candidate’s plan for ensuring fairness, nondiscrimination and
transparency.
6. Considering the nature of the expertise necessary for evaluating applications for financial
and technical criteria at a global scale, a statement of the candidate’s plan for ensuring that
the evaluation teams will consist of qualified individuals and that the candidate will make
every effort to ensure a consistently diverse and international panel.
7. Project and operational timelines.
a. A proposed work schedule for planning and starting panel operations including
key milestone dates, consistent with but more detailed than those specified in
this document.
b. Projected targets for the time frame necessary for it to complete a thorough and
careful evaluation of all applications. Identification of volumes of applications that
can be processed in those timeframes.

6

8. Costs. The candidate should provide a detailed statement of the proposed fee structure,
including any variable provisions that may be based on the number of comparative
evaluations conducted, the number of comparative evaluations that involve IDNs, or other
factors. See attached, Exhibit A Cost Template.
6 Deadline
Interested providers must submit expressions of interest by email to compara-evaleoi@icann.org by 15 September, 2009, 23:59 UTC. A confirmation email will be sent for each
submission received within one business day.
Also send queries regarding this request to compara-eval-eoi@icann.org. Questions will be
accepted until 24 August, 2009, 23:59 UTC. Queries and answers will be posted to a page on
the ICANN website dedicated to this purpose.
If selected, the successful candidate is expected to be ready to assist ICANN with the
finalization of the Applicant Guidebook, prepare for the evaluation phase, and be ready to begin
work within four months after release of the final Applicant Guidebook.
Thanks you for your interest.
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EXHIBIT A COST TEMPLATE

No of Applications
to be Reviewed
(A)

Financial
(B)

Technical
(C)

Cost per Evaluation Panel
Community Priority Geographic Names
(D)
(E)

String Similarity
(F)

Total Cost per
Application
(G = B+C+D+E+F)

Start Up Costs*
100
300
500
1,000
Initial Evalution
100
300
500
1,000
Other Costs
Details of Other Costs and how they might scale based on the number of applications to be reviewed must be included in your response.

* Estimated costs to integrate your resources and processes with ICANN's application processing program. Please provide detail of your Start Up costs within the cost section of your response.

Total Cost
(A x G)

Reference Material 19.
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Reference Material 20.

The community defined in the application (“immo”) is:
The .immo gTLD will serve a community restricted to businesses, organizations, associations, and
governmental and non-governmental organisations operating in the real estate industry, while
targeting in particular German, French, Italian and Catalan speaking countries (e.g. an estimate of 41
states in the world).
Real estate is made up of different business segments, concentrated in two principal markets:
a. The primary market, mostly dedicated to real estate construction services such as property
development and home building, refurbishments, etc.;
b. The secondary market dedicated to existing properties:
• Realtors (rental or sale);
• Property traders (purchase and sale);
• Property managers.
Accordingly, the scope of activities covered by the .immo gTLD will include real estate segments:
• Commercial and Residential Real Estate Agents and Brokers;
• Rental Property Management Services;
• Real Estate Publishers (Information Media, Classified Media, Management Software);
• Service Providers for Real Estate Professionals;
• Real Estate Mortgage services (Loan, Insurance);
• Homebuilders;
• Real Estate Developers;
• Notaries.”
This community definition does not demonstrate a clear and straightforward membership. The community is
not clearly delineated, because it is broadly defined and may not resonate with all the stakeholders it seeks to
represent.
In addition, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and recognition among its
members. This is because the many affiliated businesses and sectors would have only a tangential relationship
with the core real estate community, and therefore would not associate themselves with being part of the
community as defined by the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application did
not satisfy either of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for Delineation.
Organization
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for organization: there must be at least one entity
mainly dedicated to the community and there must be documented evidence of community activities.
The community as defined in the application does not have at least one entity mainly dedicated to the
community. Additionally, existing entities do not represent a majority of the community as defined by the
applicant. According to the application:
The real estate (RE) community encompasses over 600,000 entities linked through and structured by
national associations corresponding to each business segment. There is no international umbrella
organization spanning the entire community. Starting Dot’s supporting associations are therefore all
national organizations.
Some industry segments however are neither organized nor represented by national associations,
notably:
• Real estate mortgage brokers or issuers;
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•

Real estate publishers (management software, information media).

Starting Dot has therefore mainly built relationships with segments of the real estate community,
which are either structured by national and regional associations or organized by reliable and
representative leaders.
The community as defined in the application does not have documented evidence of community activities.
As there is no entity that is mainly dedicated to the community as defined in the .Immo application, there is
no documented evidence of community activities.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application does
not satisfy either of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for Organization.
Pre-existence
To fulfill the requirements for pre-existence, the community must have been active prior to September 2007
(when the new gTLD policy recommendations were completed).
The community as defined in the application was not active prior to September 2007. The community as
defined by the applicant is a construed community and therefore could not have been active prior to the
above date (although its constituent parts were active).
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application does
not fulfill the requirements for Pre-existence.
1-B Extension

0/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as identified in the application did
not meet the criterion for Extension specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of
the Applicant Guidebook, as the application did not demonstrate considerable size or longevity for the
community. The application received a score of 0 out of 2 points under criterion 1-B: Extension.
Size
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for size: the community must be of considerable size
and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application is of a considerable size. The community for .Immo as defined
in the application is large both in terms of geographical reach and number of members.
However, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and recognition among its
members. This is because the many affiliated businesses and sectors would have only a tangential relationship
with the core real estate community, and therefore would not associate themselves with being part of the
community as defined by the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application only
satisfies one of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for Size.
Longevity
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for longevity: the community must demonstrate
longevity and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application does not demonstrate longevity. The pursuits of the .Immo
community are not of a lasting, non-transient nature as the community as defined by the applicant is a
construed community.
Additionally, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and recognition among its
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members. This is because the many affiliated businesses and sectors would have only a tangential relationship
with the core real estate community, and therefore would not associate themselves with being part of the
community as defined by the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application does
not satisfy either of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for Longevity.

Criterion #2: Nexus between Proposed String and Community
2-A Nexus

0/4 Point(s)
0/3 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Nexus as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook.
The string does not identify or match the name of the community, nor is it a well-known short-form or
abbreviation of the community. The application received a score of 0 out of 3 points under criterion 2-A:
Nexus.
To receive the maximum score for Nexus, the applied-for string must match the name of the community or
be a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community name. To receive a partial score for Nexus,
the applied-for string must identify the community.
The applied-for string (.Immo) does not match or identify the name of the community. The application for
.Immo defines a core real estate community, as well as peripheral industries and entities. According to the
application documentation:
The words “immobilier” (“real estate ”in French), “Immobilie” (“real estate” in German),
“immobiliare” (“real estate” in Italian) and “immobile” (“real estate” in Catalan) have all the same
Latin root, “immobilis”, which is the negative form of the Latin adjective “mobilis” meaning
“which cannot be moved or removed”.
While the string identifies the name of the core community members (i.e. the primary and secondary real
estate market and participants), it does not match or identify the peripheral industries and entities that are
included in the definition of the community as described in Criterion 1-A. Therefore, there is a misalignment
between the proposed string and community as defined by the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applied-for string does not match or identify
the name of the community as defined in the application, nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation
of the community. It therefore does not meet the requirements for Nexus.
2-B Uniqueness

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Uniqueness as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the string has other significant meaning beyond identifying the community described in the
application. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 2-B: Uniqueness.
To fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness, the string must have no other significant meaning beyond
identifying the community described in the application. The string as defined in the application does not
demonstrate uniqueness as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus and is therefore ineligible for a
score of 1 for Uniqueness. The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applied-for string
does not satisfy the condition to fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness.
Criterion #3: Registration Policies

1/4 Point(s)
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3-A Eligibility

1/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Eligibility as
specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook as eligibility
is restricted to community members. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3A: Eligibility.
To fulfill the requirements for Eligibility, the registration policies must restrict the eligibility of prospective
registrants to community members. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by requiring
registrants to be verifiable participants in the real estate industry, with the applied-for domain name having to
be a name to which there is a right that has been established. The applicant also lists the professions that are
eligible to apply. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The
Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the
requirements for Eligibility.
3-B Name Selection

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Name Selection as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as name selection rules are not consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the
applied-for TLD. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-B: Name Selection.
To fulfill the requirements for Name Selection, the registration policies for name selection for registrants
must be consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. The application
does not demonstrate adherence to this requirement. Although there are details of reserved, prohibited and
third-level names, the name selection rules overall are too vague to be consistent with the broad purpose of
the gTLD. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The
Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application does not satisfy the condition to fulfill
the requirements for Name Selection.
3-C Content and Use

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Content and Use as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the rules for content and use are not consistent with the articulated community-based purpose
of the applied-for TLD. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-C: Content
and Use.
To fulfill the requirements for Content and Use, the registration policies must include rules for content and
use for registrants that are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
gTLD. The application does not demonstrate adherence to this requirement. The rules regarding content and
use are very general and refer primarily to anti-abuse policies, rather than specifying what the content should
be restricted to. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The
Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the
requirements for Content and Use.
3-D Enforcement

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Enforcement as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the application provided specific enforcement measures but did not include appropriate appeal
mechanisms. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-D: Enforcement.
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement: the registration policies must
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include specific enforcement measures constituting a coherent set, and there must be appropriate appeals
mechanisms. The applicant outlined policies that include specific enforcement measures constituting a
coherent set. The applicant outlined the conditions that need to be met when registering, along with an
ongoing verification process, in addition to mitigation measures, such as investigation and termination of the
domain name. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation).
However, the application did not outline an appeals process. The Community Priority Evaluation panel
determined that the application satisfies only one of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for
Enforcement.

Criterion #4: Community Endorsement
4-A Support

3/4 Point(s)
1/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application partially met the criterion for
Support specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook as
there was documented support from at least one group with relevance The application received a score of 1
out of 2 points under criterion 4-A: Support.
To receive the maximum score for Support, the applicant is, or has documented support from, the
recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s), or has otherwise documented authority to
represent the community. To receive a partial score for Support, the applicant must have documented
support from at least one group with relevance.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applicant is not the recognized community
institution(s) / member organization(s), nor does it have documented authority to represent the community,
or documented support from the recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s). However,
the applicant possesses documented support from at least one group with relevance and this documentation
contained a description of the process and rationale used in arriving at the expression of support. While the
applicant had support from several groups with relevance, these groups do not constitute the recognized
institutions to represent the community, as they are limited in both geographic and thematic scope and do
not represent the community as defined by the applicant. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel
determined that the applicant partially satisfies the requirements for Support.
4-B Opposition

2/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Opposition
specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as the
application did not receive any relevant opposition. The application received the maximum score of 2 points
under criterion 4-B: Opposition.
To receive the maximum score for Opposition, the application must not have received any opposition of
relevance. To receive a partial score for Opposition, the application must have received opposition from, at
most, one group of non-negligible size.
The application received letters of opposition, which were determined to not be relevant, as they were either
from groups/individuals of negligible size, or were not from communities which were not mentioned in the
application but which have an association to the applied for string. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel
determined that the applicant satisfies the requirements for Opposition.
Disclaimer: Please note that these Community Priority Evaluation results do not necessarily determine the
final result of the application. In limited cases the results might be subject to change. These results do not
constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the Applicant Guidebook or the Registry Agreement.
For updated application status and complete details on the program, please refer to the Applicant Guidebook
and the ICANN New gTLDs microsite at <newgtlds.icann.org>.
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The community defined in the application (“.GAY1”) is drawn from:
…individuals whose gender identities and sexual orientation are outside of the norms defined for
heterosexual behavior of the larger society. The Gay Community includes individuals who identify
themselves as male or female homosexuals, bisexual, transgender, queer, intersex, ally and many
other terminology - in a variety of languages - that has been used at various points to refer most
simply to those individuals who do not participate in mainstream cultural practices pertaining to
gender identity, expression and adult consensual sexual relationships. The Gay Community has also
been referred to using the acronym LGBT, and sometimes the more inclusive LGBTQIA2. The
most common and globally understood term - used both by members of the Gay Community and in
the world at large - is however “Gay”.
The application further elaborates the requirements of the above individuals to demonstrate membership in
the community:
The membership criterion to join the Gay Community is the process of ‘coming out’. This process is
unique for every individual, organization and ally involving a level of risk in simply becoming visible.
While this is sufficient for the world at large in order to delineate more clearly, dotgay LLC is also
requiring community members to have registered with one of our Authenticating Partners (process
described in 20E). The Authentication Partners are the result of a century or more of community
members voluntarily grouping themselves into gay civic organizations. Membership in the Gay
Community is not restricted by any geographical boundaries and is united by a common interest in
human rights.
This community definition shows a clear and straightforward membership and is therefore well defined.
Membership is “determined through formal membership with any of dotgay LLC’s [the applicant’s]
Authentication Partners (AP) from the community”, a transparent and verifiable membership structure that
adequately meets the evaluation criteria of the AGB.
In addition, the community as defined in the application has awareness and recognition among its members.
The application states:
As the foundation of the community, membership organizations are the single most visible entry
point to the Gay Community around the world. They serve as “hubs” and are recognized as
definitive qualifiers for those interested in affirming their membership in the community. The
organizations range from serving health, social and economic needs to those more educational and
political in nature; with each having due process around affirming status in the community. In
keeping with standards currently acknowledged and used within the community, dotgay LLC will
utilize membership organizations as APs to confirm eligibility. APs must meet and maintain the
following requirements for approval by dotgay LLC:
1. Have an active and reputable presence in the Gay Community
2. Have a mission statement that incorporates a focus specific to the Gay Community
3. Have an established policy that affirms community status for member enrolment
4. Have a secure online member login area that requires a username & password, or other secure
control mechanism.
In this report the community as defined by the application is referred to as the “.GAY community” instead of the “gay
community” or the “LGBTQIA community”. The “.GAY community” is understood as the set of individuals and
associated organizations defined by the applicant as the community it seeks to represent under the new gTLD. “Gay
community” or “LGBTQIA community” are used as vernacular terms to refer to LGBTQIA individuals and
organizations, whether or not explicitly included in the applicant’s defined community. This use is consistent with the
references to these groups in the application.
2 The Applicant notes with regard to its use of the term LGBTQIA that “LGBTQIA – Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer, Intersex and Ally is the latest term used to indicate the inclusive regard for the extent of the Gay
Community.” This report uses the term similarly.
1
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Based on the Panel’s research and materials provided in the application, there is sufficient evidence that the
members as defined in the application would cohere as required for a clearly delineated community. This is
because members must be registered with at least one Authenticating Partner (AP). The AP must have both a
“presence in the Gay Community”, and also “incorporate a focus specific to the Gay Community.” By
registering as a verifiable member with an AP with these characteristics, individuals would have both an
awareness and recognition of their participation and membership in the defined community.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both of the conditions to fulfill the requirements for delineation.
Organization
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for organization: there must be at least one entity
mainly dedicated to the community, and there must be documented evidence of community activities.
There are many organizations that are dedicated to the community as defined by the application, although
most of these organizations are dedicated to a specific geographic scope and the community as defined is a
global one. However, there is at least one entity mainly dedicated to the entire global community as defined:
the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (ILGA). According to the letter of
support from ILGA:
The International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (ILGA) is the only
worldwide federation of more than 1,200 lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI)
national and local organizations, fighting for the rights of LGBTI people. Established in 1978 in
Coventry (UK), ILGA has member organizations in all five continents and is divided into six
regions; ILGA PanAfrica, ILGA ANZAPI (Aotearoa/New Zealand, Australia and Pacific Islands),
ILGA Asia, ILGA Europe, ILGA LAC (Latin America and Caribbean) and ILGA North America.
The community as defined in the application also has documented evidence of community activities. This is
confirmed by detailed information on ILGA’s website, including documentation of conferences, calls to
action, member events, and annual reports.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both conditions to fulfill the requirements for organization.
Pre-existence
To fulfill the requirements for pre-existence, the community must have been active prior to September 2007
(when the new gTLD policy recommendations were completed).
The community as defined in the application was active prior to September 2007. According to the
application:
…in the 20th century a sense of community continued to emerge through the formation of the first
incorporated gay rights organization (Chicago Society for Human Rights, 1924). Particularly after
1969, several groups continued to emerge and become more visible, in the US and other countries,
evidencing awareness and cohesion among members.
Additionally, the ILGA, an organization representative of the community defined by the applicant, as
referred to above, has records of activity beginning before 2007. LGBTQIA individuals have been active
outside of organizations as well, but the community as defined is comprised of members of [AP]
organizations.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the community as defined in the application
fulfills the requirements for pre-existence.
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1-B Extension
2/2 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as identified in the application
met the criterion for Extension specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the
Applicant Guidebook, as the application demonstrates that the community meets the requirements for size
and demonstrates longevity. The application received a maximum score of 2 points under criterion 1-B:
Extension.
Size
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for size: the community must be of considerable size,
and it must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application is of considerable size. While the application does cite global
estimates of the self-identified gay/LGBTQIA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, intersex, and ally)
population (1.2% of world population), it does not rely on such figures to determine the size of its
community. This is because the applicant requires that any such LGBTQIA individual also be a member of
an AP organization in order to qualify for membership of the proposed community. According to the
application:
Rather than projecting the size of the community from these larger global statistical estimates,
dotgay LLC has established a conservative plan with identified partners and endorsing organizations
(listed in 20F) representing over 1,000 organizations and 7 million members.
The size of the delineated community is therefore still considerable, despite the applicant’s requirement that
the proposed community members must be members of an AP.
In addition, as previously stated, the community as defined in the application has awareness and recognition
among its members. This is because members must be registered with at least one Authenticating Partner
(AP). The AP must have both a “presence in the Gay Community3”, and also “incorporate a focus specific to
the Gay Community.” By registering as a verifiable member with an AP with these characteristics, individuals
would have both an awareness and recognition of their participation and membership in the defined
community.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both of the conditions to fulfill the requirements for size.
Longevity
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for longevity: the community must demonstrate
longevity and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application demonstrates longevity. The pursuits of the .GAY community4
are of a lasting, non-transient nature. According to the application materials:
…one of the first movements for the human rights of the Gay Community was initiated by Magnus
Hirschfeld (Scientific Humanitarian Committee, 1897).
The organization of LGBTQIA individuals has accelerated since then, especially in recent decades and an
organized presence now exists in many parts of the world. Evidence shows a clear trend toward greater rates
of visibility of LGBTQIA individuals, recognition of LGBTQIA rights and community organization, both in
the US and other western nations as well as elsewhere.5 While socio-political obstacles to community
3

“Gay community” or “LGBTQIA community” are used as vernacular terms to refer to LGBTQIA individuals
and organizations, whether or not explicitly included in the applicant’s defined community.
4 The “.GAY community” is understood as the set of individuals and associated organizations defined by the
applicant as the community it seeks to represent under the new gTLD.
5 Haggerty, George E. "Global Politics." In Gay Histories and Cultures: An Encyclopedia. New York: Garland, 2000.
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organization remain in some parts of the world,6 the overall historical trend of LGBTQIA rights and
organization demonstrates that the community as defined has considerable longevity.
In addition, as previously stated, the community as defined in the application has awareness and recognition
among its members. This is because members must be registered with at least one Authenticating Partner
(AP). The AP must have both a “presence in the Gay Community”, and also “incorporate a focus specific to
the Gay Community.” By registering as a verifiable member with an AP with these characteristics, individuals
would have both an awareness and recognition of their participation and membership in the defined
community.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both the conditions to fulfill the requirements for longevity.
Criterion #2: Nexus between Proposed String and Community
0/4 Point(s)
2-A Nexus
0/3 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Nexus as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook.
The string does not identify or match the name of the community as defined in the application, nor is it a
well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community. The application received a score of 0 out of 3
points under criterion 2-A: Nexus.
To receive the maximum score for Nexus, the applied-for string must match the name of the community or
be a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community. To receive a partial score for Nexus, the
applied-for string must identify the community. According to the AGB, “‘Identify’ means that the applied for
string closely describes the community or the community members, without over-reaching substantially
beyond the community.”
The applied-for string neither matches the name of the community as defined by the application nor does it
identify the defined community without over-reaching substantially, as required for a full or partial score on
Nexus. As cited above:
The membership criterion to join the Gay Community is the process of ‘coming out’. This process is
unique for every individual, organization and ally involving a level of risk in simply becoming visible.
While this is sufficient for the world at large in order to delineate more clearly, dotgay LLC is also
requiring community members to have registered with one of our Authenticating Partners (process
described in 20E).
The application, therefore, acknowledges that “the world at large” understands the Gay community to be an
entity substantially different than the community the application defines. That is, the general population
understands the “Gay community” to be both those individuals who have “come out” as well as those who
are privately aware of their non-heterosexual sexual orientation. Similarly, the applied-for string refers to a
large group of individuals – all gay people worldwide – of which the community as defined by the applicant is
only a part. That is, the community as defined by the applicant refers only to the sub-set of individuals who
have registered with specific organizations, the Authenticating Partners.
As the application itself also indicates, the group of self-identified gay individuals globally is estimated to be
1.2% of the world population (more than 70 million), while the application states that the size of the
community it has defined, based on membership with APs, is 7 million. This difference is substantial and is
indicative of the degree to which the applied-for string substantially over-reaches beyond the community
defined by the application.

6

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jul/30/gay-rights-world-best-worst-countries
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Moreover, while the applied-for string refers to many individuals not included in the application’s definition
of membership (i.e., it “substantially over-reaches” based on AGB criteria), the string also fails to identify
certain members that the applicant has included in its definition of the .GAY community. Included in the
application’s community definition are transgender and intersex individuals as well as “allies” (understood as
heterosexual individuals supportive of the missions of the organizations that comprise the defined
community)7. However, “gay” does not identify these individuals. Transgender people may identify as
straight or gay, since gender identity and sexual orientation are not necessarily linked.8 Likewise, intersex
individuals are defined by having been born with atypical sexual reproductive anatomy9; such individuals are
not necessarily “gay”10. Finally, allies, given the assumption that they are heterosexual supporters of
LGBTQIA issues, are not identified by “gay” at all. Such individuals may be an active part of the .GAY
community, even if they are heterosexual, but “gay” nevertheless does not describe these individuals as
required for Nexus by the AGB. As such, there are significant subsets of the defined community that are not
identified by the string “.GAY”.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the applied-for string does not match nor
does it identify without substantially over-reaching the name of the community as defined in the application,
nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community. It therefore does not meet the
requirements for Nexus.
2-B Uniqueness
0/1 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Uniqueness as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus. The application received a score of 0 out of 1
point under criterion 2-B: Uniqueness.
To fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness, the “string has no other significant meaning beyond identifying the
community described in the application,” according to the AGB (emphasis added) and it must also score a 2 or a 3
on Nexus. The string as defined in the application cannot demonstrate uniqueness as the string does not
score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus (i.e., it does not identify the community described, as above,). The Community
Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the applied-for string is ineligible for a Uniqueness score of 1.
Criterion #3: Registration Policies
4/4 Point(s)
3-A Eligibility
1/1 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application met the criterion for Eligibility
as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as
eligibility is restricted to community members. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under
criterion 3-A: Eligibility.
To fulfill the requirements for Eligibility, the registration policies must restrict the eligibility of prospective
registrants to community members. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by
specifying that:
.gay is restricted to members of the Gay Community. Eligibility is determined through formal
membership with any of dotgay LLC’s Authentication Partners (AP) from the community.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application satisfied the condition to
fulfill the requirements for Eligibility.

This prevailing understanding of “ally” is supported by GLAAD and others: http://www.glaad.org/resources/ally
http://www.glaad.org/reference/transgender
9 http://www.isna.org/faq/what_is_intersex
10 “Gay” is defined by the Oxford dictionaries as “A homosexual, especially a man.” The applicant defines the
community as “individuals whose gender identities and sexual orientation are outside of the norms defined for
heterosexual behavior of the larger society.”
7
8
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3-B Name Selection
1/1 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application met the criterion for Name
Selection as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook,
as name selection rules are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for TLD.
The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-B: Name Selection.
To fulfill the requirements for Name Selection, the registration policies must be consistent with the
articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. The application demonstrates adherence to
this requirement by outlining the types of names that may be registered within the .Gay top-level domain,
including rules barring “[s]ensitive words or phrases that incite or promote discrimination or violent
behavior, including anti-gay hate speech.” The rules are consistent with the purpose of the gTLD. The
Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application satisfied the condition to fulfill the
requirements for Name Selection.
3-C Content and Use
1/1 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application met the criterion for Content
and Use as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook,
as the rules for content and use are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the appliedfor TLD. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-C: Content and Use.
To fulfill the requirements for Content and Use, the registration policies must include rules for content and
use for registrants that are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
gTLD. This includes “efforts to prevent incitement to or promotion of real or perceived discrimination
based upon race, color, gender, sexual orientation or gender expression.”
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application satisfied the condition to
fulfill the requirements for Content and Use.
3-D Enforcement
1/1 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application met the criterion for
Enforcement as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook, as the application provided specific enforcement measures and appropriate appeal mechanisms.
The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-D: Enforcement.
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement: the registration policies must
include specific enforcement measures constituting a coherent set, and there must be appropriate appeals
mechanisms. The application outlines policies that include specific enforcement measures constituting a
coherent set. The application also outlines a comprehensive list of investigation procedures, and
circumstances in which the registry is entitled to suspend domain names. The application also outlines an
appeals process, managed by the Registry, to which any party unsuccessful in registration, or against whom
disciplinary action is taken, will have the right to access. The Community Priority Evaluation panel has
determined that the application satisfies both the conditions to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement.
Criterion #4: Community Endorsement
2/4 Point(s)
4-A Support
1/2 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application partially met the criterion for
Support specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as
there was documented support from at least one group with relevance. The application received a score of 1
out of 2 points under criterion 4-A: Support.
To receive the maximum score for Support, the applicant is, or has documented support from, the
recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s), or has otherwise documented authority to
represent the community. In this context, “recognized” refers to the institution(s)/organization(s) that,
through membership or otherwise, are clearly recognized by the community members as representative of
the community. To receive a partial score for Support, the applicant must have documented support from at
least one group with relevance. “Relevance” refers to the communities explicitly and implicitly addressed by
the application’s defined community.
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The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the applicant was not the recognized
community institution(s)/member organization(s), nor did it have documented authority to represent the
community, or documented support from the recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s).
(While the ILGA is sufficient to meet the AGB’s requirement for an “entity mainly dedicated to the
community” under Delineation (1-A), it does not meet the standard of a “recognized” organization. The
AGB specifies that “recognized” means that an organization must be “clearly recognized by the community
members as representative of the community.” The ILGA, as shown in its mission and activities, is clearly
dedicated to the community and it serves the community and its members in many ways, but “recognition”
demands not only this unilateral dedication of an organization to the community, but a reciprocal recognition
on the part of community members of the organization’s authority to represent it. There is no single such
organization recognized by the defined community as representative of the community. However, the
applicant possesses documented support from many groups with relevance; their verified documentation of
support contained a description of the process and rationale used in arriving at the expression of support,
showing their understanding of the implications of supporting the application. Despite the wide array of
organizational support, however, the applicant does not have the support from the recognized community
institution, as noted above, and the Panel has not found evidence that such an organization exists. The
Community Priority Evaluation Panel has determined that the applicant partially satisfies the requirements
for Support.
4-B Opposition
1/2 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that the application partially met the criterion for
Opposition specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook,
as the application did not receive any relevant opposition. The application received a score of 1 out of 2
points under criterion 4-B: Opposition.
To receive the maximum score for Opposition, the application must not have received any opposition of
relevance. To receive a partial score for Opposition, the application must have received opposition from, at
most, one relevant group of non-negligible size.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel has determined that there is opposition to the application from a
group of non-negligible size, coming from an organization within the communities explicitly addressed by
the application, making it relevant. The organization is a chartered 501(c)3 nonprofit organization with fulltime staff members, as well as ongoing events and activities with a substantial following. The grounds of the
objection do not fall under any of those excluded by the AGB (such as spurious or unsubstantiated claims),
but rather relate to the establishment of the community and registration policies. Therefore, the Panel has
determined that the applicant partially satisfied the requirements for Opposition.
Disclaimer: Please note that these Community Priority Evaluation results do not necessarily determine the
final result of the application. In limited cases the results might be subject to change. These results do not
constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the Applicant Guidebook or the Registry Agreement.
For updated application status and complete details on the program, please refer to the Applicant Guidebook
and the ICANN New gTLDs microsite at <newgtlds.icann.org>.
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Reference Material 22.

The community is defined in the application as follows:
How the community is delineated from Internet users generally.
The global arts community has hallmarks of identification and commonality that set it apart from
these Internet users. These hallmarks include:
(1)
Identification through production, support and affinity
(2)
Continued participation
(3)
Shared action and participation around numerous traditions, genres and styles.
The first question any community faces is, can its members be identified? The most common way to
identify a community is to look at the actions of its potential members. The arts community is one
of these natural communities. It is not defined by holding a license or by creation by a regulatory
body or necessarily by membership in an established association or organization. It is a community
of participation.
The term “art” describes a diverse range of creative human activities and the products of those
activities, but is most often understood to refer to painting, film, photography, sculpture, and other
visual media. Music, theatre, dance, literature, and interactive media are included in a broader
definition of “art” or “the arts”. In our formulation, the arts community is comprised of individuals,
groups of individuals and legal entities who identify themselves with the Arts and actively participate
in or support Art activities or the organization of Art activities.
Dadotart and its PAB [Policy Advisory Board] will have no trouble identifying its members. The
definition we have formulated is that the Art community is comprised of individuals, groups of
individuals and legal entities who identify themselves with the Arts and actively participate in or
support Art activities or the organization of Art activities.
This community definition does not delineate a clear and straightforward membership as the AGB requires.
Membership in the community as defined by the applicant is unverifiable, given the absence of a requirement
for any formal relationship between individuals and membership organizations, associations, or other such
structures by which membership could be clearly demonstrated. In the absence of such membership
structures, the application depends on individuals’ and entities’ “participation” in and “support” of art
activities, but this definition is dispersed and broad. The application’s reference to those who “support Art
activities or the organization of Art activities” is unclear, since “support” of the arts may include activities
such as attending a concert, paying admission at a museum, or making regular membership contributions.
Given the lack of clarity around these membership parameters, the Panel has determined that the
membership definition provided in the application is unbound and dispersed.
In addition, according to the AGB, “community” implies “more of cohesion than a mere commonality of
interest” and there should be “an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.” The
community as defined in the application does not demonstrate an awareness and recognition among its
members. The application materials and further research provide no substantive evidence of what the AGB
calls “cohesion” – that is, that the various members of the community as defined by the application are
“united or form a whole” (Oxford Dictionaries). For example, the American Photography Association (APA)
is a membership-based organization created to serve the various legal and artistic interests of photographers.
The APA is open to members in and outside the US and falls within one of the articulated parts of the
application’s proposed community. Based on the Panel’s research, however, the APA does not show an
awareness or recognition of the several other parts of the applicant’s proposed community, whether by way
of interaction or an explicit statement of cohesion1. The same lack of awareness, recognition, and/or
cohesion is evident across a range of similar arts-related organizations, which have neither mentioned their
perception of cohesion with other disparate groups nor demonstrated it through records of their activities or
objectives.
1

The Panel acknowledges that an exhaustive review of all proposed community member organizations is not possible
and has used the APA as a representative example of the review carried out to determine awareness and recognition of
the proposed community.
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Additionally, the application materials and the Panel’s research reveal a lack of cohesion among the
individuals referenced in the application who “support the Arts.” Several museums that would fall in the
application’s defined community, for example, see millions of visitors annually, most of whom support the
arts with their patronage and ticket fees. These millions of individuals – and the innumerable others who
support other arts organizations included in the application’s defined community – cannot be said to cohere
with one another by virtue of this support of the Arts, though they may share an interest in the arts.
The Panel acknowledges that some of the individuals in the community as defined by the application may
have a commonality of interest and, as the application states, “identify themselves with the arts.” However,
this (1) is too broad a delineating measure and (2) does not ensure that such groups cohere in any way with
one another, though they may share an interest in the arts. Therefore, based on the Panel’s research the
applied-for community does not demonstrate the cohesion as a community intended in the AGB.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for delineation.
Organization
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for organization: there must be at least one entity
mainly dedicated to the community and there must be documented evidence of community activities.
The community as defined in the application is geographically disperse and exists across a wide array of fields
of the arts. There is no entity mainly dedicated to the entire community as defined by the applicant, as the
application itself concedes. Research showed that those organizations that do exist represent members of the
defined community only in limited geographic scope, only certain fields within the community, or in the case
of some supporters, not at all. According to the application:
The arts community is very loosely structured and organized for the most part simply around
participation - - and by virtue of participation. Certainly, there are organized groups within the arts
community but the vast majority of artists and participants in the arts are not structured and are not
formally organized in a hierarchical manner of local⁄regional, national and international legal entities.
In many ways the strength of the art community lies in its natural openness. The .ART gTLD will
provide a globally available locus of communication and identification for the many millions of arts
participants who are not organized as well as for those who are….
By the very nature of art, there is no hierarchical system of legal bodies to officially represent the arts
community, nor an alliance of groups that might claim this authority. Dadotart is owned and
directed by deviantArt, an innovator in creating an Arts community online which has proven its
commitment to support the Arts community online with more than 20 million members and 60
million monthly unique visitors.
According to the AGB, "organized" implies that there is at least one entity mainly dedicated to the
community, with documented evidence of community activities.” As described above, there is no entity(ies)
that represents all of the types of “art” member categories outlined by the applicant. The application states
that the applied for gTLD might provide a seed for such organization, but this does not meet the AGB’s
requirement that the defined community currently be organized. Moreover, an “organized” community,
according to the AGB, is one that is represented by at least one entity that encompasses the entire
community as defined by the applicant. There should, therefore, be at least one entity that encompasses and
organizes “individuals, groups of individuals and legal entities who identify themselves with the Arts and
actively participate in or support Art activities or the organization of Art activities.” The application
references the applicant’s parent company, deviantArt, but the Panel has determined that the community it
serves is also limited in scope and does not encompass the proposed community. Based on information
provided in the application materials and the Panel’s research, there is no entity that organizes the
community defined in the application, in all the breadth of categories explicitly defined.
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The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for organization.
Pre-existence
To fulfill the requirements for pre-existence, the community must have been active prior to September 2007
(when the new gTLD policy recommendations were completed).
The community as defined in the application was not active prior to September 2007. According to section
4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook the CPE process is conceived to
identify qualified community-based applications, while preventing both “false positives” (awarding undue
priority to an application that refers to a “community” construed merely to a obtain a sought-after generic
word as a gTLD string) and “false negatives” (not awarding priority to a qualified community application).
The Panel determined that this application refers to a “community” construed to obtain a sought-after
generic word as a gTLD string, and that the application is attempting to organize the various groups
mentioned in the documentation through a gTLD. The proposed community therefore could not have been
active prior to the above date (although its constituent parts were active).
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not fulfill the requirements for
pre-existence.

0/2 Point(s)

1-B Extension

The Panel determined that the community as identified in the application did not meet the criterion for
Extension specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB, as the application
did not fulfill the requirements for size, nor demonstrate longevity for the community. The application
received a score of 0 out of 2 points under criterion 1-B: Extension.
Size
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for size: the community must be of considerable size
and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application is of considerable size. The community for .ART as defined in
the application is large both in terms of geographical reach and number of members. According to the
applicant:
The global arts community at large is constantly growing and embraces the majority of the world’s
population in one way or another. As production and enjoyment of art lie within the human nature,
the arts community has a global presence in every culture.
However, as previously stated, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and
recognition among its members. Failing such qualities, the community cannot be said to have the “cohesion”
required by the AGB.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application only satisfies one of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for size.
Longevity
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for longevity: the community must demonstrate
longevity and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application does not demonstrate longevity. According to section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB, the CPE process is conceived to identify qualified
community-based applications, while preventing both “false positives” (awarding undue priority to an
application that refers to a “community” construed merely to a get a sought-after generic word as a gTLD
string) and “false negatives” (not awarding priority to a qualified community application).
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The Panel determined that this application refers to a proposed community construed to obtain a soughtafter generic word as a gTLD. Moreover the applicant is attempting to use the gTLD to organize the various
groups noted in the application documentation. Additionally, as previously stated, the community as defined
in the application does not have awareness and recognition among its members. Therefore, the Panel has
determined that the proposed community’s lack of cohesion does not meet the requirements for receiving
credit for longevity. That is, a construed community is not a community according to the AGB and precludes
the possibility of it having longevity.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for longevity.
Criterion #2: Nexus between Proposed String and Community
2-A Nexus

0/4 Point(s)

0/3 Point(s)

The Panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for Nexus as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB. The string does not identify or match the name of the
community as defined in the application, nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the
community. The application received a score of 0 out of 3 points under criterion 2-A: Nexus.
To receive the maximum score for Nexus, the applied-for string must match the name of the community or
be a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community name. To receive a partial score for Nexus,
the applied-for string must identify the community. “Identify” means that the applied-for string should
closely describe the community or the community members, without over-reaching substantially beyond the
community.
The applied-for string (.ART) does not match or identify the name of the community. The application for
.ART defines the community of participants and supporters of art-related activities who identify themselves
with the arts. According to the application documentation:
The .ART gTLD serves the Art community. The TLD string “art” matches the name of the
community, Art, in the generally accepted sense of the word, in French and English and in many
other internationally-used languages it is seen as “arte”, a form to which the string “Art” is readily
identified. Membership to sub-communities within the arts, e.g. the music or actors’ community,
does in no way affect their identification with the art community at large.
While the string identifies the name of the core community members (i.e. artists and organized members of
the arts community) it does not match or identify the art supporters that are included in the definition of the
community as described in Criterion 1-A. The definition of “supporters” in the application materials, as
addressed above, is unbound and unclear, conceivably including audiences, consumers, and donors. They
may be associated with art, but they are not identified by the word art as are artists and art organizations.
Given the range of individuals and entities potentially included in the “support” category, it is also of
considerable size. Such individual supporters are not likely to be known by any commonly shared community
name or identifier, and therefore the application over-reaches in its use of “Art” to refer to the “support”
category of its membership definition.
The Panel determined that the applied-for string does not match or identify the name of the community as
defined in the application, nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community. It therefore
does not meet the requirements for Nexus.

0/1 Point(s)

2-B Uniqueness

The Panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for Uniqueness as specified in section
4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus.
The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 2-B: Uniqueness.
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To fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness, the string must have no other significant meaning beyond
identifying the community described in the application and it must also score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus. The string
as defined in the application cannot demonstrate uniqueness as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus
and is therefore ineligible for a score of 1 for Uniqueness. This is based on the Panel’s determination that the
applied-for string “.Art” does not identify the whole breadth of the community as defined in the application.
Therefore, since the string does not identify the community, it cannot be said to “have no other significant
meaning beyond identifying the community” (emphasis added, AGB). The Panel determined that the applied-for
string does not satisfy the condition to fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness.
Criterion #3: Registration Policies
3-A Eligibility

4/4 Point(s)

1/1 Point(s)

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Eligibility as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB as eligibility is restricted to community members. The
application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-A: Eligibility.
To fulfill the requirements for Eligibility, the registration policies must restrict the eligibility of prospective
registrants to community members. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by
restricting eligibility to artists and those who have an identifiable engagement with the arts, etc.
(Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Panel determined
that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the requirements for Eligibility.

1/1 Point(s)

3-B Name Selection

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Name Selection as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB as name selection rules are consistent with the
articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for TLD. The application received a maximum score of
1 point under criterion 3-B: Name Selection.
To fulfill the requirements for Name Selection, the registration policies for name selection for registrants
must be consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. The application
demonstrates adherence to this requirement by outlining restrictions on reserved names as well as a sunrise
and landrush program that will provide special provision of trademarks, amongst other rules.
(Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Panel determined
that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the requirements for Name Selection.

1/1 Point(s)

3-C Content and Use

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Content and Use as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB as the rules for content and use are consistent with the
articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for TLD. The application received a maximum score of
1 point under criterion 3-C: Content and Use.
To fulfill the requirements for Content and Use, the registration policies must include rules for content and
use for registrants that are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
gTLD. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by noting that a registrant’s use of a
domain name must be accepted as legitimate, demonstrate membership in the art community, and be
conducted in good faith. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant
documentation). The Panel determined that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the requirements
for Content and Use.

1/1 Point(s)

3-D Enforcement

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Enforcement as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB as the application provided specific enforcement
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measures and appropriate appeal mechanisms. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under
criterion 3-D: Enforcement.
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement: the registration policies must
include specific enforcement measures constituting a coherent set, and there must be appropriate appeals
mechanisms. The applicant outlined policies that include specific enforcement measures constituting a
coherent set. The applicant outlines a comprehensive list of investigation procedures and circumstances in
which the registry is entitled to suspend domain names. The application also outlines an appeals process,
which will be managed by the registry service provider. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e
of the applicant documentation). The Panel determined that the application satisfies both the conditions to
fulfill the requirements for Enforcement.

Criterion #4: Community Endorsement
4-A Support

3/4 Point(s)

1/2 Point(s)

The Panel determined that the application partially met the criterion for Support specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB as there was documented support from at least one
group with relevance. The application received a score of 1 out of 2 points under criterion 4-A: Support.
To receive the maximum score for Support, the applicant is, or has documented support from, the
recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s), or has otherwise documented authority to
represent the community. “Recognized” means the institution(s)/organization(s) that, through membership
or otherwise, are clearly recognized by the community members as representative of the community. To
receive a partial score for Support, the applicant must have documented support from at least one group with
relevance. “Relevance” refers to the communities explicitly and implicitly addressed.
The Panel determined that the applicant was not the recognized community institution(s)/member
organization(s), nor did it have documented authority to represent the community, or documented support
from the recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s). However, the applicant possesses
documented support from one group with relevance and this documentation contained a description of the
process and rationale used in arriving at the expression of support. This entity does not, however, represent a
majority of the community as defined by the applicant. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel
determined that the applicant partially satisfies the requirements for Support.

2/2 Point(s)

4-B Opposition

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Opposition specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB, as the application did not receive any relevant
opposition. The application received the maximum score of 2 points under criterion 4-B: Opposition.
To receive the maximum score for Opposition, the application must not have received any opposition of
relevance. To receive a partial score for Opposition, the application must have received opposition from, at
most, one group of non-negligible size.
The application received letters of opposition, which were determined to not be relevant, as they were either
from individuals or groups of negligible size, or were from entities/communities that do not have an
association to the applied for string. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel determined that the applicant
satisfies the requirements for Opposition.
Disclaimer: Please note that these Community Priority Evaluation results do not necessarily determine the
final result of the application. In limited cases the results might be subject to change. These results do not
constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the AGB or the Registry Agreement. For updated
application status and complete details on the program, please refer to the AGB and the ICANN New
gTLDs microsite at <newgtlds.icann.org>.
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Reference Material 23.

awareness and recognition of a community among its members.” The AGB additionally states that a
community as defined in the application should show “more of cohesion than a mere commonality of
interest.”
The community is defined in the application (“.ART”) as follows:
Both the production and the study of art have been transformed by the rise of the Internet, which
has exponentially expanded access to the media, analysis, audiences, and materials necessary for
artists, art galleries, collectors, museums, and scholars… This expanded access now allows us to
understand the art community in its broadest sense, and e-flux consequently intends to cater to
individuals, organizations and companies who are actively involved, on a professional and semiprofessional level, with an art community that includes architecture, dance, sculpture, music,
painting, poetry, film, photography and comics. Any individual, organization or company that
already belongs to one of the art community categories that have been established by e-flux, referred
to in our response to Question 20 (b) below, is considered a member of the art community.
This community definition does not delineate a clear and straightforward membership as the AGB requires.
Membership in the community as defined by the applicant is unverifiable, given the absence of a requirement
for any formal relationship between individuals and membership organizations, associations, or other such
structures by which membership could be clearly demonstrated. Indeed, the applicant “understand[s] the art
community in its broadest sense” (emphasis added) and acknowledges “the diverse nature of what is considered
‘art’” and “the subjective affiliations with this term are manifold.” The AGB nevertheless requires a clear
definition of membership regardless of the diffuse nature inherent in a given string. Ultimately, the
membership as defined in the application is overly dispersed and unbound. The applicant includes a broad
range of individuals and entities involved in a wide array of both professional and semi-professional artsrelated activities globally in the proposed community. The proposed community, therefore, lacks the clarity
and delineation required of a community under the AGB.
In addition, according to the AGB, “community” implies “more of cohesion than a mere commonality of
interest” and there should be “an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.” The
community as defined in the application does not demonstrate an awareness and recognition among its
members. Based on the community definition provided in the application materials, the community may
include a Japanese poet, a German architect, and a network of Brazilian comic book illustrators. Based on the
Panel’s research and materials provided in the application, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that the
disperse membership as defined in the application would cohere as a clearly delineated community (as
required by the AGB), even if many of the disparate entities defined share a commonality of interest in the
arts.
The application materials and the endorsing organizations, to which the applicant refers throughout the
application and whose letters of support the Panel has reviewed, indicate that there is a commonality of
interest among some, but not all, of the entities and individuals defined by the application as members of the
proposed community. However, the application materials and further research provide no substantive
evidence of what the AGB calls “cohesion” – that is, that the various members of the community as defined
by the application are “united or form a whole” (Oxford Dictionaries).
For example, the Architects’ Council of Europe (ACE) is a federation of organizations in Europe devoted to
advancing architectural best practices and the interests of their member architects. ACE falls within one of
the articulated parts of the proposed community. Based on Panel’s review, however, ACE does not show an
awareness or recognition of the numerous other parts of the proposed community1, whether by way of
interaction or an explicit statement of cohesion. This is the case with most other such organizations
researched, including the majority of organizations from which the applicant has submitted letters of support.
1

The Panel acknowledges that an exhaustive review of all proposed community member organizations is not possible
and has used ACE as a representative example of the review carried out to determine awareness and recognition of the
proposed community.
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These endorsing entities have neither mentioned their perception of cohesion with other disparate groups
nor demonstrated it through records of their activities or objectives.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for delineation.
Organization
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for organization: there must be at least one entity
mainly dedicated to the community, and there must be documented evidence of community activities.
The community as defined in the application does not have at least one entity mainly dedicated to the
community as defined by the applicant. Research showed that existing entities do not represent a majority of
the community as defined by the applicant, as they are limited in geographic scope or only represent parts of
the community. The application itself acknowledges the lack of an entity representing the community that it
defines. According to the application:
Given the diverse nature of what is considered “art,” and given the fact that the subjective
affiliations with this term are manifold, there is no national or international group or organization
that caters for the needs and interests of the members of the art community. For this reason, as is
evidenced by the many letters of endorsement and support received by the Applicant, there is a clear
need and demand from the art community to have a TLD that is specifically destined for and
operated by members of the art community.
According to the AGB, "organized" implies that there is at least one entity mainly dedicated to the
community, with documented evidence of community activities.” As described above, there is no entity(ies)
that represents all of the types of “art” member categories outlined by the applicant. The application’s intent
(expressed above) is to use the gTLD to foster such organization, but this does not meet the AGB’s
requirement that the defined community currently be organized. Moreover, an “organized” community,
according to the AGB, is one that is represented by at least one entity that encompasses the entire
community as defined by the applicant. There should, therefore, be at least one entity that encompasses and
organizes “individuals, organizations and companies who are actively involved, on a professional and semiprofessional level, with an art community that includes architecture, dance, sculpture, music, painting, poetry,
film, photography and comics.” Based on information provided in the application materials and the Panel’s
research, there is no entity that organizes the community defined in the application, in all the breadth of
categories explicitly defined.
Regarding the second requirement for organization – documented evidence of community activities – the
Panel has concluded that no such evidence can exist because there is no entity that is mainly dedicated to the
community as defined in the application.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for organization.
Pre-existence
To fulfill the requirements for pre-existence, the community must have been active prior to September 2007
(when the new gTLD policy recommendations were completed).
The community as defined in the application was not active prior to September 2007. According to section
4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook the CPE process is conceived to
identify qualified community-based applications, while preventing both “false positives” (awarding undue
priority to an application that refers to a “community” construed merely to a obtain a sought-after generic
word as a gTLD string) and “false negatives” (not awarding priority to a qualified community application).
The Panel determined that this application refers to a “community” construed to obtain a sought-after
generic word as a gTLD string, and that the application is attempting to organize the various groups
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mentioned in the documentation through a gTLD. The proposed community therefore could not have been
active prior to the above date (although its constituent parts were active).
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not fulfill the requirements for
pre-existence.
1-B Extension
0/2 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the community as identified in the application did not meet the criterion for
Extension specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as
the application did not fulfill the requirements for size, nor demonstrate longevity for the community. The
application received a score of 0 out of 2 points under criterion 1-B: Extension.
Size
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for size: the community must be of considerable size
and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application is of considerable size. The community for .ART as defined in
the application is large both in terms of geographical reach and number of members. According to the
applicant:
e-flux consequently intends to cater to individuals, organizations and companies who are actively
involved, on a professional and semi-professional level, with an art community that includes
architecture, dance, sculpture, music, painting, poetry, film, photography and comics. Any individual,
organization or company that already belongs to one of the art community categories that have been
established by e-flux, referred to … below, is considered a member of the art community.
Museums such as: The Museum of Modern Art, New York; The Guggenheim, New York;...
- Biennials such as: Sao Paulo Biennial; Istanbul Biennial…
- Art fairs such as: Art Basel, Frieze Art Fair (London)…
- Magazines such as: Artforum, Parkett, Frieze…
- Art book publishers and distributors such as: Phaidon, Great Britain…
However, as previously stated, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and
recognition among its members. Failing such qualities, the community cannot be said to have the “cohesion”
required by the AGB.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application only satisfies one of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for size.
Longevity
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for longevity: the community must demonstrate
longevity and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application does not demonstrate longevity. According to section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook the CPE process is conceived to
identify qualified community-based applications, while preventing both “false positives” (awarding undue
priority to an application that refers to a “community” construed merely to a obtain a sought-after generic
word as a gTLD string) and “false negatives” (not awarding priority to a qualified community application).
The Panel determined that this application refers to a proposed community construed to obtain a soughtafter generic word as a gTLD, and that the applicant is attempting to organize the various groups mentioned
in the documentation through a gTLD. Therefore, the Panel has determined that the transient nature of this
purpose, as well as the proposed community’s lack of cohesion, does not meet the requirements for receiving
credit for longevity.
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Additionally, as previously stated, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and
recognition among its members. As such, the proposed community cannot demonstrate longevity.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for longevity.
Criterion #2: Nexus between Proposed String and Community
2-A Nexus

3/4 Point(s)

2/3 Point(s)

The Panel determined that the application partially met the criterion for Nexus as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook. The string identifies the name of the
community, without over-reaching substantially beyond the community. The application received a score of 2
out of 3 points under criterion 2-A: Nexus.
To receive the maximum score for Nexus, the applied-for string must match the name of the community or
be a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community name. To receive a partial score for Nexus,
the applied-for string must identify the community. “Identify” means that the applied-for string closely
describes the community or the community members, without over-reaching substantially beyond the
community.
The applied-for string (.ART) identifies the name of the proposed community but does not match it. The
string closely describes the community and does not over-reach substantially, as the general public will
associate the string with the community as defined by the applicant. The community encompasses individuals
and institutions involved in the creation and promotion of art and artistic works. This community definition
is broad and encompasses all areas that are typically considered as art2. However, given the subjective nature
and meaning of what constitutes art, the general public may not necessarily associate all of the members of
the defined community with the string. Hence, the string cannot be seen as a “match” for the defined
community, as required by the AGB. Partial credit is therefore given for Nexus.
The Panel determined that the applied-for string identifies the name of the community as defined in the
application. It therefore partially meets the requirements for Nexus.

1/1 Point(s)

2-B Uniqueness

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Uniqueness as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as the string has no other significant
meaning beyond identifying the community described in the application. The application received a
maximum score of 1 point under criterion 2-B: Uniqueness.
To fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness, the string .ART must have no other significant meaning beyond
identifying the community described in the application. The community described encompasses individuals
and institutions involved in the creation and promotion of art and artistic works, which the Panel has
determined would be understood by the general public as constituting an art community3. The Panel
determined that the applied-for string fulfills the requirements for Uniqueness.

2

According to Oxford Dictionaries, “art” refers to the expression of human creativity, typically through visual forms
such as painting and sculpture, but also including music, dance, and others described in the application. While other uses
of the word “art” exists, they are not as common and are typically used in construction with other words or phrases,
such as “liberal arts” or “the art of communication.” There are no other communities more commonly referred to by the
word “art” than to the community of those who produce it, i.e. the individuals included in the applicant’s defined
community.
3

Ibid.
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Criterion #3: Registration Policies
3-A Eligibility

1/4 Point(s)

1/1 Point(s)

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Eligibility as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as eligibility is restricted to
community members. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-A: Eligibility.
To fulfill the requirements for Eligibility, the registration policies must restrict the eligibility of prospective
registrants to community members. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by
restricting eligibility to art-related institutions and entities, and professionals or semi-professional members of
the art community, with a comprehensive verification system outlined to confirm affiliation with the
community, etc. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The
Panel determined that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the requirements for Eligibility.

0/1 Point(s)

3-B Name Selection

The Panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for Name Selection as specified in
section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as name selection rules
are not consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for TLD. The application
received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-B: Name Selection.
To fulfill the requirements for Name Selection, the registration policies for name selection for registrants
must be consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. The application
does not demonstrate adherence to this requirement, as it does not outline comprehensive name selection
rules. (Please refer to Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Panel determined that the application
did not satisfy the condition to fulfill the requirements for Name Selection.

0/1 Point(s)

3-C Content and Use

The Panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for Content and Use as specified in
section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as the rules for content
and use are not consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for TLD. The
application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-C: Content and Use.
To fulfill the requirements for Content and Use, the registration policies must include rules for content and
use for registrants that are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
gTLD. The application did not demonstrate adherence to this requirement, as it does not outline
comprehensive rules for content and use, apart from barring the display of abusive content on a website.
(Please refer to Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Panel determined that the application did
not satisfy the condition to fulfill the requirements for Content and Use.

0/1 Point(s)

3-D Enforcement

The Panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for Enforcement as specified in section
4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as the application did not
provide specific enforcement measures or appropriate appeal mechanisms. The application received a score
of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-D: Enforcement.
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement: the registration policies must
include specific enforcement measures constituting a coherent set, and there must be appropriate appeals
mechanisms. The applicant did not outline policies that include specific enforcement measures constituting a
coherent set. The application documentation states that the applicant reserves the right to delete content, or
temporarily or permanently suspend the registration of domain names, but does not outline specific
enforcement processes. However, the applicant mentions a general appeals process that allows a registrant to
challenge a decision from the applicant to revoke or suspend the registration of a domain name. (Please refer
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to Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Panel determined that the application did not satisfy one
of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement.
Criterion #4: Community Endorsement
4-A Support

3/4 Point(s)

1/2 Point(s)

The Panel determined that the application partially met the criterion for Support specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as there was documented support
from at least one group with relevance. The application received a score of 1 out of 2 points under criterion
4-A: Support.
To receive the maximum score for Support, the applicant is, or has documented support from, the
recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s), or has otherwise documented authority to
represent the community. “Recognized” means the institution(s)/organization(s) that, through membership
or otherwise, are clearly recognized by the community members as representative of the community. To
receive a partial score for Support, the applicant must have documented support from at least one group with
relevance. “Relevance” refers to the communities explicitly and implicitly addressed.
The Panel determined that the applicant was not the recognized community institution(s)/member
organization(s), nor did it have documented authority to represent the community as defined by the
applicant, or documented support from the recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s).
Numerous letters of support were received from a variety of entities. The panel determined that the applicant
possesses documented support from multiple groups with relevance, and this documentation contained a
description of the process and rationale used in arriving at the expression of support. While the applicant had
support from more than one group with relevance, these groups do not constitute support from the majority
of the recognized institutions that represent the community, as they are limited in geographic or thematic
scope and do not represent the entire community as defined by the applicant. The Community Priority
Evaluation Panel determined that the applicant partially satisfies the requirements for Support.

2/2 Point(s)

4-B Opposition

The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Opposition specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as the application did not receive any
relevant opposition. The application received the maximum score of 2 points under criterion 4-B:
Opposition.
To receive the maximum score for Opposition, the application must not have received any opposition of
relevance. To receive a partial score for Opposition, the application must have received opposition from, at
most, one group of non-negligible size.
The application received letters of opposition, which were determined to not be relevant, as they were either
from individuals or groups of negligible size, or were from entities/communities that do not have an
association to the applied for string. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel determined that the applicant
satisfies the requirements for Opposition.

Disclaimer: Please note that these Community Priority Evaluation results do not necessarily determine the
final result of the application. In limited cases the results might be subject to change. These results do not
constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the Applicant Guidebook or the Registry Agreement.
For updated application status and complete details on the program, please refer to the Applicant Guidebook
and the ICANN New gTLDs microsite at <newgtlds.icann.org>.
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Reference Material 24.

The community defined in the application (“taxi”) is:
The global taxi community, including its four main community groups: Firstly, the core taxi industry
with taxi drivers, taxi offices, and individual taxi entrepreneurs, all of which can be clearly identified
based on their taxi licenses, as well as a certificate of registration, i.e. a trade register excerpt.
Secondly, the taxi community includes the members of the immediate surrounding industry, such as
hardware and software suppliers, recruiting and training companies, auto shops, automotive
suppliers, insurances and pertinent press all with a very strong if not exclusive focus on the just
described core taxi industry. This particular community group is identified through trade register
excerpts. Thirdly, the community includes superordinate organizations, such as governmental
organizations, public authorities and institutions and committees with the purpose of establishing
relevant policies for the core taxi industry, as well as non-governmental organizations with the
purpose of advocating taxi-related issues towards the public sector, the general public and relevant
taxi industry representatives on a municipal, regional, national and international level. This group
verifies its affiliation to the taxi community through a written, official and verified statement by its
superordinate authority or a certificate of a verified register of associations. Fourthly, the taxi
community includes affiliated businesses, such as owners of trademarks with a special interest in the
products and services of the core taxi industry, such as major places of public interest (i.e. hospitals)
or major events of public interest (i.e. Oscar Academy Awards).
This community definition shows a clear and straightforward membership. While broad, the community is
clearly delineated, as membership is dependent on having appropriate documentation (licenses, certificate of
registration, etc.).
However, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and recognition among its
members. This is because the many affiliated businesses and sectors would have only a tangential relationship
with the core taxi community, and therefore would not associate themselves with being part of the
community as defined by the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application only
satisfies one of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for delineation.
Organization
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for organization: there must be at least one entity
mainly dedicated to the community and there must be documented evidence of community activities.
The community as defined in the application does not have at least one entity mainly dedicated to the
community. Additionally, existing entities do not represent a majority of the community as defined by the
applicant. According to the application:
The taxi community currently lacks a single and overarching international umbrella organization.
Even though there are a handful of organizations with a global claim, none of those comes close to
even covering the majority of all community organizations….. It is the strong interest of TaxiPay
GmbH to establish long term and sustainable relationships with stakeholders, thus creating a
network based on all four major constituent parts of the taxi community.
The community as defined in the application does not have documented evidence of community activities.
As there is no entity that is mainly dedicated to the community as defined in the .Taxi application, there is no
documented evidence of community activities.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application does
not satisfy either of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for organization.
Pre-existence
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To fulfill the requirements for pre-existence, the community must have been active prior to September 2007
(when the new gTLD policy recommendations were completed).
The community as defined in the application was not active prior to September 2007. The community as
defined by the applicant is a construed community and therefore could not have been active prior to the
above date (although its constituent parts were active).
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application does
not fulfill the requirements for pre-existence.
1-B Extension

0/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as identified in the application did
not meet the criterion for Extension specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of
the Applicant Guidebook, as the application did not demonstrate considerable size or longevity for the
community. The application received a score of 0 out of 2 points under criterion 1-B: Extension.
Size
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for size: the community must be of considerable size
and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application is of a considerable size. The community for .Taxi as defined in
the application is large both in terms of geographical reach and number of members.
However, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and recognition among its
members. This is because the many affiliated businesses and sectors would have only a tangential relationship
with the core taxi community, and therefore would not associate themselves with being part of the
community as defined by the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application only
satisfies one of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for size.
Longevity
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for longevity: the community must demonstrate
longevity and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application does not demonstrate longevity. The pursuits of the .Taxi
community are not of a lasting, non-transient nature as the community as defined by the applicant is a
construed community.
Additionally, the community as defined in the application does not have awareness and recognition among its
members. This is because the many affiliated businesses and sectors would have only a tangential relationship
with the core taxi community, and therefore would not associate themselves with being part of the
community as defined by the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application does
not satisfy either of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for longevity.

Criterion #2: Nexus between Proposed String and Community
2-A Nexus

0/4 Point(s)
0/3 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Nexus as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook.
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The string does not identify or match the name of the community, nor is it a well-known short-form or
abbreviation of the community. The application received a score of 0 out of 3 points under criterion 2-A:
Nexus.
To receive the maximum score for Nexus, the applied-for string must match the name of the community or
be a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community name. To receive a partial score for Nexus,
the applied-for string must identify the community.
The applied-for string (.Taxi) does not match or identify the name of the community. The application for
.Taxi defines a core community of taxi companies and drivers, as well as peripheral industries and entities.
According to the application documentation:
The word “taxi” describes the center of the taxi community, which is the taxi service and vehicle
itself – the very object that all community groups, namely entrepreneurs and companies of the core
taxi industry, members of the immediate surrounding industry (i.e. suppliers), superordinate
organizations and affiliated businesses, as well as its beneficiaries, namely current and potential taxi
customers, have in common.
While the string identifies the name of the core community members (i.e. taxis), it does not match or identify
the peripheral industries and entities that are included in the definition of the community as described in
Criterion 1-A. Therefore, there is a misalignment between the proposed string and community as defined by
the applicant.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applied-for string does not match or identify
the name of the community as defined in the application, nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation
of the community. It therefore does not meet the requirements for nexus.
2-B Uniqueness

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Uniqueness as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the string has other significant meaning beyond identifying the community described in the
application. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 2-B: Uniqueness.
To fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness, the string must have no other significant meaning beyond
identifying the community described in the application. The string as defined in the application does not
demonstrate uniqueness as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus and is therefore ineligible for a
score of 1 for Uniqueness. The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applied-for string
does not satisfy the condition to fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness.

Criterion #3: Registration Policies
3-A Eligibility

3/4 Point(s)
1/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Eligibility as
specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook as eligibility
is restricted to community members. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3A: Eligibility.
To fulfill the requirements for Eligibility, the registration policies must restrict the eligibility of prospective
registrants to community members. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by requiring
proof off affiliation through licenses, certificates of registration, official statements from superordinate
authorities, or owners of trademarks, etc. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant
documentation). The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the
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condition to fulfill the requirements for Eligibility.

3-B Name Selection

1/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Name
Selection as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook
as name selection rules are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for TLD.
The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-B: Name Selection.
To fulfill the requirements for Name Selection, the registration policies for name selection for registrants
must be consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. The application
demonstrates adherence to this requirement by outlining a comprehensive list of name selection rules, such
as requirements that second level domain names should not violate others’ trademarks, that they should
fulfill technical and lexical requirements, and also demonstrate a connection to the name or occupation of the
registrant, amongst other requirements. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant
documentation). The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the
condition to fulfill the requirements for Name Selection.
3-C Content and Use

1/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Content and
Use as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook as the
rules for content and use are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
TLD. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-C: Content and Use.
To fulfill the requirements for Content and Use, the registration policies must include rules for content and
use for registrants that are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
gTLD. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by noting four relevant rules for content
and use, which include restricting content to taxi-related issues or indicating a strong connection to it,
amongst other rules. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation).
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the
requirements for Content and Use.
3-D Enforcement

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Enforcement as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the application provided specific enforcement measures but did not include appropriate appeal
mechanisms. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-D: Enforcement.
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement: the registration policies must
include specific enforcement measures constituting a coherent set, and there must be appropriate appeals
mechanisms. The applicant outlined policies that include specific enforcement measures constituting a
coherent set. The applicant will commission a Registry Service Provider to validate a registrant’s eligibility for
a domain and to act upon requests/complaints on the basis of its registration policies. The applicant will also
provide an in-house validation agent in order to respond to cases of abuse and/or arising disputes.
(Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). However, the
application did not outline an appeals process. The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the
application satisfies only one of the two conditions to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement.
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Criterion #4: Community Endorsement
4-A Support

3/4 Point(s)
1/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application partially met the criterion for
Support specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook as
there was documented support from at least one group with relevance The application received a score of 1
out of 2 points under criterion 4-A: Support.
To receive the maximum score for Support, the applicant is, or has documented support from, the
recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s), or has otherwise documented authority to
represent the community. To receive a partial score for Support, the applicant must have documented
support from at least one group with relevance.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applicant was not the recognized community
institution(s) / member organization(s), nor did it have documented authority to represent the community,
or documented support from the recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s). However,
the applicant possesses documented support from at least one group with relevance and this documentation
contained a description of the process and rationale used in arriving at the expression of support. While the
applicant had support from several groups with relevance, these groups do not constitute the recognized
institutions to represent the community, as they are limited in geographic scope and do not represent the
global community as defined by the applicant. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel determined that the
applicant partially satisfies the requirements for Support.
4-B Opposition

2/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Opposition
specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as the
application did not receive any relevant opposition. The application received the maximum score of 2 points
under criterion 4-B: Opposition.
To receive the maximum score for Opposition, the application must not have received any opposition of
relevance. To receive a partial score for Opposition, the application must have received opposition from, at
most, one group of non-negligible size.
The application received letters of opposition, which were determined to not be relevant, as they were either
from groups/individuals of negligible size, or were not from communities which were not mentioned in the
application but which have an association to the applied for string. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel
determined that the applicant satisfies the requirements for Opposition.

Disclaimer: Please note that these Community Priority Evaluation results do not necessarily determine the
final result of the application. In limited cases the results might be subject to change. These results do not
constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the Applicant Guidebook or the Registry Agreement.
For updated application status and complete details on the program, please refer to the Applicant Guidebook
and the ICANN New gTLDs microsite at <newgtlds.icann.org>.
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Reference Material 25.

.MUSIC LLC was created with the express intent and purpose of serving a community established
and known worldwide, which despite location, culture or genre, is identified and united by a single
word: “music”…
The Global Music Community (GMC) is comprised of an international range of associations and
organizations and the millions of individuals these organizations represent, all of whom are involved
in the creation, development, publishing, recording, advocacy, promotion, distribution, education,
preservation and or nurturing of the art of music...
The differentiation between general Internet users and members of the music community are clearly
delineated by two well defined-criteria. They are:
1. Active participation in the creation and development of music, its advocacy and promotion, its
professional support, the protection and preservation of the music community’s creative rights,
as well as the nurturing of the art through music education.
2. Current registration and verifiable membership in a global music community organization that
was organized and in existence prior to 2007 (as per ICANN guidelines) who are active
participants in the support and representation of the creation and development of music, its
advocacy and promotion, its professional support, the protection and preservation of the music
community’s creative rights, as well as the nurturing of the art through music education.
The application’s defined community delineates a clear and straightforward membership, due to the
requirement for members to have current and verifiable registration in a “global music community
organization” (i.e. membership organization). The membership mechanism is therefore clear, and the groups
of possible members must be active in creating, supporting, representing, protecting and/or nurturing music.
This is a transparent and verifiable membership structure that adequately meets the AGB’s first criterion for
Delineation.
However, according to the AGB, “community” implies “more of cohesion than a mere commonality of
interest” and there should be “an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.” The
community as defined in the application does not demonstrate an awareness and recognition among its
members. The application materials and further research provide no substantive evidence of what the AGB
calls “cohesion” – that is, that the various members of the community as defined by the application are
“united or form a whole” (Oxford Dictionaries).
For example, the Guitar Foundation of America (GFA) falls within one of the articulated segments of the
application’s proposed community.1 Based on the Panel’s research, however, the GFA does not show an
awareness or recognition of the several other segments of the applicant’s proposed community, whether by
way of interaction or an explicit statement of cohesion.2 The same lack of awareness, recognition, and/or
cohesion is evident across a range of similar music-related organizations, which have neither mentioned their
perception of cohesion with other disparate groups nor demonstrated it through records of their activities or
objectives. While the Panel acknowledges that many of the members in the proposed community share an
interest in music, the AGB specifies that a “commonality of interest” is not sufficient to demonstrate the
requisite awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
Another example relates to members of the musician category, in particular amateur musicians, who do not,
in most cases3, demonstrate the requisite recognition and awareness of a community with other member

The group falls firmly within the membership structures defined by the applicant and has submitted a letter of support.
The Panel acknowledges that an exhaustive review of all proposed community member organizations is not possible
and has used the GFA as a representative example of the review carried out to determine awareness and recognition of
the proposed community.
3 While an exhaustive review of such organizations is impossible, the Panel’s representative survey included member
organizations catering exclusively to amateur musicians, defined in some cases as individuals with an interest in music
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categories. The application does not refer to professional or amateur musicians specifically, but rather refers
to “music creators”, which would include both types of musicians. The Panel reviewed the websites and
other publicly available information for a number of organizations that specifically cater to amateur
musicians4. These member organizations do not (a) demonstrate cohesion with other organizations for
amateur musicians, nor do they (b) demonstrate cohesion with music industry professionals. The Panel’s
review found that:
a.

The representative activities and stated objectives of amateur organizations do not typically
indicate any demonstrable association or cohesion with organizations and their members.5 This
reflects the broad array of musical interests to which such organizations cater, as well as the wide
geographic dispersion of these organizations.
b. There is insufficient evidence of awareness and recognition between amateur musicians and
music industry professionals,6 such as promoters, distributors, and attorneys. Many of the
amateur musicians’ organizations are explicitly restricted to members who have no business ties
to the music industry.7 The representative activities and stated objectives of amateur
organizations do not typically indicate any demonstrable association or cohesion with music
industry professionals.
With respect to the member categories, particularly those discussed above, the Panel determined that there is
insufficient awareness and recognition of a community among the proposed community members, and that
they do not therefore cohere as a community as required by the AGB. While the Panel acknowledges that
some of the individuals in the community as defined by the applicant have a commonality of interest in
music, and even that some member categories cohere, the defined community as a whole, in all its member
categories, does not meet the AGB’s requirement for community awareness and recognition.
Therefore, the Panel determined that the community as defined in the application satisfies one of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for delineation, and thereby does not receive credit for delineation.
Organization
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for organization: there must be at least one entity
mainly dedicated to the community and there must be documented evidence of community activities.
The community as defined in the application is disperse geographically and across a wide array of musicrelated activities, ranging from production to legal advocacy. Based on the Panel’s research, there is no entity
mainly dedicated to the entire community as defined by the applicant, nor does the application include
reference to such an organization in its sample list of member organizations. Research showed that those
organizations that do exist represent members of the defined community only in a limited geographic area or
only in certain fields within the community. According to the application:
To date, there are forty-two (42) clearly delineated, organized and pre-existing music community
organizations that have provided individual written statements of support. This unparalleled level of
global music community representation is referred to as the Charter Member Organizations of the
Global Music Community (GMC). Collectively they represent over 4 million individual members
within more than 1,000 associations in over 150 countries. Although these Charter Member
Organizations are not the exhaustive list of every possible organizational member of the GMC, they
do represent the largest, most well known, credible, and diverse membership of the GMC.
but who receive no payment for their performances or who have no contract or other formal link to a record label or
management company.
4 These organizations clearly meet the proposed community’s eligibility requirements (including a verifiable membership
structure).
5 See, as an example, the Japan Amateur Orchestras and amateur choruses in UK and New York:
http://www.piertownchorus.com/home.html, http://www.lowereastsidesing.vocis.com/, http://www.jao.or.jp/e/
6 For instance, the industry community members classified by NAICS codes 512210 and 711410.
http://www.naics.com/free-code-search/naicsdescription.php?code=512210
7 See e.g. http://www.nycclassical.com/aboutacma1.html and restrictions on professional musicians
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According to the AGB, "organized" implies that there is at least one entity mainly dedicated to the
community, with documented evidence of community activities.” In the excerpt above, the application refers
to 42 entities that, in and of themselves, are clearly delineated and organized. These organizations, however,
represent only segments of the defined community, and the list does not include an organization that
represents the entire proposed community. An “organized” community, according to the AGB, is one that is
represented by at least one entity that encompasses the entire community as defined by the applicant. There
should, therefore, be at least one entity that encompasses and organizes individuals and organizations in the
fields of creation, development, publishing, recording, advocacy, promotion, distribution, education,
preservation and or nurturing of the art of music, and that entity must have documented evidence of
activities. Based on information provided in the application materials and the Panel’s research, there is no
entity that organizes the community defined in the application, in all the breadth of categories explicitly
defined.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for organization.
Pre-existence
To fulfill the requirements for pre-existence, the community must have been active prior to September 2007
(when the new gTLD policy recommendations were completed) and must display an awareness and
recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application was not active prior to September 2007. According to section
4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, the CPE process is conceived to
identify qualified community-based applications, while preventing both “false positives” (awarding undue
priority to an application that refers to a “community” construed merely to a obtain a sought-after generic
word as a gTLD string) and “false negatives” (not awarding priority to a qualified community application).
The Panel determined that this application refers to a “community” construed to obtain a sought-after
generic word as a gTLD string.
The application makes reference to the list of organizations that have supported its application, which it says
are representative of the community as a whole. The organizations listed were active prior to 2007. However,
the fact that each organization was active prior to 2007 does not mean that these organizations were active as
a community prior to 2007, as required by the AGB guidelines. That is, since those organizations and their
members do not themselves form a cohesive community as defined in the AGB, they cannot be considered
to be a community that was active as such prior to 2007.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not fulfill the requirements for
pre-existence.
1-B Extension
0/2 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the community as identified in the application did not meet the criterion for
Extension specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB, as the application
did not fulfill the requirements for size, nor demonstrate the longevity of the community. The application
received a score of 0 out of 2 points under criterion 1-B: Extension.
Size
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for size: the community must be of considerable size
and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application is of considerable size. The community for .MUSIC as defined
in the application is large both in terms of geographical reach and number of members. According to the
applicant:
The Global Music Community (GMC) is comprised of an international range of associations and
organizations and the millions of individuals these organizations represent, all of whom are involved
in the creation, development, publishing, recording, advocacy, promotion, distribution, education,
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preservation and or nurturing of the art of music… To date, there are forty-two (42) clearly
delineated, organized and pre-existing music community organizations that have provided individual
written statements of support. This unparalleled level of global music community representation is
referred to as the Charter Member Organizations of the Global Music Community (GMC).
Collectively they represent over 4 million individual members within more than 1,000 associations in
over 150 countries.
However, as previously noted, the community as defined in the application does not show evidence of
“cohesion” among its members, as required by the AGB.8 Therefore, it fails the second criterion for Size.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application only satisfies one of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for size.
Longevity
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for longevity: the community must demonstrate
longevity and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application does not demonstrate longevity. According to section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB, the CPE process is conceived to identify qualified
community-based applications, while preventing both “false positives” (awarding undue priority to an
application that refers to a “community” construed merely to a get a sought-after generic word as a gTLD
string) and “false negatives” (not awarding priority to a qualified community application).
The Panel determined that this application refers to a proposed community construed to obtain a soughtafter generic word as a gTLD. Moreover the applicant appears to be attempting to use the gTLD to organize
the various groups noted in the application documentation, as opposed to applying on behalf of an already
organized and cohesive community. As previously stated, the community as defined in the application does
not have awareness and recognition among its members. Failing this kind of “cohesion,” the community
defined by the application does not meet the AGB’s standards for a community. Therefore, as a construed
community, the proposed community cannot meet the AGB's requirements for longevity.
The Panel determined that the community as defined in the application does not satisfy either of the two
conditions to fulfill the requirements for longevity.
Criterion #2: Nexus between Proposed String and Community
0/4 Point(s)
2-A Nexus
0/3 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for Nexus as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB. The string does not identify or match the name of the
community as defined in the application, nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the
community. The application received a score of 0 out of 3 points under criterion 2-A: Nexus.
To receive the maximum score for Nexus, the applied-for string must match the name of the community or
be a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community name. To receive a partial score for Nexus,
the applied-for string must identify the community. “Identify” means that the applied-for string should
closely describe the community or the community members, without over-reaching substantially beyond the
community.
The applied-for string (.MUSIC) does not match or identify the name of the community. The applicant limits
the proposed community to individuals and entities that have a “current registration and verifiable
membership in a global music community organization”. The string MUSIC, however, identifies all
individuals and entities involved in the creation of music, regardless of whether or not they have verifiable
membership in a music-related organization. The application itself does not provide an estimate for the
8As

stated previously, according to the AGB, “community” implies “more of cohesion than a mere commonality of
interest…There should be: (a) an awareness and recognition of a community among its members…” Failing such
qualities, the AGB’s requirements for community establishment are not met.
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number of musicians who have registered with one of the proposed community’s organizations (of which it
lists 42 examples), but one of the largest musician’s membership organizations in the US, the American
Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) has about 500,000 members9. The Indian
equivalent of ASCAP (also a supporter of the application) has fewer than 3,000 members10. The number of
amateur musicians worldwide is unknown but is estimated to be about 200 million11 – far surpassing the
application’s estimate of 4 million individuals registered with musical organizations. Therefore, there are
many individual musicians identified by the applied-for string who do not fall within the membership of the
proposed community. This difference between the proposed community and those identified by the string is
substantial and is indicative of the degree to which the applied-for string substantially over-reaches beyond
the community defined by the application.
The Panel determined that the applied-for string does not match or identify the name of the community as
defined in the application, nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community. It therefore
does not meet the requirements for Nexus.
2-B Uniqueness
0/1 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for Uniqueness as specified in section
4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus.
The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 2-B: Uniqueness.
To fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness, the string must have no other significant meaning beyond
identifying the community described in the application and it must also score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus. The string
as defined in the application does not demonstrate uniqueness as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on
Nexus and is therefore ineligible for a score of 1 for Uniqueness. This is based on the Panel’s determination
that the applied-for string “.MUSIC” reaches substantially beyond the community as defined in the
application so does not identify it by AGB standards. Therefore, since the string does not identify the
community, it cannot be said to “have no other significant meaning beyond identifying the community” (emphasis
added, AGB). The Panel determined that the applied-for string does not satisfy the condition to fulfill the
requirements for Uniqueness.
Criterion #3: Registration Policies
1/4 Point(s)
3-A Eligibility
1/1 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the application met the criterion for Eligibility as specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB, as eligibility is restricted to community members. The
application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-A: Eligibility.
To fulfill the requirements for Eligibility, the registration policies must restrict the eligibility of prospective
registrants to community members. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by
restricting domain registration to individuals who are “members of or affiliated with at least one Member
Organizations of the Global Music Community.” The Panel determined that the application satisfies the
condition to fulfill the requirements for Eligibility.
3-B Name Selection
0/1 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the application does not meet the criterion for Name Selection as specified in
section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria). The application does not provide evidence that the
name selection rules included are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
TLD. The application therefore received a score of 0 points under criterion 3-B: Name Selection.
To fulfill the requirements for Name Selection, the registration policies for name selection for registrants
must be consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. The Panel
determined that the application did not satisfy the condition of consistency with the articulated communitybased purpose of the applied-for string. There was no evidence in the application of restrictions or guidelines
http://www.ascap.com/about/
http://www.iprs.org/cms/IPRS/AnnualReport/DirectorsReport20112012.aspx
11 http://thenextweb.com/apps/2012/06/06/sezion-lets-anyone-collaborate-on-a-song-could-be-the-instagram-foramateur-musicians/
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for name selection that arose out of the community-based purpose of the application, nor was it articulated
that the other name selection rules (not related to the community-based purpose) were otherwise sufficient
and in accordance with the community-based purpose of the application. In section 20(c) on its communitybased purpose, the applicant states,
“Registration policies will safeguard the exclusive nature of the community by requiring potential
registrants to have a bona fide membership with an at least one Organization Member of Global
Music Community, before they can acquire a .music address.”
This, however, is sufficient only to guarantee the CPE Eligibility requirements as in 3-A above. The
application does not refer to its community-based purpose in discussion of name selection rules, despite its
articulation of several community values that could come to bear on name selection.
3-C Content and Use
0/1 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the application does not meet the criterion for Content and Use as specified in
section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria). The application does not provide evidence that the
content and use rules included are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the appliedfor TLD. The application therefore received a score of 0 points under criterion 3-C: Content and Use.
To fulfill the requirements for Content and Use, the registration policies for content and use must be
consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. (Comprehensive details
are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Panel determined that the application did
not satisfy the condition of consistency with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
string. There was no evidence in the application of requirements, restrictions or guidelines for content and
use that arose out of the community-based purpose of the application, nor does the application articulate that
the other content and use rules (not related to the community-based purpose) were otherwise sufficient and
in accordance with the community-based purpose of the application. In section 20(c) on its communitybased purpose, the applicant states,
“Registration policies will safeguard the exclusive nature of the community by requiring potential
registrants to have a bona fide membership with an at least one Organization Member of Global
Music Community, before they can acquire a .music address.”
This, however, is sufficient only to guarantee the CPE Eligibility requirements as in 3-A above. The
application does not refer to its community-based purpose in discussion of content and use rules, despite its
articulation of several community values that could come to bear on content and use.
3-D Enforcement
0/1 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the application does not meet the criterion for Enforcement as specified in
section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB. The application provides specific
enforcement measures but does not include a coherent and appropriate appeals mechanisms. The application
received a score of 0 points under criterion 3-D: Enforcement.
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement: the registration policies must
include specific enforcement measures constituting a coherent set, and there must be appropriate appeals
mechanisms. The applicant outlined policies that include specific enforcement measures constituting a
coherent set. The applicant outlines a comprehensive list of investigation procedures, and circumstances in
which the registry is entitled to suspend domain names. The application makes reference to an appeals
process that will be overseen by its Policy Advisory Board, but it does not provide a clear description of an
appeals process. The Panel determined that the application satisfies only one of the two conditions to fulfill
the requirements for Enforcement and therefore scores 0 points.
Criterion #4: Community Endorsement
2/4 Point(s)
4-A Support
1/2 Point(s)
The Panel determined that the application partially met the criterion for Support specified in section 4.2.3
(Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the AGB, as there was documented support from at least one
group with relevance. The application received a score of 1 out of 2 points under criterion 4-A: Support.
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To receive the maximum score for Support, the applicant is, or has documented support from, the
recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s), or has otherwise documented authority to
represent the community. “Recognized” means the institution(s)/organization(s) that, through membership
or otherwise, are clearly recognized by the community members as representative of the community. To
receive a partial score for Support, the applicant must have documented support from at least one group with
relevance. “Relevance” refers to the communities explicitly and implicitly addressed.
The Panel determined that the applicant was not the recognized community institution(s)/member
organization(s), nor did it have documented authority to represent the community, or documented support
from the recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s). A recognized community institution
or member organization is one which not only (1) represents the entirety of the community as defined by the
application (in all its breadth of categories as described in Delineation), but is also (2) recognized by the same
community as its representative. No such organization among the applicant’s supporters demonstrates the
kind of structure required to be a “recognized” organization, as per AGB guidelines. However, the applicant
possesses documented support from at least one group with relevance and this documentation contained a
description of the process and rationale used in arriving at the expression of support. The Community
Priority Evaluation Panel determined that the applicant partially satisfies the requirements for Support.
4-B Opposition
1/2 Point(s)
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application partially met the criterion for
Opposition specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook,
as the application received opposition from one relevant organization of non-negligible size. The application
received a score of 1 out of 2 points under criterion 4-B: Opposition.
To receive the maximum score for Opposition, the application must not have received any opposition of
relevance. To receive a partial score for Opposition, the application must have received opposition from, at
most, one relevant group of non-negligible size.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that there is opposition to the application from a
group of non-negligible size and from an organization within the communities explicitly addressed by the
application, making it relevant. The entity has a strong reputation in the music representation and marketing
fields, and a subsidiary company that is involved in distribution and promotion. These activities fall within
the applicant’s proposed membership segments. The entity was founded in 2006, has several full-time
employees, and has an impact in the music community that reaches thousands of people, in addition to
partnerships with major international brands. The grounds of the entity’s objection do not fall under any of
those excluded by the AGB (such as claims that are “spurious, unsubstantiated, made for a purpose
incompatible with competition objectives, or filed for the purpose of obstruction”), but rather relate to how
the community is delineated and the rules for name selection. Therefore, the Panel determined that the
applicant satisfied the requirements for Opposition partially.
Disclaimer: Please note that these Community Priority Evaluation results do not necessarily determine the
final result of the application. In limited cases the results might be subject to change. These results do not
constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the AGB or the Registry Agreement. For updated
application status and complete details on the program, please refer to the AGB and the ICANN New
gTLDs microsite at <newgtlds.icann.org>.
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Reference Material 26.

The community defined in the application (“tennis”) is:
Through the .tennis TLD, Tennis Australia commits to serve the Australian tennis community,
which is comprised of the eight Australian state-and territory-based Member Associations: Tennis
Victoria, Tennis New South Wales, Tennis Queensland, Tennis South Australia, Tennis Western
Australia, Tennis Tasmania, Tennis Australian Capital Territory and Tennis Northern Territory.
These Member Associations are represented by and shareholders of Tennis Australia. They are the
representative body of all affiliated clubs, centres, associations, regions and their members in their
respective State or Territory. As the central administrative body of tennis within a State or Territory,
Member Associations are responsible for implementing Tennis Australia’s objectives and initiatives
in order to manage, co-ordinate, promote, and unify the diverse facets of the sport of tennis within
Australia.
This community definition shows a clear and straightforward membership. The community is clearly
delineated, owing to the clear and straightforward membership definition and association with the game of
tennis.
In addition, the community as defined in the application has awareness and recognition among its members.
This is because of the membership structure of Tennis Australia, which is comprised of the eight Australian
state-and territory-based Member Associations. These Member Associations are represented by and
shareholders of Tennis Australia. They are the representative body of all affiliated clubs, centres, associations,
regions and their members in their respective State or Territory.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both the conditions to fulfill the requirements for Delineation.
Organization
Two conditions need to be met to fulfill the requirements for organization: there must be at least one entity
mainly dedicated to the community and there must be documented evidence of community activities.
The community as defined in the application has at least one entity mainly dedicated to the community,
which is the applicant, Tennis Australia. According to the application,
Tennis Australia is the governing body of tennis in Australia and has a core mission to simply ‘make
Australia the greatest tennis nation on the planet’.
The community as defined in the application has documented evidence of community activities. This is
confirmed by detailed information on the website of Tennis Australia. According to the application,
Each year Tennis Australia invests millions in tennis infrastructure, player development, participation
programs, coach development, competitions and tournaments, and promotion of the game. This
occurs at a local and national level, but also at the international level in particular through the
Australian Open, one of four Grand Slams and the largest sporting event in the world each January.
Member Associations are also directly responsible for implementing such activities within the
framework of policies set by Tennis Australia.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both the conditions to fulfill the requirements for Organization.
Pre-existence
To fulfill the requirements for pre-existence, the community must have been active prior to September 2007
(when the new gTLD policy recommendations were completed).
The community as defined in the application was active prior to September 2007. According to the
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application,
The Victorian, New South Wales, Queensland, West Australian, South Australian, and Tasmanian
Tennis Associations were all founding members of Tennis Australia in 1904…. The Australasian
Lawn Tennis Association was formed, at that time embracing New Zealand interests as well. Today,
Member Associations are strictly limited to a single representative governing body in each of the
Australian States and Territories.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application
fulfills the requirements for Pre-existence.
1-B Extension

2/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as identified in the application
met the criterion for Extension specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the
Applicant Guidebook, as the application demonstrates considerable size and longevity for the community.
The application received a maximum score of 2 points under criterion 1-B: Extension.
Size
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for size: the community must be of considerable size
and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application is of a considerable size. The community for .Tennis as defined
in the application is large in terms of the number of members. According to the applicant,
Through these State- and Territory-based Member Associations, Tennis Australia maintains a direct
link with the 2,176 affiliated tennis clubs, 3,198 member coaches, and 1.8 million tennis participants
and players throughout Australia.
In addition, the community as defined in the application has awareness and recognition among its members
due to the membership structure of Tennis Australia, which is comprised of the eight Australian state-and
territory-based Member Associations. These Member Associations are represented by and shareholders of
Tennis Australia. They are the representative body of all affiliated clubs, centres, associations, regions and
their members in their respective State or Territory.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both the conditions to fulfill the requirements for Size.
Longevity
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for longevity: the community must demonstrate
longevity and must display an awareness and recognition of a community among its members.
The community as defined in the application demonstrates longevity. The pursuits of the .Tennis community
are of a lasting, non-transient nature.
Additionally, the community as defined in the application has awareness and recognition among its members
due to the membership structure of Tennis Australia, which is comprised of the eight Australian state-and
territory-based Member Associations. These Member Associations are represented by and shareholders of
Tennis Australia. They are the representative body of all affiliated clubs, centres, associations, regions and
their members in their respective State or Territory.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the community as defined in the application
satisfies both the conditions to fulfill the requirements for Longevity.
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Criterion #2: Nexus between Proposed String and Community
2-A Nexus

0/4 Point(s)
0/3 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Nexus as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook.
The string does not identify or match the name of the community, nor is it a well-known short-form or
abbreviation of the community. The application received a score of 0 out of 3 points under criterion 2-A:
Nexus.
To receive the maximum score for Nexus, the applied-for string must match the name of the community or
be a well-known short-form or abbreviation of the community name. To receive a partial score for Nexus,
the applied-for string must identify the community. “Identify” means that the applied-for string should
closely describe the community or the community members, without over-reaching substantially beyond the
community.
The applied-for string (.Tennis) identifies a wider or related community of which the applicant, Tennis
Australia, is a part, but is not specific to the applicant’s community (the Australian tennis community). As
such, the string captures a wider geographic/thematic remit than the community (as defined by the applicant)
has, despite the fact that Tennis Australia has “changed its brand to ‘Tennis’ (rather than Tennis Australia)
and encouraged members of the Australian tennis community to do likewise in order to promote the game,
rather than individual entities”. Tennis refers to the sport and the global community of people/groups
associated with it, and therefore does not refer specifically to the Tennis Australia community. Therefore,
there is substantial over-reach between the proposed string and the definition of the community as described
in Criterion 1-A.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applied-for string does not match or identify
the name of the community as defined in the application, nor is it a well-known short-form or abbreviation
of the community. The applied-for string over-reaches substantially beyond the community. It therefore does
not meet the requirements for Nexus.
2-B Uniqueness

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Uniqueness as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the string has other significant meaning beyond identifying the community described in the
application. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 2-B: Uniqueness.
To fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness, the string must have no other significant meaning beyond
identifying the community described in the application. The string as defined in the application does not
demonstrate uniqueness as the string does not score a 2 or a 3 on Nexus and is therefore ineligible for a
score of 1 for Uniqueness. The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applied-for string
does not satisfy the condition to fulfill the requirements for Uniqueness.

Criterion #3: Registration Policies
3-A Eligibility

3/4 Point(s)
1/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Eligibility as
specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook as eligibility
is restricted to community members. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3A: Eligibility.
To fulfill the requirements for Eligibility, the registration policies must restrict the eligibility of prospective
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registrants to community members. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by requiring
registrants to be linked to the Australian tennis community, and detailing ten categories of eligibility.
(Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Community
Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the requirements for
Eligibility.
3-B Name Selection

1/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Name
Selection as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook
as name selection rules are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for TLD.
The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-B: Name Selection.
To fulfill the requirements for Name Selection, the registration policies for name selection for registrants
must be consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. The application
demonstrates adherence to this requirement by specifying that naming restrictions be specifically tailored to
meet the needs of registrants while maintaining the integrity of the registry, and ensuring that domain names
meet certain technical requirements, etc. (Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant
documentation). The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the
condition to fulfill the requirements for Name Selection.
3-C Content and Use

1/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Content and
Use as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook as the
rules for content and use are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
TLD. The application received a maximum score of 1 point under criterion 3-C: Content and Use.
To fulfill the requirements for Content and Use, the registration policies must include rules for content and
use for registrants that are consistent with the articulated community-based purpose of the applied-for
gTLD. The application demonstrates adherence to this requirement by specifying that the second-level
domain names do not provide content that is inconsistent with the mission/purpose of the gTLD, etc.
(Comprehensive details are provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). The Community
Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies the condition to fulfill the requirements for
Content and Use.
3-D Enforcement

0/1 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application did not meet the criterion for
Enforcement as specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant
Guidebook as the application provided specific enforcement measures but did not include appropriate appeal
mechanisms. The application received a score of 0 out of 1 point under criterion 3-D: Enforcement.
Two conditions must be met to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement: the registration policies must
include specific enforcement measures constituting a coherent set, and there must be appropriate appeals
mechanisms. The applicant outlined policies that include specific enforcement measures constituting a
coherent set. The applicant outlines the conditions that need to be met when registering, along with
mitigation measures, such as investigation and termination of the domain name. (Comprehensive details are
provided in Section 20e of the applicant documentation). However, the application did not outline an appeals
process. The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application satisfies only one of the
two conditions to fulfill the requirements for Enforcement.
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Criterion #4: Community Endorsement
4-A Support

4/4 Point(s)
2/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application fully met the criterion for Support
specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant GuideBook as the
applicant is the recognized community institution. The application received a maximum score of 2 points
under criterion 4-A: Support.
To receive the maximum score for Support, the applicant is, or has documented support from, the
recognized community institution(s)/member organization(s), or has otherwise documented authority to
represent the community. To receive a partial score for Support, the applicant must have documented
support from at least one group with relevance.
The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the applicant is the recognized community
institution/member organization. The applicant also possesses document support from its member
organizations, and this documentation contained a description of the process and rationale used in arriving at
the expression of support. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel determined that the applicant fully
satisfies the requirements for Support.
4-B Opposition

2/2 Point(s)

The Community Priority Evaluation panel determined that the application met the criterion for Opposition
specified in section 4.2.3 (Community Priority Evaluation Criteria) of the Applicant Guidebook, as the
application did not receive any relevant opposition. The application received the maximum score of 2 points
under criterion 4-B: Opposition.
To receive the maximum score for Opposition, the application must not have received any opposition of
relevance. To receive a partial score for Opposition, the application must have received opposition from, at
most, one group of non-negligible size.
The application received letters of opposition, which were determined to not be relevant, as they were either
from groups/individuals of negligible size, or were not from communities which were not mentioned in the
application but which have an association to the applied for string. The Community Priority Evaluation Panel
determined that the applicant satisfies the requirements for Opposition.
Disclaimer: Please note that these Community Priority Evaluation results do not necessarily determine the
final result of the application. In limited cases the results might be subject to change. These results do not
constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the Applicant Guidebook or the Registry Agreement.
For updated application status and complete details on the program, please refer to the Applicant Guidebook
and the ICANN New gTLDs microsite at <newgtlds.icann.org>.
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION
1. From its beginning in 1965, an exchange over a telephone line between a
computer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a computer in
California, to the communications colossus that the Internet has become, the
Internet has constituted a transformative technology. Its protocols and
domain name system standards and software were invented, perfected, and
for some 25 years before the formation of the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), essentially overseen, by a small
group of researchers working under contracts financed by agencies of the
Government of the United States of America, most notably by the late
Professor Jon Postel of the Information Sciences Institute of the University
of Southern California and Dr. Vinton Cerf, founder of the Internet Society.
Dr. Cerf, later the distinguished leader of ICANN, played a major role in the
early development of the Internet and has continued to do so. European
research centers also contributed. From the origin of the Internet domain
name system in 1980 until the incorporation of ICANN in 1998, a small
community of American computer scientists controlled the management of
Internet identifiers. However the utility, reach, influence and exponential
growth of the Internet quickly became quintessentially international. In
1998, in recognition of that fact, but at the same time determined to keep
that management within the private sector rather than to subject it to the
ponderous and politicized processes of international governmental control,
the U.S. Department of Commerce, which then contracted on behalf of the
U.S. Government with the managers of the Internet, transferred operational
responsibility over the protocol and domain names system of the Internet to
the newly formed Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(“ICANN”).
2. ICANN, according to Article 3 of its Articles of Incorporation of November
21, 1998, is a nonprofit public benefit corporation organized under the
California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law “in recognition of the fact
that the Internet is an international network of networks, owned by no single
nation, individual or organization…” ICANN is charged with
“promoting the global public interest in the operational stability of the
Internet by (i) coordinating the assignment of Internet technical
parameters as needed to maintain universal connectivity on the
Internet; (ii) performing and overseeing functions related to the
coordination of the Internet Protocol (“IP”) address space; (iii)
performing and overseeing functions related to the coordination of the
Internet domain name system (“DNS”), including the development of
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policies for determining the circumstances under which new top-level
domains are added to the DNS root system; (iv) overseeing operation of
the authoritative Internet DNS root server system…” (Claimant’s
Exhibits, hereafter “C”, at C-4.)
ICANN was formed as a California corporation apparently because early
proposals for it were prepared at the instance of Professor Postel, who lived
and worked in Marina del Rey, California, which became the site of ICANN’s
headquarters.
3.

ICANN, Article 4 of its Articles of Incorporation provides,
“shall operate for the benefit of the Internet community as a whole,
carrying out its activities in conformity with relevant principles of
international law and applicable international conventions and local
law and, to the extent appropriate and consistent with these Articles
and its Bylaws, through open and transparent processes that enable
competition and open entry in Internet-related markets. To this effect,
the Corporation shall cooperate as appropriate with relevant
international organizations.”

4. ICANN’s Bylaws, as amended effective May 29, 2008, in Section 1,
define the mission of ICANN as that of coordination of the allocation and
assignment
“of the three sets of unique identifiers for the Internet, …(a) domain
names forming a system referred to as “DNS”, (b) …Internet protocol
(“IP”) addresses and autonomous system (“AS”) numbers and (c)
Protocol port and parameter numbers”. ICANN “coordinates the
operation and evolution of the DNS root server system” as well as
“policy development reasonably and appropriately related to these
technical functions.” (C-5.)
5. Section 2 of ICANN’s Bylaws provides that, in performing its mission, core
values shall apply, among them:
“1. Preserving and enhancing the operational stability, reliability,
security, and global interoperability of the Internet.
“2. Respecting the creativity, innovation, and flow of information
made possible by the Internet by limiting ICANN’s activities to those
matters within ICANN’s mission requiring or significantly benefiting
from global coordination.
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“3. To the extent feasible and appropriate, delegating
coordination functions to or recognizing the policy role of other
responsible entities that reflect the interest of affected parties.
“4. Seeking and supporting broad, informed participation
reflecting the functional, geographic, and cultural diversity of the
Internet at all levels of policy development and decision-making.
…
“6. Introducing and promoting competition in the registration of
domain names where practicable and beneficial in the public interest.
…
“8. Making decisions by applying documented policies neutrally
and objectively, with integrity and fairness.
…
“11. While remaining rooted in the private sector, recognizing
that governments and public authorities are responsible for public
policy and duly taking into account governments’ or public authorities’
recommendations.” (C-5.)
6. The Bylaws provide in Article II that the powers of ICANN shall be
exercised and controlled by its Board, whose international composition,
representative of various stakeholders, is otherwise detailed in the Bylaws.
Article VI, Section 4.1 of the Bylaws provides that “no official of a national
government or a multinational entity established by treaty or other
agreement between national governments may serve as a Director”. They
specify that “ICANN shall not apply its standards, policies, procedures, or
practices inequitably, or single out any particular party for disparate
treatment unless justified by substantial and reasonable cause, such as the
promotion of effective competition.” ICANN is to operate in an open and
transparent manner “and consistent with procedures designed to ensure
fairness” (Article III, Section 1.) In those cases “where the policy action
affects public policy concerns,” ICANN shall “request the opinion of the
Governmental Advisory Committee and take duly into account any advice
timely presented by the Governmental Advisory Committee on its own
initiative or at the Board’s request” (Article III, Section 6).
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7. Article IV of the Bylaws, Section 3, provides that: “ICANN shall have in
place a separate process for independent third-party review of Board actions
alleged by an affected party to be inconsistent with the Articles of
Incorporation or Bylaws.” Any person materially affected by a decision or
action of the Board that he or she asserts “is inconsistent” with those
Articles and Bylaws may submit a request for independent review which
shall be referred to an Independent Review Panel (“IRP”). That Panel “shall
be charged with declaring whether the Board has acted consistently with the
provisions of those Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws”. “The IRP shall be
operated by an international arbitration provider appointed from time to time
by ICANN…using arbitrators…nominated by that provider.” The IRP shall
have the authority to “declare whether an action or inaction of the Board was
inconsistent with the Articles of Incorporation or the Bylaws” and
“recommend that the Board stay any action or decision, or that the Board
take any interim action, until such time as the Board reviews and acts upon
the opinion of the IRP”. Section 3 further specifies that declarations of the
IRP shall be in writing, based solely on the documentation and arguments of
the parties, and shall “specifically designate the prevailing party.” The
Section concludes by providing that, “Where feasible, the Board shall
consider the IRP declaration at the Board’s next meeting.”
8. The international arbitration provider appointed by ICANN is the
International Centre for Dispute Resolution (“ICDR”) of the American
Arbitration Association. It appointed the members of the instant
Independent Review Panel in September 2008. Thereafter exchanges of
written pleadings and extensive exhibits took place, followed by five days of
oral hearings in Washington, D.C. September 21-25, 2009.
9. Article XI of ICANN’s Bylaws provides, inter alia, for a Governmental
Advisory Committee (“GAC”) to “consider and provide advice on the activities
of ICANN as they relate to concerns of governments, particularly matters
where there may be an interaction between ICANN’s policies and various
laws and international agreements or where they may affect public policy
issues”. It further provides that the Board shall notify the Chair of the GAC in
a timely manner of any proposal raising public policy issues. “The advice of
the Governmental Advisory Committee on public policy matters shall be duly
taken into account, both in the formulation and adoption of policies. In the
event that the ICANN Board determines to take an action that is not
consistent with the Governmental Advisory Committee advice, it shall so
inform the Committee and state the reasons why it decided not to follow that
advice. The Governmental Advisory Committee and the ICANN Board will
then try, in good faith and in a timely and efficient manner, to find a mutually
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acceptable solution.” If no such solution can be found, the Board will state
in its final decision the reasons why the GAC’s advice was not followed.
PART TWO: FACTUAL BACKGROUND OF THE DISPUTE
10. The Domain Name System (“DNS”), a hierarchical name system, is at the
heart of the Internet. At its summit is the so-called “root”, managed by
ICANN, although the U.S. Department of Commerce retains the ultimate
capacity of implementing decisions of ICANN to insert new top-level domains
into the root. The “root zone file” is the list of top-level domains. Top-level
domains (“TLDs”), are identified by readable, comprehensible, “user-friendly”
addresses, such as “.com”, “.org”, and “.net”. There are “country-code TLDs”
(ccTLDs), two letter codes that identify countries, such as .uk (United
Kingdom), .jp (Japan), etc. There are generic TLDs (“gTLDs), which are
subdivided into sponsored TLDs (“sTLDs”) and unsponsored TLDs (“gTLDs”).
An unsponsored TLD operates under policies established by the global
Internet community directly through ICANN, while a sponsored TLD is a
specialized TLD that has a sponsor representing the narrower community
that is most affected by the TLD. The sponsor is delegated, and carries out,
policy-formulation responsibilities over matters concerning the TLD. Thus,
under the root, top-level domains are divided into gTLDs such as .com, .net,
and .info, and sTLDs such as .aero, .coop, and .museum. And there are
ccTLDs, such as .fr (France). Second level domains, under the top-level
domains, are legion; e.g., Microsoft.com, dassault.fr. While the global
network of computers communicate with one another through a
decentralized data routing mechanism, the Internet is centralized in its
naming and numbering system. This system matches the unique Internet
Protocol address of each computer in the world –- a string of numbers – with
a recognizable domain name. Computers around the world can communicate
with one another through the Internet because their Internet Protocol
addresses uniquely and reliably correlate with domain names.
11. When ICANN was formed in 1998, there were three generic TLDs: .com,
.org. and .net. They were complemented by a few limited-use TLDs, .edu,
.gov, .mil, and .int. Since its formation, ICANN has endeavored to introduce
new TLDs. In 2000, ICANN opened an application process for the
introduction of new gTLDs. This initial round was a preliminary effort to test
a “proof of concept” in respect of new gTLDs. ICANN received forty-seven
applications for both sponsored and unsponsored TLDs.
12. Among them was an application by the Claimant in these proceedings,
ICM Registry (then under another ownership), for an unsponsored .XXX TLD,
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which would responsibly present “adult” entertainment (i.e., pornographic
entertainment). ICANN staff recommended that the Board not select .XXX
during the “proof of concept” round because “it did not appear to meet unmet
needs”, there was “controversy” surrounding the application, and the
definition of benefits of .XXX was “poor”. It observed that, “at this early
‘proof of concept’ stage with a limited number of new TLDs contemplated,
other proposed TLDs without the controversy of an adult TLD would better
serve the goals of this initial introduction of new TLDs.” (C-127, p. 230.) In
the event, the ICANN Board authorized ICANN’s President and General
Counsel to commence contract negotiations with seven applicants including
three sponsored TLDs, .museum, .aero and .coop. Agreements were “subject
to further Board approval or ratification.” (Minutes of the Second Annual
Meeting of the Board, November 16, 2000, ICANN Exhibit G.)
13. In 2003, the ICANN Board passed resolutions for the introduction of new
sponsored TLDs in another Round. The Board resolved that “upon the
successful completion of the sTLD selection process, an agreement
reflecting the commercial and technical terms shall be negotiated.” (C-78.) It
posted a “Request for Proposals” (“RFP”), which included an application form
setting out the selection criteria that would be used to evaluate proposals.
The RFP’s explanatory notes provided that the sponsorship criteria required
“the proposed sTLD [to] address the needs and interest of a ‘clearly defined
community’…which can benefit from the establishment of a TLD operating in
a policy formulation environment in which the community would participate.”
Applicants had to show that the Sponsored TLD Community was (a)
“Precisely defined, so it can readily be determined which persons or entities
make up that community” and (b) “Comprised of persons that have needs and
interests in common but which are differentiated from those of the general
global Internet community”. (ICANN, New gTLD Program, ICANN Exhibit N.)
The sponsorship criteria further required applicants to provide an
explanation of the Sponsoring Organization’s policy-formulation procedures.
They additionally required the applicant to demonstrate “broad-based
support” from the sponsored TLD community. None of the criteria explicitly
addressed “morality” issues or the content of websites to be registered in
the new sponsored domains.
14. ICANN in 2004 received ten sTLD applications, including that of ICM
Registry of March 16, 2004 for a .XXX sTLD. ICM’s application was posted on
ICANN’s website. Its application stated that it was to
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and who are interested in the
” (C-Confidential Exh. B.) The
International Foundation for Online Responsibility (“IFFOR”), a Canadian
organization whose creation by ICM was in process, was proposed to be
ICM’s sponsoring organization. The President of ICM Registry, Stuart Lawley,
a British entrepreneur, was to explain that the XXX sTLD is a
“significant step towards the goal of protecting children from adult
content, and [to] facilitate the efforts of anyone who wishes to identify,
filter or avoid adult content. Thus, the presence of “.XXX” in a web
address would serve a dual role: both indicating to users that the
website contained adult content, thereby allowing users to choose to
avoid it, and also indicating to potential adult-entertainment
consumers that the websites could be trusted to avoid questionable
business practices.” (Lawley Witness Statement, para. 15.)
15. ICANN constituted an independent panel of experts (the “Evaluation
Panel”) to review and recommend those sTLD applications that met the
selection criteria. That Panel found that two of the ten applicants met all the
selection criteria; that three met some of the criteria; and that four had
deficiencies that could not be remedied within the applicant’s proposed
framework. As for .XXX, the Evaluation Panel found that ICM was among the
latter four; it fully met the technical and financial criteria but not some of the
sponsorship criteria. The three-member Evaluation Panel, headed by Ms.
Elizabeth Williams of Australia, that analyzed sponsorship and community
questions did not believe that the .XXX application represented “a clearly
defined community”; it found that “the extreme variability of definitions of
what constitutes the content which defines this community makes it difficult
to establish which content and associated persons or services would be in or
out of the community”. The Evaluation Panel further found that the lack of
cohesion in the community and the planned involvement of child advocates
and free expression interest groups would preclude effective formulation of
policy for the community; it was unconvinced of sufficient support outside of
North America; and “did not agree that the application added new value to
the Internet name space”. Its critical evaluation of ICM’s application
concluded that it fell into the category of those “whose deficiencies cannot
be remedied with the applicant’s proposed framework” (C-110.)
16. Because only two of ten applicants were recommended by the
Evaluation Panel, and because the Board remained desirous of expanding the
number of sTLDs, the ICANN Board resolved to give the other sTLD
applicants further opportunity to address deficiencies found by the
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Evaluation Panel. ICM Registry responded with an application revised as of
December 7, 2004. It noted that the independent teams that evaluated the
technical merits and business soundness of ICM’s application had
unreservedly recommended its approval. It submitted, contrary to the
analysis of the Evaluation Panel, that ICM and IFFOR also met the
sponsorship criteria. “Nonetheless, the Applicants fully understand that the
topic of adult entertainment on the Internet is controversial. The Applicants
also understand that the Board might be criticized whether it approves or
disapproves the Proposal.” (C-127, p. 176.) In accordance with ICANN’s
practice, ICM’s application again was publicly posted on ICANN’s website.
17. Following discussion of its application in the Board, ICM was invited to
give a presentation to the Board, which it did in April 2005, in Mar del Plata,
Argentina. Child protection and free speech advocates were among the
representatives of ICM Registry. The Chairman of the Governmental Advisory
Committee, Mohamed Sharil Tarmizi, was in attendance for part of the
meeting as well as other meetings of the Board. ICM offered then and at
ICANN meetings in Capetown (December 2004) and Luxembourg (July 2005)
to discuss its proposal with the GAC or any of its members, a proposal that
was not taken up (C-127, p. 231; C-170, p.2). In a letter of April 3, 2005, the
GAC Chairman informed the ICANN President and CEO, Paul Twomey, that:
“No GAC members have expressed specific reservations or comments, in the
GAC, about applications for sTLDs in the current round.” (C-158, p.1.) ICM’s
Mar del Plata presentation to the ICANN Board included the results of a poll
conducted by XBiz in February 2005 of “adult” websites that asked: “What do
you think of Internet suffixes (.sex, .xxx) to designate adult sites?” 22% of
the responders checked, “A Horrible Idea”; 57% checked, “A Good Idea”; 21%
checked, “It’s No Big Deal Either Way”. ICM, while recognizing that its
proposal aroused some opposition in the adult entertainment community,
maintained throughout that it fully met the RFP requirement of demonstrating
that it had “broad-based support from the community to be represented”. (C45.)
18. The ICANN Board held a special meeting by teleconference on May 3,
2005, the Chairman of the ICANN Board, Dr. Vinton G. Cerf, presiding. The
minutes record, in respect of the .XXX sTLD application, that there was
broad discussion of whether ICM’s application met the RFP criteria,
“particularly relating to whether or not there was a ‘sponsored community’”.
It was agreed to “discuss this issue” at the next Board meeting. (C-134.)
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19. On June 1, 2005, the Board met by teleconference and after considerable
discussion adopted the following resolutions, with a 6-3 vote in favor, 2
abstentions and 4 Board members absent:
“Resolved…the Board authorizes the President and General Counsel to
enter into negotiations relating to proposed commercial and technical
terms for the .XXX sponsored top-level domain (sTLD) with the
applicant.”
“Resolved…if after entering into negotiations with the .XXX sTLD
applicant the President and General Counsel are able to negotiate a
set of proposed commercial and technical terms for a contractual
arrangement, the President shall present such proposed terms to this
board, for approval and authorization to enter into an agreement
relating to the delegation of the sTLD.” (C-120.)
20. While a few of the other applications that were similarly cleared to enter
into negotiations relating to proposed commercial and technical terms, e.g.,
those of .JOBS, and .MOBI, contained conditions, the foregoing resolutions
relating to ICM Registry contained no conditions. The .JOBS resolution, for
example, specified that
“the board authorizes the President and General Counsel to enter into
negotiations relating to proposed commercial and technical terms for
the .JOBS sponsored top-level domain (sTLD) with the applicant.
During these negotiations, the board requests that special
consideration be taken as to how broad-based policy-making would be
created for the sponsored community, and how this sTLD would be
differentiated in the name space.”
In contrast, the .XXX resolutions do not refer to further negotiations
concerning sponsorship, nor do the resolutions refer to further consideration
by the Board of the matter of sponsorship. Upon the successful conclusion
of the negotiation, the terms of an agreement with ICM Registry were to be
presented to the Board “for approval and authorization to enter into an
agreement relating to the delegation of the sTLD”.
21. At the meeting of the Governmental Advisory Committee in Luxembourg
July 11-12, 2005, under the chairmanship of Mr. Tarmizi, the foregoing
resolutions gave rise to comment. The minutes contain the following
summary reports:
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“The Netherlands, supported by several members, including
Brazil, EC and Egypt, raised the point about what appears to be a
change in policy as regards the evaluation for the .xxx TLD.
“On that issue, the Chair stressed that the Board came to a
decision after a very difficult and intense debate which has included
the moral aspects. He wondered what the GAC could have done in this
context.
“Brazil asked clarification about the process to provide GAC
advice to the ICANN Board and to consult relevant communities on
matter such as the creation of new gTLDs. The general public was
likely to assume that GAC had discussed and approved the proposal;
otherwise GAC might be perceived as failing to address the matter.
This is a public policy issue rather than a moral issue.
“Denmark commented on the fact that the issue of the creation
of the .xxx extension should have been presented to the GAC as a
public policy issue. EC drew attention to the 2000 Evaluation report on
.xxx that had concluded negatively.
“France asked about the methodology to be followed for the
evaluation of new gTLDs in future and if an early warning system could
be put in place. Egypt wished to clarify whether the issue was the
approval by ICANN or the apparent change in policy.
“USA remarked that GAC had several opportunities to raise
questions, notably at Working Group level, as the process had been
open for several years. In addition there are not currently sufficient
resources in the WGI to put sufficient attention to it. We should be
working on an adequate methodology for the future. Netherlands
commented that the ICANN decision making process was not
sufficiently transparent for GAC to know in time when to reach [sic;
react] to proposals.
“The Chair thanked the GAC for these comments which will be
given to the attention of the ICANN Board.” (C-139, p. 3.)
22. There followed a meeting of the GAC with the ICANN Board, at which
the following statements are recorded in the summary minutes:
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“Netherlands asked about the new criteria to be retained for new
TLDs as it seems there was a shift in policy during the evaluation
process.
“Mr. Twomey replied that there might be key policy differences
due to learning experiences, for example it is now accepted not to put
a limit on the number of new TLDs. He also noted that no comments
had been received from governments regarding .xxx.
“Dr. Cerf added, taking the example of .xxx that there was a
variety of proposals for TLDs before, including for this extension, but
this time the way to cope with the selection was different. The
proposal this time met the three main criteria, financial, technical and
sponsorship. They [sic: There] were doubts expressed about the last
criteria [sic] which were discussed extensively and the Board reached
a positive decision considering that ICANN should not be involved in
content matters.
“France remarked that there might be cases where the TLD
string did infer the content matter. Therefore the GAC could be
involved if public policies issues are to be raised.
“Dr. Cerf replied that in practice there is no correlation between
the TLD string and the content. The TLD system is neutral, although
filtering systems could be solutions promoted by governments.
However, to the extent the governments do have concerns they relate
to the issues across TLDs. Furthermore one could not slip into
censorship.
“Chile and Denmark asked about the availability of the evaluation
Report for .xxx and wondered if the process was in compliance with
the ICANN Bylaws.
“Brazil asserted that content issues are relevant when ICANN is
creating a space linked to pornography. He considered the matter as a
public policy issue in the Brazilian context and repeated that the
outside world would assume that GAC had been fully cognizant of the
decision-making process.
“Mr. Twomey referred to the procedure for attention for GAC in
the ICANN Bylaws that could be initiated if needed. The bylaws could
work both ways: GAC could bring matters to ICANN’s attention. Dr.
Cerf invited GAC to comment in the context of the ICANN public
12

comments process. Spain suggested that ICANN should formally
request GAC advice in such cases.
“The Chair [Dr. Cerf] noted in conclusion that it is not always
clear what the public policy issues are and that an early warning
mechanism is called for.” (C-139, P. 5.)
23. When it came to drafting the GAC Communique, the following further
exchanges were summarized:
“Brazil referred to the decision taken for the creation of .xxx and
asked if anything could be done at this stage…
“On .xxx, USA thought that it would be very difficult to express
some views at this late stage. The process had been public since the
beginning, and the matter could have been raised before at Plenary or
Working group level…
“Italy would be in favour of inserting the process for the creation
of new TLDs in the Communique as GAC failed in some way to examine
in good time the current set of proposal [sic] for questions of
methodology and lack of resources.
“Malaysia recalled the difficult situation in which governments
are faced with the evolution of the DNS system and the ICANN
environment. ICANN and GAC should be more responsive to common
issues…
“Canada raise [sic] the point of the advisory role of the GAC vis-àvis ICANN and it would be difficult to go beyond this function for the
time being.
“Denmark agreed with Canada but considered that the matter
could have been raised before within the framework of the GAC; if
necessary issues could be raised directly in Plenary.
“France though [sic] that the matter should be referred to in the
Communique. Since ICANN was apparently limiting its consideration
to financial, technical and sponsorship aspects, the content aspects
should be treated as a problem for the GAC from the point of view of
the general public interest.”
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“The Chair took note of the comments that had been made. He
mentioned that the issues of new gTLDs…would be mentioned in the
Communique.” (C-139, p. 7.)
24. Finally, in respect of “New Top Level Domains”
“…the Chair recalled that members had made comments during
the consultation period regarding the .tel and .mobi proposals, but not
regarding other sTLD proposals.
“The GAC has requested ICANN to provide the Evaluation Report
on the basis of which the application for .xxx was approved. GAC
considered that some aspects of content related to top level
extensions might give rise of [sic] public policies [sic] issues.
“The Chair confirmed that, having consulted the ICANN Legal
Counsel, GAC could still advise ICANN about the .xxx proposal, should
it decide to do so. However, no member has yet raised this as an issue
for formal comments to be given to ICANN in the Communique.” (C139, p. 13.)
25. The Luxembourg Communique of the GAC as adopted made no express
reference to the application of ICM Registry nor to the June 1, 2005 ICANN
Board resolutions adopted in response to it. In respect of “New Top Level
Domains”, the Communique stated:
“The GAC notes from recent experience that the introduction of
new TLDs can give rise to significant public policy issues, including
content. Accordingly, the GAC welcomes the initiative of ICANN to
hold consultations with respect to the implementation of the new Top
Level Domains strategy. The GAC looks forward to providing advice to
the process.” (C-159, p. 1.)
26. Negotiations on commercial and technical terms for a contract between
ICANN’s General Counsel, John Jeffrey, and the counsel of ICM Registry, Ms.
J. Beckwith Burr, in pursuance of the ICANN Board’s resolutions of June 1,
2005, progressed smoothly, resulting in the posting in early August 2005 of
the First Draft Registry Agreement. It was expected that the Board would
vote on the contract at its meeting of August 16, 2005.
27. This expectation was overturned by ICANN’s receipt of two letters. On
August 11, 2005, Michael D. Gallagher, Assistant Secretary for
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Communications and Information of the U.S. Department of Commerce, wrote
Dr. Cerf, with a copy to Mr. Twomey, as follows:
“I understand that the Board of Directors of the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is scheduled to
consider approval of an agreement with the ICM Registry to operate
the .xxx top level domain (TLD) on August 16, 2005. I am writing to
urge the Board to ensure that the concerns of all members of the
Internet community on this issue have been adequately heard and
resolved before the Board takes action on this application.
“Since the ICANN Board voted to negotiate a contract with ICM
Registry for the .xxx TLD in June 2005, this issue has garnered
widespread public attention and concern outside of the ICANN
community. The Department of Commerce has received nearly 6000
letters and emails from individuals expressing concern about the
impact of pornography on families and children and opposing the
creation of a new top level domain devoted to adult content. We also
understand that other countries have significant reservations regarding
the creation of a .xxx TLD. I believe that ICANN has also received
many of these concerned comments. The volume of correspondence
opposed to the creation of a .xxx TLD is unprecedented. Given the
extent of the negative reaction, I request that the Board will provide a
proper process and adequate additional time for these concerns to be
voiced and addressed before any additional action takes place on this
issue.
“It is of paramount importance that the Board ensure the best
interests of the Internet community as a whole are fully considered as
it evaluates the addition to this new top level domain…” (C-162, p. 1.)
28. On August 12, 2005, Mohamed Sharil Tarmizi, Chairman, GAC, wrote to
the ICANN Board of Directors, in his personal capacity and not on behalf of
the GAC, with a copy to the GAC, as follows:
“As you know, the Board is scheduled to consider approval of a
contract for a new top level domain intended to be used for adult
content…
“You may recall that during the session between the GAC and the
Board in Luxembourg that some countries had expressed strong
positions to the Board on this issue. In other GAC sessions, a number
of other governments also expressed some concern with the potential
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introduction of this TLD. The views are diverse and wide ranging.
Although not necessarily well articulated in Luxembourg, as Chairman,
I believe there remains a strong sense of discomfort in the GAC about
the TLD, notwithstanding the explanations to date.
“I have been approached by some of these governments and I
have advised them that apart from the advice given in relation to the
creation of new TLDs in the Luxembourg Communique that implicitly
refers to the proposed TLD, sovereign governments are also free to
write directly to ICANN about their specific concerns.
“In this regard, I would like to bring to the Board’s attention the
possibility that several governments will choose to take this course of
action. I would like to request that in any further debate that we may
have with regard to this TLD that we keep this background in mind.
“Based on the foregoing, I believe that the Board should allow
time for additional governmental and public policy concerns to be
expressed before reaching a final decision on this TLD.”
29. The volte face in the position of the United States Government
evidenced by the letter of Mr. Gallagher appeared to have been stimulated by
a cascade of protests by American domestic organizations such as the
Family Research Council and Focus on the Family. Thousands of email
messages of identical text poured into the Department of Commerce
demanding that .XXX be stopped. Copies of messages obtained by ICM under
the Freedom of Information Act show that while officials of the Department
of Commerce concerned with Internet questions earlier did not oppose and
indeed apparently favored ICANN’s approval of the application of ICM, the
Department of Commerce was galvanized into opposition by the generated
torrent of negative demands, and by representations by leading figures of the
so-called “religious right”, such as Jim Dobson, who had influential access to
high level officials of the U.S. Administration. There was even indication in
the Department of Commerce that, if ICANN were to approve a top level
domain for adult material, it would not be entered into the root if the United
States Government did not approve (C-165, C-166.) The intervention of the
United States came at a singularly delicate juncture, in the run-up to a
United Nations sponsored conference on the Internet, the World Summit on
the Information Society, which was anticipated to be the forum for
concentration of criticism of the continuing influence of the United States
over the Internet. The Congressional Quarterly Weekly ran a story entitled,
“Web Neutrality vs. Morality” which said: “The flap over .xxx has put ICANN
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in an almost impossible position. It is facing mounting pressure from within
the United States and other countries to reject the domain. But if it goes
back on its earlier decision, many countries will see that as evidence of its
allegiance to and lack of independence from the U.S. government. ‘The
politics of this are amazing,’ said Cerf. ‘We’re damned if we do and damned if
we don’t.’ (C-284.)
30. Doubt about the desirability of allocating a top-level domain to ICM
Registry, or opposition to so doing, was not confined to the U.S. Department
of Commerce, as illustrated by the proceedings at Luxembourg quoted
above. A number of other governments also expressed reservations or raised
questions about ICM’s application on various grounds, including, at a later
stage, those of Australia (letter from the Minister for Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts of February 28, 2007 expressing
Australia’s “strong opposition to the creation of a .XXX sTLD”), Canada
(comment expressing concern that ICANN may be drawn into becoming a
global Internet content regulator, Exhibit DJ) and the United Kingdom (letter
of May 4, 2006 stressing the importance of ICM’s monitoring all .XXX content
from “day one”, C-182). The EC expressed the view that consultation with
the GAC had been inadequate. The Deputy Director-General of the European
Commission on September 16, 2005 wrote Dr. Cerf stating that the June 1,
2005 resolutions were adopted without the benefit of such consultation and
added:
“Moreover, while the .xxx TLD raises obvious and predictable
public policy issues, the fact that a similar application from the same
applicants had been rejected in 2000 (following a negative evaluation)
had, not surprisingly, led many GAC representatives to expect that a
similar decision would have been reached on this occasion…such a
change in approach would benefit from an explanation to the GAC.
“I would therefore ask ICANN to reconsider the decision to
proceed with this application until the GAC have had an opportunity to
review the evaluation report.” (C-172, p. 1.)
31. The State Secretary for Communications and Regional Policy of the
Government of Sweden, Jonas Bjelfvenstam, wrote Dr. Twomey a letter
carrying the date of November 23, 2005, as follows:
“I have followed recent discussions by the Board of Directors of
…ICANN concerning the proposed top level domain (TLD) .xxx. I
appreciate that the Board has deferred further discussions on the
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subject…taking account of requests from the applicant ICM, as well as
the …GAC Chairman’s and the US Department of Commerce’s request
to allow for additional time for comments by interested parties.
“Sweden strongly supports the ICANN mission and the process
making ICANN an organization independent of the US Government. We
appreciate the achievements of ICANN in the outstanding technical
and innovative development of the Internet, an ICANN exercising open,
transparent and multilateral procedures.
“The Swedish line on pornography is that it is not compatible
with gender equality goals. The constant exposure of pornography and
degrading pictures in our everyday lives normalizes the exploitation of
women and children and the pornography industry profits on the
documentation.
“A TLD dedicated for pornography might increase the volume of
pornography on the Internet at the same time as foreseen advantages
with a dedicated TLD might not materialize. These and other
comments have been made in the many comments made directly to
ICANN through the ICANN web site. There are a considerable number
of negative reactions within and outside the Internet community.
“I know that all TLD applications are dealt with in procedures
open to everyone for comment. However, in a case like this, where
public interests clearly are involved, we feel it could have been
appropriate for ICANN to request advice from GAC. Admittedly, GAC
could have given advice to ICANN anyway at any point in time in the
process and to my knowledge, no GAC members have raised the
question before the GAC meeting July 9-12 in Luxembourg. However,
we all probably rested assure that ICANN’s negative opinion on .xxx ,
expressed in 2000, would stand.
“From the ICANN decision on June 1, 2005, there was too little
time for GAC to have an informed discussion on the subject at its
Luxembourg summer meeting. ..
“Therefore we would ask ICANN to postpone conclusive
discussions on .xxx until after the upcoming GAC meeting in November
29-30 in Vancouver…In due time before that meeting, it would be
helpful if ICANN could present in detail how it means that .xxx fulfils
the criteria set in advance…” (C-168, p. 1.)
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32. At its meeting by teleconference of September 15, 2005, the Board,
“after lengthy discussion involving nearly all of the directors regarding the
sponsorship criteria, the application, and additional supplemental materials,
and the specific terms of the proposed agreement,” adopted a resolution
providing that:
“…
“Whereas the ICANN Board has expressed concerns regarding
issues relating to the compliance with the proposed .XXX Registry
Agreement (including possible proposals for codes of conduct and
ongoing obligations regarding potential changes in ownership)…
“Whereas, ICANN has received significant levels of
correspondence from the Internet community users over recent weeks,
as well as inquiries from a number of governments,
“Resolved…that the ICANN President and General Counsel are
directed to discuss possible additional contractual provisions or
modifications for inclusion in the XXX Registry Agreement, to ensure
that there are effective provisions requiring development and
implementation of policies consistent with the principles in the ICM
application. Following such additional discussions, the President and
General Counsel are requested to return to the board for additional
approval, disapproval or advice.” (C-119, p. 1.)
33. At the Vancouver meeting of the Board in December 2005, the GAC
requested an explanation of the processes that led to the adoption of the
Board’s resolutions of June 1. Dr. Twomey replied with a lengthy and
detailed letter of February 11, 2006. The following extracts are of interest:
“Where an applicant passed all three sets of criteria and there
were no other issues associated with the application, the Board was
briefed and the application was allowed to move on to the stage of
technical and commercial negotiations designed to establish a new
sTLD. One application – POST – was in this category. In other cases –
where an evaluation team indicated that a set of criteria was not met,
or there were other issues to be examined – each applicant was
provided an opportunity to submit clarifying or additional
documentation before presenting the evaluation panel’s
recommendation to the Board for a decision on whether the applicant
could proceed to the next stage. The other nine applications, including
.XXX, were in this category.
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“Because of the more subjective nature of the
sponsorship/community value issues being reviewed, it was decided to
ask the Board to review these issues directly.
…
“It should be noted that, consistent with Article II, Section 1 of
the Bylaws, it is the ICANN Board that has the authority to decide,
upon the conclusion of technical and commercial negotiations,
whether or not to approve the creation of a new sTLD…Responsibility
for resolving issues relating to an applicant’s readiness to proceed to
technical and commercial negotiations and, subsequently, whether or
not to approve delegation of a new sTLD, rests with the Board.
…
“Extensive Review of ICM Application
…
“On 3 May 2005, the Board held a ‘broad discussion…regarding
whether or not there was a ‘sponsored community’ . The Board agreed
that it would discuss this issue again at the next Board Meeting.’
“Based on the extensive public comments received, the
independent evaluation panel’s recommendations, the responses of
ICM and the proposed Sponsoring Organization (IFFOR) to those
evaluations, …at its teleconference on June 1, 2005, the Board
authorized the President and General Counsel to enter into
negotiations relating to proposed commercial and technical terms with
ICM. It also requested the President to present any such negotiated
agreement to the Board for approval and authorization…” (C-175.)
34. Subsequent draft registry agreements of ICM were produced in response
to specific requests of ICANN staff for amendments, to which requests ICM
responded positively. In particular, a provision was included stating that all
requirements for registration would be “in addition to the obligation to
comply with all applicable law[s] and regulation[s]”. (Claimant’s Memorial on
the Merits, pp. 128-129.)
35. Just before the Board met in Wellington, New Zealand in March 2006, the
GAC convened and, among other matters, discussed the above letter of the
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ICANN President of February 11, 2006. Its Communique of March 28 states
that the GAC
“does not believe that the February 11 letter provides sufficient detail
regarding the rationale for the Board determination that the application
[of ICM Registry] had overcome the deficiencies noted in the
Evaluation Report. The Board would request a written explanation of
the Board decision, particularly with regard to the sponsored
community and public interest criteria outlined in the sponsored top
level domain selection criteria.
“…ICM promised a range of public interest benefits as part of its bid to
operate the .xxx domain. To the GAC’s knowledge, these undertakings
have not yet been included as ICM obligations in the proposed .xxx
Registry Agreement negotiated with ICANN.`
“The public policy aspects identified by members of the GAC include
the degree to which the .xxx application would:
-Take appropriate measures to restrict access to illegal and
offensive content;
- Support the development of tools and programs to protect
vulnerable members of the community;
-Maintain accurate details of registrants and assist law
enforcement agencies to identify and contact the owners of particular
websites, if need be; and
“Without in any way implying an endorsement of the ICM application,
the GAC would request confirmation from the Board that any contract
currently under negotiation between ICANN and ICM Registry would
include enforceable provisions covering all of ICM Registry’s
commitments, and such information on the proposed contract being
made available to member countries through the GAC.
“Nevertheless without prejudice to the above, several members of the
GAC are emphatically opposed from a public policy perspective to the
introduction of a .xxx sTLD.”
36. At the Board’s meeting in Wellington of March 31, 2006, a resolution was
adopted by which it was:
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“Resolved, the President and General Counsel are directed to
analyze all publicly received inputs, to continue negotiations with ICM
Registry, and to return to the Board with any recommendations
regarding amendments to the proposed sTLD registry agreement,
particularly to ensure that the TLD sponsor will have in place adequate
mechanisms to address any potential registrant violations of the
sponsor’s policies.” (C-184, p. 1.)
37. On May 4, 2006, Dr. Twomey sent a further letter to the Chairman and
members of the GAC in response to the GAC’s request for information
regarding the decision of the ICANN Board to proceed with several sTLD
applications, notwithstanding negative reports from one or more evaluation
teams. The following extracts are of interest:
“It is important to note that the Board decision as to the .XXX
application is still pending. The decision by the ICANN Board during its
1 June 2005 Special Board Meeting reviewed the criteria against the
materials supplied and the results of the independent evaluations.
…the board voted to authorize staff to enter into contractual
negotiations without prejudicing the Board’s right to evaluate the
resulting contract and to decide whether it meets all the criteria before
the Board including public policy advice such as might be offered by
the GAC. The final conclusion on the Board’s decision to accept or
reject the .XXX application has not been made and will not be made
until such time as the Board either approves or rejects the registry
agreement relating to the .XXX application. In fact, it is important to
note that the Board has reviewed previous proposed agreements with
ICM for the .XXX registry and has expressed concerns regarding the
compliance structures established in those drafts.
…
In some instances, such as with .XXX, while the additional materials
provided sufficient clarification to proceed with contractual
discussions, the Board still expressed concerns about whether the
applicant met all of the criteria, but took the view that such concerns
could possibly be addressed by contractual obligations to be stated in
a registry agreement.” (C-188, pp. 1, 2.)
38. On May 10, 2006, the Board held a telephonic special meeting and
addressed ICM’s by now Third Draft Registry Agreement. After a roll call,
there were 9 votes against accepting the agreement and 5 in favor. Those
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who voted against (including Board Chairman Cerf and President Twomey), in
brief explanations of vote, indicated that they so voted because the
undertakings of ICM could not in their view be fulfilled; because the
conditions required by the GAC could not be met; because doubts about
sponsorship remained and had magnified as a result of opposition from
elements of the adult entertainment community; because the agreement’s
reference to “all applicable law” raised a wide and variable test of
compliance and enforcement; and because guaranty of compliance with
obligations of the contract was lacking. Those who voted in favor indicated
that changing ICANN’s position after an extended process weakens ICANN
and encourages the exertions of pressure groups; found that there was
sufficient support of the sponsoring community, while invariable support was
not required; held it unfair to impose on ICM a complete compliance model
before it is allowed to start, a requirement imposed on no other applicant;
maintained that ICANN is not in the business and should not be in the
business of judging content which rather is the province of each country,
that ICANN should not be a “choke-point for content limitations of
governments”; and contended that ICANN should avoid applying subjective
and arbitrary criteria and should concern itself with the technical merits of
applications. (C-189.) The vote of May 10, 2006 was not to approve the
agreement as proposed “but it did not reject the application” of ICM (C-197.)
39. ICM Registry filed a Request for Reconsideration of Board Action on May
21, 2006, pursuant to Article IV, Section 2 of ICANN’s Bylaws providing for
reconsideration requests. (C-190.) However, after being informed by ICANN’s
general counsel that the Board would be prepared to consider still another
revised draft agreement, ICM withdrew that request on October 29, 2006.
Working as she had throughout in consultation with ICANN’s staff,
particularly its general counsel, Ms. Burr, on behalf of ICM, engaged in
further negotiations with ICANN endeavoring to accommodate its
requirements, demonstrate that the concerns raised by the GAC had been
met to the extent possible, and provide ICANN with additional support for
ICM’s commitment to abide by the provisions of the proposed agreement.
Among the materials provided, earlier and then, were a list of persons within
the child safety community willing to serve on the board of IFFOR,
commitments to enter into agreements with rating associations to provide
tags for filtering .XXX websites and to monitor compliance with rules for the
suppression of child pornography provisions, and data about a “prereservation service” for reservations for .XXX from webmasters operating
adult sites on other ICANN-recognized top level domains. ICANN claimed to
have registered more than 75,000 pre-reservations in the first six months
that this service was publicly available. (Claimant’s Memorial on the Merits,
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pp. 138-139.) The proposed agreement was revised to include, inter alia,
provision for imposing certain requirements on registrants; develop
mechanisms for compliance with those requirements; create dispute
resolution mechanisms; and engage independent monitors. ICM agreed to
enter into a contract with the Family Online Safety Institute. The clause
regarding registrants’ obligations to comply with “all applicable law” was
deleted because, in ICM’s view, it had given rise to misunderstanding about
whether ICANN would become involved in monitoring content. ICM
maintains that, in the course of exchanges about making these revisions and
preparing its Fourth Draft Registry Agreement, “ICANN never sought to have
ICM attempt to re-define the sponsored community or otherwise demonstrate
that it met any of the RFP criteria”. (Id., p. 141.)
40. On February 2, 2007, the Chairman and Chairman-Elect of the GAC wrote
the Chairman of the ICANN Board, speaking for themselves and not
necessarily for the GAC, as follows:
“We note that the Wellington Communique…requested clarification
from the ICANN Board regarding its decision of 1 June 2005 authorising
staff to enter into contractual negotiations with ICM Registry, despite
deficiencies identified by the Sponsorship…Panel…we reiterate the
GAC’s request for a clear explanation of why the ICANN Board is
satisfied that the .xxx application has overcome the deficiencies
relating to the proposed sponsorship community.
“In Wellington, the GAC also requested confirmation from the ICANN
Board that the proposed .xxx agreement would include enforceable
provisions covering all of ICM Registry’s commitments…
“…GAC members would urge the Board to defer any final decision on
this application until the Lisbon meeting.” (C-198.)
41. A special meeting of the ICANN Board on February 12, 2007, was held by
teleconference. Consideration of the proposed .XXX Registry Agreement
was introduced by Mr. Jeffrey, who asked the Board to consider (a) public
comment on the proposed agreement (which had been posted by ICANN on
its website) (b) advice proferred by the GAC and (c) “how ICM measures up
against the RFP criteria” (C-199, p.1). He noted in relation to community
input that since the initial ICM application over 200,000 pertinent emails had
been sent to ICANN.
42. Rita Rodin, a new Board member, noted that she had not been on the
Board at previous discussions of the ICM application, but based on her
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review of the papers “she had some concerns about whether the proposal
met the criteria set forth in the RFP. For example, she noted that it was not
clear to her whether the sponsoring community seeking to run the domain
genuinely could be said to represent the adult on-line community. However
Rita requested that John Jeffrey and Paul Twomey confirm that this sort of
discussion should take place during this meeting. She said that she did not
want to reopen issues if they had already been decided by the Board.” (Id.,
pp. 2-3.)
43. While there was no direct response to the foregoing request of Ms.
Rodin, Dr. Cerf noted “that had been the subject of debate by the Board in
earlier discussions in 2006…over the last six months, there seem to have
been a more negative reaction from members of the online community to the
proposal.” Rita Rodin agreed; “there seems to be a ‘splintering of support in
the adult on-line community.” She was also concerned “that approval of this
domain in these circumstances would cause ICM to become a de facto
arbiter of policies for pornography on the Internet…she was not comfortable
with ICANN saying to a self-defined group that they could define policy
around pornography on the internet. This was not part of ICANN’s technical
decision-making remit…” (Id., p. 3) Dr. Twomey said that the Board needed
to focus on whether there was a need for further public comment on the new
version, the GAC comments, “and whether ICM had demonstrated to the
Board’s satisfaction that it had met criteria against the RFP for sTLDs.” Dr.
Cerf agreed that “the sponsorship grouping for a new TLD was difficult to
define.”
44. Susan Crawford expressed the view that “no group can demonstrate in
advance that they will meet the interests and concerns of all members in
their community and that this was an unrealistic expectation to place on any
applicant….if that test was applied to any sponsor group for a new sTLD,
none would ever be approved.”
45. The Acting Chair conducted a “straw poll” of the Board as to whether
members held “serious concerns” about the level of support for the creation
of the domain from this sponsoring community. A majority indicated that
they did, while a minority indicated that “it was an inappropriate burden to
place on ICM to ensure that the entire adult online community was
supportive of the proposed domain”. (Id.) The following resolution was
unanimously adopted:
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“Whereas a majority of the Board has serious concerns about whether
the proposed .XXX domain has the support of a clearly-defined
sponsored community as per the criteria for sponsored TLDs;
“Whereas a minority of the Board believed that the self-described
community of sponsorship made known by the proponent of the .XXX
domain, ICM Registry, was sufficient to meet the criteria for an sTLD.
“Resolved that:
I.

II.

The revised version [now the fifth version of the draft agreement]
be exposed to a public comment period of no less than 21 days,
and
ICANN staff consult with ICM and provide further information to
the Board prior to its next meeting, so as to inform a decision by
the Board about whether sponsorship criteria is [sic] met for the
creation of a new .XXX sTLD.” (Id., p. 4.)

46. The Governmental Advisory Committee met in Lisbon on March 28, 2007
and issued “formal advice to the Board”. It reaffirmed the Wellington
Communique as “a valid and important expression of the GAC’s views on
.xxx. The GAC does not consider the information provided by the Board to
have answered the GAC concerns as to whether the ICM application meets
the sponsorship criteria.” It called attention to an expression of concern by
Canada that, with the revised proposed ICANN-ICM Registry agreement, “the
Corporation could be moving towards assuming an ongoing management and
oversight role regarding Internet content, which would be inconsistent with
its technical mandate.” (C-200, pp. 4, 5.) It also adopted “Principles
Regarding New TLDs” which contain the following provision in respect of
delegation of new gTLDs:
“2.5 The evaluation and selection procedure for new gTLD
registries should respect the principles of fairness, transparency and
non-discrimination. All applicants for a new gTLD registry should
therefore be evaluated against transparent and predictable criteria,
fully available to the applicants prior to the initiation of the process.
Normally, therefore, no subsequent additional selection criteria should
be used in the selection process.” (Id., p. 12.)
47. The climactic meeting of the ICANN Board took place in Lisbon,
Portugal, on March 30, 2007. A resolution was adopted by a vote of nine to
five, with one abstention (that of Dr. Twomey), whose operative paragraphs
provide that:
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“…the board has determined that
“ICM’s application and the revised agreement failed to meet,
among other things, the sponsored community criteria of the RFP
specification.
“Based on the extensive public comment and from the GAC’s
communiqués, that this agreement raises public policy issues.
“Approval of the ICM application and revised agreement is not
appropriate, as they do not resolve the issues raised in the GAC
communiqués, and ICM’s response does not address the GAC’s concern
for offensive content and similarly avoids the GAC’s concern for the
protection of vulnerable members of the community. The board does
not believe these public policy concerns can be credibly resolved with
the mechanisms proposed by the applicant.
“The ICM application raises significant law enforcement
compliance issues because of countries’ varying laws relating to
content and practices that define the nature of the application,
therefore obligating ICANN to acquire responsibility related to content
and conduct.
“The board agrees with the reference in the GAC communiqué
from Lisbon that under the revised agreement, there are credible
scenarios that lead to circumstances in which ICANN would be forced
to assume an ongoing management and oversight role regarding
Internet content, which is inconsistent with its technical mandate.
Accordingly, it is resolved…that the proposed agreement with
ICM concerning the .xxx sTLD is rejected and the application request
for delegation of the .XXX sTLD is hereby denied.”
48. Debate in the Board over adoption of the resolution was intense. Dr.
Cerf, who was to vote in favor of the resolution (and hence against the ICM
application) observed that he had voted in favor of proceeding to negotiate a
contract.
“Part of the reason for that was to try to understand more deeply
exactly how this proposal would be implemented, and seeing the
contractual terms…would put much more meat on the bones of the
initial proposal. I have been concerned about the definition of
‘responsible’…there’s uncertainty in my mind about what behavioral
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patterns to expect…over time, the two years that we’ve considered
this, there has been a growing disagreement within the adult content
community as to the advisability of this proposal. As I looked at the
contract…the mechanisms for assuring the behavior of the registrants
in this top-level domain seemed, to me, uncertain. And I was persuaded
… that there were very credible scenarios in which the operation of
IFFOR and ICM might still lead to ICANN being propelled into
responding to complaints that some content on some of the registered
.xxx sites didn’t somehow meet the expectations of the general public
this would propel ICANN and its staff into making decisions or having
to examine content to decide whether or not it met the IFFOR criteria
… I would also point out that the GAC has raised public policy concerns
about this particular top level domain.” (C-201, p. 6.)
49. Rita Rodin said that she did not believe
“that this is an appropriate sponsored community…it’s inappropriate to
allow an applicant in any sTLD to simply define out …any people that
are not in in favor of this TLD..as irresponsible…this will be an
enforcement headache…for ICANN..way beyond the technical oversight
role of ICANN’s mandate…there’s porn all over the Internet and…there
isn’t a mechanism with this TLD to have it all exclusively within one
string to actually effect some of the purposes of the TLD…to be
responsible with respect to the distribution of pornography, to prevent
child pornography on the Internet…” (id., p. 7.)
50. Peter Dengate Thrush, who favored acceptance of the ICM contract,
voted against the resolution. On the issue of the sponsored community,
“there is on the evidence a sufficiently identifiable, distinct community
which the TLD could serve. It’s the adult content providers wanting to
differentiate themselves by voluntary adoption of this labeling system.
It’s not affected … by the fact that that’s a self-selecting
community…or impermanence of that community…This is the first time
in any of these sTLD applications that we have had active opposition.
And we have no metrics…to establish what level of opposition by
members of the potential community might have caused us
concern…the resolution I am voting against is particularly weak on this
issue. On why the board thinks this community is not sufficiently
identified. No fact or real rationale are provided in the resolution,
and…given the considerable importance that the board has placed on
this…and the cost and effort that the applicant has gone to answer the
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board’s concern demonstrating the existence of a sponsored
community…this silence is disrespectful to the applicant and does a
disservice to the community…I’ve also been concerned ... about the
scale of the obligations accepted by the applicant…some of those have
been forced upon them by the process..in the end I am satisfied that
the compliance rules raise no new issues in kind from previous
contracts. And I say that if ICANN is going to raise this kind of
objection, then it better think seriously of getting out of the business of
introducing new TLDs … I do not think that this contract would make
ICANN a content regulator…” (Id., pp. 7-8.)
51. Njeri Ronge stated that, in addition to the reasons stated in the
resolution, “the ICM proposal will not protect the relevant or interested
community from the adult entertainment Web sites by a significant
percentage; … the ICM proposal focuses on content management which is
not in ICANN’s technical mandate.” (Id., p. 8.)
52. Susan Crawford dissented from the resolution, which she found “not only
weak but unprincipled”.
“I am troubled by the path the board has followed on this issue…ICANN
only creates problems for itself when it acts in an ad hoc fashion in
response to political pressures. ICANN…should resist efforts by
governments to veto what it does…The most fundamental value of the
global Internet community is that people who propose to use the
Internet protocols and infrastructures for otherwise lawful purposes,
without threatening the operational stability or security of the Internet,
should be presumed to be entitled to do so. In a nutshell, everything
not prohibited is permitted. This understanding…has led directly to the
striking success of the Internet around the world. ICANN’s role in
gTLD policy development is to seek to assess and articulate the
broadly shared values of the Internet community. We have very limited
authority. I am personally not aware that any global consensus against
the creation of a triple X domain exists. In the absence of such a
prohibition, and given our mandate to create TLD competition, we have
no authority to block the addition of this TLD to the root. It is very
clear that we do not have a global shared set of values about content
on line, save for the global norm against child pornography. But the
global Internet community clearly does share the core value that no
centralized authority should set itself up as the arbiter of what people
may do together on line, absent a demonstration that most of those
affected by the proposed activity agree that it should be banned…the
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fact is that ICANN evaluated the strength of the sponsorship of triple X,
the relationship between the applicant and the community behind the
TLD, and…concluded that this criteria [sic] had been met as of June
2005. ICANN then went on to negotiate specific contractual terms
with the applicant. Since then, real and AstroTurf comments – that’s
an Americanism meaning filed comments claiming to be grass roots
opposition that have actually been generated by organized campaigns –
have come into ICANN that reflect opposition to this application. I do
not find these recent comments sufficient to warrant revisiting the
question of the sponsorship strength of this TLD which I personally
believe to be closed. No applicant for any sponsored TLD could ever
demonstrate unanimous, cheering approval for its application. We
have no metric against which to measure this opposition….We will only
get in the way of useful innovation if we take the view that every new
TLD must prove itself to us before it can be added to the root…what is
meant by sponsorship…is that there is enough interest in a particular
TLD that it will be viable. We also have the idea that registrants should
participate in and be bound by the creation of policies for a particular
string. Both of these requirements have been met by this applicant.
There is clearly enough interest, including more than 70,000
preregistrations from a thousand or more unique registrants who are
member of the adult industry, and the applicant has undertaken to us
that it will require adherence to its self-regulatory policies by all of its
registrants…Many of my fellow board members are undoubtedly
uncomfortable with the subject of adult entertainment material.
Discomfort may have been sparked anew by first the letter from
individual GAC members…and second the letter from the Australian
Government. But the entire point of ICANN’s creation was to avoid the
operation of chokepoint control over the domain name system by
individual or collective governments. The idea was the U.S. would
serve as a good steward for other governmental concerns by staying in
the background and…not engaging in content-related control.
Australia’s letter and concerns expressed…by Brazil and other
countries about triple X are explicitly content-based and, thus,
inappropriate…If after the creation of a triple X TLD certain
governments of the world want to ensure that their citizens do not see
triple X content, it is within their prerogative as sovereigns to instruct
Internet access providers physically located within their territory to
block such content…But content-related censorship should not be
ICANN’s concern…To the extent there are public policy concerns with
this TLD, they can be dealt with through local laws.” (Id., pp. 9-11.)
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53. Demi Getschko declared that her vote in favor of the resolution was her
own decision “without any kind of pressure”. (Id., p. 12.) Alejandro Pisanty
denied that “the board has been swayed by political pressure of any kind”
and affirmed that, “ICANN has acted carefully and strictly within the rules.”
He accepted “that there is no universal set of values regarding adult content
other than those related to child pornography…the resolution voted is based
precisely on that view, not on any view of content itself.” (Id.
PART THREE: THE ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES

The Contentions of ICM Registry
54. ICM Registry contends that (a) the Independent Review Process is an
arbitration; (b) that Process does not afford the ICANN Board a “deferential
standard of review”; (c) the law to be applied by that Process comprises the
relevant principles of international law and local law, i.e., California law, and
that the particularly relevant principle is good faith; (d) in its treatment and
rejection of the application of ICM Registry, ICANN did not act consistently
with its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws.

The Nature of the Independent Review Process
55. In respect of the nature of the Independent Review Process, ICM, noting
that these proceedings are the first such Process brought under ICANN’s
Bylaws, maintains that they are arbitral and not advisory in character. It
observes that the current provisions governing the Independent Review
Process were added to the Bylaws in December 2002 partly as a result of
international and domestic concern about ICANN’s lack of accountability. It
recalls that ICANN’s then President, Stuart Lynn, announced in a U.S. Senate
hearing in 2002 that ICANN planned to “strengthen … confidence in the
fairness of ICANN decision-making through… creating a workable mechanism
for speedy independent review of ICANN Board actions by experienced
arbitrators…” (Claimant’s Memorial on the Merits, p. 162). His successor, Dr.
Twomey, stated to a committee of the U.S. House of Representatives in 2006
that, “ICANN does have well-established principles and processes for
accountability in its decision-making and in its bylaws…there is ability for
appeal to…independent arbitration.” (Id., p. 163.) Article IV, Section 3, of
ICANN’s Bylaws provides that: “The IRP shall be operated by an international
arbitration provider appointed from time to time by ICANN…using
arbitrators…nominated by that provider.” Pursuant to that provision, ICANN
appointed the International Centre for Dispute Resolution (“ICDR”) of the
American Arbitration Association as the international arbitration provider
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(which in turn appointed the members of the instant Independent Review
Panel). The term “arbitration” imports the binding resolution of a dispute.
Courts in the United States – including the Supreme Court of California – have
held that the term “arbitration” connotes a binding award. (Id., pp. 168-169.)
Article 27(1) of the ICDR Rules provides that “[a]wards…shall be final and
binding on the parties. The parties undertake to carry out any such award
without delay.” (C-11.) The Supplementary Procedures for Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) Independent Review
Process specify that “the ICDR’s International Arbitration Rules…will govern
the Process in combination with these Supplementary Procedures.” They
provide that the “Independent Review Panel (IRP) refers to the neutral(s)
appointed to decide the issue(s) presented.” “The Declaration shall
specifically designate the prevailing party.” (C-12.) In view of all of the
foregoing, ICM maintains that the IRP is an arbitral process designed to
produce a decision on the issues that is binding on the parties.

The Standard of Review is Not Deferential
56. ICM also maintains that, contrary to the position now advanced by
counsel for ICANN, ICANN’s assertion that the Panel must afford the ICANN
Board “a deferential standard of review” has no support in the instruments
governing this proceeding. The term “independent review” connotes a
review that is not deferential. Both Federal law and California law treat
provision for an independent review as the equivalent of de novo review. In
California law, when an appellate court employs independent, de novo
review, it generally gives no special deference to the findings or conclusions
of the court from which appeal is taken. (Claimant’s Memorial on the Merits,
with citations, pp. 173-174.) ICANN’s reliance on the “business judgment
rule” and the related doctrine of “judicial deference” under California law is
misplaced, because under California law the business judgment rule is
employed to protect directors from personal liability (typically in shareholder
suits) when the directors have made good faith business decisions on behalf
of the corporation. The IRP is not a court action seeking to impose individual
liability on the ICANN board of directors. Rather, this is an Independent
Review Process with the specific purpose of declaring “whether an action or
inaction of the Board was inconsistent with the Articles of Incorporation or
Bylaws.” As California courts have explicitly stated, “the rule of judicial
deference to board decision-making can be limited … by the association’s
governing documents.” The IRP, to quote Dr. Twomey’s testimony before
Congress, is a process meant to establish a “final method of accountability.”
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The notion now advanced on behalf of ICANN, that this Panel should afford
the Board “a deferential standard of review” and only “question” the Board’s
actions upon “a showing of bad faith” is at odds with that purpose as well as
with the plain meaning of “independent review”. (Id., pp. 176-177.)

The Applicable Law of this Proceeding
57. Article 4 of ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation provides that, “The
Corporation shall operate for the benefit of the Internet community as a
whole, carrying out its activities in conformity with the relevant principles of
international law and applicable international conventions and local law…”
(C-4). The prior version of the draft Articles had provided for ICANN’s
“carrying out its activities with due regard for applicable local and
international law”. This language was regarded as inadequate, and was
revised, as the then Interim Chairman of ICANN explained, “to mak[e] it clear
that ICANN will comply with relevant and applicable international and local
law”. (Id., p. 180.) As ICANN’s President testified in the U.S. Congress in
2003, the International Review Process was put in place so that disputes
could “be referred to an independent review panel operated by an
international arbitration provider with an appreciation for and understanding
of applicable international laws, as well as California not-for-profit
corporation law.” (Id., p. 182.) According to the Expert Report of Professor
Jack Goldsmith, on which ICM relies:
“…in an attempt to bring accountability and thus legitimacy to its
decisions, ICANN (a) assumed in its Articles of Incorporation an
obligation to act in conformity with ‘relevant principles of international
law’ and (b) in its Bylaws extended to adversely affected third parties a
novel right of independent review in this arbitration proceeding for
consistency with ICANN’s Articles and Bylaws. The parties have
agreed to international arbitration in this forum to determine
consistency with the international law standards set forth in Article 4
of the Articles of Incorporation. California law allows a California nonprofit corporation to bind itself in this way.” (Id., p. 11.)
In ICM’s view, Article 4 of ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation acts as a
choice-of-law provision. It notes that Article 28 of the ICDR Arbitration Rules
specifically provides that “the Tribunal shall apply the substantive law(s) or
rules of law designated by the parties as applicable to this dispute.” (C-11.)
It points out that the choice of a concurrent law clause – as in ICANN’s
Articles providing for the application of relevant principles of both
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international and domestic law – is not unusual, especially in transactions
involving a public resource.
58. Professor Goldsmith observes that: “… “principles of international law
and applicable international conventions and local law” refers to three types
of law. Local law means the law of California. Applicable international
conventions refers to treaties. “The term ‘principles of international law’
includes general principles of law. Given that the canonical reference to the
sources of international law is Article 38 of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice, which lists international conventions, customary
international law, and “the general principles of law recognized by civilized
nations”, the reference to “principles of international law” in ICANN’s
Articles must refer to customary international law and to the general
principles of law. (Expert Report, p. 12.) Professor Goldsmith notes that the
Iran-United States Claims Tribunal has interpreted the “principles of
commercial and international law” to include the general principles of law.
ICSID tribunals similarly have interpreted “the rules of international law” to
include general principles of law.
“It is perfectly appropriate to apply general principles in this IRP even
though ICANN is technically a non-profit corporation and ICM is a
private corporation. ICANN voluntarily subjected itself to these
general principles in its Articles of Incorporation, something that both
California law permits and that is typical in international arbitrations,
especially when public goods are at stake. The ‘international’ nature
of this arbitration – … is evidenced by the global impact of ICANN’s
decisions…ICANN is only nominally a private corporation. It exercises
extraordinary authority, delegated from the U.S. Government, over one
of the globe’s most important resources…its control over the Internet
naming and numbering system does make sense of its embrace of the
‘general principles’ standard. While there is no doubt that ICANN can
and has bound itself to general principles of law as that phrase is
understood in international law… the general principles relevant here
complement, amplify and give detail to the requirements of
independence, transparency and due process that ICANN has
otherwise assumed in its Articles and Bylaws and under California law.
General principles thus play their classic supplementary role in this
proceeding.” (Id., pp. 15-16.)
59. Professor Goldsmith continues: “The general principle of good faith is
‘the foundation of all law and all conventions’” (quoting the seminal work of
Bin Cheng, General Principles of Law as Applied by International Courts and
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Tribunals, p. 105). “As the International Court of Justice has noted, ‘the
principle of good faith is a well established principle of international law’”.
(Case concerning the Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and
Nigeria, Preliminary Objections, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1998, p. 296, with
many citations.) Applications of the principle are “the requirement of good
faith in complying with legal restrictions” and “the requirement of good faith
in the exercise of discretion, also known as the doctrine of non-abuse of
rights…” as well as the requirement of good faith in contractual negotiations.
(Id., pp. 17-18.) The principle is “equally applicable to relations between
individuals and to relations between nations.” (Cheng, loc. cit.).
60. Professor Goldsmith maintains that the abuse of right alleged by ICM
that is
“most obvious is the clearly fictitious basis ICANN gave for denying
ICM’s application…the concern about ‘law enforcement compliance
issues because of countries’ varying laws relating to content and
practices that define the nature of the application’ applies to many toplevel domains besides .XXX. The website ‘pornography.com’ would be
no less subject to various differing laws around the world than the
website ‘pornography.xxx.’ …a website on the .XXX domain is easier
for nations to regulate and exclude from computers in their countries
because they can block all sites on the .XXX domain with relative ease
but have to look at the content, or make guesses based on domain
names, to block unwanted pornography on .COM and other top level
domains. In short, this reason for ICANN’s denial, if genuine, would
extend to many top-level domains and would certainly apply to all
generic top-level domains (like .COM, .INFO, .NET and .ORG) where
pornographic sites can be found. But ICANN has only applied this
reason for denial to the .XXX domain. This strongly suggests that the
reasons for the denial are pretextual and thus the denial is an abuse of
right…”
61. Professor Goldsmith further argues that “similarly pretextual is ICANN’s
claim that ‘there are credible scenarios that leads to circumstances in which
ICANN would be forced to assume an ongoing management and oversight
role regarding Internet content.’” He contends that the scenario is
“unlikely”, but, more importantly, “the same logic applies to generic top level
domains like .COM. The identical scenario could arise if a national court
ordered…the registry operator for .COM…to shut down one of the hundreds of
thousands of pornography sites on .COM. But ICANN has only expressed
concern about ICM…”
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ICANN Did Not Act Consistently with its Articles of Incorporation and
Bylaws
62. ICM Registry contends that ICANN failed to act consistently with its
Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in the following respects.
63. ICANN, ICM maintains, conducted the 2004 Round of applications for toplevel domains as a two-step process, in which it was first determined
whether or not each applicant met the RFP criteria. If the criteria were met,
“upon the successful completion of the sTLD process” (ICANN Board
resolution of October 31, 2003, C-78), the applicant then would proceed to
negotiate the commercial and technical terms of a registry agreement. (This
Declaration, paras. 13-16, supra.) The RFP included detailed description of
the criteria to be met to enable the applicant to proceed to contract
negotiations, and specified that the selection criteria would be applied
“based on principles of objectivity, non-discrimination and transparency”. (C45.) On June 1, 2005, the ICANN Board concluded that ICM had met all of
the RFP criteria - - financial, technical and sponsorship – and authorized
ICANN’s President and General Counsel to enter into negotiations over the
“commercial and technical terms” of a registry agreement with ICM. “The
record evidence in this case demonstrates overwhelmingly that when the
Board approved ICM to proceed to contract negotiations on 1 June 2005, the
Board concluded that ICM had met all of the RFP criteria – including,
specifically, sponsorship.” (Claimant’s Post-Hearing Submission, p. 11.)
While ICANN now claims that the sponsorship criterion remained open, and
that the Board’s resolution of June 1, 2005, authorized negotiations in which
whether ICM met sponsorship requirements could be more fully tested, ICM
argues that no credible evidence, in particular, no contemporary
documentary evidence, supports these contentions. To the contrary, ICM:
- (a) recalls that ICANN’s written announcement of applications received
provided: “The applications will be reviewed by independent evaluation
teams beginning in May 2004. The criteria for evaluation were posted with
the RFP. All applicants that are found to satisfy the posted criteria will be
eligible to enter into technical and commercial negotiations with ICANN for
agreements for the allocation and sponsorship of the requested TLDs.” (C82.)
- (b) emphasizes that ICANN’s Chairman of the Board, Dr. Cerf, is recorded in
the GAC’s Luxembourg minutes as stating, shortly after the adoption of the
June 1, 2005, resolution, that the application of .xxx “this time met the three
main criteria, financial, technical and sponsorship”. Sponsorship was
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extensively discussed “and the Board reached a positive decision
considering that ICANN should not be involved in content matters.” (C-139;
supra, para. 22.)
- (c) notes that a letter of ICANN’s President of February 11, 2006. states
that: “…it is the ICANN Board that has the authority to decide, upon the
conclusion of technical and commercial negotiations, whether or not to
approve the creation of a new sTLD…Responsibility for resolving issues
relating to an applicant’s readiness to proceed to technical and commercial
negotiations…rests with the Board.” (Supra, paragraph 33.)
- (d) notes that the GAC’s Wellington Communique states, in respect of a
letter of February 11, 2006 of ICANN’s President, that the GAC “does not
believe that the February 11 letter provides sufficient detail regarding the
rationale for the Board determination” that ICM’s application “had overcome
the deficiencies noted in the Evaluation Report”. (Supra, paragraph 35.)
- (e) stresses that the ICANN Vice President in charge of the Round, Kurt
Pritz, whom ICANN chose not to call as a witness in the hearing, stated in a
public forum meeting in April 2005 that: “If it was determined that an
application met those three baseline criteria, technical, commercial and
sponsorship community, they, then, were informed that they would enter into
a phase of commercial and technical negotiation with ICANN, the
culmination of those negotiations is and was intended to result in the
designation of the new top-level domain. At the conclusion of that, we would
sign agreements that would be forwarded to the Board for their approval.” (C88.)
- (f) recalls that Dr. Pritz stated in Luxembourg that ICM was among the
“applicants that have been found to satisfy the baseline criteria and they’re
presently in negotiation for the designation of registries…” (C-140, p. 28).
- (g) observes that the General Counsel of ICANN, Mr. Jeffery, in an exchange
with Ms. Burr acting as counsel of ICM, accepted a draft press release in
respect of the June 1, 2005 resolution stating that, “ICANN’s board of
directors today determined that the proposal for a new top level domain
submitted by ICM Registry meets the criteria established by ICANN.” (C-221.)
- (h) reproduces a Fox News Internet story of June 2, 2005, captioned,
“Internet Group OKs New Suffix for Porn Sites,” which cites ICANN
spokesman Kieran Baker as saying that adult oriented sites, a $12 billion
industry, “could begin buying .xxx addresses as early as fall or winter
depending on ICM’s plans.” (C-283.)
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- (i) recalls that a member of the Board when the June 1, 2005 resolution
was adopted, Joicho Ito, posted on his blog the next day that “the .XXX
proposal, in my opinion, has met the criteria set out in the RFP. Our approval
of .XXX is a decision based on whether .XXX met the criteria and does not
endorse or condone any particular type of content or moral belief.” (Burr
Exhibit 35.)
ICM argues that ICANN’s witnesses had no response to the foregoing
evidence, other than to say that they could not remember or had not seen it
(testimony of Dr. Cerf, Tr. 615:18-21, 660:9-12, 675:3-16; Testimony of Dr.
Twomey, 914: 4-11, 915:2-11).
64. Dr. Cerf testified at the hearing that,
“At the point where the question arose whether we should proceed or
could proceed to contract negotiation, in the absence of having
decided that the sponsorship criteria had been met, the board
consulted with counsel [the General Counsel, Mr. Jeffery] and my
recollection of this discussion is that we could leave undetermined and
undecided the question of sponsorship and could use the discussions
with regard to the contract as a means of exposing and understanding
more deeply whether the sponsorship criteria had been or could be
adequately met…prior to the board vote on the question, should we
proceed to contract, this question was raised, and it was my
understanding that we were not deciding the question of sponsorship.
We were using the contract negotiations as a means of clarifying
whether or not…the sponsorship criteria could be or had been met or
would be met…” (Tr. 600:6-18, 601: 1-8).
65. ICM however claims that Dr. Cerf’s testimony “is flatly contradicted by
the numerous contemporaneous statements of ICANN Board members and
officials that ICM had, in fact, met the criteria, including Dr. Cerf’s own
contemporaneous statement to the GAC in Luxembourg…” (Claimant’s PostHearing Submissions, p. 14.) ICM maintains that there is no contemporary
documentary evidence that sustains Dr. Cerf’s recollection. Nor did ICANN
present Mr. Jeffery as a witness, despite his presence in the hearing room.
No mention of reservations about sponsorship is to be found in the June 1,
2005 resolution; it contains no caveats, unlike the resolutions adopted in
respect of the applications for .JOBS and .MOBI adopted by the Board in
2004.
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66. ICANN further argues, ICM observes, that the June 1, 2005, resolution
provides that the contract would be entered into “if” the parties were able to
negotiate “commercial and technical terms”; therefore ICM should have
known that all other issues also remained open. But, responds ICM,
“Complete silence on an issue -- when other issues are specifically
mentioned – does not create ambiguity on the missing issue. It means that
the missing issue is no longer an issue.” (Id., pp. 15-16.)
67. Shortly after adoption of the June 1, 2005 resolution, contract
negotiations commenced. As predicted by Mr. Jeffrey in a June 13, 2005,
email to Ms. Burr, the negotiations were “quick” and “straightforward”. (C150.) Agreement on the terms of a registry contract was reached between
them by August 1, 2005. That draft registry agreement was posted on the
ICANN website on August 9, 2005. The Board was scheduled to discuss it at
a meeting to be held on August 16.
68. But then came the intervention of the U.S. Department of Commerce
described supra, paragraphs 27 and 29. ICM argues that it is remarkable
that the U.S. Government responded in the way it did to a lobbying campaign
largely generated by the website of the Family Research Council. “What is
even more remarkable is the extent to which ICANN altered its course of
conduct with respect to ICM in response to the U.S. government’s
intervention.” ICM contends that: “The unilateral intervention by the U.S.
government was entirely inappropriate and ICANN knew it. But rather than
adhere to the principles of its Articles and Bylaws, ICANN quickly bowed to
the U.S. intervention, and, at the same time tried to conceal it.” (Claimant’s
Post-Hearing Submission, p. 27.) The charge of concealment relates to Dr.
Twomey’s having “suggested” to the Chairman of the GAC that he write to
ICANN requesting delay in considering the draft contract with ICM (supra,
paragraph 28). Dr. Twomey acknowledged at the hearing that he so
suggested but explained that the letter was nothing more than a
confirmation of what Board members had heard weeks before from the GAC
in Luxembourg. (Tr. 856:8-19, 859:1-12, 861:10-20, and supra, paragraphs 2125.)
69. ICM invokes the witness statement provided by the chair of the
Sponsorship Evaluation Team, Dr. Williams, who, as a fellow Australian, had
a close working relationship with Dr. Twomey. She wrote that:
“The June 2005 vote should have marked the completion of the
substantive discussions of the .XXX application, especially in light of
the Board resolution that approved the .XXX application with no
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reservations or caveats. Instead, following the vote, the ICANN
Governmental Advisory Committee ‘woke up’ to the .XXX application,
and ICANN began to feel pressure from a number of governments,
especially from the United States and Australia…An open dispute with
the United States would have been very damaging to ICANN’s
credibility, and it was therefore very difficult to resist pressure from
the United States…Dr. Twomey expressed to me his anxiety about the
.XXX registry agreement as a result of this [Gallagher] intervention.
This concern went to the heart of ICANN’s legitimacy as a quasiindependent technical regulatory organization with the power to
establish the process by which new TLDs could be created and put on
the root. If the United States Government disagreed with ICANN’s
process or decision at any point and did not enter a TLD accepted by
ICANN to the root, it would call into question ICANN’s authority,
competence, and entire reason for existence.” (Witness Statement of
Elizabeth Williams, pp. 26-28.)
70. ICM points out that the Wellington Communique of the GAC (supra,
paragraph 35) referred to “the Board determination that the [ICM] application
had overcome the deficiencies noted in the Evaluation Report.” ICM
maintains that, at ICANN’s staff prompting, ICM responded to all of the
concerns raised in the GAC’s Wellington Communique. Thus, the Third Draft
Registry Agreement of April 18, 2006, included commitments of ICM to
establish policies and procedures to label the sites on the domain, to use
automated tools to detect and prevent child pornography, to maintain
accurate lists of registrants and assist law enforcement agencies to identify
and contact the owners of particular sites, and to ensure the intellectual
property and trademark rights, personal names, country names, names of
historical, cultural and religious significance and names of geographic
identifiers, drawing on domain name registry best practices (C-171).
71. ICM construes a statement of Dr. Cerf at the hearing as indicating that
the reason, or a reason, why ICM ultimately did not obtain a registry
agreement was that ICM could not provide adequate solutions “to deal with
the problem of pornography on the Net”. It counters that ICM had never
undertaken to “deal with” or solve “the problem of pornography on the Net”.
“The purpose of .XXX was to create an sTLD where responsible adult content
providers would agree, inter alia, to submit to technological tools to help tag
and filter their sites; allow their sites to be ‘crawled’ for indicia of child
pornography (real or virtual); and otherwise adhere to best practices for
responsible members of the industry (including practices to prevent credit
card fraud, spam, misuse of personal data, the sending of unsolicited
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promotional email, the ‘capture’ of visitors to their sites, etc.).” (Claimant’s
Post-Hearing Submission, p. 42.) However, Dr. Twomey seized on a phrase in
the Wellington Communique “in order to impose an impossible burden on
ICM.” According to ICM, Dr. Twomey asserted that “the GAC was now
insisting that ICM be responsible for ‘enforcing restrictions’ around the world
on access to illegal and offensive content.” (Id., pp. 42-43.) But, ICM argues,
to the extent that the GAC was requesting ICM to enforce restrictions on
illegal and offensive content, ICANN was
“not merely acting outside its mission. It was also imposing a
requirement on ICM that had never been imposed on any other
registrant for any other top level domain, and that, indeed, no
registrant could possibly fulfil. .COM, for example, is unquestionably
filled with content that is considered ‘illegal and offensive’ in many
countries. Some of its content is considered ‘illegal and offensive’ in
all countries. Adult content can be found on numerous other TLDs…Dr.
Cerf had told the GAC in Luxembourg in July 2005, when he was
explaining the Board’s determination that ICM had met the RFP
criteria: ‘to the extent that governments do have concerns they relate
to the issues across TLDs.’ ICANN has never suggested that the
registries for those other TLDs must ‘enforce’ restrictions on access to
illegal or offensive content for sites on their TLDs.” (Id., pp. 43-44.)
72. ICM adds that if “the GAC was in fact asking ICANN to impose such an
absurd requirement on ICM, then ICANN should have told the GAC that it
could not do so.” The GAC is no more than an advisory body supposed to
provide “advice” on a “timely” basis. “ICANN is by no means under any
obligation to do whatever the GAC tells it to do.” Indeed, ICANN’s Bylaws
specifically contemplate that the Board may decide not to follow the GAC’s
advice. (Id., p. 44.)
73. ICM invokes the terms of the Bylaws, Section 2(1)(j), which provide that:
“The advice of the Governmental Advisory Committee on public policy
matters shall be duly taken into account, both in the formulation and
adoption of policies. In the event that the ICANN Board determines to
take an action that is not consistent with the Governmental Advisory
Committee advice, it shall so inform the Committee and state the
reasons why it decided not to follow that advice. The Governmental
Advisory Committee and the ICANN Board will then try, in good faith
and in a timely and efficient manner, to find a mutually acceptable
solution. If no such solution can be found, the ICANN Board will state
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in its final decision the reasons why the Governmental Advisory
Committee’s advice was not followed, and such statement will be
without prejudice to the rights or obligations of Governmental Advisory
Committee members with regard to public policy issues falling within
their responsibilities.” (C-5, and supra, paragraph 9.)
74. ICM further argues however that Dr. Twomey’s reading of the Wellington
Communique was not a reasonable one. The Wellington Communique recalls
that “ICM promised a range of public interest benefits as part of its bid to
operate the .xxx domain…The public policy aspects identified by members of
the GAC include the degree to which .xxx application would: Take
appropriate measures to restrict access to illegal and offensive content…”
(Id. p. 45; C-181). As promised in its application, ICM in fact proposed
numerous measures to restrict access to illegal and offensive content. But
nowhere did the GAC state that ICM should be responsible for “enforcing” the
restrictions of countries on access to illegal and offensive content. ICM
argues that the very fact that the GAC wanted ICM to “maintain accurate
details of registrants and assist law enforcement agencies to identify and
contact the owners of particular websites” (C-181, p. 3) demonstrates that
the GAC did not expect ICM to enforce various national restrictions on
access to illegal and offensive content.
75. The numerous measures that ICM set out in its revised draft registry
agreement in consultation with the staff of ICANN did not constitute an
agreement or “representation to enforce the laws of the world on
pornography” (testimony of Ms. Burr, Tr. 1044: 8-9). Actually the activation of
an .XXX TLD would make it far easier for governments to restrict access to
content that they deemed illegal or offensive. Indeed, as Dr. Cerf told the
GAC in Luxembourg in July 2005 in defending ICANN’s agreeing to enter into
contract negotiations with ICM, “The TLD system is neutral, although
filtering systems could be solutions promoted by governments.” (C-139, p. 5.)
“In other words,” ICM argues, “the appropriate place for restricting access to
content deemed illegal or offensive by any particular country is within that
particular country. ICM offered far more tools for countries to effectuate
such restrictions than have ever existed before. Thus, ICM provided
‘appropriate measures to restrict access to illegal and offensive content.’”
(Claimant’s Post-Hearing Submission, p. 47.)
76. ICM alleges that, “Nonetheless, on 10 May 2006, the ICANN Board
proceeded to reject ICM’s registry agreement because, in Dr. Twomey’s
words, ICM had not demonstrated how it would ‘ensure enforcement of these
contractual terms’ as they relate to various countries’ individual laws
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‘concerning pornographic content’ [citing C-189, p.6]. In other words, ICM’s
draft registry agreement was rejected on the basis of its inability to comply
with a contractual undertaking to which it had never agreed in the first
place.” (Id., p. 48.)
77. At that same meeting of the Board, Dr. Twomey drew attention to a
letter of May 4, 2006 from Martin Boyle, UK Representative to the GAC,
which read as follows:
“The discussions held by the Governmental Advisory Committee
in Wellington in March have highlighted some of the key concerns, and
strong opposition by some administrations, to the application for a new
top-level domain for pornographic content, dot.xxx. I thought that it
would be helpful to follow up those discussions by submitting directly
to the ICANN Board the views of the UK Government. In preparing
these views, we have consulted a number of stakeholders in the UK,
including Internet safety groups…
“Having examined the proposal in detail, and recognizing
ICANN’s authority to grant such domain names, the UK expresses its
firm view that if the dot .xxx domain name is to be authorized, it would
be important that ICANN ensures that the benefits and safeguards
proposed by the registry, ICM, including the monitoring of all dot.xxx
content and rating of content on all servers pointed to by .xxx, are
genuinely achieved from day one. Furthermore, it will be important to
the integrity of ICANN’s position as final approving authority for the
dot.xxx domain name, to be seen as able to intervene promptly and
effectively if for any reason failure on the part of ICM in any of these
fundamental safeguards becomes apparent. It would also in our view
be essential that ICM liase with the relevant bodies in charge of
policing illegal Internet content at national level, such as the Internet
Watch Foundation (IWF) in the UK, so as to ensure the effectiveness of
the solutions it proposes to avoid the further propagation of illegal
content. Specifically, ICM should undertake to monitor all dot.xxx
content as it proposed and cooperate closely with IWF and equivalent
agencies.
“This is an important decision that the ICANN Board has to take
and whatever you decide will probably attract criticism from one
quarter or another. This makes it all the more important that in making
a decision, you reach a clear view on the extent to which the benefits
which ICM claim are likely to be sustainable and reliable.” (C-182.)
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78. Dr. Twomey said this about Mr. Boyle’s position:
“…the contractual terms put forward by ICM to meet the sorts of
public-policy concerns raised by the Governmental Advisory Committee
in my view are very difficult to implement, and I retain concerns about
their ability to actually be implemented in an international environment
where the important phrase, ‘all applicable law’, would raise a very
wide and variable test for enforcement and compliance. And I can’t
see how that will actually be achieved under the contract. The letter
from the UK is an indication of the expectations of the international
governmental community to ensure enforcement of these contractual
terms as they individually interpret them against their own law
concerning pornographic content. This will put ICANN in an untenable
position.” (C-189, p. 6.)
79. ICM contends that “it is impossible to reconcile the points made in Mr.
Boyle’s letter – i.e., that ICANN should ensure that ICM delivered from “day
one” on the ‘benefits and safeguards’ promised in its contract, and that ICM
should liase with the IWF – as a requirement ‘to ensure enforcement of the
contractual terms as they each individually interpret them against their own
law concerning pornographic content’. And even if Mr. Boyle had been
making such a demand, it would have been entirely outside ICANN’s mandate
to impose it on ICM, and would have imposed a requirement on ICM that it
has never imposed on any other registry.” (Claimant’s Post-Hearing
Submission, p. 50.)
80. ICM however acknowledges that other members of the Board shared Dr.
Twomey’s analysis. It concludes that:
“…the ICANN Board was now imposing a requirement that was outside
the mission of ICANN; that had never been imposed on any other
registry; and that – had it been included in the RFP – would have kept
any applicant from applying for an sTLD dealing with adult content.”
(Id., p. 51.)
81. ICM observes that, following the ICANN Board’s rejection of the ICM
registry agreement on May 10, 2006, and then its renewed consideration of it
after ICM withdrew its request for reconsideration (supra, paragraph 39), ICM
responded to further requests of ICANN staff. It agreed to conclude a
contract with what is now known as the Family Online Safety Institute
(“FOSI”) specifying that FOSI was “to use an automated tool to scan” the
.XXX domain and develop other ways to monitor ICM’s compliance with its
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commitments. ICM notes that, throughout the entire negotiation process,
the ICANN staff never asked ICM to change the definition of the sponsored
community, which remained the same though each of the five renderings of
the draft registry agreement.
82. At the Board’s meeting of February 12, 2007, the question of the solidity
of ICM’s sponsorship was re-opened – in ICM’s view, inappropriately --- as
described above (supra, paragraphs 41-45 and C-199). ICM argues that the
data that it responsively submitted to the ICANN Board in March 2007
demonstrated that its application met the RFP standard of “broad-based
support from the community”. 76,723 adult website names had been prereserved in .XXX since June 1, 2005; 1,217 adult webmasters from over 70
countries had registered on the ICM Registry website, saying that they
supported .XXX. But, ICM observes, none of the Board members voting
against acceptance of ICM’s application at the dispositive meeting of March
30, 2007, mentioned the extensive evidence provided by ICM in support of
sponsorship.
83. For the reasons set forth above in paragraphs 63-82, ICM contends that
the Board’s rejection of its application was not consistent with ICANN’s
Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws. As regards the five specific reasons for
rejection set forth in the Board’s resolution of March 30, 2007 (supra,
paragraph 47), ICM makes the following allegations of inconsistency.
84. Reason 1: ICM’s application and revised agreement fail to meet the
sponsored community criteria of the RFP specification. ICM responds that
the Board concluded by its resolution of June 1, 2005, that ICM had met the
RFP’s sponsorship criteria; and that the Board’s abandonment of the two-step
process and its reopening of sponsorship at the eleventh hour, and only in
respect of ICM’s application, violated ICANN’s Articles and Bylaws. The
manner in which it then “reapplied” the sponsorship criteria to ICM was
“incoherent, discriminatory and pretextual”. (Claimant’s Post-Hearing
Submission, pp. 61-62.) There was no evidence before the Board that ICM’s
support in the community was eroding. No other applicant was held to a
similar standard of demonstrating community support. ICM produced
sufficient evidence of what was required by the RFP: “broad-based support
from the community”.
85. ICANN also complained that ICM’s community definition was selfidentifying but that was true of numerous sTLDs; as Dr. Twomey
acknowledged in a letter of May 6, 2006, “(m)embers of both .TEL and .MOBI
communities are self-identified”. Both sTLDs are now in the root.
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86. ICANN further complained that the sponsored community as defined by
ICM was not sufficiently differentiated from other adult entertainment
providers. But, besides the fact that ICM had set forth numerous criteria by
which members of its community would differentiate themselves from others
providers of the adult community, this too could be said to apply to other
TLDs. Thus .TRAVEL, much like .XXX, is designed to provide an sTLD for
certain members of the industry that wish to follow the rules of a particular
charter.
87. ICANN further complained that .XXX would merely duplicate content
found elsewhere on the Internet. But again, the same was true for virtually
all of the other sTLDs.
88. In sum “ICANN’s reopening of the sponsorship criteria – which it did only
for ICM – was unfair, discriminatory and pretextual, and a departure from
transparent, fair and well documented policies…not done neutrally and
objectively, with integrity and fairness…[it] singled out ICM for disparate
treatment, without substantial and reasonable cause.” (Id., p. 65.)
89. Reason 2: based on the extensive comment and from the GAC’s
Communiques, ICM’s agreement raises public policy issues. ICANN never
precisely identified the “public policy” issues raised nor does it explain why
they warrant rejection of the application. But, ICM argues, Reasons 2-5 all
arise from the same flawed interpretation of the Wellington Communique and
other governmental comments, namely, that ICM was to be responsible for
enforcing the world’s various and different laws and standards concerning
pornography. That interpretation “was sufficiently absurd as to have been
made in bad faith”; in any event it holds ICM to an “impossible standard”, and
is one never imposed on any other registrant and that no registrant could
possibly perform. It led to further flawed conclusions, viz., that if ICM could
not meet its responsibility (and no one could) then ICANN would have to take
it over, and, if it did so, ICANN would be taking on an oversight role regarding
Internet content, which was beyond its technical mandate. ICANN’s
imposition of this impossible requirement on ICM alone was discriminatory.
It rejected ICM’s application on grounds that were not applied neutrally and
objectively, which were suggestive of a “pretextual basis to ‘cover’ the real
reason for rejecting .XXX, i.e., that the U.S. government and several other
powerful governments objected to its proposed content.” (Id., pp. 66-67.)
90. Reason 3: the ICM application and revised agreement do not resolve
GAC’s issues, its concern for offensive content and protection of the
vulnerable; the Board finds that these public policy concerns cannot be
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credibly resolved with the mechanisms proposed by the applicant. ICM
responds that this is merely an elaboration of Reason 2. ICM’s proposed
agreement contained detailed provisions to address child pornography issues
and detailed mechanisms that would permit the identification and filtration
of content deemed to be illegal or offensive.
91. Reason 4: the ICM application raises significant law enforcement
compliance issues because of countries’ varying laws relating to content and
practices that define the nature of the application, therefore obligating
ICANN to acquire a responsibility related to content and conduct. ICM
responds that this builds on the fallacy of Reasons 2 and 3: according to the
Board’s apparent reasoning, the GAC was requiring ICM to enforce local
restrictions on access to illegal and offensive content and if proved unable to
do so, ICANN would have to do so. ICM responds that ICANN could not
properly require ICM to undertake such enforcement obligations, whether or
not the GAC actually so requested. Given that it would have been
discriminatory and unfeasible to require ICM to enforce varying national laws
regarding adult content, ICANN would not have been obligated to take over
that responsibility if ICANN were unable to fulfill it.
92. Reason 5: there are credible scenarios in which ICANN would be forced
to assume an ongoing management and oversight role regarding Internet
content, inconsistent with its technical mandate. ICM responds that this
largely restates Reason 4. ICANN interpreted the GAC’s advice to require
ICM to be responsible for regulating content on the Internet – a task plainly
outside ICANN’s mandate. ICANN then criticized ICM for taking on that task
and complained that it would have to undertake the task if ICM were unable
to fulfil it. But ICANN could not properly require ICM to regulate content on
the Internet and ICM did not undertake to do so.
93. The above exposition of the contentions of ICM, while long, does not
exhaust the full range of its arguments, which were developed at length and
in detail in its Memorial and in oral argument. It does not, for example, fully
set out its contentions on the effect of international law and the local law on
these proceedings. The essence of that argument is that ICANN is bound to
act in good faith, an argument that the Panel does not find it necessary to
expound since the conclusion is not open to challenge and is not challenged
by counsel for ICANN. ICANN does not accept ICM’s reliance on principles of
international law but it agrees that the principle of good faith is found in the
corporate law of California and hence is applicable in the instant dispute.
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94. The “Relief Requested” by ICM Registry consists, inter alia, of requesting
that the Panel declare that its Declaration is binding upon ICM and ICANN;
and that ICANN acted inconsistently with its Articles of Incorporation and
Bylaws by:
“i. Failing to conduct negotiations in good faith and to conclude
an agreement with ICM to serve as registry operator for the .XXX sTLD;
“ii. Rejecting ICM’s proposed agreement to serve as registry
operator…
“iii. Rejecting ICM’s application on 30 March 2007, after having
previously concluded that it met the RFP criteria on 1 June 2005;
“iv. Rejecting ICM’s application on 30 March 2007 on the basis of
the five grounds set forth…none of which were based on criteria set
forth in the RFP criteria…
“v. Rejecting ICM’s application after ICANN had approved ICM to
proceed to contract negotiations…” (Claimant’s Memorial on the
Merits, pp. 265-267.)

The Contentions of ICANN
95. ICANN maintains that (a) the Independent Review Process is advisory,
not arbitral; (b) the judgments of the ICANN Board are to be deferentially
appraised; (c) the governing law is that of the State of California, not the
principles of international law; and (d) in its treatment and disposition of the
application of ICM Registry, ICANN acted consistently with its Articles of
Incorporation and Bylaws.

The Nature of the Independent Review Process
96. ICANN invokes the provisions of the Bylaws that govern the IRP process,
entitled, “Independent Review of Board Actions”. Article IV, Section 3,
provides that:
“1. …ICANN shall have in place a separate process for
independent third-party review of Board actions alleged by an affected
party to be inconsistent with the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws.
“2. Any person materially affected by a decision or action of the
Board that he or she asserts is inconsistent with the Articles of
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Incorporation or Bylaws may submit a request for independent review
of that decision or action.
“3. Requests for such independent review shall be referred to an
Independent Review Panel (“IRP”) which shall be charged with
comparing contested actions of the Board to the Articles of
Incorporation and Bylaws, and with declaring whether the Board has
acted consistently with the provisions of those Articles and Bylaws.
“4. The IRP shall be operated by an international arbitration
provider appointed from time to time by ICANN (“the IRP Provider”)
using arbitrators …nominated by that provider.
“5. Subject to the approval of the Board, the IRP Provider shall
establish operating rules and procedures, which shall implement and
be consistent with this Section 3.
…
“8. The IRP shall have the authority to:
…
b. declare whether an action or inaction of the Board was
inconsistent with the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws; and
c. recommend that the Board stay any action or decision, or that
the Board take any interim action, until such time as the Board reviews
and acts upon the opinion of the IRP.
…
“12. Declarations of the IRP shall be in writing. The IRP shall
make its declaration based solely on the documentation, supporting
materials, and arguments submitted by the parties, and in its
declaration shall specifically designate the prevailing party. The party
not prevailing shall ordinarily be responsible for bearing all costs of the
IRP Provider, but in an extraordinary case the IRP may in its
declaration allocate up to half of the costs of the IRP Provider to the
prevailing party based upon the circumstances, including a
consideration of the reasonableness of the parties’ positions and their
contribution to the public interest. Each party to the IRP proceedings
shall bear its own expenses.
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“13. The IRP operating procedures, and all petitions, claims and
declarations, shall be posted on the Website when they become
available.
…
“15. Where feasible, the Board shall consider the IRP declaration
at the Board’s next meeting.” (C-5.)
97. ICANN contends that the foregoing terms make it clear that the IRP’s
declarations are advisory and not binding. The IRP provisions commit the
Board to review and consideration of declarations of the Panel. The Bylaws
direct the Board to “consider” the declaration. “The direction to ‘consider’
the Panel’s declaration necessarily means that the Board has discretion
whether and how to implement it; if the declaration were binding such as
with a court judgment or binding arbitration ruling, there would be nothing to
consider, only an order to implement.” (ICANN’s Response to Claimant’s
Memorial on the Merits, p. 32.) ICANN’s Board is specifically directed to
“review” the Panel’s declarations, not to implement them. Moreover, the
Board is “not even required to review or consider the declaration
immediately, or at any particular time,” but is encouraged to do so at the
next Board meeting, where “feasible”, reinforcing the fact that the Board’s
review and consideration of the Panel’s declaration does not require its
acceptance. The Panel may “recommend”, but not require, interim action. If
final Panel declarations were binding, it would make no sense for interim
remedies to be merely recommended to the Board. (Id., p. 33.)
98. ICANN maintains that the preparatory work of the Bylaws demonstrates
that the Independent Review Process was designed to be advisory. The
Draft Principles for Independent Review state that the IRP’s authority would
be persuasive, “rest[ing] on its independence, on the prestige and
professional standing of its members, and on the persuasiveness of its
reasoned opinions”. But “the ICANN Board should retain ultimate authority
over ICANN’s affairs – after all, it is the Board…that will be chosen by (and is
directly accountable to) the membership and supporting organizations”. (Id.,
p. 34.) The primary pertinent document, “ICANN: A Blueprint for Reform,”
calls for the creation of “a process to require non-binding arbitration by an
international arbitration body to review any allegation that the Board has
acted in conflict with ICANN’s Bylaws”. ICM Registry’s counsel in its
negotiations with ICANN for a top-level domain, Ms. Burr, who as a senior
official of the U.S. Department of Commerce was the principal official figure
immediately involved in the creation and launching of ICANN, in addressing
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the independent review process, observed that “decisions will be nonbinding,
because the Board will retain final decision-making authority”. (Ibid., p. 36.)
In accepting recommendations for an independent review process that
expressly disclaimed creation of a “Supreme Court” for ICANN, the Board
changed the reference to “decisions” of the IRP to “declarations” precisely to
avoid any inference that IRP determinations are binding decisions akin to
those of a judicial or arbitral tribunal. (Ibid., p. 38.)
99. ICANN further points out that, while the IRP Provider selected by it is the
American Arbitration Association’s International Centre for Dispute
Resolution, and while its Rules apply to IRP proceedings, those Rules in their
application to IRP were amended to omit provision for the binding effect of
an award.

The Standard of Review is Deferential
100. ICANN contends that the actions of the ICANN Board are entitled to
substantial deference from this Panel. It maintains that that conclusion
follows from the terms of Article 1, Section 2 of the Bylaws that set out the
core values of ICANN (supra, paragraph 5). Article 1, Section 2 of the Bylaws
provides that, “In performing its mission, the following core values should
guide the decisions and actions of ICANN”; and the core values referred to in
paragraph 5 of this Declaration are then spelled out. Section 2 concludes:
“These core values are deliberately expressed in very general terms,
so that they may provide useful and relevant guidance in the broadest
possible range of circumstances. Because they are not narrowly
prescriptive, the specific way in which they apply, individually and
collectively, to each new situation will necessarily depend on many
factors that cannot be fully anticipated or enumerated; and because
they are statements of principle rather than practice, situations will
inevitably arise in which perfect fidelity to all eleven core values
simultaneously is not possible. Any ICANN body making a
recommendation or decision shall exercise its judgment to determine
which core values are most relevant and how they apply to the specific
circumstances of the case at hand and to determine, if necessary, an
appropriate and defensible balance among competing values.” (C-5.)
101. ICANN argues that since, pursuant to the foregoing provision, the
ICANN Board “shall exercise its judgment” in the application of competing
core values, and since those core values embrace the neutral, objective and
fair decision-making at issue in these proceedings, “the deference expressly
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accorded to the Board in implementing the core values applies…” ICANN
continues:
“Thus, by its terms, the Bylaws’ conferral of discretionary authority
makes clear that any reasonable decision of the ICANN Board is, ipso
facto, not inconsistent with the Bylaws and consequently must be
upheld. Indeed, the Bylaws even go so far as to provide that outright
departure from a core value is permissible in the judgment of the
Board, so long as the Board reasonably ‘exercise[s] its judgment’ in
determining that other relevant principles outweighed that value in the
particular circumstances at hand.”
While in the instant case, in ICANN’s view, there was not even an arguable
departure from the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws, “…because such
substantial deference is in fact due, there is no basis whatsoever for a
declaration in ICM’s favor because the Board’s decisions in this matter were,
at a minimum, clearly justified and within the range of reasonable conduct.”
(ICANN’s Response to Claimant’s Memorial on the Merits, pp. 45-47.)

102. ICANN further argues that the Bylaws governing the independent
review process sustain this conclusion. Article 4, Section 3, “strictly limits
the scope of independent review proceedings to the narrow question of
whether ICANN acted in a manner ‘inconsistent with’ the Articles of
Incorporation and the Bylaws. In confining the inquiry into whether ICANN’s
conduct was inconsistent with its governing documents, the presumption is
one of consistency so that inconsistency must be established, rather than
the reverse…independent review is not to be used as a mechanism to upset
arguable or reasonable actions of the Board.” (Ibid., p. 48.)
103. ICANN contends, moreover, that,
“Basic principles of corporate law supply an independent basis
for the deference due to the reasonable judgments of the ICANN Board
in this matter. It is black-letter law that ‘there is a presumption that
directors of a corporation have acted in good faith and to the best
interest of the corporation’…In California…these principles require
deference to actions of a corporate board of directors so long as the
board acted ‘upon reasonable investigation, in good faith and with
regard for the best interests’ of the corporation and ‘exercised
discretion within the scope of its authority’”. This includes the boards
of not-for-profit corporations.” (Ibid., pp. 49-50.)
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The Applicable Law of This Proceeding
104. ICANN contests ICM’s invocation of principles of international law, in
particular the principle of good faith, and allied principles, estoppel,
legitimate expectations and abuse of right. It notes that ICM’s invocation of
international law depends upon a two-step argument: first, ICM interprets
Article 4 of the Articles of Incorporation, providing that ICANN will operate
for the benefit of the Internet community “in conformity with relevant
principles of international law”, as a “choice-of-law” provision; second, ICM
infers that “any violation of any principles of international law” constitutes a
violation of Article 4 (thus allegedly falling within the Panel’s jurisdiction to
evaluate the consistency of ICANN’s actions with its Articles and Bylaws).
105. ICANN contends that that two-step argument contravenes the plain
language of the governing provisions as well as their drafting history. Article
4 of the Articles does not operate as a “choice-of-law” provision for the IRP
processes prescribed in the Bylaws. Rather the provisions of the Bylaws and
Articles, as construed in the light of the law of California, govern the claims
before the Panel. Nor are the particular principles of international law
invoked by ICM relevant to the circumstances at issue in these proceedings.
106. Article 4 is quoted in full in paragraph 3 of this Declaration. The specific
activities that ICANN must carry out “in conformity with the relevant
principles of international law and applicable international conventions and
local law” are specified in Article 3 (supra, paragraph 2). Thus “relevant” in
Article 4 means only principles of international law relevant to the activities
specified in Article 3. “ICANN did not adopt principles of international law
indiscriminately, but rather to ensure consistency between its policies
developed for the world-wide Internet community and well-established
substantive international law on matters relevant to various stakeholders in
the global Internet community, such as general principles on trademark law
and freedom of expression relevant to intellectual property constituencies
and governments.” (ICANN’s Response to Claimant’s Memorial on the Merits,
pp. 59-60.) The principles of international law relied upon by ICM in this
proceeding – the requirement of good faith and related doctrines – are
principles of general applicability, and are not specially directed to concerns
relating to the Internet, such as freedom of expression or trademark law.
Therefore, ICANN argues, they are not “relevant”. (Ibid.) Article 4 does not
operate as a choice-of-law provision requiring ICANN to adapt its conduct to
any and all principles of international law. It is not worded as choice-of-law
clauses are. As ICANN’s expert, Professor David D. Caron notes, it is unlikely
that a choice-of-law clause would designate three sources of law on the
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same level. It is the law of California, the place of ICANN’s incorporation,
that – by reason of ICANN’s incorporation under the law of California -governs how ICANN runs its business and interacts with another U.S.
corporation regarding a contract to be performed within the United States.
The IRP provisions of the Bylaws, drafted years after the Articles of
Incorporation, and their drafting history, do not even mention Article 4 of the
Articles.
107. Moreover, the specification of “relevant” principles of international law
in Article 4 “must mean principles of international law that apply to a private
entity such as ICANN” (id., p. 66.) As a private party, ICANN is not subject to
law governing sovereigns. International legal principles do not apply to a
dispute between private entities located in the same nation because the
dispute may have global effects.
108. Furthermore, ICM’s cited general principles perform no clarifying role in
this proceeding. The applicable rules set forth in ICANN’s Bylaws and
Articles as well as California law render resort to general principles
unnecessary. In any event, California law and the Bylaws and Articles
themselves provide sufficient guidance for the Panel’s analysis.

ICANN Acted Consistently with its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws
109. ICANN contends that each of ICM’s key factual assertions is wrong. In
view of the deference that should be accorded to the judgments of the
ICANN Board, the Panel should declare that ICANN’s conduct was not
inconsistent with its Bylaws and Articles even if ICM’s treatment of the facts
were largely correct (as it is not). The issues presented to the ICANN Board
by ICM’s .XXX sTLD application were “difficult”, ICANN’s Board addressed
them with “great care”, and devoted “an enormous amount of time trying to
determine the right course of action”. ICM was fully heard; the Board
deliberated openly and transparently. ICANN is unaware of a corporate
deliberative process more open and transparent than its own. After this
intensive process, the Board twice concluded that ICM’s proposal should be
rejected, “with no hint whatsoever of the ‘bad faith’ ICM alleges.” (ICANN’s
Response to Claimant’s Memorial on the Merits, pp. 79-80.)
110. ICM’s claims “begin with the notion that ICANN adopted, and was bound
by, an inflexible, two-step procedure for evaluating sTLD applications. First,
according to ICM, applications would be reviewed by the Evaluation Panel for
the baseline selection criteria. Second, only after applications were finally
and irrevocably approved by the ICANN Board would the applications
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proceed to contract negotiations with ICANN staff with no ability by the
Board to address any of the issues that the Board had previously raised in
conjunction with the sTLD application.” But the RFP refutes this contention.
It does not suggest that the Board’s “allowance for an application to proceed
to contract negotiations confirms the close of the evaluation process.”
ICANN recalls the public statement of Mr. Pritz in Kuala Lumpur in 2004:
“Upon completion of the technical and commercial negotiations, successful
applicants will be presented to the ICANN Board with all the associated
information, so the Board can independently review the findings along with
the information and make their own adjustments. And then final decisions
will be made by the Board, and they’ll authorize staff to complete or execute
the agreements with the sponsoring organizations…” (Ibid., pp. 81-82.) It
observes that Dr. Cerf affirmed that: “ICANN never intended that this would
be a formal, ‘two-step’ process, where proceeding to contract negotiations
automatically constituted a de facto final and irrevocable approval with
respect to the baseline selection criteria, including sponsorship.” (At p. 82,
quoting V. Cerf Witness Statement, para. 15.) ICANN maintains that there
were “two overlapping phases in the evaluation of the sTLDS” and the Board
always retained the right “to vote against a proposed sTLD should the Board
find deficiencies in the proposed registry agreement or in the sTLD proposal
as a whole”. (P. 83.) There was a two-stage process but the two phases
could and often did overlap in time. This is confirmed not only by Dr. Cerf but
by Dr. Twomey and the then Vice-Chairman of the Board, Alejandro Pisanty.
Each explains that the ICANN Board retained the authority to review and
assess the baseline RFP selection criteria even after an applicant was
allowed to proceed to contract negotiations. After the June 1, 2005, vote,
members supporting ICM’s application did not argue that the Board had
already approved the .XXX sTLD. The following exchange with Dr. Cerf took
place in the course of the hearing:
“Q. Now, ICM’s position in this proceeding is that if the board
voted to proceed to contract negotiations, the board was at that time
making a finding that a particular applicant had satisfied the technical,
financial and sponsorship criteria and that that issue was closed. Is
that consistent with your understanding of how the process worked?
“A. Not, it’s not. The matter was discussed very explicitly during
our consideration of the ICM proposal. We were using the contract
negotiations as a means of clarifying whether or not…the sponsorship
criteria could be or had been met…this was not a decision that all
three of the criteria had been met.” (Tr. 601:4:13.)
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111. ICM’s evidence is not to the contrary. That evidence shows that there
were two major steps in the evaluation process. It does not show that those
steps could not be overlapping. The relevant question, not answered by ICM,
is whether ICANN’s Bylaws required these steps to be non-overlapping. “such
that contract negotiations could not commence until the satisfaction of the
RFP criteria was finally and irrevocably determined…” (Ibid., p. 84.)
112. ICM’s claims are also based on the argument that, by its terms, the
Board’s resolutions of June 1, 2005 gave “unconditional” approval of the
.XXX sTLD application. (The June 1, 2005 resolutions are set out supra,
paragraph 19.) But nothing in the resolutions actually says that ICM’s
application satisfied the RFP criteria, including sponsorship. In fact, nothing
in the resolutions expresses approval at all because it provides that “if”,
after entering negotiations, the applicant is able to negotiate commercial
and technical terms for a contractual arrangement, those terms shall be
presented to the Board for approval and authorization to enter into an
agreement relating to the delegation of the sTLD. “The plain language of the
resolutions makes clear that they did not themselves constitute approval of
the .XXX sTLD application. The resolutions thus track the RFP, which makes
clear that a ‘final decision will be made by the Board’ only after ‘completion
of the technical and commercial negotiations’”. (Ibid., p. 86.)
113. ICANN maintains that as of June 2005, there remained numerous
unanswered questions and concerns regarding ICM’s ability to satisfy the
baseline sponsorship criteria set forth in the RFP. An important purpose of
the June 1 resolutions was to permit ICM to proceed to contract negotiations
in an effort to determine whether ICM’s sponsorship shortcomings could be
resolved in the contract.
114. The ICANN Board also permitted other applicants for sTLDs -- .JOBS
and .MOBI – to proceed to contract negotiations despite open questions
relating to the initial RFP criteria. However, ICM was unique among the field
of sTLD applicants due to “the extremely controversial nature of the
proposed sTLD, and concerns as to whether ICM had identified a ‘community’
that existed and actually supported the proposed sTLD…there was a
significant negative response to ICM’s proposed .XXX sTLD by many adult
entertainment providers, the very individuals and entities who logically
would be in ICM’s proposed community.” (Ibid., p. 87.)
115. ICM’s position is further refuted by continued discussion by the Board
of sponsorship criteria at meetings subsequent to June 1, 2005. The fact
that most Board members expressed concern about sponsorship
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shortcomings after the June 1, 2005, resolutions negates any notion that the
Board had conclusively determined the sponsorship issue.
116. A member of the Board elected after the June 1, 2005, vote, Rita Rodin,
expressed “some concerns about whether the [ICM] proposal met the criteria
set forth in the RFP…” She said that she did not want to re-open issues if
they had already been decided by the Board (supra, paragraphs 42-43). In
response to her query, no one stated that the sponsorship issue had already
been decided by the Board. (ICANN’S Response to Claimant’s Memorial on
the Merits, p. 90.)
117. ICANN also draws attention to Dr. Twomey’s letter of May 4, 2006
(supra, paragraph 37) in which he wrote that the Board’s decision of June 1,
2005, was without prejudice to the Board’s right to decide whether the
contract reached with ICM meets all the criteria before the Board.
118. ICANN recalls that within days of the posting of the June 1, 2005,
resolutions, GAC Chairman Tarmizi wrote Dr. Cerf expressing the GAC’s
“diverse and wide-ranging concerns” with the .XXX sTLD. The ICANN Board
was required by the ICANN Bylaws to take account of the views of the GAC.
Nor could ICANN have ignored concerns expressed by the U.S. Government
and other governments. ICANN recalls the concerns expressed thereafter, in
the Wellington Communique and otherwise. It observes that “some countries
were concerned that, because the .XXX application would not require all
pornography to be located within the .XXX domain, a new .XXX sTLD would
simply result in the expansion of the number of domain names that involved
pornography.” (Ibid., p. 102.)
119.

ICANN points out that:
“In revising its proposed registry agreement to address the GAC’s
concerns…ICM took the position that it would install ‘appropriate
measures to restrict access to illegal and offensive content,’ including
monitoring such content globally. This was immediately controversial
among many ICANN Board members because complaints about ICM’s
‘monitoring’ would inevitably be sent to ICANN, which is neither
equipped nor authorized to monitor (much less resolve) ‘content-based’
objections to Internet sites.” (Ibid., pp. 103-104.)

120. ICANN recalls Board concerns that were canvassed at its meetings of
May 10, 2006, (supra, paragraph 38) and February 12, 2007, (supra,
paragraphs 41-45). Board members increasingly were concluding that the
results promised by ICM were unachievable. Whether their conclusions were
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or were not incorrect is “irrelevant for purposes of determining whether the
Board violated its Bylaws or Articles in rejecting ICM’s application.” (Ibid., p.
105.) Board doubts were accentuated by growing opposition to the .XXX
sTLD from elements of the online adult entertainment industry (ibid.).
121. The Board’s May 10, 2006 vote (supra, paragraph 38) rejected ICM’s
then current draft, but provided ICM “yet another opportunity to attempt to
revise the agreement to conform to the RFP specifications. Notably, the
Board’s decision to allow ICM to continue to work the problem is directly at
odds with ICM’s position that the Board decided ‘for political reasons’ to
reject ICM’s application; if so, it would have been much easier for the Board
to reject ICM’s application in its entirety in 2006.” (Ibid., p. 106.)
122. At its meeting of February 12, 2007, (supra, paragraphs 41-45),
concerns in the Board about whether ICM’s application enjoyed the support
of the community it purported to represent were amplified.
123. At the meeting of March 30, 2007 at which ICM’s application and
agreement were definitively rejected, the majority was, first, concerned by
ICM’s definition of its community to include only those members of the
industry who supported the creation of .XXX sTLD and its exclusion from the
sponsored community of all online adult entertainment industry members
who opposed ICM’s application.
“Such self-selection and extreme subjectivity regarding what
constituted the content that defined the .XXX community made it
nearly impossible to determine which persons or services would be in
or out of the community…without a precisely defined Sponsored TLD
Community, the Board could not approve ICM’s sTLD application.”
(Ibid., pp. 108-109.)
124. Second, ICM’s proposed community was not adequately differentiated;
ICM failed to demonstrate that excluded providers had separate needs or
interests from the community it sought to represent. As contract
negotiations progressed, it became increasingly evident that ICM was
actually proposing an unsponsored TLD for adult entertainment, “a uTLD,
disguised as an sTLD, just as ICM had proposed in 2000.” (Ibid., p. 209.)
125. Third, whatever community support ICM may have had at one time, it
had “fallen apart by early 2007” (ibid.). During the final public comment
period in 2007, “a vast majority of the comments posted to the public forum
and sent to ICANN staff opposed ICM’s .XXX sTLD…” (p. 110). “Broad-based
support” was lacking. (P. 111.) 75,000 pre-registrations for .XXX… “Out of
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the over 4.2 million adult content websites in operation” hardly represents
broad-based support. (P. 115.)
126. Fourth, ICM could not demonstrate that it was adding new and valuable
space to the Internet name space, as required by the RFP. “In fact, the
existence of industry opposition to the .XXX sTLD demonstrated that the
needs of online adult entertainment industry members were met via existing
TLDs without any need for a new TLD.” (P. 112.)
127. Fifth and finally, ICM and its supporting organization, IFFOR, proposed
to “proactively reach out to governments and international organizations to
provide information about IFFOR’s activities and solicit input and
participation”. But such measures “diluted the possibility that their policies
would be ‘primarily in the interests of the Sponsored TLD Community’ as
required by the sponsorship selection criteria.” (Pp. 112-113.)
128. ICANN concludes that, “despite the good-faith efforts of both ICANN
and ICM over a lengthy period of time, the majority of the Board determined
that ICM could not satisfy, among other things, the sponsorship requirements
of the RFP.” Reasonable people might disagree – as did a minority of the
Board – “but that disagreement does not even approach a violation of a
Bylaw or Article of Incorporation.” (P. 113.)
129. The treatment of ICM’s application was procedurally fair. It was not
the object of discrimination. Applications for .JOBS and .MOBI were also
allowed to proceed to contractual negotiations despite open questions
relating to selection criteria. ICANN applied documented policies neutrally
and objectively, with integrity and fairness. ICM was provided with every
opportunity to address the concerns of the Board and the GAC. ICANN did
not reject ICM’s application only for reasons of public policy (although they
were important). ICM’s application was rejected because of its inability to
show how the sTLD would meet sponsorship criteria. The Board ultimately
rejected ICM’s application for “many of the same sponsorship concerns noted
in the initial recommendation of the Evaluation Panel.” (Ibid., p. 124.) It also
rejected the application because ICM’s proposed registry agreement “would
have required ICANN to manage the content of the .XXX sTLD” (p. 126). The
Board took into account the views of the GAC in arriving at its independent
judgment. “Had the ICANN Board taken the view that the GAC’s views must
in every case be followed without independent judgment, the Board
presumably would have rejected ICM’s application in late 2005 or early 2006,
rather than waiting another full year for the parties to try to identify a
resolution that would have allowed the sTLD to proceed.” (Ibid.)
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130. As to whether ICM was treated unfairly and was the object of
discrimination, ICANN relies on the following statement of Dr. Cerf at the
hearing:
“…I am surprised at an assertion that ICM was treated
unfairly…the board could have simply accepted the recommendations
of the evaluation teams and rejected the proposal at the outset…the
board went out of its way to try to work with ICM through the staff to
achieve a satisfactory agreement. We spent more time on this
particular proposal than any other…We repeatedly defended our
continued consideration of this proposal…If…ICM believes that it was
treated in a singular way, I would agree that we spent more time and
effort on this than any other proposal that came to the board with
regard to sponsored TLDs.” (Tr. 654:3-655:7.)
PART FOUR: THE ANALYSIS OF THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW PANEL

The Nature of the Independent Review Panel Process
131. ICM and ICANN differ on the question of whether the Declaration to be
issued by the Independent Review Panel is binding upon the parties or
advisory. The conflicting considerations advanced by them are summarized
above at paragraphs 51 and 91-94. In the light of them, the Panel
acknowledges that there is a measure of ambiguity in the pertinent
provisions of the Bylaws and in their preparatory work.
132. ICANN’s officers testified before committees of the U.S. Congress that
ICANN had installed provision for appeal to “independent arbitration” (supra,
paragraph 55). Article IV, Section 3 of ICANN’s Bylaws specifies that, “The
IRP shall be operated by an international arbitration provider appointed from
time to time by ICANN…using arbitrators…nominated by that provider”. The
provider so chosen is the American Arbitration Association’s International
Centre for Dispute Resolution (“ICDR”), whose Rules (at C-11) in Article 27
provide for the making of arbitral awards which “shall be final and binding on
the parties. The parties undertake to carry out any such award without
delay.” The Rules of the ICDR “govern the arbitration” (Article 1). It is
unquestioned that the term, “arbitration” imports production of a binding
award (in contrast to conciliation and mediation). Federal and California
courts have so held. The Supplementary Procedures adopted to supplement
the independent review procedures set forth in ICANN’s Bylaws provide that
the ICDR’s “International Arbitration Rules…will govern the process in
combination with these Supplementary Procedures”. (C-12.) They specify
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that the Independent Review Panel refers to the neutrals “appointed to
decide the issue(s) presented” and further specify that, “DECLARATION
refers to the decisions/opinions of the IRP”. “The DECLARATION shall
specifically designate the prevailing party.” All of these elements are
suggestive of an arbitral process that produces a binding award.
133. But there are other indicia that cut the other way, and more deeply.
The authority of the IRP is “to declare whether an action or inaction of the
Board was inconsistent with the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws” – to
“declare”, not to “decide” or to “determine”. Section 3(8) of the Bylaws
continues that the IRP shall have the authority to “recommend that the Board
stay any action or decision, or that the Board take any interim action, until
such time as the Board reviews and acts upon the opinion of the IRP”. The
IRP cannot “order” interim measures but do no more than “recommend”
them, and this until the Board “reviews” and “acts upon the opinion” of the
IRP. A board charged with reviewing an opinion is not charged with
implementing a binding decision. Moreover, Section 3(15) provides that,
“Where feasible, the Board shall consider the IRP declaration at the Board’s
next meeting.” This relaxed temporal proviso to do no more than “consider”
the IRP declaration, and to do so at the next meeting of the Board “where
feasible”, emphasizes that it is not binding. If the IRP’s Declaration were
binding, there would be nothing to consider but rather a determination or
decision to implement in a timely manner. The Supplementary Procedures
adopted for IRP, in the article on “Form and Effect of an IRP Declaration”,
significantly omit the provision of Article 27 of the ICDR Rules specifying that
award “shall be final and binding on the parties”. (C-12.) Moreover, the
preparatory work of the IRP provisions summarized above in paragraph 93
confirms that the intention of the drafters of the IRP process was to put in
place a process that produced declarations that would not be binding and
that left ultimate decision-making authority in the hands of the Board.
134. In the light of the foregoing considerations, it is concluded that the
Panel’s Declaration is not binding, but rather advisory in effect.

The Standard of Review Applied by the Independent Review Process
135. For the reasons summarized above in paragraph 56, ICM maintains that
this is a de novo review in which the decisions of the ICANN Board do not
enjoy a deferential standard of review. For the reasons summarized above in
paragraphs 100-103, ICANN maintains that the decisions of the Board are
entitled to deference by the IRP.
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136. The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers is a not-forprofit corporation established under the law of the State of California. That
law embodies the “business judgment rule”. Section 309 of the California
Corporations Code provides that a director must act “in good faith, in a
manner such director believes to be in the best interests of the corporation
and its shareholders…” and shields from liability directors who follow its
provisions. However ICANN is no ordinary non-profit California corporation.
The Government of the United States vested regulatory authority of vast
dimension and pervasive global reach in ICANN. In “recognition of the fact
that the Internet is an international network of networks, owned by no single
nation, individual or organization” – including ICANN -- ICANN is charged with
“promoting the global public interest in the operational stability of the
Internet…” ICANN “shall operate for the benefit of the Internet community as
a whole, carrying out its activities in conformity with relevant principles of
international law and applicable international conventions and local law…”
Thus, while a California corporation, it is governed particularly by the terms
of its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, as the law of California allows.
Those Articles and Bylaws, which require ICANN to carry out its activities in
conformity with relevant principles of international law, do not specify or
imply that the International Review Process provided for shall (or shall not)
accord deference to the decisions of the ICANN Board. The fact that the
Board is empowered to exercise its judgment in the application of ICANN’s
sometimes competing core values does not necessarily import that that
judgment must be treated deferentially by the IRP. In the view of the Panel,
the judgments of the ICANN Board are to be reviewed and appraised by the
Panel objectively, not deferentially. The business judgment rule of the law of
California, applicable to directors of California corporations, profit and nonprofit, in the case of ICANN is to be treated as a default rule that might be
called upon in the absence of relevant provisions of ICANN’s Articles and
Bylaws and of specific representations of ICANN – as in the RFP – that bear
on the propriety of its conduct. In the instant case, it is those Articles and
Bylaws, and those representations, measured against the facts as the Panel
finds them, which are determinative.

The Applicable Law of this Proceeding
137. The contrasting positions of the parties on the applicable law of this
proceeding are summarized above at paragraphs 59-62 and 104-109. Both
parties agree that the “local law” referred to in the provision of Article 4 of
the Articles of Incorporation – “The Corporation shall operate for the benefit
of the Internet community as a whole, carrying out its activities in conformity
with relevant principles of international law and applicable international
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conventions and local law” – is the law of California. But they differ on what
are “relevant principles of international law” and their applicability to the
instant dispute.
138. In the view of ICM Registry, principles of international law are
applicable; that straightforwardly follows from their specification in the
foregoing phrase of Article 4 of the Articles, and from the reasons given in
introducing that specification. (Supra, paragraphs 53-54.) Principles of
international law in ICM’s analysis include the general principles of law
recognized as a source of international law in Article 38 of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice. Those principles are not confined, as ICANN
argues, to the few principles that may be relevant to the interests of Internet
stakeholders, such as principles relating to trademark law and freedom of
expression. Rather they include international legal principles of general
applicability, such as the fundamental principle of good faith and allied
principles such as estoppel and abuse of right. ICM’s expert, Professor
Goldsmith, observes that there is ample precedent in international contracts
and in the holdings of international tribunals for the proposition that nonsovereigns may choose to apply principles of international law to the
determination of their rights and to the disposition of their disputes.
139. ICANN and its expert, Professor David Caron, maintain that
international law essentially governs relations among sovereign States; and
that to the extent that such principles are “relevant” in this case, it is those
few principles that are applicable to a private non-profit corporation that
bear on the activities of ICANN described in Article 3 of its Articles of
Incorporation (supra, paragraph 2). General principles of law, such as that of
good faith, are not imported by Article 4 of ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation;
still less are principles derived from treaties that protect legitimate
expectations. Nor is Article 4 of the Articles a choice-of-law provision; in
fact, no governing law has been specified by the disputing parties in this
case. If ICANN, by reason of its functions, is to be treated as analogous to
public international organizations established by treaty (which it clearly is
not), then a relevant principle to be extracted and applied from the
jurisprudence of their administrative tribunals is that of deference to the
discretionary authority of executive organs and of bodies whose decisions
are subject to review.
140. In the view of the Panel, ICANN, in carrying out its activities “in
conformity with the relevant principles of international law,” is charged with
acting consistently with relevant principles of international law, including
the general principles of law recognized as a source of international law.
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That follows from the terms of Article 4 of its Articles of Incorporation and
from the intentions that animated their inclusion in the Articles, an intention
that the Panel understands to have been to subject ICANN to relevant
international legal principles because of its governance of an intrinsically
international resource of immense importance to global communications and
economies. Those intentions might not be realized were Article 4
interpreted to exclude the applicability of general principles of law.
141. That said, the differences between the parties on the place of principles
of international law in these proceedings are not of material moment to the
conclusions that the Panel will reach. The paramount principle in play is
agreed by both parties to be that of good faith, which is found in international
law, in the general principles that are a source of international law, and in
the corporate law of California.

The Consistency of the Action of the ICANN Board with the Articles of
Incorporation and Bylaws
142. The principal – and difficult – issue that the Panel must resolve is
whether the rejection by the ICANN Board of the proposed agreement with
ICM Registry and its denial of the application’s request for delegation of the
.XXX sTLD was or was not consistent with ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation
and Bylaws. The conflicting contentions of the parties on this central issue
have been set forth above (paragraphs 63-93, 109-131).
143. The Panel will initially consider the primary questions of whether by
adopting the resolutions of June 1, 2005, the ICANN Board determined that
the application of ICM Registry met the sponsorship criteria, and, if so,
whether that determination was definitive and irrevocable.
144. The parties agree that, pursuant to the RFP, applications for sTLDs
were to be dealt with in two stages. First, the Evaluation Panel was to review
applications and recommend those that met the selection criteria. Second,
those applicants that did meet the selection criteria were to proceed to
negotiate commercial and technical terms of a contract with ICANN’s
President and General Counsel. If and when those terms were agreed upon,
the resultant draft contract was to be submitted to the Board for approval.
As it turned out, the Board was not content with the fact that the Evaluation
Panel positively recommended only a few applications. Accordingly the
Board itself undertook to consider and decide whether the other applications
met the selection criteria.
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145. In the view of the Panel, which has weighed the diverse evidence with
care, the Board did decide by adopting its resolutions of June 1, 2005, that
the application of ICM Registry for a sTLD met the selection criteria, in
particular the sponsorship criteria. ICM contends that that decision was
definitive and irrevocable. ICANN contends that, while negotiating
commercial and technical terms of the contract, its Board continued to
consider whether or not ICM’s application met sponsorship criteria, that it
was entitled to do so, and that, in the course of that process, further
questions about ICM’s application arose that were not limited to matters of
sponsorship, which the Board also ultimately determined adversely to ICM’s
application.
146. The considerations that militate in favor of ICM’s position are
considerable. They are summarized above in paragraphs 63, 65 and 66. ICM
argues that these considerations must prevail because they are sustained by
contemporary documentary evidence, whereas the contrary arguments of
ICANN are not.
147. The Panel accepts the force of the foregoing argument of ICM insofar
as it establishes that the June 1, 2005, resolutions accepted that ICM’s
application met the sponsorship criteria. The points summarized in
subparagraphs (a) through (i) of paragraph 63 above are in the view of the
Panel not adequately refuted by the recollections of ICANN’s witnesses,
distinguished as they are and candid as they were. Their current
recollection, the sincerity of which the Panel does not doubt, is that it was
their understanding in adopting the June 1, 2005 resolution that the Board
was entitled to continue to examine whether ICM’s application met the
sponsorship criteria, even if it had by adopting that resolution found those
criteria to have been provisionally met (which they challenge). While that
understanding is not supported by factors (a) through (i) of paragraph 63, it
nevertheless can muster substantial support on the question of whether any
determination that sponsorship criteria had been met was subject to
reconsideration.
148. Support on that aspect of the matter consists of the following:
- (a) The resolutions of June 1, 2005 (supra, paragraph 19) make no
reference to the satisfaction of sponsorship criteria or to whether that
question is definitively resolved.
- (b) Those resolutions however expressly provide that the approval and
authorization of the Board is required to enter into an agreement relating to
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the delegation of the sTLD; that being so, the Board viewed itself to be
entitled to review all elements of the agreement before approving and
authorizing it, including whether sponsorship criteria were met.
- (c) At the meeting of the GAC in July, 2005, some six weeks after the
adoption by the Board of its resolutions of June 1, in the course of preparing
the GAC Communique, the GAC Chair “confirmed that, having consulted the
ICANN Legal Counsel, GAC could still advise ICANN about the .xxx proposal,
should it decide to do so.” (Supra, paragraph 24.) Since on the advice of
counsel the GAC could still advise ICANN about the .XXX proposal, and since
questions had been raised in the GAC about whether ICM’s application met
sponsorship criteria in the light of the appraisal of the Evaluation Panel, it
may seem to follow that that advice could embrace the question of whether
sponsorship criteria had been met and whether any such determination was
subject to reconsideration. In point of fact, after June 1, 2005, a number of
members of the GAC challenged or questioned the desirability of approving
the ICM application on a variety of grounds, including sponsorship (supra,
paragraphs 21-25, 40).
- (d) At its teleconference of September 15, 2005, there was “lengthy
discussion involving nearly all of the directors regarding the sponsorship
criteria…” (supra, paragraph 32). That imports that the members of the
Board did not regard the question of sponsorship criteria to have been closed
by the adoption of the resolutions of June 1, 2005.
- (e) In a letter of May 4, 2006, the President Twomey wrote the Chairman
and Members of the GAC noting
“that the Board decision as to the .XXX application is still
pending…the Board voted to authorize staff to enter into contractual
negotiations without prejudicing the Board’s right to evaluate the
resulting contract and to decide whether it meets all of the criteria
before the Board including public policy advice such as might be
offered by the GAC… Due to the subjective nature of the sponsorship
related criteria that were reviewed by the Sponsorship Evaluation
Team, additional materials were requested from each applicant to be
supplied directly for Board review and consideration…In some
instances, such as with .XXX, while the additional materials provided
sufficient clarification to proceed with contractual discussions, the
Board still expressed concerns about whether the applicant met all of
the criteria, but took the view that such concerns could possibly be
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addressed by contractual obligations to be stated in a registry
agreement.” (C-188, and supra, paragraph 37.)
- (f) At a Board teleconference of February 12, 2007, ICANN’s General
Counsel asked the Board to consider “how ICM measures up against the RFP
criteria,” a request that implies that questions about whether such criteria
had been met were not foreclosed. (Supra, paragraph 41.)
- (g) ICM provided data to ICANN staff, in the course of the preparation of its
successive draft registry agreements, that bore on sponsorship. It has not
placed in evidence contemporaneous statements that in its view such data
was not relevant to continued consideration of its application on the ground
that it had met sponsorship criteria or that the Board’s June 1, 2005
resolutions foreclosed further consideration of sponsorship criteria. It Is
understandable that it did not do so, because it was in the process of
endeavoring to respond positively to every request of the ICANN Board and
staff that it could meet in the hope of promoting final approval of its
application; but nevertheless that ICM took part in a continuing dialogue on
sponsorship criteria suggests that it too did not regard, or at any rate, treat,
that question as definitively resolved by adopted of the June 1, 2005
resolutions.
- (h) When Rita Rodin, a new member of the Board, raised concerns about
ICM’s meeting of sponsorship criteria at the Board’s teleconference of
February 12, 2007, she said that she did “not wish to reopen issues if they
have already been decided by the Board” and asked the President and
General Counsel to confirm that the question was open for discussion. There
was no direct reply but the tenor of the subsequent discussion indicates that
the Board did not view the question as closed. (During the Board’s debate
over adoption of its climactic resolution of March 30, 2007, Susan Crawford
said that opposition to ICM’s application was not sufficient “to warrant
revisiting the question of the sponsorship strength of this TLD which I
personally believe to be closed.”) (Supra, paragraph 52.)
149. While the Panel has concluded that by adopting its resolutions of June
1, 2005, the Board found that ICM’s application met financial, technical and
sponsorship criteria, less clear is whether that determination was subject to
reconsideration. The record is inconclusive, for the conflicting reasons set
forth above in paragraphs 63, 65 and 66 (on behalf of ICM) and paragraph
149 (on behalf of ICANN). The Panel nevertheless is charged with arriving at
a conclusion on the question. In appraising whether ICANN on this issue
“applied documented policies, neutrally and objectively, with integrity and
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fairness” (Bylaws, Section 2(8), the Panel finds instructive the documented
policy stated in the Board’s Carthage resolution of October 31, 2003 on
“Finalization of New sTLD RFP,” namely, that an agreement “reflecting the
commercial and technical terms shall be negotiated upon the successful
completion of the sTLD selection process.” (C-78, p. 4.) In the Panel’s view,
the sTLD process was “successfully completed”, as that term is used in the
Carthage RFP resolution, in the case of ICM Registry with the adoption of the
June 1, 2005, resolutions. ICANN should, pursuant to the Carthage
documented policy, then have proceeded to conclude an agreement with ICM
on commercial and technical terms, without reopening whether ICM’s
application met sponsorship criteria. As Dr. Williams, chair of the Evaluation
Panel, testified, the RFP process did not contemplate that new criteria could
be added after the [original] criteria had been satisfied. (Tr. 374: 1719). It is
pertinent to observe that the GAC’s proposals for new TLDs generally
exclude consideration of new criteria (supra, paragraph 46).
150. In so concluding, the Panel does not question the integrity of the ICANN
Board’s disposition of the ICM Registry application, still less that of any of
the Board’s members. It does find that reconsideration of sponsorship
criteria, once the Board had found them to have been met, was not in accord
with documented policy. If, by way of analogy, there was a construction
contract at issue, the party contracting with the builder could not be heard
to argue that specifications and criteria defined in invitations to tender can
be freely modified once past the qualification stage; the conditions of any
such modifications are carefully circumscribed. Admittedly in the instant
case the Board was not operating in a context of established business
practice. That fact is extenuating, as are other considerations set out
above. The majority of the Board appears to have believed that was acting
appropriately in reconsidering the question of sponsorship (although a
substantial minority vigorously differed). The Board was pressed to do so by
the Government of the United States and by quite a number of other
influential governments, and ICANN was bound to “duly take into account”
the views of those governments. It is not at fault because it did so. It is not
possible to estimate just how influential expressions of governmental
positions were. They were undoubtedly very influential but it is not clear
that they were decisive. If the Board simply had yielded to governmental
pressure, it would have disposed of the ICM application much earlier. The
Panel does not conclude that the Board, absent the expression of those
governmental positions, would necessarily have arrived at a conclusion
favorable to ICM. It accepts the affirmation of members of the Board that
they did not vote against acceptance of ICM’s application because of
governmental pressure. Certainly there are those, including Board members,
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who understandably react negatively to pornography, and, in some cases,
their reactions may be more visceral than rational. But they may also have
had doubts, as did the Board, that ICM would be able successfully to achieve
what it claimed .XXX would achieve.
151. The Board’s resolution of March 30, 2007, rejecting ICM’s proposed
agreement and denying its request for delegation of the .XXX sTLD lists four
grounds for so holding in addition to failure to meet sponsored community
criteria (supra, paragraph 47). The essence of these grounds appears to be
the Board’s understanding that the ICM application “raises significant law
enforcement compliance issues … therefore obligating ICANN to acquire
responsibility related to content and conduct … there are credible scenarios
that lead to circumstances in which ICANN would be forced to assume an
ongoing management and oversight role regarding Internet content, which is
inconsistent with its technical mandate.” ICM interprets these grounds, and
statements of Dr. Twomey and Dr. Cerf, as seeking to impose on ICM
responsibility for “enforcing restrictions around the world on access to illegal
and offensive content” (supra, paragraph 66-67). ICM avers that it never
undertook “to enforce the laws of the world on pornography”, an undertaking
that it could never discharge. It did undertake, in the event of the approval
and activation of .XXX, to install tools that would make it far easier for
governments to restrict access to content that they deemed illegal and
offensive. ICM argues that its application was rejected in part because of
its inability to comply with a contractual undertaking to which it never had
agreed in the first place (supra, paragraphs 66-71). To the extent that this is
so – and the facts and the conclusions drawn from the facts by the ICANN
Board in its resolution of March 30, 2007, in this regard are not fully coherent
– the Panel finds ground for questioning the neutral and objective
performance of the Board, and the consistency of its so doing with its
obligation not to single out ICM Registry for disparate treatment.
PART FIVE: CONCLUSIONS OF THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW PANEL
152. The Panel concludes, for the reasons stated above, that:
First, the holdings of the Independent Review Panel are advisory in
nature; they do not constitute a binding arbitral award.
Second, the actions and decisions of the ICANN Board are not entitled
to deference whether by application of the “business judgment” rule or
otherwise; they are to be appraised not deferentially but objectively.
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Third, the provision of Article 4 of ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation
prescribing that ICANN “shall operate for the benefit of the Internet
community as a whole, carrying out its activities in conformity with relevant
principles of international law and applicable international conventions and
local law,” requires ICANN to operate in conformity with relevant general
principles of law (such as good faith) as well as relevant principles of
international law, applicable international conventions, and the law of the
State of California.
Fourth, the Board of ICANN in adopting its resolutions of June 1, 2005,
found that the application of ICM Registry for the .XXX sTLD met the required
sponsorship criteria.
Fifth, the Board’s reconsideration of that finding was not consistent
with the application of neutral, objective and fair documented policy.
Sixth, in respect of the first foregoing holding, ICANN prevails; in
respect of the second foregoing holding, ICM Registry prevails; in respect of
the third foregoing holding, ICM Registry prevails; in respect of the fourth
foregoing holding, ICM Registry prevails; and in respect of the fifth foregoing
holding, ICM Registry prevails. Accordingly, the prevailing party is ICM
Registry. It follows that, in pursuance of Article IV, Section 3(12) of the
Bylaws, ICANN shall be responsible for bearing all costs of the IRP Provider.
Each party shall bear its own attorneys’ fees. Therefore, the administrative
fees and expenses of the International Centre for Dispute Resolution, totaling
$4,500.00, shall be borne entirely by ICANN, and the compensation and
expenses of the Independent Review Panel, totaling $473,744.91, shall be
borne entirely by ICANN. ICANN shall accordingly reimburse ICM Registry
with the sum of $241,372.46, representing that portion of said fees and
expenses in excess of the apportioned costs previously incurred by ICM
Registry.
Judge Tevrizian is in agreement with the first foregoing conclusion but
not the subsequent conclusions. His opinion follows.
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CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION
I concur and expressly join in the Panel’s conclusion that the holdings
of the Independent Review Panel are advisory in nature and do not constitute
a binding arbitral award. I adopt the rationale and the reasons stated by the
Panel on this issue only.
However, I must respectfully dissent from my learned colleagues as to
the remainder of their findings. I am afraid that the majority opinion will
undermine the governance of the internet community by permitting any
disgruntled person, organization or governmental entity to second guess the
administration of one of the world’s most important technological resources.
I
INTRODUCTION
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (hereinafter
“ICANN”) is a uniquely created institution: a global, private, not-for-profit
organization incorporated under the laws of the State of California (Calif.
Corp. Code 5100, et seq.) exercising plenary control over one of the world’s
most important technological resources: the Internet Domain Name System
or “DNS.” The DNS is the gateway to the nearly infinite universe of names
and numbers that allow the Internet to function.
ICANN is a public benefit, non-profit corporation that was established
under the law of the State of California on September 30, 1998. ICANN’s
Articles of Incorporation were finalized and adopted on November 21, 1998,
and its By-Laws were finalized and adopted on the same day as its Articles of
Incorporation.
Article 4 of ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation sets forth the standard of
conduct under which ICANN is required to carry out its activities and mission
to protect the stability, integrity and utility of the Internet Domain Name
System on behalf of the global Internet community pursuant to a series of
agreements with the United States Department of Commerce. ICANN is
headquartered in Marina del Rey, California, U.S.A.
Article 4 of ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation specifically provide:
“The Corporation shall operate for the benefit of the Internet
community as a whole, carrying out its activities in conformity with
relevant principles of international law and applicable international
conventions and local law and, to the extent appropriate and
consistent with these Articles and its Bylaws, through open and
transparent processes that enable competition and open entry in
Internet-related markets. To this effect, the Corporation shall
cooperate as appropriate with relevant international organizations.”
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ICANN serves the function as the DNS root zone administrator to
ensure and is required by its Articles of Incorporation to be a neutral and
open facilitator of Internet coordination. ICANN’s function and purpose was
never meant to be content driven in any respect.
The Articles of Incorporation provide that ICANN is managed by a
Board of Directors (“Board”). The Board consists of 15 voting directors and 6
non-voting liaisons from around the world, “who in the aggregate [are to]
display diversity in geography, culture, skills, experience and perspective.”
(Article VI, § 2). The voting directors are composed of: (1) six
representatives of ICANN’s Supporting Organizations, which are sub-groups
dealing with specific sections of the policies under ICANN’s purview; (2)
eight independent representatives of the general public interest, currently
selected through ICANN’s Nominating Committee, in which all the
constituencies of ICANN are represented; and (3) the President and CEO,
who is appointed by the rest of the Board. Consistent with ICANN’s mandate
to provide private sector technical leadership in the management of the DNS,
“no official of a national government” may serve as a director. (Article VI, §
4). In carrying out its functions, it is obvious that ICANN is expected to
solicit and will receive input from a wide variety of Internet stakeholders and
participants.
ICANN operates through its Board of Directors, a Staff, An Ombudsman,
a Nominating Committee for Directors, three Supporting Organizations, four
Advisory Committees and numerous other stakeholders that participate in
the unique ICANN process. (By-Laws Articles V through XI).
As was stated earlier, ICANN was formed under the laws of the State
of California as a public benefit, non-profit corporation. As such, it would
appear that California Corporations Code Section 5100, et seq., together with
ICANN’s Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws, control its governance and
accountability.
In general, a non-profit director’s fiduciary duties include the duty of
care, which includes an obligation of due inquiry and the duty of loyalty
among others. The term “fiduciary” refers to anyone who holds a position
requiring trust, confidence and scrupulous exercise of good faith and candor.
It includes anyone who has a duty, created by a particular undertaking, to
act primarily for the benefit of others in matters connected with the
undertaking. A fiduciary relationship is one in which one person reposes
trust and confidence in another person, who “must exercise a corresponding
degree of fairness and good faith.” (Blacks Law Dictionary). The type of
persons who are commonly referred to as fiduciaries include corporate
directors. The California Corporation’s Code makes no distinction between
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directors chosen by election and directors chosen by selection or
designation in the application of fiduciary duties.
Directors of non-profit corporations in California owe a fiduciary duty to
the corporation they serve and to its members, if any. See Raven’s Cove
Townhomes, Inc. v. Knuppe Dev. Co., (1981) 114 CA3d 783, 799; Burt v. Irvine
Co., (1965) 237 CA2nd 828, 852. See also, Harvey v. Landing Homeowners
Assn., (2008) 162 CA4th 809, 821-822.
The “business judgment rule” is the standard the California courts
apply in deciding whether a director, acting without a financial interest in the
decision, satisfied the requirements of careful conduct imposed by the
California Corporations Code. See Gaillard v. Natomas Co., (1989) 208 CA3d
1250, 1264. The rule remains a creature of common law. Some California
courts define it as a standard of reasonable conduct. See Burt v. Irvine Co.,
(1965) 237 CA2d 828, while others speak of actions taken in good faith. See
Marble v. Latchford Glass Co., (1962) 205 CA2d 171. While, still others
examine whether the director “rationally believes that the business judgment
is in the best interests of the corporation.” See Lee v. Interinsurance Exch.,
(1996) 50 CA4th 694.
The business judgment rule is codified in Section 309 of the California
Corporations Code, which provides that a director must act “in good faith, in
a manner such director believes to be in the best interests of the corporation
and its shareholders and with such care, including reasonable inquiry, as an
ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use under similar
circumstances.” Cal. Corp. Code § 309(a); see also Lee v. Interinsurance
Exch., (1996) 50 CA4th 694, 714. Section 309 shields from liability directors
who follow its provisions: “A person who performs the duties of a director in
accordance with subdivisions (a) and (b) shall have no liability based upon
any alleged failure to discharge the person’s obligations as a director.” Cal.
Corp. Code § 309 (c).
II
THE ACTIONS OF THE ICANN BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ARE ENTITLED TO SUBSTANTIAL DEFERENCE
FROM THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW PANEL
ICANN’s By-Laws, specifically Article I, § 2, sets forth 11 core values
and concludes as follows:
“These core values are deliberately expressed in very
general terms, so that they may provide useful and relevant
guidance in the broadest possible range of circumstances.
Because they are not narrowly prescriptive, the specific way in
which they apply, individually and collectively, to each new
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situation will necessarily depend on many factors that cannot be
fully anticipated or enumerated; and because they are
statements of principle rather than practice, situations will
inevitably arise in which perfect fidelity to all eleven core values
simultaneously is not possible. Any ICANN body making a
recommendation or decision shall exercise its judgment to
determine which core values are most relevant and how they
apply to the specific circumstances of the case at hand, and to
determine, if necessary, an appropriate and defensible balance
among competing values.”
The By-Laws make it clear that the core values must not be construed
in a “narrowly prescriptive”manner. To the contrary, Article I, § 2, provides
that the ICANN Board is vested with board discretion in implementing its
responsibility such as is mentioned in the business judgment rule.
III
PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW DO NOT APPLY
Article 4 of the ICANN Articles of Incorporation does not preempt the
California Corporations Code as a “choice-of-law provision” importing
international law into the independent review process. Rather, the
substantive provisions of the By-Laws and Articles of Incorporation, as
construed in light of the law of California, where ICANN is incorporated as a
non-profit entity, should govern the claims before the Independent Review
Panel (hereinafter “IRP”).
Professor Caron opined that principles of international law do not apply
because, as a private entity, ICANN is not subject to that body of law
governing sovereigns. To adopt a more expansive view is tantamount to
judicial legislation or mischief.
IV
THE ICANN BOARD OF DIRECTORS DID NOT ACT
INCONSISTENTLY WITH ICANN’S ARTICLES
OF INCORPORATION AND BY-LAWS IN
CONSIDERING AND ULTIMATELY DENYING
ICM REGISTRY, LLC’S APPLICATION FOR
A SPONSORED TOP LEVEL DOMAIN NAME
On March 30, 2007, the ICANN Board of Directors approved a resolution
rejecting the proposed registry agreement and denying the application
submitted by ICM Registry, LLC for a sponsored top level domain name. The
findings of the Board was that the application was deficient in that the
applicant, ICM Registry, LLC, (hereinafter “ICM”), failed to satisfy the
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Request For Proposal (“hereinafter “RFP”) posted June 24, 2003, in the
following manner:
“1.

ICM’s definition of its sponsored TLD community was not
capable of precise or clear definition;
2.
ICM’s policies were not primarily in the interests of the
sponsored TLD community;
3.
ICM’s proposed community did not have needs and
interests which are differentiated from those of the general
global Internet community;
4.
ICM could not demonstrate that it had the requisite
community support; and,
5.
ICM was not adding new and valuable space to the Internet
name space.”
On December 15, 2003, ICANN posted a final RFP for a new round of
sponsored Top Level Domain Names (hereinafter “STLD”). On March 16,
2004, ICM submitted its application for the .XXX STLD name. From the
inception, ICM knew that its .XXX application would be controversial. From
the time that ICM submitted its applications until the application was finally
denied on March 30, 2007, ICM never was able to clearly define what the
interests of the .XXX community would be or that ICM had adequate support
from the community it sought to represent.
ICM has claimed during these proceedings that the RFP posted by
ICANN established a non-overlapping two-step procedure for approving new
STLDs, under which applications would first be tested for baseline criteria,
and only after the applications were finally and irrevocably approved by the
ICANN Board could the applications proceed to technical and commercial
contract negotiations with ICANN staff. ICM forcefully argues that on June
1, 2005, the ICANN Board irrevocably approved the ICM .XXX STLD
application so as to be granted vested rights to enter into registry agreement
negotiations dealing with economic issues only. The evidence introduced at
the independent review procedure refutes this contention. Nothing
contained in the ICANN RFP permits this interpretation.
Before the ICANN Board could approve a STLD application, applicants
had to satisfy the baseline selection criteria set forth in the RFP, including
the technical, business, financial and sponsorship criteria, and also
negotiate an acceptable registry contract with ICANN staff. A review of the
relevant documents and testimony admitted into evidence established that
the two phases could overlap in time.
The fact that most ICANN Board members expressed significant
concerns about ICM’s sponsorship shortcomings after the June 1, 2005,
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resolutions negates any notion that the June 1, 2005, resolutions (which do
not say that the Board is approving anything and, to the contrary, state
clearly that the ICANN Board is not doing so) conclusively determined the
sponsorship issue.
The sponsorship issues and shortcomings in ICM’s application were
also raised by ICANN Board members who joined the ICANN Board after the
June 1, 2005, resolutions. Between the June 2005 and February 2007 ICANN
Board meetings, there were a total of six new voting Board members (out of
a total of fifteen) considering ICM’s application.
Both Dr. Cerf and Dr. Pisanty testified during the evidentiary hearing
that the ICANN Board’s vote on June 1, 2005, made clear that the Board’s
vote was intended only to permit ICM to proceed with contract negotiations.
Under no circumstances was ICANN bound by the vote to award the .XXX
STLD to ICM because the resolution that the ICANN Board adopted was not a
finding that ICM had satisfied the sponsorship criteria set forth in the
Request for Proposal.
By August 9, 2005, ICM’s first draft of the proposed .XXX STLD registry
agreement was posted on ICANN’s website and submitted to the ICANN
Board for approval. ICANN’s next Board meeting was scheduled for August
16, 2005, at which time the ICANN Board had planned on discussing the
proposed agreement.
Within days of ICANN posting the proposed registry agreement, the
Government Advisory Committee (hereinafter “GAC”) Chairman wrote Dr. Cerf
a letter expressing the GAC’s diverse and wide ranging” concerns with the
.XXX STLD and requesting that the ICANN Board provide additional time for
governments to express their public policy concerns before the ICANN Board
reached a final decision on the proposed registry agreement.
The GAC’s input was significant and proper because the ICANN ByLaws require the ICANN Board to take into account advice from the GAC on
public policy matters, both in formulation and adoption of policies. ICANN
By-Laws Article XI, § 2.1 (j), provides: “The advice of the Governmental
Advisory Committee on public policy matters shall be duly taken into
account, both in the formulation and adoption of policies.” Where the ICANN
Board seeks to take actions that are inconsistent with the GAC’s advice, the
Board must tell the GAC why. Thus, it was perfectly acceptable, appropriate
and fully consistent with the ICANN Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws for
the ICANN Board to consider and to address the GAC’s concerns.
Further, throughout 2005 and up to the ICANN Board’s denial of the ICM
.XXX STLD on March 30, 2007, a number of additional continuing concerns
and issues appeared beyond those originally voiced by the evaluation panel
at the beginning of the review process. Despite the best efforts of many and
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numerous opportunities, ICM could not satisfy these additional concerns and,
most importantly, could not cure the continuing sponsorship defects.
In all respects, ICANN operated in a fair, transparent and reasoned
manner in accordance with its Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws.
V
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, I would give substantial deference to the
actions of the ICANN Board of Directors taken on March 30, 2007, in
approving a resolution rejecting the proposed registry agreement and
denying the application submitted by ICM Registry, LLC for a sponsored top
level domain name. I specifically reject any notion that there was any
sinister motive by any ICANN Director, governmental entity or religious
organization to undermine ICM Registry, LLC’s application. In my opinion,
the application was rejected on the merits in an open and transparent forum.
On the basis of that, ICM Registry, LLC never satisfied the sponsorship
requirements and criteria for a top level domain name.
The rejection of the business judgment rule will open the floodgates to
increased collateral attacks on the decisions of the ICANN Board of
Directors and undermine its authority to provide a reliable point of reference
to exercise plenary control over the Internet Domain Name System. In
addition, it will leave the ICANN Board in a very vulnerable position for
politicization of its activities.
The business judgment rule establishes a presumption that the
directors’ and officers’ decisions are based on sound business judgment, and
it prohibits courts from interfering in business decisions made by the
management in good faith and in the absence of a conflict of interest. Katz
v. Chevron Corp., 22 Cal.App.4th 1352. In most cases, “the presumption
created by the business judgment rule can be rebutted only by affirmative
allegations of facts which, if proven, would establish fraud, bad faith,
overreaching or an unreasonable failure to investigate material facts.” The
record in this case does not support such findings. In addition, interference
with the discretion of the directors is not warranted in doubtful cases such
as is present here. Lee v. Interinsurance Exch., 50 Cal.App.4th 694.
In Marble v. Latchford Glass Co., 205 Cal.App.2nd 171, the court stated
that it would “not substitute its judgment for the business judgment of the
board of directors made in good faith.” Similarly, in Eldridge v. Tymshare,
Inc., 186 Cal.App.3rd 767, the court stated that the business judgment rule
“sets up a presumption that directors’ decisions are based on sound business
judgment. This presumption can be rebutted only by a factual showing of
fraud, bad faith or gross overreaching.” ICM Registry, LLC has not met the
standard articulated by established law.
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200A
(XXI) of 16 December 1966, entry into force 23 March 1976, in accordance with Article 49

Preamble

The States Parties to the present Covenant,

Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United Nations,
recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the
human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,

Recognizing that these rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person,

Recognizing that, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ideal of free
human beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear and want can only be
achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and political rights, as well as
his economic, social and cultural rights,

Considering the obligation of States under the Charter of the United Nations to promote universal
respect for, and observance of, human rights and freedoms,

Realizing that the individual, having duties to other individuals and to the community to which he
belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the promotion and observance of the rights recognized
in the present Covenant,

Agree upon the following articles:

PART I

Article 1

1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources without
prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based upon the
principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own
means of subsistence.

3. The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility for the
administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall promote the realization of the right
of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the provisions of the Charter of
the United Nations.

PART II

Article 2

1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals
within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures, each State Party to the
present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in accordance with its constitutional
processes and with the provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such laws or other measures as
may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant.

3. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:

(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have
an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an
official capacity;

(b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto determined by
competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority
provided for by the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;

(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted.

Article 3

The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women
to the enjoyment of all civil and political rights set forth in the present Covenant.

Article 4

1 . In time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the existence of which is
officially proclaimed, the States Parties to the present Covenant may take measures derogating from
their obligations under the present Covenant to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the
situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with their other obligations under
international law and do not involve discrimination solely on the ground of race, colour, sex,
language, religion or social origin.

2. No derogation from articles 6, 7, 8 (paragraphs I and 2), 11, 15, 16 and 18 may be made under this
provision.

3. Any State Party to the present Covenant availing itself of the right of derogation shall immediately
inform the other States Parties to the present Covenant, through the intermediary of the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, of the provisions from which it has derogated and of the reasons by
which it was actuated. A further communication shall be made, through the same intermediary, on
the date on which it terminates such derogation.

Article 5

1. Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person
any right to engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights
and freedoms recognized herein or at their limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the
present Covenant.

2. There shall be no restriction upon or derogation from any of the fundamental human rights
recognized or existing in any State Party to the present Covenant pursuant to law, conventions,
regulations or custom on the pretext that the present Covenant does not recognize such rights or
that it recognizes them to a lesser extent.

PART III

Article 6

1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall
be arbitrarily deprived of his life.

2. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence of death may be imposed only
for the most serious crimes in accordance with the law in force at the time of the commission of the
crime and not contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and to the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This penalty can only be carried out pursuant
to a final judgement rendered by a competent court.

3. When deprivation of life constitutes the crime of genocide, it is understood that nothing in this
article shall authorize any State Party to the present Covenant to derogate in any way from any
obligation assumed under the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide.

4. Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or commutation of the sentence.
Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the sentence of death may be granted in all cases.

5. Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes committed by persons below eighteen years of
age and shall not be carried out on pregnant women.

6. Nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition of capital punishment
by any State Party to the present Covenant.

Article 7

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. In
particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific
experimentation.

Article 8

1. No one shall be held in slavery; slavery and the slave-trade in all their forms shall be prohibited.

2. No one shall be held in servitude.

3.

(a) No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour;

(b) Paragraph 3 (a) shall not be held to preclude, in countries where imprisonment with hard labour
may be imposed as a punishment for a crime, the performance of hard labour in pursuance of a
sentence to such punishment by a competent court;

(c) For the purpose of this paragraph the term "forced or compulsory labour" shall not include:

(i) Any work or service, not referred to in subparagraph (b), normally required of a person who is
under detention in consequence of a lawful order of a court, or of a person during conditional
release from such detention;

(ii) Any service of a military character and, in countries where conscientious objection is recognized,
any national service required by law of conscientious objectors;

(iii) Any service exacted in cases of emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the
community;

(iv) Any work or service which forms part of normal civil obligations.

Article 9

1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary
arrest or detention. No one shall be deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in accordance
with such procedure as are established by law.

2. Anyone who is arrested shall be informed, at the time of arrest, of the reasons for his arrest and
shall be promptly informed of any charges against him.

3. Anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought promptly before a judge or
other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a
reasonable time or to release. It shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting trial shall be
detained in custody, but release may be subject to guarantees to appear for trial, at any other stage
of the judicial proceedings, and, should occasion arise, for execution of the judgement.

4. Anyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings
before a court, in order that that court may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his detention
and order his release if the detention is not lawful.

5. Anyone who has been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall have an enforceable right to
compensation.

Article 10

1. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the
inherent dignity of the human person.

2.

(a) Accused persons shall, save in exceptional circumstances, be segregated from convicted persons
and shall be subject to separate treatment appropriate to their status as unconvicted persons;

(b) Accused juvenile persons shall be separated from adults and brought as speedily as possible for
adjudication.

3. The penitentiary system shall comprise treatment of prisoners the essential aim of which shall be
their reformation and social rehabilitation. Juvenile offenders shall be segregated from adults and be
accorded treatment appropriate to their age and legal status.

Article 11

No one shall be imprisoned merely on the ground of inability to fulfil a contractual obligation. Article
12

1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty
of movement and freedom to choose his residence.

2. Everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own.

3. The above-mentioned rights shall not be subject to any restrictions except those which are
provided by law, are necessary to protect national security, public order (ordre public), public health
or morals or the rights and freedoms of others, and are consistent with the other rights recognized in
the present Covenant.

4. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own country.

Article 13

An alien lawfully in the territory of a State Party to the present Covenant may be expelled therefrom
only in pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with law and shall, except where compelling
reasons of national security otherwise require, be allowed to submit the reasons against his
expulsion and to have his case reviewed by, and be represented for the purpose before, the
competent authority or a person or persons especially designated by the competent authority.

Article 14

1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the determination of any criminal
charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair
and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law. The press
and the public may be excluded from all or part of a trial for reasons of morals, public order (ordre
public) or national security in a democratic society, or when the interest of the private lives of the
parties so requires, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special
circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice; but any judgement rendered
in a criminal case or in a suit at law shall be made public except where the interest of juvenile
persons otherwise requires or the proceedings concern matrimonial disputes or the guardianship of
children.

2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law.

3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to the following
minimum guarantees, in full equality: (a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a language which
he understands of the nature and cause of the charge against him;

(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to communicate with
counsel of his own choosing;

(c) To be tried without undue delay;

(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own
choosing; to be informed, if he does not have legal assistance, of this right; and to have legal
assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests of justice so require, and without
payment by him in any such case if he does not have sufficient means to pay for it;

(e) To examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and
examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him;

(f) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used
in court;

(g) Not to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.

4. In the case of juvenile persons, the procedure shall be such as will take account of their age and
the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation. 5. Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right
to his conviction and sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law.

6. When a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal offence and when subsequently
his conviction has been reversed or he has been pardoned on the ground that a new or newly
discovered fact shows conclusively that there has been a miscarriage of justice, the person who has
suffered punishment as a result of such conviction shall be compensated according to law, unless it is
proved that the non-disclosure of the unknown fact in time is wholly or partly attributable to him.

7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which he has already been
finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of each country.

Article 15

1 . No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not
constitute a criminal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was
committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time
when the criminal offence was committed. If, subsequent to the commission of the offence,
provision is made by law for the imposition of the lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit thereby.

2. Nothing in this article shall prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or
omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles
of law recognized by the community of nations.

Article 16

Everyone shall have the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 17

1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Article 18

1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right shall
include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either individually
or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in worship,
observance, practice and teaching.

2. No one shall be subject to coercion which would impair his freedom to have or to adopt a religion
or belief of his choice.

3. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only to such limitations as are
prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, or morals or the
fundamental rights and freedoms of others.

4. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for the liberty of parents
and, when applicable, legal guardians to ensure the religious and moral education of their children in
conformity with their own convictions.

Article 19

1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.

2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing
or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.

3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties
and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as
are provided by law and are necessary:

(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;

(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or
morals.

Article 20

1. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law.

2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination,
hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law.

Article 21

The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of
this right other than those imposed in conformity with the law and which are necessary in a
democratic society in the interests of national security or public safety, public order (ordre public),
the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

Article 22

1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with others, including the right to form and
join trade unions for the protection of his interests.

2. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those which are prescribed
by law and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security or public
safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the
rights and freedoms of others. This article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on
members of the armed forces and of the police in their exercise of this right.

3. Nothing in this article shall authorize States Parties to the International Labour Organisation
Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize to
take legislative measures which would prejudice, or to apply the law in such a manner as to
prejudice, the guarantees provided for in that Convention.

Article 23

1. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by
society and the State.

2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to found a family shall be
recognized.

3. No marriage shall be entered into without the free and full consent of the intending spouses.

4. States Parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate steps to ensure equality of rights and
responsibilities of spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. In the case of
dissolution, provision shall be made for the necessary protection of any children.

Article 24

1. Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex, language, religion,
national or social origin, property or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are required
by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the State.

2. Every child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have a name.

3. Every child has the right to acquire a nationality.

Article 25

Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned in
article 2 and without unreasonable restrictions:

(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives;

(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal and equal
suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the
electors;

(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service in his country.

Article 26

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal
protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all

persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour,
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status.

Article 27

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such
minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to
enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own language.

PART IV

Article 28

1. There shall be established a Human Rights Committee (hereafter referred to in the present
Covenant as the Committee). It shall consist of eighteen members and shall carry out the functions
hereinafter provided.

2. The Committee shall be composed of nationals of the States Parties to the present Covenant who
shall be persons of high moral character and recognized competence in the field of human rights,
consideration being given to the usefulness of the participation of some persons having legal
experience.

3. The members of the Committee shall be elected and shall serve in their personal capacity.

Article 29

1. The members of the Committee shall be elected by secret ballot from a list of persons possessing
the qualifications prescribed in article 28 and nominated for the purpose by the States Parties to the
present Covenant.

2. Each State Party to the present Covenant may nominate not more than two persons. These
persons shall be nationals of the nominating State.

3. A person shall be eligible for renomination.

Article 30

1. The initial election shall be held no later than six months after the date of the entry into force of
the present Covenant.

2. At least four months before the date of each election to the Committee, other than an election to
fill a vacancy declared in accordance with article 34, the Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall address a written invitation to the States Parties to the present Covenant to submit their
nominations for membership of the Committee within three months.

3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of all the
persons thus nominated, with an indication of the States Parties which have nominated them, and
shall submit it to the States Parties to the present Covenant no later than one month before the date
of each election.

4. Elections of the members of the Committee shall be held at a meeting of the States Parties to the
present Covenant convened by the Secretary General of the United Nations at the Headquarters of
the United Nations. At that meeting, for which two thirds of the States Parties to the present
Covenant shall constitute a quorum, the persons elected to the Committee shall be those nominees
who obtain the largest number of votes and an absolute majority of the votes of the representatives
of States Parties present and voting.

Article 31

1. The Committee may not include more than one national of the same State.

2. In the election of the Committee, consideration shall be given to equitable geographical
distribution of membership and to the representation of the different forms of civilization and of the
principal legal systems.

Article 32

1. The members of the Committee shall be elected for a term of four years. They shall be eligible for
re-election if renominated. However, the terms of nine of the members elected at the first election
shall expire at the end of two years; immediately after the first election, the names of these nine
members shall be chosen by lot by the Chairman of the meeting referred to in article 30, paragraph
4. 2. Elections at the expiry of office shall be held in accordance with the preceding articles of this
part of the present Covenant.

Article 33

1. If, in the unanimous opinion of the other members, a member of the Committee has ceased to
carry out his functions for any cause other than absence of a temporary character, the Chairman of
the Committee shall notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall then declare the
seat of that member to be vacant.

2. In the event of the death or the resignation of a member of the Committee, the Chairman shall
immediately notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall declare the seat vacant
from the date of death or the date on which the resignation takes effect.

Article 34

1. When a vacancy is declared in accordance with article 33 and if the term of office of the member
to be replaced does not expire within six months of the declaration of the vacancy, the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations shall notify each of the States Parties to the present Covenant, which
may within two months submit nominations in accordance with article 29 for the purpose of filling
the vacancy.

2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of the
persons thus nominated and shall submit it to the States Parties to the present Covenant. The

election to fill the vacancy shall then take place in accordance with the relevant provisions of this
part of the present Covenant.

3. A member of the Committee elected to fill a vacancy declared in accordance with article 33 shall
hold office for the remainder of the term of the member who vacated the seat on the Committee
under the provisions of that article.

Article 35

The members of the Committee shall, with the approval of the General Assembly of the United
Nations, receive emoluments from United Nations resources on such terms and conditions as the
General Assembly may decide, having regard to the importance of the Committee's responsibilities.

Article 36

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall provide the necessary staff and facilities for the
effective performance of the functions of the Committee under the present Covenant.

Article 37

1. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall convene the initial meeting of the Committee at
the Headquarters of the United Nations.

2. After its initial meeting, the Committee shall meet at such times as shall be provided in its rules of
procedure.

3. The Committee shall normally meet at the Headquarters of the United Nations or at the United
Nations Office at Geneva.

Article 38

Every member of the Committee shall, before taking up his duties, make a solemn declaration in
open committee that he will perform his functions impartially and conscientiously.

Article 39

1. The Committee shall elect its officers for a term of two years. They may be re-elected.

2. The Committee shall establish its own rules of procedure, but these rules shall provide, inter alia,
that:

(a) Twelve members shall constitute a quorum;

(b) Decisions of the Committee shall be made by a majority vote of the members present.

Article 40

1. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to submit reports on the measures they
have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized herein and on the progress made in the
enjoyment of those rights: (a) Within one year of the entry into force of the present Covenant for the
States Parties concerned;

(b) Thereafter whenever the Committee so requests.

2. All reports shall be submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall transmit
them to the Committee for consideration. Reports shall indicate the factors and difficulties, if any,
affecting the implementation of the present Covenant.

3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations may, after consultation with the Committee, transmit
to the specialized agencies concerned copies of such parts of the reports as may fall within their field
of competence.

4. The Committee shall study the reports submitted by the States Parties to the present Covenant. It
shall transmit its reports, and such general comments as it may consider appropriate, to the States
Parties. The Committee may also transmit to the Economic and Social Council these comments along
with the copies of the reports it has received from States Parties to the present Covenant.

5. The States Parties to the present Covenant may submit to the Committee observations on any
comments that may be made in accordance with paragraph 4 of this article.

Article 41

1. A State Party to the present Covenant may at any time declare under this article that it recognizes
the competence of the Committee to receive and consider communications to the effect that a State
Party claims that another State Party is not fulfilling its obligations under the present Covenant.
Communications under this article may be received and considered only if submitted by a State Party
which has made a declaration recognizing in regard to itself the competence of the Committee. No
communication shall be received by the Committee if it concerns a State Party which has not made
such a declaration. Communications received under this article shall be dealt with in accordance with
the following procedure:

(a) If a State Party to the present Covenant considers that another State Party is not giving effect to
the provisions of the present Covenant, it may, by written communication, bring the matter to the
attention of that State Party. Within three months after the receipt of the communication the
receiving State shall afford the State which sent the communication an explanation, or any other
statement in writing clarifying the matter which should include, to the extent possible and pertinent,
reference to domestic procedures and remedies taken, pending, or available in the matter;

(b) If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction of both States Parties concerned within six months
after the receipt by the receiving State of the initial communication, either State shall have the right
to refer the matter to the Committee, by notice given to the Committee and to the other State;

(c) The Committee shall deal with a matter referred to it only after it has ascertained that all available
domestic remedies have been invoked and exhausted in the matter, in conformity with the generally
recognized principles of international law. This shall not be the rule where the application of the
remedies is unreasonably prolonged;

(d) The Committee shall hold closed meetings when examining communications under this article;

(e) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (c), the Committee shall make available its good offices
to the States Parties concerned with a view to a friendly solution of the matter on the basis of
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in the present Covenant;

(f) In any matter referred to it, the Committee may call upon the States Parties concerned, referred
to in subparagraph (b), to supply any relevant information;

(g) The States Parties concerned, referred to in subparagraph (b), shall have the right to be
represented when the matter is being considered in the Committee and to make submissions orally
and/or in writing;

(h) The Committee shall, within twelve months after the date of receipt of notice under
subparagraph (b), submit a report:

(i) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is reached, the Committee shall confine its
report to a brief statement of the facts and of the solution reached;

(ii) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is not reached, the Committee shall confine its
report to a brief statement of the facts; the written submissions and record of the oral submissions
made by the States Parties concerned shall be attached to the report. In every matter, the report
shall be communicated to the States Parties concerned.

2. The provisions of this article shall come into force when ten States Parties to the present Covenant
have made declarations under paragraph I of this article. Such declarations shall be deposited by the
States Parties with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall transmit copies thereof to
the other States Parties. A declaration may be withdrawn at any time by notification to the SecretaryGeneral. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideration of any matter which is the subject
of a communication already transmitted under this article; no further communication by any State
Party shall be received after the notification of withdrawal of the declaration has been received by
the Secretary-General, unless the State Party concerned has made a new declaration.

Article 42

1.

(a) If a matter referred to the Committee in accordance with article 41 is not resolved to the
satisfaction of the States Parties concerned, the Committee may, with the prior consent of the States
Parties concerned, appoint an ad hoc Conciliation Commission (hereinafter referred to as the
Commission). The good offices of the Commission shall be made available to the States Parties
concerned with a view to an amicable solution of the matter on the basis of respect for the present
Covenant;

(b) The Commission shall consist of five persons acceptable to the States Parties concerned. If the
States Parties concerned fail to reach agreement within three months on all or part of the
composition of the Commission, the members of the Commission concerning whom no agreement
has been reached shall be elected by secret ballot by a two-thirds majority vote of the Committee
from among its members.

2. The members of the Commission shall serve in their personal capacity. They shall not be nationals
of the States Parties concerned, or of a State not Party to the present Covenant, or of a State Party
which has not made a declaration under article 41.

3. The Commission shall elect its own Chairman and adopt its own rules of procedure.

4. The meetings of the Commission shall normally be held at the Headquarters of the United Nations
or at the United Nations Office at Geneva. However, they may be held at such other convenient
places as the Commission may determine in consultation with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations and the States Parties concerned.

5. The secretariat provided in accordance with article 36 shall also service the commissions
appointed under this article.

6. The information received and collated by the Committee shall be made available to the
Commission and the Commission may call upon the States Parties concerned to supply any other
relevant information.

7. When the Commission has fully considered the matter, but in any event not later than twelve
months after having been seized of the matter, it shall submit to the Chairman of the Committee a
report for communication to the States Parties concerned:

(a) If the Commission is unable to complete its consideration of the matter within twelve months, it
shall confine its report to a brief statement of the status of its consideration of the matter;

(b) If an amicable solution to the matter on tie basis of respect for human rights as recognized in the
present Covenant is reached, the Commission shall confine its report to a brief statement of the facts
and of the solution reached;

(c) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (b) is not reached, the Commission's report shall
embody its findings on all questions of fact relevant to the issues between the States Parties
concerned, and its views on the possibilities of an amicable solution of the matter. This report shall
also contain the written submissions and a record of the oral submissions made by the States Parties
concerned;

(d) If the Commission's report is submitted under subparagraph (c), the States Parties concerned
shall, within three months of the receipt of the report, notify the Chairman of the Committee
whether or not they accept the contents of the report of the Commission.

8. The provisions of this article are without prejudice to the responsibilities of the Committee under
article 41.

9. The States Parties concerned shall share equally all the expenses of the members of the
Commission in accordance with estimates to be provided by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

10. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be empowered to pay the expenses of the
members of the Commission, if necessary, before reimbursement by the States Parties concerned, in
accordance with paragraph 9 of this article.

Article 43

The members of the Committee, and of the ad hoc conciliation commissions which may be appointed
under article 42, shall be entitled to the facilities, privileges and immunities of experts on mission for
the United Nations as laid down in the relevant sections of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations.

Article 44

The provisions for the implementation of the present Covenant shall apply without prejudice to the
procedures prescribed in the field of human rights by or under the constituent instruments and the
conventions of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies and shall not prevent the States
Parties to the present Covenant from having recourse to other procedures for settling a dispute in
accordance with general or special international agreements in force between them.

Article 45

The Committee shall submit to the General Assembly of the United Nations, through the Economic
and Social Council, an annual report on its activities.

PART V

Article 46

Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the provisions of the Charter of the
United Nations and of the constitutions of the specialized agencies which define the respective
responsibilities of the various organs of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies in regard
to the matters dealt with in the present Covenant.

Article 47

Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right of all peoples to
enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and resources.

PART VI

Article 48

1. The present Covenant is open for signature by any State Member of the United Nations or
member of any of its specialized agencies, by any State Party to the Statute of the International Court
of Justice, and by any other State which has been invited by the General Assembly of the United
Nations to become a Party to the present Covenant.

2. The present Covenant is subject to ratification. Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with
the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

3. The present Covenant shall be open to accession by any State referred to in paragraph 1 of this
article.

4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.

5. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States which have signed this
Covenant or acceded to it of the deposit of each instrument of ratification or accession.

Article 49

1. The present Covenant shall enter into force three months after the date of the deposit with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument of
accession.

2. For each State ratifying the present Covenant or acceding to it after the deposit of the thirty-fifth
instrument of ratification or instrument of accession, the present Covenant shall enter into force
three months after the date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification or instrument of
accession.

Article 50

The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend to all parts of federal States without any
limitations or exceptions.

Article 51

1. Any State Party to the present Covenant may propose an amendment and file it with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall
thereupon communicate any proposed amendments to the States Parties to the present Covenant
with a request that they notify him whether they favour a conference of States Parties for the
purpose of considering and voting upon the proposals. In the event that at least one third of the
States Parties favours such a conference, the Secretary-General shall convene the conference under
the auspices of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a majority of the States Parties
present and voting at the conference shall be submitted to the General Assembly of the United
Nations for approval.

2. Amendments shall come into force when they have been approved by the General Assembly of the
United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majority of the States Parties to the present Covenant
in accordance with their respective constitutional processes. 3. When amendments come into force,
they shall be binding on those States Parties which have accepted them, other States Parties still
being bound by the provisions of the present Covenant and any earlier amendment which they have
accepted.

Article 52

1. Irrespective of the notifications made under article 48, paragraph 5, the Secretary-General of the
United Nations shall inform all States referred to in paragraph I of the same article of the following
particulars:

(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under article 48;

(b) The date of the entry into force of the present Covenant under article 49 and the date of the
entry into force of any amendments under article 51.

Article 53

1. The present Covenant, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally
authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the United Nations.

2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certified copies of the present
Covenant to all States referred to in article 48.
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_%&
jKD?D EKD >8?E@DG ;F 9FE 8N?DD @G ?DN8?;@9N EKD >A8MD YKD?D EKD "GD9M@FG
*@9;F I?FEKD?G 89; 0DGG?G& "JI?FG@F !F9MK8 89; 0FAD?F !FM8 YD?D 8??DGED;& .KD >DE@E@F9D?G
J8@9E8@9 EKDT YD?D ;DE8@9D; @9 >HIA@M4 F9 EKD GE?DDEf EKD #E8ED4 @9 MF9E?8GE4 KFA;G EK8E EKD
8??DGEG EFFZ >A8MD 8E EKD KFJD FP 0G& 2A8;TG 7DAD9 )8JFG e8?N8G& .KD !FJJ@GG@F9 9FEDG4
KFYDUD?4 EK8E EKD >8?E@DG ;F 9FE ;@G>HED EKD P8ME EK8E EKD GD9ED9MD MF9U@ME@9N EKD GEH;D9EG
P8@AD; EF E8ZD @9EF 8MMFH9E EKD \H;@M@8A GE8EDJD9E J8;D IT 0?G& 2A8;TG e8?N8G eD?N8?8T F9
WH9D %(4 %XX(4 @9 YK@MK GKD ?DM89ED; KD? D8?A@D? EDGE@JF9T EF EKD >FA@MD @9 YK@MK GKD K8; G8@;
EK8E EKD GEH;D9EG YD?D 8??DGED; 8E KD? KFJD 89; MA8@JD; EK8E EKD >FA@MD GE8EDJD9E K8; IDD9
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FIE8@9D; H9;D? >FA@MD ;H?DGG&
_(&
7D9MD4 EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED ;FDG 9FE ;@G>HED EKD P8MEG4 89; @EG ;DPD9GD MD9ED?G
F9 EKD P8ME EK8E EKD "GD9M@FG *@9;F I?FEKD?G 89; 0DGG?G& "JI?FG@F !F9MK8 89; 0FAD?F !FM8
YD?D E?@D; 89; MF9U@MED; >H?GH89E EF 9F?J8A >?FMD;H?DG H9;D? <D?HU@89 ;FJDGE@M A8Yh
G>DM@P@M8AAT4 1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_4 FP 08T g4 %XX(4 ;D8A@9N Y@EK ED??F?@GE M?@JDG&
_B&
!F9GD[HD9EAT4 EKD @GGHD IDPF?D EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 @G YKDEKD? EKD 8PF?DG8@;
1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_ 89; @EG 89M@AA8?T >?FU@G@F9G 8?D MFJ>A@89E Y@EK EKD FIA@N8E@F9G <D?H
8GGHJD; IT ?8E@PT@9N EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9 F9 7HJ89 )@NKEG4 @9 A@NKE FP EKD H9;@G>HED;
P8MEG FP EKD >?DGD9E M8GD& /9 EK@G ?DN8?;4 @E GKFHA; ID 9FED; EK8E EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 @G MFJ>DED9E
EF ;DED?J@9D YKDEKD? EKD DPPDMEG FP D9PF?M@9N 8 ;FJDGE@M A8Y MF9GE@EHED U@FA8E@F9G FP EKD
FIA@N8E@F9G FP 8 #E8ED EK8E @G 8 >8?ET EF EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9& /9 EK@G ?DN8?;4 EKD /9ED?L
"JD?@M89 !FH?E K8G G8@; EK8Eh

.KD?D GKFHA; ID 9F ;FHIE EK8E EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 K8G @9 EK8E ?DN8?; EKD G8JD
>FYD?G @E YFHA; K8UD @P MF9P?F9ED; Y@EK 89T FEKD? ET>D FP U@FA8E@F9 89; MFHA;
D`>?DGG @EGDAP @9 EKD G8JD Y8T 8G @9 FEKD? M8GDG& #8@; @9 89FEKD? Y8T4 EK8E @E @G
8 [HDGE@F9 FP Q;FJDGE@M ADN@GA8E@F9Q YK@MK K8G IDD9 Q 8;F>ED; >H?GH89E EF EKD
>?FU@G@F9G FP EKD !F9GE@EHE@F9Q @G JD89@9NADGG @P4 IT JD89G FP EK8E ADN@GA8E@F94
89T FP EKD ?@NKEG F? P?DD;FJG >?FEDMED; K8UD IDD9 U@FA8ED;& .KD >FYD?G FP EKD
!FJJ@GG@F9 @9 EK@G GD9GD 8?D 9FE ?DGE?@MED; @9 89T Y8T IT EKD JD89G IT YK@MK
EKD !F9UD9E@F9 @G U@FA8ED;&
O& & &S
"E EKD @9ED?98E@F98A ADUDA4 YK8E @G @J>F?E89E EF ;DED?J@9D @G YKDEKD? 8 A8Y
U@FA8EDG EKD @9ED?98E@F98A FIA@N8E@F9G 8GGHJD; IT EKD #E8ED IT U@?EHD FP 8 E?D8ET&
.K@G EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 M89 89; GKFHA; ;F H>F9 D`8J@9@9N EKD MFJJH9@M8E@F9G
89; >DE@E@F9G GHIJ@EED; EF @E MF9MD?9@9N U@FA8E@F9G FP KHJ89 ?@NKEG 89;
P?DD;FJG >?FEDMED; IT EKD !F9UD9E@F9&l%m
_a&
/9 8MMF?;89MD Y@EK EK@G4 EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 Y@AA 9FY H9;D?E8ZD 89 898ATG@G FP
1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_ 89; @EG 89M@AA8?T >?FU@G@F9G4 @9 A@NKE FP EKD H9;@G>HED; P8MEG FP EKD
>?DGD9E M8GD4 @9 F?;D? EF ;DED?J@9D YKDEKD? EKDT MFJ>AT Y@EK EKD FIA@N8E@F9G <D?H 8M[H@?D;
IT ?8E@PT@9N EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9 F9 7HJ89 )@NKEG& .KD !FJJ@GG@F9 Y@AA EKD9 ID 8IAD EF
;DED?J@9D YKDEKD? EKFGD >?FMD;H?DG MF9GE@EHED; @9 89; FP EKDJGDAUDG 8 ADN8A GE?HMEH?D
MF9E?8?T EF EKD ?@NKEG 89; NH8?89EDDG D9GK?@9D; @9 EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9 O8 U@FA8E@F9 6#&
$#S4 EKD 8>>A@M8E@F9 FP YK@MK EF >D?GF9G I?FHNKE EF E?@8A H9;D? GHMK ADN8A >8?8JDED?G YFHA;
K8UD JD89E 8 U@FA8E@F9 FP EKD KHJ89 ?@NKEG GDE PF?EK @9 EKD !F9UD9E@F9& .KD GE8?E@9N >F@9E PF?
EK@G 898ATG@G @G EKD >?DGD9E M8GD4 @9 YK@MK EKFGD >?FMD;H?DG YD?D 8>>A@D; EF EKD "GD9M@FG *@9;F
I?FEKD?G 89; 0DGG?G& "JI?FG@F !F9MK8 89; 0FAD?F !FM84 YKF YD?D 8JF9N EKD P@?GE >DF>AD EF
ID E?@D; 89; MF9U@MED; H9;D? EKFGD >?FU@G@F9G&
5-

38>A;MA 8N AI; B>A=OA;7787=<A F;?=<FBA=8>

__&
3DEYDD9 %X'C T %XX(4 <D?H H9;D?YD9E 8 >D?@F; FP 8?JD; @9ED?98A MF9PA@ME
EK8E AD; EF EKD ;D8EK 89; ;@G8>>D8?89MD FP EKFHG89;G FP >DF>AD 89; M8HGD; J8GG@UD J8ED?@8A
AFGGDG& .KD J8@9 >8?E@M@>89EG @9 EK@G MF9PA@ME YD?D4 F9 EKD F9D K89;4 @9;@U@;H8AG 8GGFM@8ED;
Y@EK EKD Q#K@9@9N <8EKR O#*S 89; Q.H>8M "J8?H )DUFAHE@F98?T 0FUDJD9ER O0)."S ;@GG@;D9E
N?FH>G4 89;4 F9 EKD FEKD?4 EKD #E8ED]G >FA@MD 89; J@A@E8?T PF?MDG&
_g&
+9 ">?@A _4 %XX(4 <?DG@;D9E "AID?EF ,H\@JF?@ >?FJHAN8ED; 1DM?DD *8Y -c
(_a%'4 DGE8IA@GK@9N 89 $JD?ND9MT 2FUD?9JD9E PF? -8E@F98A )DMF9GE?HME@F9& "JF9N K@G
?D8GF9G PF? EK@G4 KD GE8ED;4 Y8G EKD ;DG@?D EF ?DF?N89@VD EKD \H;@M@8?T EF >H?ND @E FP MF??H>E@F9
89; >?DUD9E ED??F?@GJL?DA8ED; M?@JDG P?FJ NF@9N H9>H9@GKD;& .KD $JD?ND9MT 2FUD?9JD9E
;@GGFAUD; !F9N?DGG 89; GHJJ8?@AT ;@GJ@GGD; \H;NDG 89; >HIA@M >?FGDMHEF?G 8E 8AA DMKDAF9G FP
EKD GTGEDJ&
_^&
"N8@9GE EK@G I8MZ;?F>4 @9 %XX( *@J8 GHPPD?D; @EG JFGE U@FAD9E Y8UD FP
ED??F?@GE 8EE8MZG& !F9GD[HD9EAT4 F9 WHAT (a4 %XX(4 <?DG@;D9E ,H\@JF?@ 8;;?DGGD; EKD 98E@F9 89;
899FH9MD; ;?8GE@M 9DY ADN8A JD8GH?DG EF MFH9ED? EKD G@EH8E@F9& "JF9N EKDGD YD?D EYF 1DM?DD
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*8YG O-FG& (_a^_ 89; (_g_XS PF? >?FGDMHE@9N4 E?T@9N4 89; >H9@GK@9N >D?GF9G NH@AET FP EKD
M?@JDG FP ED??F?@GJ 89; E?D8GF9 8N8@9GE EKD P8EKD?A89;&
_'&
.KD #E8ED]G 98E@F98A 89; @9ED?98E@F98A FIA@N8E@F9 EF MF9P?F9E @9;@U@;H8AG F?
N?FH>G YKF HGD U@FAD9E JDEKF;G EF M?D8ED ED??F? 8JF9N EKD >F>HA8MD4 89; EF @9UDGE@N8ED4 E?T4
89; >H9@GK EKFGD YKF MFJJ@E GHMK 8MEG JD89G EK8E @E JHGE >H9@GK 8AA EKD NH@AET4 IHE F9AT EKD
NH@AET& .KD #E8ED JHGE PH9ME@F9 Y@EK@9 EKD ?HAD FP A8Y4 >H9@GK@9N F9AT EKD NH@AET 89; ?DP?8@9@9N
P?FJ >H9@GK@9N EKD @99FMD9E& .KD 8;J@9@GE?8E@F9 FP \HGE@MD 8MMF?;@9N EF EKD A8Y 89; Y@EK ;HD
\H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG 8MEG 8G 8 G8PDNH8?; FP EKD PH9;8JD9E8A ?@NKE FP P?DD;FJ @9KD?D9E EF 8AA
KHJ89 ID@9NG YKF K8UD MFJJ@EED; 9F >H9@GK8IAD M?@JDG& .KD F9AT Y8T @9 YK@MK EKD #E8ED
M89 >D?PF?J EK8E \H?@G;@ME@F98A PH9ME@F9 Y@EK E?HD \HGE@MD @G IT D9GH?@9N EK8E EKD 8MMHGD; 8?D
NH8?89EDD; 8 P8@? E?@8A&
_X&
,F? EK@G ?D8GF9 EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9 F9 7HJ89 )@NKEG D`>?DGGAT GDEG
PF?EK EKD ?@NKE EF P?DD;FJ 89; EKD ?@NKE EF ;HD >?FMDGG& " E?@8A Y@EK ;HD NH8?89EDDG @G EKD IDGE
Y8T EF 8UF@; EKD @9\HGE@MD FP MF9U@ME@9N EKD @99FMD9E& /9 EK@G ?DN8?;4 EKD 8PF?DG8@; 1DM?DD *8Y
-c (_&a^_LLYK@MK Y8G @9ED9;D;4 8AF9N Y@EK FEKD? ?DA8ED; >?FU@G@F9G4 EF >?FGDMHED4 E?T4 89;
>H9@GK EKD >D?>DE?8EF?G FP ED??F?@GJLLAD; EF KHJ89 ?@NKEG U@FA8E@F9G4 8G GK8AA ID GDD9 @9 EK@G
?D>F?E4 IT DGE8IA@GK@9N >?FMD;H?DG EK8E H9;D?J@9D; EKD NH8?89EDDG FP ;HD >?FMDGG FP EKD
@9;@U@;H8AG E?@D; H9;D? EKDJ 89; GD9ED9MD; @99FMD9E >DF>AD EF AD9NEKT >?@GF9 ED?JG4 8G
FMMH??D; @9 EKD M8GD 8E K89; Y@EK EKD MF9U@ME@F9G FP EKD "GD9M@FG *@9;F I?FEKD?G 89; 0DGG?G&
"JI?FG@F !F9MK8 89; 0FAD?F !FM8&
gC&
.KD !FJJ@GG@F9 9FEDG EK8E EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED K8G J8;D DPPF?EG EF ?DGFAUD
GFJD M8GDG FP @9;@U@;H8AG MF9U@MED; Y@EKFHE E@DG FP 89T GF?E EF ED??F?@GE 8ME@U@E@DG F?
F?N89@V8E@F9G& .KHG4 F9 %_ "HNHGE %XXg4 EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED D98MED; *8Y -c (gg__4 M?D8E@9N
89 "; 7FM !FJJ@GG@F9 MK8?ND; Y@EK DU8AH8E@9N M8GDG 89; GHNNDGE@9N EF EKD <?DG@;D9E FP EKD
)D>HIA@M EK8E >8?;F9G ID N?89ED; EF @9;@U@;H8AG 8MMHGD; F? MF9U@MED; FP ED??F?@GE M?@JDG YKD9
@E MFHA; ID ?D8GF98IAT 8GGHJD; EK8E EKDT K8; 9F MF99DME@F9G EF ED??F?@GE F?N89@V8E@F9G F?
8ME@U@E@DG&l(m .K@G !FJJ@GG@F94 YK@MK MF9E@9HDG EF F>D?8ED4 @G MFJ>FGD; FP EK?DD JDJID?Gh
<DF>AD]G 1DPD9;D? OFJIH;GJ89S 1?& WF?ND #89E@GEDU89 ;D -F?@DN84 YKF GD?UDG 8G @EG
MK8@?J89f ,8EKD? 7HID?E *89GG@D?G4 ?D>?DGD9E@9N EKD <?DG@;D9E FP EKD )D>HIA@Mf 89; EKD
WHGE@MD 0@9@GED?& .F ;8ED EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 K8G ?DMD@UD; GFJD B4CCC >DE@E@F9G 89;4 8G FP
-FUDJID? '4 %XX'4 K8; >?DGD9ED; <?DG@;D9E "AID?EF ,H\@JF?@ Y@EK >?F>FG8AG PF? aXa >8?;F9G4
FP YK@MK a_^ K8UD IDD9 N?89ED;&lBm
g%&
j@EK ?DN8?; EF EK@G "; 7FM !FJJ@GG@F94 EKD #>DM@8A )8>>F?EDH? FP EKD =!FJJ@GG@F9 F9 7HJ89 )@NKEG ?DG>F9G@IAD PF? EKD @9;D>D9;D9MD FP EKD \H;@M@8?T 89; A8YTD?G
G8@; EK8E KDh
& & & YDAMFJDl;m EKD DGE8IA@GKJD9E FP EKD "; 7FM !FJJ@GG@F9 IT EKD
2FUD?9JD9E 8G 89 8EEDJ>E EF MF??DME EKD Y?F9N ;F9D EF EKD @99FMD9E >DF>AD
YKF YD?D E?@D; 89; GD9ED9MD; IT QP8MDADGGR M@U@A 89; J@A@E8?T E?@IH98AGf
KFYDUD?4 EKD #>DM@8A )8>>F?EDH? YFHA; A@ZD EF >F@9E FHE EK8E EKD DGE8IA@GKJD9E
FP EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 @G @EGDAP 89 8MZ9FYAD;NDJD9E IT EKD 2FUD?9JD9E FP EKD
GD?@FHG @??DNHA8?@E@DG EK8E GH??FH9;D; EKD >?FMD;H?DG PF? E?T@9N M8GDG FP
ED??F?@GJ 89; E?D8GF94 YK@MK 8JFH9ED; EF 8 J@GM8??@8ND FP \HGE@MD&lam
g(&
.KD !FJJ@GG@F9 IDA@DUDG @E GKFHA; MA8?@PT EK8E "?E@MAD (^ FP EKD "JD?@M89
!F9UD9E@F9 GE@>HA8EDG EK8E ;H?@9N E@JDG FP Y8?4 >HIA@M ;89ND?4 F? FEKD? DJD?ND9M@DG EK8E
EK?D8ED9 @EG @9;D>D9;D9MD F? GDMH?@ET4 8 GE8ED >8?ET J8T GHG>D9; GFJD FP EKD @9ED?98E@F98A
FIA@N8E@F9G EF YK@MK @E @G GHI\DME& .KHG4 "?E@MAD (^ FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9 ?D8;G 8G PFAAFYGh
%& /9 E@JD FP Y8?4 >HIA@M ;89ND?4 F? FEKD? DJD?ND9MT EK8E EK?D8ED9G EKD @9;D>D9;D9MD
F? GDMH?@ET FP 8 #E8ED <8?ET4 @E J8T E8ZD JD8GH?DG ;D?FN8E@9N P?FJ @EG FIA@N8E@F9G H9;D? EKD
>?DGD9E !F9UD9E@F9 EF EKD D`ED9E 89; PF? EKD >D?@F; FP E@JD GE?@MEAT ?D[H@?D; IT EKD D`@ND9M@DG
FP EKD G@EH8E@F94 >?FU@;D; EK8E GHMK JD8GH?DG 8?D 9FE @9MF9G@GED9E Y@EK @EG FEKD? FIA@N8E@F9G
H9;D? @9ED?98E@F98A A8Y 89; ;F 9FE @9UFAUD ;@GM?@J@98E@F9 F9 EKD N?FH9; FP ?8MD4 MFAF?4 GD`4
A89NH8ND4 ?DA@N@F94 F? GFM@8A F?@N@9&
(& .KD PF?DNF@9N >?FU@G@F9 ;FDG 9FE 8HEKF?@VD 89T GHG>D9G@F9 FP EKD PFAAFY@9N 8?E@MADGh
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"?E@MAD B O)@NKE EF WH?@;@M8A <D?GF98A@ETS4 "?E@MAD a O)@NKE EF *@PDS4 "?E@MAD _ O)@NKE EF 7HJ89D
.?D8EJD9ES4 "?E@MAD g O,?DD;FJ P?FJ #A8UD?TS4 "?E@MAD X O,?DD;FJ P?FJ $` <FGE ,8MEF *8YGS4
"?E@MAD %( O,?DD;FJ FP !F9GM@D9MD 89; )DA@N@F9S4 "?E@MAD %^ O)@NKEG FP EKD ,8J@ATS4 "?E@MAD %'
O)@NKE EF 8 -8JDS4 "?E@MAD %X O)@NKEG FP EKD !K@A;S4 "?E@MAD (C O)@NKE EF -8E@F98A@ETS4 89;
"?E@MAD (B O)@NKE EF <8?E@M@>8ED @9 2FUD?9JD9ES4 F? FP EKD \H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG DGGD9E@8A PF? EKD
>?FEDME@F9 FP GHMK ?@NKEG&
B& "9T #E8ED <8?ET 8U8@A@9N @EGDAP FP EKD ?@NKE FP GHG>D9G@F9 GK8AA @JJD;@8EDAT @9PF?J
EKD FEKD? #E8EDG <8?E@DG4 EK?FHNK EKD #DM?DE8?T 2D9D?8A FP EKD +?N89@V8E@F9 FP "JD?@M89
#E8EDG4 FP EKD >?FU@G@F9G EKD 8>>A@M8E@F9 FP YK@MK @E K8G GHG>D9;D;4 EKD ?D8GF9G EK8E N8UD ?@GD
EF EKD GHG>D9G@F94 89; EKD ;8ED GDE PF? EKD ED?J@98E@F9 FP GHMK GHG>D9G@F9&
gB&
/9 8MMF?;89MD Y@EK "?E@MAD (^ FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9 89; EKD NH@;DA@9DG GDE ;FY9
IT EKD !FH?E4 8 PH9;8JD9E8A >?@9M@>AD FP ?DG>DME EFY8?; EKD ?D>?DGD9E8E@UD ;DJFM?8E@M ?DN@JD
@G 9DD;D; 89; MD?E8@9 ?D[H@?DJD9EG JHGE ID JDE PF? 8 MFH9E?T EF U8A@;AT ;DMA8?D 8 GE8ED FP
DJD?ND9MT&
ga&
)DN8?;@9N EKD >?@9M@>AD EK8E EKD ?D>?DGD9E8E@UD ;DJFM?8E@M ?DN@JD @G EF ID
?DG>DMED;4 @E GKFHA; ID 9FED; EK8E H9;D? "?E@MAD B&; FP EKD !K8?ED? FP 3FNFEn O%Xa'S4 F9D FP
EKD I8G@M >?@9M@>ADG NFUD?9@9N EKD +?N89@V8E@F9 FP "JD?@M89 #E8EDG @G EKD ?D[H@?DJD9E EK8E @EG
JDJID?G JHGE ID F?N89@VD; >FA@E@M8AAT F9 EKD I8G@G FP EKD DPPDME@UD D`D?M@GD FP ?D>?DGD9E8E@UD
;DJFM?8MT& !F9GD[HD9EAT4 EKD >?D8JIAD EF EKD !F9UD9E@F9 ?D@ED?8EDG @EG Q@9ED9E@F9 EF
MF9GFA@;8ED @9 EK@G KDJ@G>KD?D4 Y@EK@9 EKD P?8JDYF?Z FP ;DJFM?8E@M @9GE@EHE@F9G4 8 GTGEDJ FP
>D?GF98A A@ID?ET 89; GFM@8A \HGE@MD I8GD; F9 ?DG>DME PF? EKD DGGD9E@8A ?@NKEG FP J89&R #@J@A8?AT4
"?E@MAD (X FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9 >?FK@I@EG EKD @9ED?>?DE8E@F9 FP 89T FP @EG >?FU@G@F9G 8G Q>?DMAH;@9N
FEKD? ?@NKEG F? NH8?89EDDG EK8E 8?D @9KD?D9E @9 EKD KHJ89 >D?GF98A@ET F? ;D?@UD; P?FJ
?D>?DGD9E8E@UD ;DJFM?8MT 8G 8 PF?J FP NFUD?9JD9E4R YK@AD "?E@MADG %_4 %g4 ((4 89; B( 8AGF
?DPD? EF EKD ;DJFM?8E@M >?@9M@>AD Y@EK@9 EKD >FA@E@M8A F?N89@V8E@F9 FP EKD JDJID? GE8EDG&
g_&
)DN8?;@9N EKD ?D[H@?DJD9EG PF? ;DMA8?@9N 8 GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT4 EKD /9ED?L
"JD?@M89 !FH?E K8G G8@; EK8E EKD GE8?E@9N >F@9E PF? 8 ADN8AAT GFH9; 898ATG@G FP "?E@MAD (^ FP EKD
!F9UD9E@F9h
& & & @G EKD P8ME EK8E @E @G 8 >?FU@G@F9 PF? D`MD>E@F98A G@EH8E@F9G F9AT& /E 8>>A@DG
GFADAT Q@9 E@JD FP Y8?4 >HIA@M ;89ND?4 F? FEKD? DJD?ND9MT EK8E EK?D8ED9G EKD
@9;D>D9;D9MD F? GDMH?@ET FP 8 #E8ED <8?ET&R "9; DUD9 EKD94 @E >D?J@EG EKD
GHG>D9G@F9 FP MD?E8@9 ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG F9AT QEF EKD D`ED9E 89; PF? EKD >D?@F;
FP E@JD GE?@MEAT ?D[H@?D; IT EKD D`@ND9M@DG FP EKD G@EH8E@F9&R #HMK JD8GH?DG
JHGE 8AGF 9FE U@FA8ED EKD #E8ED <8?ET]G FEKD? @9ED?98E@F98A ADN8A FIA@N8E@F9G4 9F?
J8T EKDT @9UFAUD Q;@GM?@J@98E@F9 F9 EKD N?FH9; FP ?8MD4 MFAF?4 GD`4 A89NH8ND4
?DA@N@F9 F? GFM@8A F?@N@9&Rl_m
gg&

.KHG4 EKD >?D?D[H@G@EDG PF? ;DMA8?@9N 8 GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT 8?D EKD PFAAFY@9Nh

g^&
-DD;h =9;D? "?E@MAD (^ FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 PF? 8 E?HD DJD?ND9MT EF ID
;DDJD; EF D`@GE4 EKD MFH9E?T JHGE ID P8M@9N 8 G@EH8E@F9 FP D`E?DJD N?8U@ET4 GHMK 8G 8 GE8ED FP
Y8?4 >HIA@M ;89ND?4 F? FEKD? DJD?ND9M@DG EK8E EK?D8ED9 EKD @9;D>D9;D9MD F? GDMH?@ET FP EKD
JDJID? GE8ED& .KD !FJJ@GG@F9 K8G ?HAD; EK8E JD8GH?DG ?DA8E@9N EF GE8EDG FP DJD?ND9MT QM89
F9AT ID \HGE@P@D; YKD9 EKD?D @G 8 ?D8A EK?D8E EF A8Y 89; F?;D? F? EKD GDMH?@ET FP EKD GE8ED&Rlgm
g'&
-F9>D?J89D9MDh .K@G ?D[H@?DJD9E ?DPD?G EF EKD ;H?8E@F9 FP EKD GHG>D9G@F9
YK@MK4 8G GE@>HA8ED; IT "?E@MAD (^O%S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 JHGE A8GE F9AT PF? EKD >D?@F; FP E@JD
GE?@MEAT ?D[H@?D; IT EKD D`@ND9M@DG FP EKD G@EH8E@F9& /9 EK@G ?DN8?; EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 K8G G8@;
EK8E @E @G 8 J8EED? FP N?D8E N?8U@ET EF ;DMA8?D GE8EDG FP DJD?ND9MT PF? AD9NEKT F? @9;DP@9@ED
>D?@F;G FP E@JD4 >8?E@MHA8?AT YKD9 EKDT N?89E KD8;G FP GE8ED I?F8; >FYD?G4 @9MAH;@9N EKD
GHIJ@GG@F9 FP EKD \H;@M@8?T EF JD8GH?DG ;DM?DD; IT EKD D`DMHE@UD4 YK@MK @9 MD?E8@9 M8GDG M89
AD8; EF EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP EKD ?HAD FP A8Y @EGDAP&l^m
gX&
<?F>F?E@F9h "?E@MAD (^O%S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9 GE8EDG EK8E EKD GHG>D9G@F9 M89
F9AT E8ZD >A8MD EF EKD D`ED9E GE?@MEAT ?D[H@?D; IT EKD D`@ND9M@DG FP EKD G@EH8E@F9& .K@G
?D[H@?DJD9E >?DUD9EG EKD H99DMDGG8?T GHG>D9G@F9 FP MD?E8@9 ?@NKEG4 EKD @J>FG@E@F9 FP N?D8ED?
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?DGE?@ME@F9G EK89 8?D 9DMDGG8?T4 89; EKD D`ED9G@F9 FP EKD GHG>D9G@F9 @9EF 8?D8G 9FE 8PPDMED; IT
EKD DJD?ND9MT&
^C&
-F9;@GM?@J@98E@F9h "G GE@>HA8ED; IT "?E@MAD (^O%S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 @9
MF9\H9ME@F9 Y@EK "?E@MADG % 89; (a4 EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP ?@NKEG M899FE D9E8@A ;@GM?@J@98E@F9 FP 89T
Z@9; 8N8@9GE 89T >D?GF9 F? N?FH>&
^%&
!F9G@GED9MT Y@EK FEKD? @9ED?98E@F98A FIA@N8E@F9Gh .KD GHG>D9G@F9 FP N@UD9
?@NKEG JHGE ID MF9G@GED9E Y@EK 8AA FEKD? FIA@N8E@F9G @J>FGD; IT FEKD? @9ED?98E@F98A @9GE?HJD9EG
?8E@P@D; IT EKD MFH9E?T&
^(&
-FE@MDh /9 MFJ>A@89MD Y@EK "?E@MAD (^OBS FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 9FE@MD FP EKD
;DMA8?8E@F9 FP EKD GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT JHGE @JJD;@8EDAT ID N@UD9 EF EKD !F9UD9E@F9]G FEKD?
GE8EDG >8?E@DG4 EK?FHNK EKD #DM?DE8?T 2D9D?8A FP EKD +"#&
^B&
$UD9 YKD9 EKDGD MF9;@E@F9G 8?D JDE4 EKD !F9UD9E@F9 MF9E8@9G MD?E8@9 ?@NKEG
89; NH8?89EDDG EK8E GE8EDG M899FE GHG>D9;&
^a&
-F9L;D?FN8IAD ?@NKEGh j@EK ?DN8?; EF EKD ?@NKEG EK8E M89 ID GHG>D9;D; YKD9
8 GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT @G @J>FGD;4 EKD /9ED?L"JD?@M89 !FH?E K8G G8@; EK8Eh
/E @G MAD8? EK8E 9F ?@NKE NH8?89EDD; @9 EKD !F9UD9E@F9 J8T ID GHG>D9;D; H9ADGG
UD?T GE?@ME MF9;@E@F9G o EKFGD A8@; ;FY9 @9 "?E@MAD (^O%S o 8?D JDE& & & & 7D9MD4
?8EKD? EK89 8;F>E@9N 8 >K@AFGF>KT EK8E P8UF?G EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP ?@NKEG4 EKD
!F9UD9E@F9 DGE8IA@GKDG EKD MF9E?8?T >?@9M@>AD4 98JDAT4 EK8E 8AA ?@NKEG 8?D EF ID
NH8?89EDD; 89; D9PF?MD; H9ADGG UD?T G>DM@8A M@?MHJGE89MDG \HGE@PT EKD
GHG>D9G@F9 FP GFJD4 89; EK8E GFJD ?@NKEG J8T 9DUD? ID GHG>D9;D;4 KFYDUD?
GD?@FHG EKD DJD?ND9MT&l'm
^_&
.KD ?@NKEG EK8E EKD #E8ED M899FE GHG>D9;4 ?DN8?;ADGG FP EKD N?8U@ET FP EKD
DJD?ND9MT4 8?D PF? EKD JFGE >8?E A@GED; @9 "?E@MAD (^O(S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9 89; 8?D EKFGD
MF9E8@9D; @9 EKD PFAAFY@9N "?E@MADGh B O?@NKE EF \H?@;@M8A >D?GF98A@ETS4 a O?@NKE EF A@PDS4 _ O?@NKE
EF KHJ89D E?D8EJD9ES4 g OP?DD;FJ P?FJ GA8UD?TS4 X OP?DD;FJ P?FJ #7 6%$8 9)58% A8YGS4 %(
OP?DD;FJ FP MF9GM@D9MD 89; ?DA@N@F9S4 %^ O?@NKEG FP EKD P8J@ATS4 %' O?@NKE EF 8 98JDS4 %X
O?@NKEG FP EKD MK@A;S4 (C O?@NKE EF 98E@F98A@ETS4 89; (B O?@NKE EF >8?E@M@>8ED @9 NFUD?9JD9ES& "G
GE@>HA8ED; IT "?E@MAD (^O%S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP ?@NKEG JHGE ID MF9G@GED9E Y@EK
8AA FEKD? FIA@N8E@F9G @J>FGD; IT FEKD? @9ED?98E@F98A @9GE?HJD9EG ?8E@P@D; IT EKD MFH9E?T&
^g&
.KD /9ED?L"JD?@M89 !FH?E K8G GE8ED; EK8E EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP NH8?89EDDG JHGE
9FE D9E8@A EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP EKD ?HAD F? A8Y F? EKD >?@9M@>AD FP ADN8A@ETh
.KD GHG>D9G@F9 FP NH8?89EDDG 8AGF MF9GE@EHEDG 89 DJD?ND9MT G@EH8E@F9 @9 YK@MK
@E @G A8YPHA PF? 8 NFUD?9JD9E EF GHI\DME ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG EF MD?E8@9 ?DGE?@ME@UD
JD8GH?DG EK8E4 H9;D? 9F?J8A M@?MHJGE89MDG4 YFHA; ID >?FK@I@ED; F? JF?D
GE?@MEAT MF9E?FAAD;& .K@G ;FDG 9FE JD894 KFYDUD?4 EK8E EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP
NH8?89EDDG @J>A@DG 8 EDJ>F?8?T GHG>D9G@F9 FP EKD ?HAD FP A8Y4 9F? ;FDG @E
8HEKF?@VD EKFGD @9 >FYD? EF 8ME @9 ;@G?DN8?; FP EKD >?@9M@>AD FP ADN8A@ET IT YK@MK
EKDT 8?D IFH9; 8E 8AA E@JDG& jKD9 NH8?89EDDG 8?D GHG>D9;D;4 GFJD ADN8A
?DGE?8@9EG 8>>A@M8IAD EF EKD 8MEG FP >HIA@M 8HEKF?@E@DG J8T ;@PPD? P?FJ EKFGD @9
DPPDME H9;D? 9F?J8A MF9;@E@F9G& .KDGD ?DGE?8@9EG J8T 9FE ID MF9G@;D?D; EF ID
9F9LD`@GED9E4 KFYDUD?4 9F? M89 EKD NFUD?9JD9E ID ;DDJD; EKD?DIT EF K8UD
8M[H@?D; 8IGFAHED >FYD?G EK8E NF IDTF9; EKD M@?MHJGE89MDG \HGE@PT@9N EKD N?89E
FP GHMK D`MD>E@F98A ADN8A JD8GH?DG& .KD !FH?E K8G 8A?D8;T 9FED;4 @9 EK@G
MF99DME@F94 EK8E EKD?D D`@GEG 89 @9GD>8?8IAD IF9; IDEYDD9 EKD >?@9M@>AD FP
ADN8A@ET4 ;DJFM?8E@M @9GE@EHE@F9G 89; EKD ?HAD FP A8Y O.KD jF?; Q*8YGR @9 "?E@MAD
BC FP EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9 F9 7HJ89 )@NKEG4 ";U@GF?T +>@9@F9 +!Lgd'g FP
08T X4 %X'g& #D?@DG " -c g4 >8?8& B( S&lXm
^^&
.KHG4 Q@9 GD?@FHG DJD?ND9MT G@EH8E@F9G @E @G A8YPHA EF EDJ>F?8?@AT GHG>D9;
MD?E8@9 ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG YKFGD P?DD D`D?M@GD JHGE4 H9;D? 9F?J8A M@?MHJGE89MDG4 ID
?DG>DMED; 89; NH8?89EDD; IT EKD #E8ED& 7FYDUD?4 G@9MD 9FE 8AA FP EKDGD ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG
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J8T ID GHG>D9;D; DUD9 EDJ>F?8?@AT4 @E @G @J>D?8E@UD EK8E EKD \H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG DGGD9E@8A PF?
EKD@? >?FEDME@F9 ?DJ8@9 @9 PF?MD&Rl%Cm #@J@A8?AT4 EKD @9;D>D9;D9MD FP EKD \H;@M@8?T @G U@E8A4
G@9MD EK8E @9;D>D9;D9MD @G EKD ZDTGEF9D FP EKD ?HAD FP A8Y 89; FP KHJ89 ?@NKEG >?FEDME@F9& .KD
!FH?E K8G EKD?DPF?D ?HAD; EK8E 4)0#)$ 5%&6"$ 89; );6)&% ?DJD;@DG 8?D \H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG
EK8E >?FEDME 9F9L;D?FN8IAD ?@NKEG 89; EKFGD Q\H;@M@8A ?DJD;@DG l8?Dm DGGD9E@8A EF D9GH?D EKD
>?FEDME@F9 FP EKFGD ?@NKEG& Ql%%m .KD \H;@M@8?T GD?UDG EF >?FEDME ADN8A@ET 89; EKD ?HAD FP A8Y
;H?@9N 8 GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT&
^'&
-F9L;D?FN8IAD NH8?89EDDGh .KD /9ED?L"JD?@M89 !FH?E FP 7HJ89 )@NKEG K8G
GE8ED; EK8E4 QNH8?89EDDG 8?D ;DG@N9D; EF >?FEDME4 EF D9GH?D F? EF 8GGD?E EKD D9E@EADJD9E EF 8
?@NKE F? EKD D`D?M@GD EKD?DFP& .KD #E8EDG <8?E@DG 9FE F9AT K8UD EKD FIA@N8E@F9 EF ?DMFN9@VD 89;
EF ?DG>DME EKD ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG FP 8AA >D?GF9G4 EKDT 8AGF K8UD EKD FIA@N8E@F9 EF >?FEDME 89;
D9GH?D EKD D`D?M@GD FP GHMK ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG IT JD89G FP EKD ?DG>DME@UD NH8?89EDDG O"?E&
%&%S4 EK8E @G4 EK?FHNK GH@E8IAD JD8GH?DG EK8E Y@AA @9 8AA M@?MHJGE89MDG D9GH?D EKD DPPDME@UD9DGG
FP EKDGD ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG&Rl%(m
^X&
/9 8;;@E@F9 EF EKD ?@NKEG JD9E@F9D; 8IFUD4 8MMF?;@9N EF EKD P@98A >8?E FP
"?E@MAD (^O(S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 EKD \H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG EK8E 8?D DGGD9E@8A PF? >?FEDME@9N
9F9L;D?FN8IAD ?@NKEG M899FE ID GHG>D9;D; D@EKD?f 8G EKD !FH?E K8G G8@;h
/E JHGE 8AGF ID H9;D?GEFF; EK8E EKD ;DMA8?8E@F9 FP 8 GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MTLL
YK8EDUD? @EG I?D8;EK F? ;D9FJ@98E@F9 @9 @9ED?98A A8YLLM899FE D9E8@A EKD
GH>>?DGG@F9 F? @9DPPDME@UD9DGG FP EKD \H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG EK8E EKD !F9UD9E@F9
?D[H@?DG EKD #E8EDG <8?E@DG EF DGE8IA@GK PF? EKD >?FEDME@F9 FP EKD ?@NKEG 9FE
GHI\DME EF ;D?FN8E@F9 F? GHG>D9G@F9 IT EKD GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT&l%Bm
'C&

.KD /9ED?L"JD?@M89 !FH?E FP 7HJ89 )@NKEG K8G MF9MAH;D; EK8Eh

.KD \H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG DGGD9E@8A PF? EKD >?FEDME@F9 FP EKD KHJ89 ?@NKEG 9FE
GHI\DME EF ;D?FN8E@F94 8MMF?;@9N EF "?E@MAD (^O(S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 8?D EKFGD EF
YK@MK EKD !F9UD9E@F9 D`>?DGGAT ?DPD?G @9 "?E@MADG ^OgS 89; (_O%S4 MF9G@;D?D;
Y@EK@9 EKD P?8JDYF?Z 89; EKD >?@9M@>ADG FP "?E@MAD '4 89; 8AGF EKFGD 9DMDGG8?T EF
EKD >?DGD?U8E@F9 FP EKD ?HAD FP A8Y4 DUD9 ;H?@9N EKD GE8ED FP D`MD>E@F9 EK8E
?DGHAEG P?FJ EKD GHG>D9G@F9 FP NH8?89EDDG&l%am
'%&
/9 MF9MAHG@F94 8G @9;@M8ED; IT EKD \H?@G>?H;D9MD FP EKD /9ED?L"JD?@M89 !FH?E
[HFED; 8IFUD4 EKD \H;@M@8A NH8?89EDDG EK8E M899FE ID GHG>D9;D; ;H?@9N GE8EDG FP DJD?ND9MT
8?D DGGD9E@8AAT 4)0#)$ 5%&6"$4 );6)&%4 ?DJD;@DG @9ED9;D; EF >?DGD?UD EKD ?HAD FP A8Y4 89;4 @9
ND9D?8A4 8AA FEKD? \H;@M@8A >?FMD;H?DG F?;@98?@AT HGD; EF NH8?89EDD PHAA D9\FTJD9E FP EKD
9F9L;D?FN8IAD ?@NKEG ?DPD??D; EF @9 "?E@MAD (^O(S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 YK@MK4 DUD9 ;H?@9N GE8EDG
FP DJD?ND9MT4 JHGE ID PFAAFYD;&
'(&
/P @E K8; PHAAT MFJ>A@D; Y@EK EKD >?@9M@>ADG 89; >?D?D[H@G@EDG ;DGM?@ID; 8IFUD4 <D?H
MFHA; K8UD4 H9;D? MD?E8@9 MF9;@E@F9G4 GHG>D9;D; D@EKD? @9 YKFAD F? >8?E EKD D9\FTJD9E FP
GFJD FP EKD ?@NKEG 89; NH8?89EDDG D9GK?@9D; @9 EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F94 >?FU@;D; EK8E G8@;
?@NKEG 89; NH8?89EDDG YD?D 9FE 9F9L;D?FN8IAD& 7FYDUD?4 G@9MD @E P8@AD; EF MFJ>AT @9 PHAA Y@EK
EKD ?D[H@?DJD9EG GDE PF?EK @9 "?E@MAD (^ FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 EKD FIA@N8E@F9G 8M[H@?D; IT <D?H
EK?FHNK @EG P?DD 89; GFUD?D@N9 ?8E@P@M8E@F9 FP EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9 ?DJ8@9 @9 PHAA PF?MD 89;
DPPDME&
'B&
.KD !FJJ@GG@F9 @G 9FE H98Y8?D FP EKD G@EH8E@F9 >?DU8@A@9N @9 <D?H YKD9 EKD
89E@LED??F?@GE ADN@GA8E@F9 Y8G D98MED;4 Y@EK MF9GE89E @9MH?G@F9G IT 8?JD; N?FH>G K8U@9N M8HGD;
8 GE8ED FP >D?J89D9E 8A8?J 8JF9N EKD >F>HA8MD& ,F? EK8E ?D8GF94 8 GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT K8;
IDD9 ;DMA8?D; @9 GDUD?8A FP EKD MFH9E?T]G ;D>8?EJD9EG4 YK@MK YFHA; 8>>D8?4 6&/;) 9)5/#< EF ID
\HGE@P@D; IT EKD M?@G@G P8MD; IT EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED @9 MFJI8E@9N ED??F?@GJ& =9;D? EK@G GE8ED FP
DJD?ND9MT4 "?E@MAD (&(C&Nl%_m FP EKD %X^X <D?HU@89 !F9GE@EHE@F9 K8; IDD9 GHG>D9;D; @9 J89T
;D>8?EJD9EG4 89; EKD >FA@MD 89; 8?JD; PF?MDG K8; IDD9 N@UD9 EKD >FYD? EF ADN8AAT 8??DGE
@9;@U@;H8AG Y@EKFHE 89 F?;D? P?FJ 8 MFJ>DED9E \H;ND 89; Y@EKFHE EKD@? ID@9N M8HNKE /=
9-)>&)=8# ,#-/58%&
'a&
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EK@G JD8GH?D4 EKD 8HEKF?@ET EF MF9;HME 8??DGEG ;FDG 9FE N?89E EKD GDMH?@ET PF?MDG H9A@J@ED;
>FYD? PF? 8??DGE@9N M@E@VD9G 8?I@E?8?@AT& #HG>D9;@9N EKD 9DD; PF? 8 MFH?EL>?FU@;D; 8??DGE
Y8??89E ;FDG 9FE JD89 EK8E >HIA@M FPP@M@8AG K8UD IDD9 P?DD; P?FJ EKD ADN8A >?D?D[H@G@EDG
9DD;D; EF ADN8AAT ;DM?DD GHMK 8 JD8GH?D4 9F? EK8E EKD \H?@G;@ME@F98A MF9E?FAG FUD? KFY 8??DGEG
8?D MF9;HMED; K8UD IDD9 M89MDAAD;&
'_&
.KD GHG>D9G@F9 FP GFJD FP EKD MFJ>F9D9EG FP EKD ?@NKE EF >D?GF98A A@ID?ET4
8HEKF?@VD; @9 MD?E8@9 M8GDG IT "?E@MAD (^ FP EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F94 M89 9DUD? ID EFE8A& /9
89T ;DJFM?8E@M GFM@DET EKD?D 8?D H9;D?AT@9N >?@9M@>ADG EK8E EKD GDMH?@ET PF?MDG JHGE FIGD?UD
@9 J8Z@9N 89 8??DGE4 DUD9 ;H?@9N 8 GE8ED FP DJD?ND9MT& .KD ADN8A N?FH9;G PF? 89 8??DGE 8?D
FIA@N8E@F9G EK8E GE8ED 8HEKF?@E@DG JHGE ?DG>DME4 @9 MFJ>A@89MD Y@EK EKD @9ED?98E@F98A
MFJJ@EJD9E EF >?FEDME@9N 89; ?DG>DME@9N KHJ89 ?@NKEG EK8E Y8G 8M[H@?D; H9;D? EKD
!F9UD9E@F9&
'g&
#@J@A8?AT4 I8GD; F9 EKD 8IFUD >?@9M@>ADG4 >FA@MD F? J@A@E8?T 8??DGE 8G 8 >?DM8HE@F98?T
JD8GH?D JHGE GFADAT ID @9ED9;D; EF >?DUD9E EKD PA@NKE FP 89 @9;@U@;H8A GHG>DMED; FP 8 M?@J@98A
8ME4 EKD?DIT D9GH?@9N K@G 8>>D8?89MD IDPF?D 8 MFJ>DED9E \H;ND EF ID E?@D; Y@EK@9 8 ?D8GF98IAD
;DA8T F?4 @P 8>>?F>?@8ED4 ?DAD8GD;& -F GE8ED M89 @J>FGD >H9@GKJD9EG Y@EKFHE EKD NH8?89EDD FP
8 >?@F? E?@8A&l%gm /9 8 MF9GE@EHE@F98A 89; ;DJFM?8E@M GE8ED I8GD; F9 EKD ?HAD FP A8Y4 @9 YK@MK
EKD GD>8?8E@F9 FP >FYD?G @G ?DG>DMED;4 8AA >H9@GKJD9EG GDE PF?EK @9 A8Y JHGE ID @J>FGD; IT EKD
\H;@M@8?T 8PED? EKD >D?GF9]G NH@AE K8G IDD9 DGE8IA@GKD; Y@EK 8AA ;HD NH8?89EDDG 8E 8 P8@? E?@8A&
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#>DM@P@M8AAT4 EKD #E8ED G8@;4 /=8#& )-/)< EK8E @E ;@G8N?DD; Y@EK EKD /"!7)]G MF9MAHG@F9 EK8E
1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_ U@FA8ED; KHJ89 ?@NKEG 6#& $#< EK8E EKD >DE@E@F9 ;@; 9FE J8ZD MA8@JG
[HDGE@F9@9N EKD 89E@LED??F?@GE ADN@GA8E@F94 89; EK8E EKD ADN@GA8E@F9 @9 [HDGE@F9 K8G G@9MD IDD9
EF9D; ;FY94 8E EKD #E8ED]G @9@E@8E@UD&
%aC&
<D?H 8;;D; EK8E EKD /"!7) K8; 9FE ;HAT 8GGDGGD; EKD GE8ED FP @9ED?98A
>FA@E@M8A DJD?ND9MT EK8E ?D[H@?D; EKD D98MEJD9E FP D`E?8F?;@98?T ADN@GA8E@UD JD8GH?DG4 YK@MK
;@; 8MMF?; Y@EK EKD D`MD>E@F9G @9 @9ED?98E@F98A KHJ89 ?@NKEG @9GE?HJD9EG H9;D? YK@MK MD?E8@9
?@NKEG MFHA; ID GHG>D9;D;& .KD #E8ED 9FED; EK8E EKD /"!7) ;@; 9FE ?DMFJJD9; EK8E EKD ";
7FM !FJJ@GG@F9 MF9;HME 8 ?DU@DY FP EKD M8GDG FP EKD "GD9M@FG *@9;F I?FEKD?G 89; 0DGG?G&
"JI?FG@F !F9MK8 89; 0FAD?F !FM8 89; @9;@M8ED; EK8E4 8G ?DN8?;G EKD >8TJD9E FP ;8J8NDG4
EKD MFJ>A8@989EG MFHA; @9@E@8ED GHMK ADN8A 8ME@F9 8G EKDT ;DDJ 8>>?F>?@8ED&
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%a%&
/9 MF9MAH;@9N4 EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED G8@; EK8E EKD /"!7) ;@; 9FE K8UD EKD
8HEKF?@ET EF ?DU@DY 8 \H;@M@8A >?FMDD;@9N EK8E K8; MF9MAH;D; Y@EK@9 EKD #E8ED 89; EK8E EKD
!FJJ@GG@F9]G ?DMFJJD9;8E@F9G YD?D @98;J@GG@IAD IDM8HGD QDUD9 H9;D? MF9;@E@F9G FP MFJ>AD`
ED??F?@GE U@FAD9MD4 EKD ?HAD FP A8Y Y8G ?DG>DMED; 89; EKD @9UDGE@N8E@F9G 89; \H;NJD9EG YD?D
GD?@FHG 89; @J>8?E@8A&R
%a(&
<D?H D9;D; IT G8T@9N EK8E QEKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED4 8E @EG FY9 @9@E@8E@UD4 K8G
E8ZD9 EKD GED>G 9DMDGG8?T EF ;DED?J@9D YKDEKD? EKD M8GDG FP EKD 8PF?DG8@; M@E@VD9G 8?D ID@9N
GEH;@D; IT EKD "; 7FM <8?;F9G !FJJ@GG@F94 ID8?@9N @9 J@9; EKD ?DGE?@MED; 98EH?D FP EK8E
!FJJ@GG@F9]G P@ADG4 89; @E Y@AA 9FE@PT EKD /"!7) @9 ;HD MFH?GD& /P EKDT 8?D 9FE H9;D? 898ATG@G4
EKD 2FUD?9JD9E Y@AA MF9;HME >?@F? 8GGDGGJD9EG @9 F?;D? EF ?DMFJJD9; EKD ?DADU89E GEH;T&R
%aB&
.KD !FJJ@GG@F9 ?DP?8@9G P?FJ 898ATV@9N EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED]G MFJJD9EG
EK8E ;F 9FE 8;;?DGG @EG MFJ>A@89MD Y@EK EKD ?DMFJJD9;8E@F9G J8;D IT EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 @9
)D>F?E -c X%dXX G@9MD4 >H?GH89E EF "?E@MAD _%O%S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F94 YK8E EKD !FJJ@GG@F9
JHGE ;DED?J@9D 8E EK@G GE8ND @9 EKD >?FMDD;@9NG @G YKDEKD? EKD #E8ED ;@; 9F? ;@; 9FE ?DGFAUD
EKD J8EED?& /9 EK@G ?DN8?;4 EKD /"!7) 9FEDG EK8E EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED K8G 9FE MFJ>A@D; Y@EK 89T
FP EKD ?DMFJJD9;8E@F9G J8;D IT EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 @9 )D>F?E -c X%dXX&
%aa&
/??DG>DME@UD FP EKD 8IFUD 89; @9 MF99DME@F9 Y@EK <D?H]G MA8@J EK8E 1DM?DD
*8Y -c (_a^_ ;@; 9FE MF9GE@EHED 8 U@FA8E@F9 6#& $# FP EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F94 EKD
!FJJ@GG@F9 JHGE >F@9E FHE EK8E4 8G K8G IDD9 ;DJF9GE?8ED; @9 EKD M8GD 8E K89;4 EKD UD?T
GE?HMEH?D FP EKD 1DM?DD @G @9E?@9G@M8AAT @9MFJ>8E@IAD Y@EK EKD !F9UD9E@F9& /E @G 9FE EK8E EKD
>FA@MD FPP@MD?G4 \H;NDG4 89; >?FGDMHEF?G @9ED?>?DED; EKD ED?JG FP EKD 1DM?DD @9MF??DMEATf
@9GED8;4 EKDT D9PF?MD; @E GE?@MEAT 89; ?@NF?FHGAT 89;4 @9 ;F@9N GF4 U@FA8ED; 8 GD?@DG FP ?@NKEG 89;
NH8?89EDDG EK8E YD?D ;HD EF EKD "GD9M@FG *@9;F I?FEKD?G 89; 0DGG?G& "JI?FG@F !F9MK8 89;
0FAD?F !FM8& /9 MF99DME@F9 Y@EK EK@G4 EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 9FEDG EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED]G ?D>F?E EK8E
GFJD FP EKD 1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_]G >?FU@G@F9G K8UD IDD9 JF;@P@D;4 YK@MK K8G IDD9 ?DPADMED;
IT EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 @9 EKD MF??DG>F9;@9N >8?8N?8>KG FP EK@G ?D>F?E& -DUD?EKDADGG4 EKFGD
JF;@P@M8E@F9G ;F 9FE MK89ND EKD P8ME EK8E EKD "GD9M@FG *@9;F I?FEKD?G 89; 0DGG?G& "JI?FG@F
!F9MK8 89; 0FAD?F !FM8 YD?D E?@D; @9 8MMF?;89MD Y@EK EKD F?@N@98A >8?8JDED?G FP 1DM?DD *8Y
-c (_a^_ 89; EK8E EKDT K8UD IDD9 ;D9@D; >KTG@M8A P?DD;FJ PF? EKD >8GE D@NKE TD8?G&
%a_&
.KD <D?HU@89 #E8ED 8?NHD; EK8E EKD >DE@E@F9 MFUD?@9N EK@G M8GD J8;D 9F
MA8@JG [HDGE@F9@9N 1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_& /9 EK@G ?DN8?;4 @E GKFHA; ID ?DJDJID?D; EK8E EKD
!FJJ@GG@F9 @G MFJ>DED9E EF ;DED?J@9D YKDEKD? EKD DPPDMEG FP @J>ADJD9E@9N A8YG AD8; EF
U@FA8E@F9G FP EKD FIA@N8E@F9G 8GGHJD; IT GE8EDG H9;D? EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9& .KD /9ED?L
"JD?@M89 !FH?E K8G G8@; EK8Eh
"E EKD @9ED?98E@F98A ADUDA4 YK8E @G @J>F?E89E EF ;DED?J@9D @G YKDEKD? 8 A8Y
U@FA8EDG EKD @9ED?98E@F98A FIA@N8E@F9G 8GGHJD; IT EKD #E8ED IT U@?EHD FP 8 E?D8ET&
.K@G EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 M89 89; GKFHA; ;F H>F9 D`8J@9@9N EKD MFJJH9@M8E@F9G
89; >DE@E@F9G GHIJ@EED; EF @E MF9MD?9@9N U@FA8E@F9G FP KHJ89 ?@NKEG 89;
P?DD;FJG >?FEDMED; IT EKD !F9UD9E@F9&laam
%ag&
)DN8?;@9N <D?H]G MA8@J EK8E EKD /"!7) ;@; 9FE N@UD ;HD MF9G@;D?8E@F9 EF EKD
G@EH8E@F9 FP @9ED?98A >FA@E@M8A DJD?ND9MT EK8E ?D[H@?D; EKD @9E?F;HME@F9 FP D`E?8F?;@98?T
ADN@GA8E@UD JD8GH?DG EK8E YD?D @9 A@9D Y@EK EKD D`MD>E@F9G 8AAFYD; IT @9ED?98E@F98A KHJ89
?@NKEG @9GE?HJD9EG PF? GHG>D9;@9N MD?E8@9 ?@NKEG4 EKD /"!7) ?DPD?G I8MZ EF EKD MF9ED9E FP
>8?8N?8>KG __ EK?FHNK '^ 8IFUD4 @9 YK@MK EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 FPPD?G 89 D`ED9G@UD 898ATG@G FP EKD
MF9ED`E IDK@9; EKD 89E@LED??F?@GE ADN@GA8E@F94 @9MAH;@9N EKD MF9PA@ME EK8E AD; EF EKD ;D8EK 89;
;@G8>>D8?89MD FP EKFHG89;G FP >DF>AD4 J8GG@UD J8ED?@8A AFGGDG4 EKD ED??F?@GE 8EE8MZG @9 *@J8 @9
%XX(4 EKD @9ED?98E@F98A FIA@N8E@F9G FP #E8EDG @9 G@EH8E@F9G FP EK@G Z@9;4 89; EKD 9F9L;D?FN8IAD
98EH?D4 DUD9 ;H?@9N GE8EDG FP DJD?ND9MT4 FP GFJD FP EKD ?@NKEG 89; NH8?89EDDG D9GK?@9D; @9
EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9&
%a^&
)DN8?;@9N EKD #E8ED]G MA8@J EK8E EKD /"!7) A8MZG EKD 8HEKF?@ET EF ?DU@DY
\H;@M@8A >?FMDD;@9NG EK8E K8UD MF9MAH;D; Y@EK@9 EKD #E8ED4 EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 JHGE @9PF?J <D?H
EK8E4 8G Y8G ?DMD9EAT >F@9ED; FHE IT EKD /9ED?L"JD?@M89 !FH?E FP 7HJ89 )@NKEGh
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/9 F?;D? EF MA8?@PT YKDEKD? EKD #E8ED K8G U@FA8ED; @EG @9ED?98E@F98A FIA@N8E@F9G
FY@9N EF EKD 8MEG FP @EG \H;@M@8A F?N89G4 EKD !FH?E J8T K8UD EF D`8J@9D EKD
?DG>DME@UD ;FJDGE@M >?FMDD;@9NG& /9 EK@G ?DG>DME4 EKD $H?F>D89 !FH?E K8G
@9;@M8ED; EK8E EKD >?FMDD;@9NG GKFHA; ID MF9G@;D?D; 8G 8 YKFAD4 @9MAH;@9N EKD
;DM@G@F9G FP EKD MFH?EG FP 8>>D8A4 89; EK8E EKD PH9ME@F9 FP EKD @9ED?98E@F98A MFH?E
@G EF ;DED?J@9D @P 8AA EKD >?FMDD;@9NG4 89; EKD Y8T @9 YK@MK EKD DU@;D9MD Y8G
>?F;HMD; YD?D P8@?&
OqS
.F EK@G D9;4 @9 U@DY FP EKD MK8?8MED?@GE@MG FP EKD M8GD 89; EKD 98EH?D FP EKD
U@FA8E@F9G 8AADND; IT EKD !FJJ@GG@F94 EKD !FH?E JHGE D`8J@9D 8AA EKD ;FJDGE@M
\H;@M@8A >?FMDD;@9NG @9 F?;D? EF FIE8@9 89 @9EDN?8ED; U@G@F9 FP EKDGD 8MEG 89;
DGE8IA@GK YKDEKD? F? 9FE @E @G DU@;D9E EK8E EKDT U@FA8ED; EKD 9F?JG F9 EKD
FIA@N8E@F9G EF @9UDGE@N8ED4 89; EKD ?@NKE EF ID KD8?; 89; EF 89 DPPDME@UD
?DMFH?GD4 YK@MK 8?@GD P?FJ "?E@MADG %&%4 ' 89; (_ FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9&la_m

%a'&
"AEKFHNK <D?H K8G 9FE EF ;8ED MFJ>A@D; Y@EK EKD /"!7)]G ?DMFJJD9;8E@F9G4
EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 KF>DG EK8E EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED Y@AA MF9E@9HD Y@EK QEKD >?@F? 8GGDGGJD9EG @9
F?;D? EF ?DMFJJD9; EKD ?DADU89E GEH;TR EF YK@MK @E ?DPD?G 89; EK8E EKDGD Y@AA AD8; EF 8 ?DU@DY
FP EKD 8PF?DG8@; >?FMDD;@9NG4 YK@MK D9;D; Y@EK EKD MF9U@ME@F9 FP PFH? @99FMD9E >DF>AD YKF4
JF?D EK89 D@NKE TD8?G A8ED?4 8?D GE@AA ID@9N ;D9@D; EKD I8G@M KHJ89 ?@NKEG FP A@ID?ET&
J,-

3$&3K/.,$&.

.KD !FJJ@GG@F9 ?D>D8EG EKD PFAAFY@9N MF9MAHG@F9G EK8E @E ?D8MKD; @9 @EG 8PF?DG8@; )D>F?E -c
X%dXXh
%aX&
.KD MF9U@ME@F9 FP 0DGG?G& )F;FAPF 2D?ID?E "GD9M@FG *@9;F4 )F;FAPF 1T99@Z
"GD9M@FG *@9;F4 08?MF "9EF9@F "JI?FG@F !F9MK84 89; !8?AFG ,AF?D9E@9F 0FAD?F !FM8 Y8G
K89;D; ;FY9 IT QP8MDADGGR \H;NDG @9 8MMF?;89MD Y@EK EKD >?FMD;H?D PF? ED??F?@GE M8GDG GDE
PF?EK @9 1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_ 89; @EG 89M@AA8?T >?FU@G@F9G& "AGF @9UFAUD; @9 EKFGD >?FMDD;@9NG
YD?D QP8MDADGGR >?FGDMHEF?G& .KD M8GD GKFYG EK8E EKDT YD?D EF?EH?D;4 8G Y8G ;HAT MD?E@P@D; IT
8 PF?D9G@M >KTG@M@89& .KD M8GD 8AGF ?DUD8AG EK8E U@ME@JG YD?D ;D9@D; EKD @JJD;@8ED D`DMHE@F9
FP EKD ;DM@G@F9 F?;D?@9N EKD@? ?DAD8GD K89;D; ;FY9 IT EKD aB?; !?@J@98A WH;ND F9 "HNHGE %X4
%XX(4 >H?GH89E EF EKD ED?JG FP 1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_ PF?I@;;@9N EKD ?DAD8GD FP ;DPD9;89EG
;H?@9N >FA@MD F? \H;@M@8A @9UDGE@N8E@F9G& .KD G8JD 1DM?DD *8Y Y8G 8AGF HGD; 8G 8 EKD I8G@G PF?
;D9T@9N 0DGG?G& )F;FAPF 2D?ID?E "GD9M@FG *@9;F4 )F;FAPF 1T99@Z "GD9M@FG *@9;F4 89; 08?MF
"9EF9@F "JI?FG@F !F9MK8 EKD 4)0#)$ 5%&6"$ ?DA@DP EKDT P@AD; EF GDMH?D D`DMHE@F9 FP EKD "HNHGE
%X ;DM@G@F9&
%_C&
.KD !FJJ@GG@F9 8AGF 9FEDG EK8E EKD MF9U@ME@F9 K89;D; ;FY9 F9 +MEFID? (a4
%XX(4 IT EKD #>DM@8A !K8JID? FP EKD #H>D?@F? !FH?E ;@; 9FE E8ZD @9EF 8MMFH9E EKD \H;@M@8A
GE8EDJD9E J8;D IT 0?G& 2A8;TG e8?N8G eD?N8?8T F9 WH9D %(4 %XX(4 @9 YK@MK GKD ?DM89ED; KD?
D8?A@D? >FA@MD GE8EDJD9E 8MMF?;@9N EF YK@MK EKD U@ME@JG YD?D 8??DGED; 8E KD? KFJD4 G@9MD G8@;
>FA@MD GE8EDJD9E Y8G FIE8@9D; H9;D? ;H?DGG P?FJ EKD >FA@MD& .KD !FJJ@GG@F9 JHGE EKD?DPF?D
>F@9E FHE EK8E EKD GD9ED9MD 8>>D8?G EF ID EFE8AAT 8?I@E?8?T @9 EK8E @E MF9E8@9G 9F DU@;D9MD EK8E4
8GGDGGD; @9 8MMF?;89MD Y@EK GFH9; M?@E@M@GJ4 MFHA; ?D8GF98IAT @9;@M8ED EK8E EKD ;DPD9;89EG
YD?D NH@AET FP EKD M?@JDG Y@EK YK@MK EKDT YD?D MK8?ND;f MF9GD[HD9EAT4 EKD >?FMDD;@9NG
8>>D8? EF K8UD MF9MAH;D; Y@EK EKD MF9U@ME@F9 FP PFH? @99FMD9E JD9&
%_%&
/9 MF99DME@F9 Y@EK EK@G4 89; G@9MD EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 K8G ?HAD; EK8E \H;NJD9EG
89; MF9U@ME@F9G @9 <D?H PF? ED??F?@GE M?@JDG H9;D? EKD >?FMD;H?D GDE PF?EK @9 1DM?DD *8Y -c
(_a^_ 89; @EG 89M@AA8?T >?FU@G@F9G MF9GE@EHED; U@FA8E@F9G 6#& $# FP KHJ89 ?@NKEG D9GK?@9D; @9
EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9 IT EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED4 EKD !FJJ@GG@F9 MF9MAH;DG EK8E <D?H U@FA8ED;4
Y@EK ?DG>DME EF EKD >D?GF9G E?@D; 89; MF9U@MED; H9;D? EKFGD >8?8JDED?GLL@9 EKD G>DM@P@M M8GD 8E
K89;4 0DGG?G& )F;FAPF 2D?ID?E "GD9M@FG *@9;F4 )F;FAPF 1T99@Z "GD9M@FG *@9;F4 08?MF "9EF9@F
"JI?FG@F !F9MK84 89; !8?AFG ,AF?D9E@9F 0FAD?F !FM8LLEKD ?@NKE EF >D?GF98A P?DD;FJ MF9E8@9D;
@9 "?E@MAD ^ FP EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F94 EKD ?@NKE EF KHJ89D E?D8EJD9E MF9E8@9D; @9 "?E@MAD _
FP EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F94 89; EKD ?@NKE EF 8 P8@? E?@8A MF9E8@9D; @9 "?E@MAD ' FP EKD G8JD
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!F9UD9E@F94 IT E?T@9N 89; MF9U@ME@9N EKDJ H9;D? EKD ED?JG FP 1DM?DD *8Y -c (_a^_&
%_(&
.KDGD MF9MAHG@F9G 8;;@E@F98AAT @J>AT EK8E EKD <D?HU@89 #E8ED K8G 9FE
MFJ>A@D; Y@EK EKD ED?JG FP "?E@MAD %O%S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9LLEF ?DG>DME EKD ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG
?DMFN9@VD; KD?D@9 89; EF D9GH?D EF 8AA >D?GF9G GHI\DME EF EKD@? \H?@G;@ME@F9 EKD P?DD 89; PHAA
D`D?M@GD FP EKFGD ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJGLLEK8E @E U@FA8ED; EKD ?@NKEG FP EKD U@ME@JG D9GK?@9D; @9
"?E@MADG ^4 _4 89; ' FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9&
%_B&
#@J@A8?AT4 EKD GDMF9; FIA@N8E@F9 8?@G@9N P?FJ "?E@MAD %O%S FP EKD !F9UD9E@F9
@G EK8E #E8EDG JHGE D9GH?D EKD P?DD 89; PHAA D`D?M@GD FP EKD ?@NKEG 89; P?DD;FJG EKD
@9GE?HJD9E MF9E8@9G& /9 EK@G ?DN8?;4 EKD /9ED?L"JD?@M89 !FH?E]G \H?@G>?H;D9MD K8G GE8ED; EK8Eh
Q.K@G FIA@N8E@F9 @J>A@DG EKD ;HET FP EKD #E8EDG <8?E@DG EF F?N89@VD EKD NFUD?9JD9E8A 8>>8?8EHG
89;4 @9 ND9D?8A4 8AA EKD GE?HMEH?DG EK?FHNK YK@MK >HIA@M >FYD? @G D`D?M@GD;4 GF EK8E EKDT 8?D
M8>8IAD FP \H?@;@M8AAT D9GH?@9N EKD P?DD 89; PHAA D9\FTJD9E FP KHJ89 ?@NKEG& "G 8 MF9GD[HD9MD
FP EK@G FIA@N8E@F94 EKD #E8EDG JHGE >?DUD9E4 @9UDGE@N8ED 89; >H9@GK 89T U@FA8E@F9 FP EKD ?@NKEG
?DMFN9@VD; IT EKD !F9UD9E@F9&Rlagm /E @G MAD8? EK8E <D?H 8AGF P8@AD; EF JDDE EK8E FIA@N8E@F94 IT
DGE8IA@GK@9N NFUD?9JD9E >?8ME@MDG 89; \H;@M@8A 89; >FA@MD >?FMD;H?DG EK8E MH?E8@AD; EKD PHAA
D`D?M@GD FP EKD ?@NKEG D9GK?@9D; @9 EKD "JD?@M89 !F9UD9E@F9&
J,,-

!"3$00"&P1%,$&.

38GD; F9 EKD PF?DNF@9N 898ATG@G 89; MF9MAHG@F9G4
%6" ,&%"!O10"!,31& 3$00,..,$& $& 6/01& !,46%. $&3" 141,&
!"3$00"&P. %61% %6" #"!/J,1& .%1%" .6$/KPW
%&
!F9;HME 8 GD?@FHG4 @J>8?E@8A4 89; DPPDME@UD FPP@M@8A @9UDGE@N8E@F9 @9EF EKD
EF?EH?D ?D>F?ED; IT 0DGG?G& )F;FAPF 2D?ID?E "GD9M@FG *@9;F4 )F;FAPF 1T99@Z "GD9M@FG *@9;F4
08?MF "9EF9@F "JI?FG@F !F9MK84 89; !8?AFG ,AF?D9E@9F 0FAD?F !FM8f >H9@GK EKD NH@AET4 @P
8>>A@M8IADf 89; E8ZD EKD GED>G 9DMDGG8?T EF >HE 89 D9; EF EK@G >?8ME@MD&
(&
08ZD PHAA 8JD9;G PF?4 IT JD89G FP ;@PPD?D9E 8>>A@M8IAD JD8GH?DG4 EKD KHJ89
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Eco
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eco may refer to:
eco-, a prefix mostly relating to ecological or environmental terms

Look up eco- in
Wiktionary, the free
dictionary.

.eco, (dot-eco), a proposed top-level domain for the Internet
Eco (currency), a proposed currency
Eco (video game), a computer simulation game
Umberto Eco (born 1932), Italian philosopher, semiotician, novelist
Eco, a character, played by Jacqueline Duncan, on the children's show The Shak
The natural substance of energy and power in the Jak and Daxter games
A character in Dragonar Academy

As an abbreviation
Enterprise Core Objects, software development framework useful for domain-driven design
Economic Cooperation Organization, an international organization involving seven Asian and four
Eurasian countries
Electronic Countermeasures Officer, an officer in the reimagined Battlestar Galactica series
Emil Chronicle Online, a 2005 Japanese MMO computer game
Encyclopaedia of Chess Openings, a scheme to classify chess openings
Engineering Change Order, used for changes in documents such as processes and work instructions
English Chamber Orchestra, a chamber orchestra based in London
The Environmental Commissioner of Ontario
Environment and Conservation Organisations of Aotearoa New Zealand
Epichlorohydrin, a synthetic rubber with the ISO code ECO
Equity carve-out, a sort of corporate restructuring
Esporte Clube Osasco, a Brazilian football (soccer) club
Eternally Collapsing Objects, an alternate theory of black hole. See Magnetospheric eternally collapsing
object
European Communications Office, the permanent secretariat of the Electronic Communications
Committee, a part of European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
ECO (denomination), a Presbyterian denomination (full name ECO: A Covenant Order of Evangelical
Presbyterians)
Noticias ECO, a now defunct 24-hour Spanish-language cable news network, owned and operated by
Televisa
Elementaire Commando Opleiding (elementary commando course) of the Korps Commandotroepen
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eco /ˈiːkəʊ/ ▶ adjective informal not harming the environment; eco-friendly: with
its rustic bamboo construction and solar-heated shower, the accommodation looked eco
enough.
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eco- /ˈiːkəʊ, ˈɛkəʊ/ ▶ combining form representing ECOLOGY, ECOLOGICAL, etc. .
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Eco, Umberto /ˈɛkəʊ/ (b.1932), Italian novelist and semiotician. Notable works:
The Name of the Rose (novel, 1981), Travels in Hyperreality (writings on semiotics,
1986), and Foucault's Pendulum (novel, 1989).
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